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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

On August 8, 19~4, EPA published in the Federal Register (4Y FK 

317U6) notice of the availability of a document evaluating regulatory 

strategies being considered for controlling air pollutant emissions 

from the gasoline marketing industry (I-A-5!:>). Public comments were 

solicited and over 180 individual comment letters were received. The 

purpose of tnis document is to respond to all of the majur comments 

made by the public. Due to the volume of comments received, EPA could 

not res!)ond to each comment letter or comment on an individual basis. 

Thus, to facilitate responding, the comments have been summarized and 

c~mbined together under the following subject categories: 

Chapter 2 - Unboard Controls 
Cha!Jter 3 -Stage II Controls 
Chapter 4 - Tradeoffs Between Stage II and Onboard 

Cha!)ter 5 - EPA's 1Y84 Control Strategy tvaluation 
Chapter 6 - Reasonableness of Control Costs Versus Health Risk Reduction 

Chapter 7 - Stage I Controls 
Chapter 8 - Effects on State Implementation Plans 

Chapter 9 - Exposure/Risk Analysis 

Chapter 10 - Other Methodologies and Considerations 

Some of these categories reflect topic areas upon which the Agency 

specifically requested comment in the 19~4 Federal Register Notice; 

these specific categories are denoted by an asterisk on the section 

title and a footnote saying "1984 Federal Register topic". The list of 

public commenters on the 1984 Federal Register notice and analysis 

document and the EPA docket item number assigned to each comment 

submittal are shown in Table 1-1. 

Changes made to EPA's 19~4 analysis in res!)onse to public comments, 

additional analyses performed, and a summary of the results are contained 

in a separate two-volume draft Regulatory Impact Analysis document~1 
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Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVAL'IATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARK.TING INDUSTRY 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-2 

I-H-3 

I-H-4 

I -H-5 

I-H-6 

I -H-7 

I-H-8 

I-H-9 

Date of 
Correspondence 

8-21-84 

8-16-84 

8-16-84 

8-24-84 

9-13-84 .. 

5-8-83 

3-13-84 

2-28-84 

9-24-84 

Commenter and Affiliation 

r~r. Roger F. Dreyer 
Executive Vice President 
Ohio Petroleum Marketers Assoc., 
Inc. 
50 West Broad Street, Suite 1130 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 

Ms. Jutta Schildknecht 
BMW of North America, Inc~ 
Montvale, New Jersey 07645 

Mr. Raymond J. Grubbe 
Senior Engineer 
AT&T Teletype Corporation 
5555 Touay Avenue 
Skokie, Illinois 60077 

Mr. Warren Cohen, President 
American Car Wash Corp. · 
7333 Little River Turnpike 
Annandale, VA 22003 

Mr. Walter R. Quanstrom 
General Manager 
Standard Oil Company 
200 East Randolph Drive 
Chicagu, Illinois 60601 
(Extension requested) 

Mr. Earl Harris Matheny 
Box 195 
R.R. #1 
Stanford, KY 40484 

Viola Amos 
614 Riverside Drive 
Ho 11 J :1 i1 1 , F L 3 20 1 7 

Mr. Wilfred Szerenyi 
15700 Olive Branch Drive 
La Mirada, CA 90638 

Mr. Milton Feldstein 
Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District 
939 Ellis Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
(Extension requested) 

aAppendix A to this letter contains letters from 32 Ohio petroleum 
marketers, designated in this document as items I-H-1A1 through I-H-1A32. 
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Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS N EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 
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I-H-10 

I-H-11 

I -H-12 

1-H-13 

I-H-14 

I-H-15 

I -H-16 

I-H-17 
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Date of 
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9-25-84 

9-26-84 

10-1-84 

10-1-84 

10-1-84 

10-2-84 

10-1-84 

10-2-84 

9-28-.84 

1-3 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. James D. Boyd 
Air Resources Board 
1102 Q Street 
P.O. Box 2815 
Sacramento, CA 9~812 
(Extension Requested) 

Mr. Jim Stokes, President 
Greater Washington/Maryland 
Service Station Association 
9200 Edmonston Road, Suite 304 
Greenbelt, MD 20770 

J.C. Emmart 
Emma rt Oil Co. 
P.O. Box 2247 
Winchester, VA 22601 

Robert J. Cutler, President 
Energy Retailers, Inc. 
P.O. Box 151 
Hingham, r'IA 02043 

·Mr. W. G. Lyden, Jr. 
Lyden Oil Company 
P.O. Box 1854 
Youngstown, OH 44501 

Mr. William R. Deutsch 
Illinois Petroleum Marketers 
Association 
P .0. Box 1508 
Springfield, IL 62705 

Mr. Cliff Brice 
Cliff Brice Stations, Inc. 
300 Moffat Avenue 
Pueblo, CO 81003 

Mr. C.D. Bolton 
Bolton Oil Company 
P.O. Box 397 
Artesia, NM 88210 

Mr. Wayne Binsted 
Binsted•s Exxon Service Center 
4812 MacArthur Blvd., N.W. 
washington, D.C. 2U007 
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(continued) 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-19 

I -H-20 

I -H -21 

I -H-22 

I-H-23 

I -H-24 

I-H-25 
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Date of 
Correspondence 
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Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. C.A. Fink 
BAR-F Enterprises, Inc. 
P.O. Box 129 
Farmington, NM 87499 

Mr. R. G. Roop 
Petroleum Marketers, Inc. 
1603 Santa Rosa Road 
Richmond, VA 23288 

Mr. George P. Ferreri, Director 
Air Management Administration 
Dept. of Health & Mental Hygiene 
201 West Preston Street 
Baltimore, MD 212Ul 

Mr. Kenichi Chiku 
Executive Vice President 
Toyota Technical Center, U.S.A., 
Inc. 
Ann Arbor Branch 
Ann Arbor, IL 48105 

Mr. Michael J. Dougherty 
Manager, Environmental Control 
Union Oil Co. of California 
Box 7 600 
Los Angeles, CA 90054 

Mr. Peter W. McCallum 
Corporate Environmental 
Specialist 
The Standard Oil Company 
Mid 1 and B u il d i n g 
Cleveland, OH 44115 

Mr. Mike Hawkins, President 
Hawk Oil Company 
P.O. Box 1388 
1050 So. Riverside 
Medford, OR 97501 

Mr. Dave Fellers, CAE 
Executive Vice President 
Texas Oil Marketers Association 
7Ul W. 15th Street 
Austin, TX 78701 
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Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. Doug Burton, Sales Manager 
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President 
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Chairman of the Board 
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Executive Vice President 
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Swifty Oil Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1002 
Seymour, IN 47274 



···able 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATOKY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-45 

1-H-'16 

I -H-47 

I -H-48 

1-H-49 

I-H-50 

I-H-51 

1-H-52 

I-H-53 

(cant i nued) 

Date of 
Correspondence 

10-5-84 

10-8-84 

Undated 

10-4-84 

10-7-84 

10-5-84 

10-10-84 

10-8-84 

10-8-84 

1-7 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Joseph R. Saxon, President 
and Chief Executive Officer 
Crystal - U.S .A. Oil, Inc. 
P.O. Box 9128 . 
Birmingham, AL 35213 

Mr. Robert T. Welsh, Jr. 
Welsh Oil, Inc. 
P .0. Box 10725 
Merrillville, IN 46411 

Mr. David Maybelef 
Mango Distributing Company 
P.O. Box 69 
Barnhart, MO 63012 

Mr. Arthur Goldstein 
Petrol Plus of Naugatuck, Inc. 
P.O. Box 492 
Derby, CT 06418 

Mr. Richard M.L. Oxterman 
Director of Development 

·Lockie Lee Services, Inc. 
310 Chester Street 
Painesville, OH 44077 

Mr. J. Terry Ross 
Musket Corporation 
P.O. Box 26210 
Oklahoma City, OK 73126 

Mr. Thomas D. Hughes, President 
Pride Petroleum Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 955 
St. Charles, 1L 60174 

Mr. Reggie Dupree, President 
Cajun Energy, Inc. 
P.O. Box 878 
Opelousas, LA 70570 

Mr. Wataru Hayashibara, Manager 
Certification Business Division 
MAZDA {North America), Inc. 
24402 Sincola Court 
Farmington Hills, MI 48018 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTE~S ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-54 

I-H-55 

I-H-56 

1-H-57 

I -H-58 

I-H-59 

I-H-60 

I -H-61 

Date of 
Correspondence 

10-8-84 

10-8-84 

10-9-84 

10-9-84 

10-8-84 

10-5-84 

10-5-84 

10-9-84 

1-8 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. Roy A. Turner 
Executive Vice President 
Colorado - Wyoming - New Mexico 
Petroleum Marketers Assoc. 
4465 Kipling, Suite 104 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 

Mr. Maury S. Guttman 
Executive Vice President 
Guttman Oil Company 
Speers Road 
Belle Vernon, PA 15012 

Mr. Shack Wimbish, Jr. 
Cobnial Oil IndL'stries, Inc. 
North Lathrop Avenue 
Savannah, GA 31402 

Mr. William T. Burkhart 
Regional Air Pollution Control 
Agency 
451 W. Third Street 
P.O. Box 972 
Dayton, OH 45422 

Mr. J .A. Stuart 
Executive Officer 
South Coast Management District 
9150 Flair Drive 
El Monte, CA 91731 

Mr. Robert L. French 
Executive Vice President 
California Target Enterprises, 
Inc. 
12739 Lakewood Blvd. 
Downey, CA 90242 

Mr. William Reilly 
City of Philadelphia 
Department of Public Health 
500 S. Broad Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19146 

Mr. W. Carey Johnson 
EZ-Go Foods, Inc. 
P.O. Box 286 
Lawton, UK 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATU~Y 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-62 

I -H-63 

~ -n-64 

I -H-65 

I -H-66 

I-H-67 

I-H-68 

I-H-69 

I -H-70 

(cant i nued) 
Date of 

Correspondence 

10-12-84 

10-10-84 

10-9-84 

10-Y-84 

10-9-84 

10-16-84 

10-12-84 

10-10-84 

10-7-.84 

1-9 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. Jimmy Harrell 
In 1 and Southwest Georgi a Oil 
Company, Inc. 

·1711 E. Showell 
P.o. Box 1510 
Bainbridge, GA 31717 

Mr. James A. Haslam, II 
President 
Pilot Oil Corporation 
P.O. Box 10146 
Knoxville, TN 37939-0146 

Mr. Bill Hall 
Independent Oil Men•s Assoc. 
of New England 
25 Sea Breeze Lane 
New Castle, NH 03854 

Mr. James M. Lents, Director 
Air Pollution Control Division 
Colorado Department of Health 
4210 E. 11th Avenue 
Denver, CO 80220 

Mr. R .S. I vey, Treasurer 
Apollo Oil Company 
1200 W. Pioneer Parkway 
Peoria, IL 61615 

Mr. W .B. Beaver 
Executive Vice President 
Southern Pumps & Tank Company 
P.O. Box 31516 
Charlotte, NC 28231 

Mr. Randy Castleberry 
The Pantry, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1410 
Sanford, NC 27330 

Mr. Bill Corning, President 
Winn Brothers, Inc. 
P.O. Box 441 
weatherford, OK 

Mr. Gil Arnold, President 
Road Runner- Arnold Dist. Co. 
South Robison Road 

'P.O. Box 973 
Texarkana, TX 75501 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STI{ATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-71 

1-H-72 

I-H-73 

I-H-74 

I -H-7 5 

I-H-76 

I -H-77 

I -H-78 

Date of 
Correspondence 

10-15-84 

10-9-84 

9-21-84 

10-4-84 

10-17-84 

10-17-84 

10-18-84 

10-17-84 

1-10 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. L. Carl Adams 
Executive Vice President 
Florida Petroleum Marketers 
Association 
209 Office Plaza 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Mr. Barry W. Muller 
State of Rhode Island and 
Providence Plantation 
Department of Environmental 
Management 
75 Davis St. - 204 Cannon Bldg. 
Providence, RI 029U8 

M~. Barbara Morin 
State of Rhode Island and 
Providence Plantation 
Department of Environmental 
Manayement 
Providence, RI 02908 
(Extension requested) 

Mr. W.W. Hazlett 
Hazlett Engineering Co. 
1089 Indian Village Road 
Pebble Beach, CA 939~3 

Mr. Samuel Chico, Jr. 
Chico Dairy Company 
331 Beechurst Avenue 
Moryantown, WV 2650S 

Mr. Mike Sparkman, Vice 
President . 
Modern Oil Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 218 
Shawnee, OK 74801 

Mr. Gerald J. Helfenkein 
President - Treasurer 
Marane Oil 
501 Park Avenue 
Worchester, MA 01610 

M r • R • G • E 1 mo r e 
Executive Vice President 
J&L Oil Compa~y, Inc. 
Box 214A 
Mundelein, IL 6006U 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Uocket A-~4-U7 

I -H-79 

I-H-80 

I -H-81 

I-H-82 

I-H-83 

I-H-84 

I-H-85 

I-H-86 

Date of 
Correspondence 

10-22-84 

10-22-84 

10-23-84 

10-23-84 

10-19-84 . 

10-24-84 

10-22-84 

10-29-84 

1-11 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. Erv Lackey, Chairman 
Lackey, Distributing, Inc. 
Chevron Petroleum Jobbers 
5275 East 48th Avenue · 
Denver, CO 80216 

Mr. Tom Slamans, Distributor 
P.O. Box 603 
Okmulgee, OK 74447 

Mr. Kenneth A. Baker 
Vice President 
J.D. Streett & Company, Inc. 
144 Weldon Parkway 
Maryland Heights, MO 63043 

Mr. Milton Feldstein 
Air Pollution Control Officer 
Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District 
939 Ellis Street 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

Mr. Phillip L. Youngblood 
Director, Air Programs 
Conoco, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2197 
Houston, TX 77252 

Mr. Dave Fellers, CAE 
Executive Vice President 
Texas Oil Marketers Assoc. 
7Ul w. 15th Street 
Austin, TX 78701 

Mr. Charles V. Stuckey, CAE 
Executive Vice President 
Oklahoma Oil Marketers Assoc. 
5115 N. Western 
Oklahoma City, OK 73118 

Mr. J.J. van der Veken, Manager 
Gas Stations Operations & 
Maintenance 
Northville Gasoline Corp. 
P.O. Box 937 
Melville, NY ·11747 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INUUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
lJocket A-84-07 

I-H-87 

I-H-88 

1-H-89 

1-H-90 

1-H-91 

I-H-92 

I -H-93 · · · 

1-H-94 

Date of 
Correspondence 

Undated 

11-1-84 

11-2-84 

10-30-84 

11-1-84 

11-5-84 

11-5-84 

11-6-84 

1-12 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. John S. Hough, President 
Hough Fuel 
340 Fourth Street 
Trenton, NJ U8638 

Mr. Carl C. Greer, President 
Martin Oil Marketing Corp., Ltd. 
P.O. Box 298 
Blue Island, IL 60406 

Mr. Thomas F. Wentworth 
General Manager 
Solar Oil Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 127 
Hope, NJ U7844 

Mr. Barnard R. McEntire 
County of San Diego 
Air Pollution Control District 
9150 Chesapeake Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123-1095 

Mr. A.G. Smith 
Shel 1 Oil Company 
P.O. Box 4320 
Houston, TX 7721U 

Mr. Bill Stewart 
Executive Director 
Texas Air Control Board 
6330 Highway, 29U East 
Austin, TX 78723 

Mr. Frank T. Ryan, Vice 
President 
Rubber Manufacturers Assoc. 
1400 K. Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Mr. John W. Graves 
Director of Environmental Safety 
and Health Affairs 
Pennzoil Company 
P.O. Box 2967 
Houston, TX 77252-2967 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Oocket A-84-07 

1-H-95 

1-H-96 

1-H-97 

I-H-98 

1-H-99 

I -H-100 

I -H-101 

1-H-102 

Date of 
Correspondence 

11-5-84 

Undated 

Undated 

11-7-84 

11-5-84 

11-7-84 

11-5-84 

11-8-84 

1-13 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. George P. Ferreri, Director 
Air Management Administration 
Maryland Dept. of Health & Mental 
Hygiene · 
201 West Preston Street 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

Mr. Robert L. Claibourne 
Claibourne Oil Company 
P.O. Box 787 
Miami, OK 74354 

Mr. Ray Reed 
Bow 1 i n g 0 i 1 Co • , I n c • 
P.O. Box 1282 
Seminole, OK 74868 

Mr. W.T. D~nker 
Manager, Environmental Programs 
Chevron U.S.A., Inc. · 
P • 0. Box 7 64 3 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7643 

Mr. Paul D. Collier 
Executive Vice President 
Amoco Oil Company 
200 East Randolph Drive 
Chicago, IL 60601 

Mr. William Shapiro 
Manager, Regulatory Affairs 
Volvo - North American Operations 
Rockleigh, NJ 07647 

Mr. R.R. Love, Chief Engineer 
Emissions and Fuel Economy 
Certification 
Chrysler Corporation 
P. 0. Box 1118 
Detroit, Ml 48288 

Ms. Barbara Faulkner 
Vice President, Policy & Legal 
Affairs . 
Petroleum Marketers Association 
1707 H Street, N.W. 
Suite 1100 
Washington, D.C. 20006 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INOUSTRY 

Item Number in 
iJocket A-~4-07 

I -H-103 

I -H-104 

I-H-105 

I-H-1U6 

I -H-107 

I -H-108 

I-H-109 

I -H -110 

I -H-111 

(cant i nued) 

Date of 
Correspondence 

11-7-84 

11-13-84 

Undated 

Undated 

11-7-134 

11-8-84 

11-8-84 

11-S-84 

10-31-84 

1-14 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. S. William Becker 
Executive Director 
STAPPA/ALAPCO 
444 North Capitol St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 

Mr. Brian Gill, Manayer 
Certification Depariment 
American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 50 
Gardena, CA 90247 

Mr. Bedford M. Mitchell 
Vice President 
Carey Johnson Oil Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 286 
Lawton, OK 73502 

Mr. R.J. O'Halloran 
O'Halloran Oil Corp. 
Perry, OK 

Mr. Glenn E. Moore 
Vice President - Engineering 
Dover Corp. OPW Division 
P.O. Box 405003 
Cincinnati, OH 45240-5003 

Mr. Jeffrey L. Leiter 
Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott 
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W. 
washington, D.C. 20007 
(representing SIGMA) 

Mr. J.C. Hildrew, Mana~ie.' 
Environmental Affairs 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
P.O. Box 1U31 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

Mr. William G. Maxwell 
Red Rock/Pate Oil Distributing Co. 
P .0. Box 82336 
Oklahoma City, OK 73148 

Mr. Detlev E. Hasselmann 
Hasstech, Inc. 
8821 Production Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92121 



Table 1-1. LIST uF COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REG ·LA TORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INOUSTR't 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I -H-112 

I-H-113 

: -H-114 

I-H-115 

I -H-116 

I-H-117 

I -H-ll8 

I-H-ll9 

Date of 
Correspondence 

11-7-84 

11-6-84 

11-8-84 

11-9-84 

11-8-84 

11-8-84 

11-13-84 

1-15 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. S. Perkins, President 
Perkins Petroleum, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1078 
Guymon, OK 73942 

Mr. U.V. Henderson 
Texaco, Inc. 
P.O. Box 509 
Beacon, NY 12~08 

Mr. Donald R. Buist, Director 
Automotive Emissions and Fuel 
Economy Office 
Ford Motor Company 
Th2 American Road 
Dearborn, t~I 4H121 

Mr. David D. Doniger 
Natural Resources Defense 
Council, Inc. 
1350 New York Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 300 
washington, D.C. 20005 

Mr. W. Groth, Man3ger 
Emissions Regulations & 
Certifications 
Volkswagen of America, Inc. 
888 W. Big Beaver 
P.O. Box 3<::151 
Troy, MI 48UU7-3951 

Mr. T.M. Fisher, Director 
Automotive Emission Control 
General Motors Ccrporation 
General Motors Technical Center 
Warren, MI 4H090 .. 

Mr. James D. Boyd 
Executive Officer 
California Air Resources Board 
1102 Q Street 
Sacramento, CA 95812 

Mr. Jeffrey L. Leiter 
Collier, Shannon, Rill, & Scott 
105S Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W. 
washington, D.C. 2UU07 
(representing National Assoc. of 
Convenience Stores) 



Table 1-1. LIST OF C0Mt1ENTERS ON EVALUATIO·• OF REGULATO~Y 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-120 

I-H-121 

>'-:-122 

I-H-123 

I -H-124 

I -H-125 

I -H-126 

I-H-127 

(cant i nued) 

Date of 
Correspondence 

11-8-84 

Undated 

11-14-84 

11-5-84 

11-5-84 

11-8-84 

11-19-84 

11-8-84 

1-16 

Commenter and Affiliation 

r~ r • Will i am F • 0 • Keefe 
Vice President 
American Petroleum Institute 
1220 L Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20UU5 

Mr. R.A. Davis, President 
Denver Oi1 Company 
P.O. Box 94597 
Oklahoma City, OK 73143 

Mr. James K. Hambright, Director 
Bureau of Air Quality Control 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
P .0. Box 2063 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 

Mr. R. Manning 
Manning Oil Company 
P.O. Box 576 
Pauls Valley, OK 73075 

Mr. Harry H. Hovey, Jr. 
Director, Division of Air 

·New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation 
50 Wolf Road 
Albany, NY 12233-0001 

Mr. Raymond J. Campion 
Coordinator 
Public Affairs Dept., 
Environmental Conservation 
Exxon Company, U.S.A. 
P.O. Box 2180 
Houstor., TX 77001 

Ms. Jan W. Mares, Asst. Secretary 
Policy, Safety and Environment 
Department of Energy 
Washington, D.C. 2058o 

Mr. Fred W. Bowditch, Vice 
President 
Technical Affai~s . 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 
Assoc. 
30U New Center Building 
Detroit, MI 482U2 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMME~TE~S ON ! /ALUATION OF REGULATO~Y 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

I-H-128 

1-H-129 

I -H-130 

I -H-131 

I -H-132 

I -H-133 

I-H-134 

I-H-135 

I-H-136 

Date of 
Correspondence 

11-16-84 

10-25-84 

11-6-84 

11-7-84 

11-7-84 

12-18-84 

11-6-84 

1-10-85 

2-22-85 

1-17 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. W.C. Jones, Manager 
Governmental Regulations 
American Motors Corporation 
14250 Plymouth Road 
Detroit, MI 48232 

~~. Robert D. Bradt 
Hirt Combustion Engineers 
931 South Maple Avenue 
Montebello, CA 90640-5488 

Mr. Vic Rasheed, Executive 
Director 
Service Station Dealers of 
America 
400 North Capitol Street, N.W. 
Suite 175 
washington, D.C. 20001 

Mr. Ron M. Clark 
President & General Manager 
Emco Wheaton, Inc. 
P.O. Box 688 
Conneaut, OH 44030-0688 

Mr. James W. Healy 
Cambridge Engineering, Inc. 
74 Faulkner Street 
North Billerica, MA 01862 

Mr. Fred W. Bowditch, Vice· 
President, Technical Affairs 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 
Assoc. 
JOO New Center Bldg. 
Detroit, Ml 48202 

Ms. Cynthia Winklevoss 
Slippery Rock University 
Slippery Rock, PA 160~7 

Mr. T.M. Fisher, Director 
Automotive Emission Control 
General Motors Corp. 
Warren, Ml 48U90 

Mr. T.M. Fisher 
General Motors Corporation 
Warren, MI 48090 



Table 1-1. LIST OF COMMENl ::RS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE GA~OLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(continued) 

Item Number in 
Docket A-84-07 

l-H-137 

I-H-138 

l-i)-51 

I-D-52 

I -D-53 

I-D-54 

I-D-55 

I -D-56 

Date of 
Correspondence 

4-25-86 

4-24-86 

3-25-85 

~-16-85 

6-24-85 

7-23-85 

7-25-85 

8-6-85 

. 1-18 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. D.E. Hoag 
Plymouth Oil Company 
P.O. Box 27147 
Detroit, MI 4~227 

Mr. J. Edward Surette, Jr. 
Executive Director 
Bay State Gasoline Retailers 
Association 
574 Boston Road (Rt. 3A) 
Billerica, MA 01821 

Mr. H.G. Grayson 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
1~0 East 42nd Street 
New York, NY 10017 

Mr. ILE. Doll, Manager 
Air Programs 
Mobil Oil Corporation. 
P.O. Box 1031 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

·Mr. John M. Daniel, Jr. 
Asst. Executive Director 
Air Pollution Control Board, 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
P.O. Box 10089 
Richmond, VA 23240 

Mr·. Charles J. DiBona, President 
American Petroleum Institute 
Washington, D.C. 2UOU5 
(signed by four other trade 
representatives) 

Mr. J.C. Hildrew, t~anager 
Environmental Affairs 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
Princeton, NJ 08540 

Mr. C.L. Terlizzi, Manager 
National Accounts 
The B.F. Goodrich Company 
suo South Main Street · 
Akron, OH 44318 



Table 1-1. LIST Oi COMMENTERS ON EVALUATION OF REGULATORY 
STRATEGIES F(::~ THE GASOLINE MARKETING INDUSTRY 

(concluded) 

I tern Number i n 
Docket A-84-07 

I -D-57, I -D-68 

I-D-58 

I-D-59 

I-D-63 

I-D-64 

I-D-65 

I-D-67 

I-D-70 

Date of 
Correspondence 

7-23-85 

8-23-85 

10-23-85 

10-16-85 

12-17-85 

4-19-85 

7-19-85 

9-30-85 

1-19 

Commenter and Affiliation 

Mr. Mark Cooper 
Energy Director 
Consumer Federation of America 
1424 16th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Mr. Robert A. Rogers, Director 
Automotive Emission Control 
General Motors Corporation 
Warren, MI 48090 

Mr. Robert A. Rogers, Director 
Automotive Emission Control 
General Motors Corporation 
Warren, MI 48090 

Mr. Howard H. Kehrl 
Vice Chairman 
General Motors Corporation 
3044 West Grand Boulevard 
Detroit, MI 48202 

Mr. J.J. Wise, Manager 
Paulsboro Research Lab 
Mobil R&D Corporation 
Paulsboro, NJ 08066 

Mr. Robert E. Hughey 
Commissioner 
Dept. of Environmental Protection 
State of New Jersey 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Mr. Phillip R. Chisolm 
Executive Vice President 
Petroleum Marketers Association 
of Arne rica 
1120 Vermont Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Mr. James E. Benton 
Executive Director 
New Jersey Petroleum Council 
170 West State Street 
Trenton, NJ 08608 



All references used in this document are contained in EPA's Gasoline 

Marketing Docket (No. A-84-07). Each document in this docket is assigned 

a docket item number. These same do~ket item numbers are used as 

reference numbers in this document. The docket is available for public 

inspection and coping at EPA's Central Docket Section, West Tower Lobby, 
Gallery 1, Waterside Mall, 401 M Street S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460 
{phone number 202-382-7549). A reasonable fee may be charged for 

copying. 

1.1 REFERENCES 

I-A-55 Evaluation of Air Pollution Regulatory Strategies for Gasoline 
Marketing Industry, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office 
of Air and Radiation, Office of Air Quality Planning and Stan
dards, and Office of Mobile Sources, EPA-450/3-84-012a (Executive 
Summary- EPA-450/3-84-012b), July 1984, [NTIS# PB 84 231075 
and PB 84 ~31083, respectively]. 

1*. Draft Regulatory Impact Analysis, Proposed Refueling Emission 
Regulations for Gasoline-Fueled Vehicles --Volume I -Analysis 
of Gasoline Marketing Regulatory Strategies (EPA-450/3-87-00la), 
Volume II - Additional Analysis of Onboard Controls (EPA-450/3-87-
001b), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and 
Radiation, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, and Office 
of Mobile Sources, July 1987. 

*Docket number not available. These documents will be published 
at the same time as this report and will be assigned docket 
numbers and placed in the docket at that time. 
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~.U UISCUSSIUN ANU CUMMENTS UN UN~UAKU CUNTKULS 

~.1 UH~UAKU CUNTKUL TECHNULUGY* 

The technolo~ical as~ects of onboard control of refueliny emissions 

were discussed in an EPA technical re~ort that was included as A~pendix C 

of the July 1Y~ EPA analysis document (1-A-oo). Since that re~ort was 

issued, EPA has received numerous ~ublic comments on all as~ects of 

onboard controls and has re-evaluated many of its conce~ts and estimates. 
The results of the Ayency•s re-evaluation is ~resented in this cha~ter. 

Tne first ~art of this cha~ter describes a yeneral onboard control 
system. Then several desiyn considerations and recent onboard develo~

ment work are discussed. This is followed by the descri~tion of the 

s~ecific onboard system that EPA is consideriny in this analysis. 

Costs and other aspects of this system are thorouyhl.Y discussed. 

Finally, Ayency res~onses to siynificant comments on onboard issues are 

~resented. 

~.1.1 General Uescri~tion of an Unboard System 

In many ways a refueling vapor control system is similar to the 

eva~orative emission control systems now in use on most automobiles. 

Va~ors that are dis~laced from the fuel tank during a refueliny event 
are adsorbed onto a bed of activated carbon, where they are stored. 

uuring vehicl~ operation, manifold vacuum is used to pull ambient air 

over the carbon bed, desorbing the stored hydrocarbons from the canister. 

The hydrocarbon-rich ~urye yas is then routed to the engine and the 

hydrocarbons are burned in the enyine duri ny combustion. 

In some respects, however, the onboard refueling va~or control 
system dif~ers from an eva~orative control system. The biyyest ~hysical 

difference between the systems is caused by the need to prevent vapors 

from esca~iny via the filloecK duriny a refueling event. This need 

forces the introduction of some type of sealing mechanism into the fuel 
tank fillneck. Althouyh there are a variety of fil lneck seals ca~able 

of ~erforming the necessary task, the one discussed in the July 1Ytl4 

analysis is a si~~le mechanical seal (such as that shown in Fiyure ~-1). 

*lY~ Federal Keyister topic. 
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a. Spout entering fi71neck 

b. Spout sealed by rotary sea) 

Figure 2-1. Dnboard System Mechanical Sea) 
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located near the top of the fillneck. When the gasoline dispensing 

nozzle is inserted into the fillneck, an interface is formed between the 
seal and the fillneck, preventing displaced va~ors from escaping into the 

atmosphere. Instead of leaving the fuel tank via the fillneck, the dis

placed vapors are routed to the onboard canister where adsor~tion occurs. 

Another difference between the evaporative and refueling vapor 
control systems is the frequency and magnitude of canister loadings. 

Evaporative emissions are produced each time a vehicle is operated, as 
well as in response to diurnal temperature cycles. This could mean 

several evaporative loads per day, even if the vehicle were operated 
only a few miles at a time. Refueling emissions, on the other hand, 
are generally produced less frequently and can be much larger in magni
tude on a per-event basis. A significant amount of mileage is generally 

accumulated between refueling events. Because of the potential for a 
large quantity of refueling emissions at any .:>ne time, more hydrocarbon 

storage capacity would be needed for refueling emissions than is needed 
for evaporative emissions. 

This difference in the t1m1ng and magnitude of emission loads 
results in the need for purge schedules different from those used 

in current evaporative systems. The need to accommodate high vapor 
flow rates and large hydrocarbon loads has several implications for 
the requirements of the onboard system. First, a larger hydrocarbon 
storage canister is needed to collect and store the refueling emissions. 
Uepending on cost and vehicle design considerations, a manufacturer 
could choose to use an integrated, partially integrated, or separate 
approach to the control of evaporative and refueling emissions. The 
11 Separate 11 approach would involve two (or more) canister systems, each .. 
of which would be loaded.with evaporative or refueling emissions. 
A 11 partially integrated 11 system would route refueling and some evaporative 
emissions to one canister, but only evaporative emissions to a separate 
canister. An 11 inteyrated 11 system would use a single canister (or canisters) 

into which both evaporative and refueling emissions would be loaded. 
By using an integrated or even a partially integrated approach, a 

manufacturer couid limit the total amount of activated carbon needed 
for both refueling and evaporative emission control, and reduce the 
overall vapor handling system requirement. However, in either case, 
additional storage capacity would be necessary. 
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In addition to larger canisters, laryer fuel tank vent lines would 

also be needed. Refueling vapors typically leave the fuel tank at 

rates of eight gallons per minute ormore. In order to accommodate 

these high vapor flow rates without an excessive rise in fuel tank 

backpressure, a va~or line with an inside diameter of about ~/8 inch 

would probably have to be used. Since current evaporative vent l.ines 

are smaller than this, a larger vent line would have to be added. 

The need to provide a large, unrestricted vent line between the 

fuel tank and canister during refueling could also lead to a potential 
safety hazard that is not a serious problem for evaporative emission 

control systems. Due to the large vent line needed between the 

fuel tank(s) and canister(s), there is a potential for a significant 

amount of fuel s~illage in the event of an accident involving a vehicle 
rollover. Current evaporative emission control systems utilize a 

limitiny orifice (40 to 6U thousandths of an inch in diameter) in the 

vent line to limit the flow of fuel from the tank in rollover situa
tions. To prevent major fuel spills following vehicle rollover~ a 
mechanism would have to be included as part of an onboard system which 

would provide vent line closure in rollover situations. This mechanism 

could provide vent line closure at all times other than refuelings, or 

could be designed to close in response to rollover. Regardless of the 
specific component design, some type of rollover protection would have 

to be included in onboard control systems. This subject is discussed 

further in Section 2.1.5. 

Although there are other differences between evaporative and 

refueling/evap_or_ative emission control systems, the major distinctions 

have been highlighted above. Details of the functioning of onboard 

systems wil 1 be provided below. The next section of this cha~ter 

examines recent developments in onboard control technology. Specific

ally, these developments involve the method of sealing the fillneck 

during refueling. 

2.1.2 Recent Developments in Onboard Control 
In the onboard control system described in Appendix C of the July 

1~&4 EPA analysis, the fillneck is sealed during refueling by means of 
a mechanical elastomeric device (see Figure 2-1). This type of seal 

was shown to control refueling emissions with a theoretical efficiency 
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of greater than 98 percent in a demonstration proyram done by the 

American Petroleum Institute (API) in 1Y78 (I-f-17). Althouyh the 
demonstration program did prove the theoretical efficiency of this tyJJe 

of seal to be adequate, the comments on the information in Appendix C 

suggested a number of potential problems with mechanically sealed 

systems. 

A number of commenters voiced their doubts about the durability of 

mechanical seals. Although the API demonstration vehicles were driven 

up to 6o,UUO miles, none was driven the light-duty vehicle (LDV) average 

lifetime of lUU,OUU miles, and a number of commenters questioned the 

ability of the seal to retain its integrity over the life of the vehicle 

in a wide range of environmental conditions. 

Many commenters also stated that a pressure relief device would 

be needed if the mechanical type fillpipe seal were used. This would 

be needed to prevent damage to the fuel tank and other system compo

nents if the automatic nozzle shutoff mechanism failed or if the 
vapor line between the fuel tank and an onboard refueliny canister 

became blocked. In these situations, the fuel tank could come under 
excessive pressure as more fuel was dispensed into the tank. Also, if 

the fuel tank were slightly overpressured as described above, a pres

sure relief device would also help to reduce fuel spit-back which 

could occur when the nozzle was removed from the fillpipe. Although 

an adequate pressure relief device could be designed without an unreason

able amount of effort, the commenters argued that such a device would 

add an additional level of cost and complexity to the system. 
A ~umber qf _commenters felt that adding a mechanical seal to the 

fil lneck would lead to tampering or abuse by the consumer, since the 

nozzle would have to be inserted into the fillneck with a certain 

degree of care. Although this would not require an unacceptable level 

of additional effort, they felt it would involve a deviation from the 

traditional refueling experience which could ultimately lead to fillpipe 

tampering. Any such tampering would likely lead to a decrease in the 
effectiveness of'the control strategy. 

These purported problems (even if true) would not prohibit the use 
of a mechanical seal, but they do hiyhliyht the ne_ed for improvements 

in these devices. A possible alternative to the mechanical seal is a 
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"liquid seal" device. These liquid seals em!JlOy modified fillneck 

desiyns which route the incominy yasoline in such a way that a column 

of yasoline ~Jrevents the fuel tanK V~IJors from esca1-1iny to the atmos~nere 

during refueling. Liquid seals have been considerea as ~art of onboard 

systems during most of the history of the study of the control of 

refueling emissions. At least as early as 1~79, EPA did work to test 

the control efficiency of an onboard system equi~ped with a li4uid 

fill neck seal ( 1-tj-Hn. In the 1!:17!:1 test iJroyram, a "submeryed fi 11" 

liquid seal system was tested and snowed a control efficiency of YY 

~ercent. More recently, EPA performed a series of tests at the Motor 

Vehicle Emissio.ns Laboratory (MVt:l) which examined the control efficien

cies of a number of liquid seals. The liquid seal work done by EPA at 

the MVt:L is fully aescribed in a technical re1-1ort available in the IJUDlic 

docket (I-A-1u9). Unly tne hiyhliyhts of the study will De re~Jeated nere. 

Three liquid seal systems were evaluated in tne EPA study: the 

"in-tube tra!)," the submeryed fi 11, and the "J-tube." Tne in-tuDe 
trap (snown in Figure ~-~) is similar in conce1-1t to the standard. sinK 

drain~Ji~Je. The submerged fill system (Fiyure ~-3) employs a fillneck 

tnat extends into the fuel tanK and introduces gasoline near the bottom 

of the tank. When the gasoline level ris~s in the tank during a fueling 

event, the fillneck o~ening is suDmeryed in the gasoline and va1-1ors are 

trap~ed in the tank above the liquid level. The J-tube (Figure ~-4) 

is a sim~Jlified form of the in-tube trd!J. The fuel being dis~Jensed 

into the tillneck is forced to IJass through the "U"-sha!Jed IJOrtion of 

the fil lneck. The li4uid traiJ is formed as the gasoline passes from 

the low~st !JOi~t .in the "U" to the opening of the fillneck in the tank. 

The submerged fi 11 and J-tube systems were identified as f)ract ica 1 

alternatives to the mechanical seal systems. The J-tube WdS shown 

to control refueling emissions with an efficiency of at least !:17 IJer

cent. The J-tuDe evaluation was conducted on a bench ~rototy!Je, which 

was later installed in a vehicle. It is clear that hiyher efficiencies 

are achievable with more fully develo!)ed systems (l-H-1~~). The aavantayes 

that these sealing a!Jproaches have over the mechanical ty1-1e seals are 

aescribed below. 
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Some commenters cited the purported lack of durability as a 

possible deficiency of the mechanical seal. Clearly, a liquid seal 
system would eliminate any questions concerning durability. A new liquid 

seal is formed with each refueling and there are no mechanical ~arts to 

wear with time. The same line of reasoning can be used to respond to 

the questions about the susceptibility of the mechanical seal to environ

mental extremes. Extremely hot or cold weather would have no effect 

on the performance of the liquid seals. The possibility of fillneck 

tampering would be eliminated by using a liquid seal, since the outward 

appearance of a submerged fill or J-tube fillneck would be no different 

from the appearance of the current fillneck. Therefore, the addition 

of the liquid seal would not increase the incentive to tamper. 

The other potential drawback to the mechanical seal is its 

need for a pressure relief device. The liquid seal systems are an 

improvement over the mechanical seal in this area as well. ~oth the 
J-tube and the submerged fill systems avoid the problem of fuel tank 
over-pressure during a refueling event. Any tank over-pressure 
that occurred while fuel was being dispensed into the tank would cause 

fuel to rise in the fil lneck and automatic nozzle shutoff to occur. 
Any pressure buildup is automatically released throuyh the fillneck. 

Similarly, failure of the nozzle automatic shutoff mechanism would 

have no additional safety implications with liquid seal systems, since 

failure would result in a fuel spit-back and subsequent manual shutoff 

as now occurs. 

Both of these systems avoid over-pressure duriny refueling, but 

only the J-tube system can function safely without a pressure relief 

mechanism of any kind. The submerged fill system is, however. poten

tially susceptible to a potential safety problem of another kind and 

may require a pressure reljef device. If the lines between the fuel 

tank and the carbon canister were blocked between fueling events, 

pressure could build in the tank during normal operation of the vehicle. 
If the vehicle•s gas cap was removed while the tank was still relatively 

full, gasoline could be forced out of the fillnect (which would contain. 

a standing column of gasoline) and possible onto the nozzle operator. 

Although this situation might arise only on rare occasions, a pressure 

relief mechanism may be required for some submerged fill systems to 
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~revent the ~ossibility of fuel spit-back. It should be noted that 

mechanisms are available that could perform the functions required of 

the pressure relief device. The adaptation of such mechanisms to this 

application should be straightforward and inexpensive. This problem 

can be easily avoided in the J-tube system by allowing the fillneck to 

drain after the completion of.a refueling event. This can be accomplished 

by drilling a small hole at the base of the liquid seal to allow a slow 

drain of fuel into the tank following the refueling. 

The technical report on the testing of the fil lneck seals aiscusses 

both the positive and negative aspects of each approach, and the discus

sion will not be repeated here. The report concludes that both the 

submerged fill and J-tube systems would be usable, and both would 

eliminate problems related to durability and tampering. The J-tube 

system does have one advantage over the submerged fill system in that 

it does not require a j.>ressure relief device. This tends to make the 

J-tube approach more attractive than the submerged fill system for 
both cost and safety reasons. For this reason, the primarJ onboard 

control system considered by EPA in this analysis is equipped with a J

tube fillneck seal. ·However, it should be noted that both the mechanical 
seal and submerged fill approach~s are al~o technologicallj feasible 

and may be preferable in some applica·tions. 

Even though the liquid seal approaches may have some initial 

advantages over the mechanical seal designs which have been demonstrated 

thus far, this does not imply that mechanical seals cannot or should 

not be used. Design and incor~oration of a pressure relief device into 

the sys~em is ~ ~elativelj st~aightforward engineering task. While 
tampering could be viewed as a potential problem, EPA v10uld expect that 
mechanical systems used by manufacturers would incorporate tamper

resistant designs. Also, it is worth notiny that much of the incentive 

for fillneck tampering in the past was related to the consumers' desire 

to save money through misfueliny. With the recent decline in the leaded 
to unleaded fuel differential, this incentive has diminished. Finally, 

with regard to the durability of mechanical seals, it should be noted 

that the vehicles evaluated by API showed no deterioration in the 

effectiveness of the mechanical seal during the test period. The seals 

retained their effectiveness over a wide range of environmental conditions 
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and with the use of alcohol blends. If needed, the o~tion for usiny 

improved seal materials clearly exists. The rotary grease seal used in 

the API demonstration project was off-the-shelf hardware which could be 

improved s~ecifically for this application if necessary. Thus, EPA 

believes that either li~uid seals or mechanical seals could be used as 

part of onboard systems. 

The development of a liquid seal alternative addresses many of the 

key comments raised with regard to onboard control technology, and to 

some degree changes the onboard system from that originally discussed 

in the July 1984 analysis. In addition, the comments have raised other 
issues which led to further revisions of the analysis of onboard systems. 

Given these changes, the basic systems discussed in this document have 

some substantial differences from the system discussed in the 1984 

analysis. As an introduction to the analysis of comments, t~e onboard 

systems as envisioned by EPA are described in detail. The description 

of the systems should make the analysis easier to follow and will 
provide an indirect response to many of the comments. 

2.1.3 Description of the Onboard Systems Evaluated by EPA 

The onboard systems are described here in terms of both function 

and form. The reader is led through a typical refueling event and the 
on-board hardware is described as each component performs its function. 

The description of the refueling event is presented so that the reader 

can get a feel for both the technical workings of the system and its 
interaction with the operator of the gasoline nozzle. 

The EPA envisions two types of onboard systems, one for fuel

injected vehicles and one for carbureted vehicles. The difference in 
the systems is brought about by tAe need fa~ control of evaporative 
hot soak emissions from the carburetor bowl (s) of carbureted vehicles. 

Because of the current tr~nd toward fuel injection and the associated 

projections for an 88 percent fuel-injected light-duty fleet by 19YU 

(I-A-7U), the onboard system for fuel-injected vehicles is the primary 

system described. The differences in the carbureted-type system are 
also briefly noted. Because the system for fuel-injected vehicles 
employs the use of a single canister for both refueling and evaporative 

emission control, it is referred to as a "fully integrated" system. 

The system for carbureted vehicles uses separate canisters to control 
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emissions from the fuel tank and carburetor bowl (s), and is therefore 

referred to as a 11 partially integrated 11 system. Figure 2-5 st10ws a 

typical fully integrated, onboard refueling and evaporative control 

system. 

The descri~tion of the system operation beyins as the vehicle 

operator parks the vehicle at the service station and the gas cap is 

removed. The opening of the yas cap cover and removal of the gas cap 

relays information to the electronic control unit (ECU), signaling the 

start of the refueling event. In the system envisioned by EPA, the 

switch is triggered by the removal of the gas cap as shown in Figure 

2-6, but there are a number of other fJOSSible switch positions. Many 

of these are described in a report written by Mueller Associates for 

EPA in 1985. This report, entitled, 11 Costs of Unboard Vapor Recovery 

Hardware, .. has been included as part of the public docket (I-A-77). 

Therefore, these other possible locations will not be described here. 

The removal of the gas caf) throws a switch to indicate that a 
refueling event is about to take place by sending a signal to a solenoid 

valve located in the vapor line between the fuel tank and the carbon 

canister. Figure 2-7 is a diagram of one such valve. A complete 

description of the valve can be found in the ~1ueller Report referenced 

above. The valve moves to the open position, allowing vapor to pass out 

of the fuel tank at the high rates necessary during a _refueling event. 

As was discussed earlier (Section 2.1.1), a relatively larye 

(approximately 1/2 to 5/8-inch inner diameter) vapor vent line would be 

needed between the fuel tank and canister to accommodate tne hiyh vapor 

flow rates (>8 gpm) associated with refueling. An onboard control 
system must include some provision ~o allow the necessary flow during 

refueling and to prevent excessive fuel spillage should the vehicle 
roll over. The solenoid valve discussed in the previous paragraphs is 

one possible method of satisfying both of these requirements; the valve 
is open during refueling events and closed during other modes of operation. 

Another approach that could be used to solve this problem is discussea 

in a recently published API report (I-H-158). In their work for API, 

t1obil Kesearch and Developme.nt used a valve that was mechanically 
opened by the act of nozzle insertion to permit vapor flow during 

refuelings. Although this and other approaches are feasible, the 
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example presented here presumes the use of the solenoid type 

system. 

At about the same time that the solenoid valve opens the va~or 

line, the operator inserts the fuel nozzle into the fillneck. Since 

this system uses a J-tube liquid seal, the nozzle operator would 

notice no difference between the fillneck of the controlled vehicle and 

the fillneck on an uncontrolled .vehicle of the same make. As gasoline 

flows down the fillneck and into the tank, a liquid tra~ is formed in 

the fillneck almost immediately. As gasoline fills the tank, va~ors 

are displaced from the tank. Since the liquid trap has formed in the 
fillneck, vapors cannot leave through the fillneck and are forced to 

pass out of the tank via the refueling vent line which connects the 

fuel tank to the carbon canister. After vapors ~ass out of the fuel 

tank they pass through a liquid/vapor se11arator. The li4uid/vapor 

separator removes gasoline dro~lets from the va~or stream and returns 

the liquid fuel to the tank. The separation of this liquid gasoline 
from the vapor flow helps to reduce the hydrocarbon load reaching the 

canister and ~revents liquid gasoline droplets from poisoning the 
canister. 

The refueling vapors then pass through the vapor line (~/8-inch 

diameter) and enter the carbon canister where the hydrocarbons in the 

vapor stream are adsorbed onto the activated carbon. This canister 
may be in the front or rear of the vehicle. 

Inside the fuel tank, a float valve or some similar device is 
. connected to the vapor inlet orifice (see Figure 2-~). As the gasoline 

level rises to_ the top of the tank, the float valve seats itself in a 
a housing a: ~he vapor orifice. As the float blocks the va~or orifice, 

the pressure Mses in the tank and a column of gasoline rises in the 
fillneck. ·When the colum~ of gasoline reaches the tip of the gasoline 

nozzle, automatic shutoff is triggered and the refueling event is 

completed. The float housing and float are designed to provide a soft 

but effective close, so that the ~ressure in the tank does not rise 

too high too ~uickly. This feature is included to hel~ eliminate 

yasoline spillage at the end of a fueling event. 
At the com~letion of the refueling, when automatic shutoff has 

been triggered, the operator removes the nozzle from the fillneck and 
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replaces the yas cap. As the yas cap is replaced, the solenoid that 
opened the vent closure is reversed, and the vent line is closed. 

Using a mechanical vent closure valve such as that developed by 
Mobil, the vapor line would close when the nozzle was removed. 

The ability of this system to o~en and close the refuelin~ va~or 

vent line provides the fuel tank rollover protection required by FMVSS 
301. The refueling vapor vent line would remain sealed as long as the 
solenoid activating the vent closure valve was not activated. Since 

actuation of the solenoid would require removal of the fuel cap, this 
approach should provide reasonable certainty of vent closure even in 
vehicle accidents. Using the mechanical vent closure valve, the system 
would remain sealed duriny vehicle operation unless a serious colli
sion destroyed the fil lpipe area of the vehicle. In this case, fuel 
could spill dir:ctly from the fillpipe, as could occur on today•s vehicles. 

Also, when the refueling vent line is closed, the system could be 
designed to provide a limiting orifice through which evaporative emis
sions are metered during nonnal operation of the vehicle. Alterna
tively, the current limiting orifice_system could be retained, with the 

evaporative emission vapor line for this purpose being 11teed 11 into the 
refueling vapor line at a point beyond the vent closure valve. While 
it is not absolutely clear that a limiting orifice is necessary, it 
has been argued that the use of this orifice is desirable for several 
reasons such as lower diurnal and running losses and improved vehicle 
d ri veabil i ty. 

After the vehicle has been started and warmed u~. the onboard system 
draws on manifold vacuum to pull air through the onboard canister and 

.. . . . 
purg~ it of the hydrocarbon load. The integrated system handles 
evaporative emissions in essentially the same way today•s eva~orative 

control systems do. The one change for the integrated system is that 
the evaporative (diurnal, hot soak, and running loss) emissions would be 
loaded into a refueling/evaporative canister along with refueling 

emissions. 
As discussed earlier, there are three basic system designs that 

could be used to control refueling and evaporative emissions. The 
first is a fully integrated system (described above), in which all 
evaporative emissions would be loaded into a canister (or canisters) 
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that is also used for refueling· vapor control. The second can De 

called a JJartially integrated system. A J.lartially integrated system 

would route all emissions from the fuel tank (both evaporative and 

refueling) to one canister. Any carburetor bowl (hot soak) emissions 

would be loaded into a separate canister. This type of system would be 

used only on carbureted vehicles. Based on the J.lrojection that 8H 

percent of the new car fleet will use fuel injection Dy 1990, EPA 

assumed that 12 J.lercent of the fleet will employ this kind of system 

(l-A-70). The third system is a fully separate system. This type of 
system would use separate canisters for refueling, evaporative fuel 
tank, and carburetor emissions.* Because of the necessary com~lexity of 

tt1e J.lUrge system for such a SeJ.larate system, EPA does not believe that 

~any of these systems would be used (one possible exception is heavy-duty 
yasoline vehicles). Therefore, separate systems were not included in 

this analysis. 

The discussion above provides a brief synopsis of the onboard 
control system envisioned by EPA. The system oriyinally considered 
by EPA is described in AJJpendix C of the July 1YH4 analysis. With a 

clear image of both .the original and modified systems in mind, the 

comments on technological aspects of onboard control can be analyzed. 

2.1.4 Summary and Analysis of Comments 

The onboard control system described in Appendix C of the 19H4 

analysis was based on the mechanical seal approach. Several of the 

comments received described potential problems with the system described 
in Appendix C. Some of the comments also contained sugyestions for the 
improvement of the system. As discussed above, after analyzing the 

comments, EPA has develOJ.led revised versions of the basic onboard control 
systems, which could avoid many of the purported problems raised in the 

comments. In ChaJJter 2.0 of this report, the comments on the onboard 
control system are summarized and the EPA responses to the comments are 

given. First, the comments on specific hardware items are examined 

(Section 2.1.4), followed by discussion of more general topics related 

*A separate system for fuel-injected vehicles would use separate 
canisters for refueling and· evaporative fuel tank loads. 
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to onboard controls. For the most part, only the comments Of.Jposing 
various aspects of onboard controls are discussed. 

a. Fillneck Seals 

Comment: As discussed above, a number of commenters expressed 

the belief that the mechanical fillneck seal would not be durable 
enouyh to last the full life of an LDV or LUT (I-H-2, 1-H-11, I-H-YY, 

I-H-100, I-H-101, I-H-116, I-H-120, I-H-127). This conclusion was based 
on the fact that no vehicle had been operatea with onboard controls 
past 65,000 miles. It was also based ~n concerns that the seals had 
not been exposed to the variety of environmental extremes that rni gnt be 

encountered in use. One commenter raised the question of whether an 
onboard system witn a mechanical seal would comply with existing regula

tions concerning fillneck access. Several others felt that onboard 
control systems would be subject to tampering (see Section 2.2.~). 

Response: In the onboard control system described above, a liquid 
se~ is used to prevent vapors from leaving the fuel tank via the 
fillneck. As was discussed previously, liquid seal designs such as 
this avoid many of the potential problems associated with mechanical 
seals. All problems of durability are eliminated because a ne~ seal is 
formed with each refueling. The comments on the ability of the seal to 
function in environmental extremes are also addressed by the use of the 

-liquid seal, since extremely cold or hot weather would have no effect 

on the functioning of the liquid traps. 
The liquid type seals also avoid concerns about tampering, because 

the modifications to provide the liquid seal would be out of the nozzle 
operator-'s si-ght.- From the nozzle operator's perspective, the controlled 
refueling event would appear identical to the current uncontrolled event. 

If a mechanical seal were used, the possibilities of both tampering 
and durability would have to be considered in seal design. Based on tne 
work done by AkCO, where mechanical seals were tested under adverse weather 

conditions, it appears that a nozzle seal could be designed to retain its 
integrity for the full life of the vehicle (I-F-17). The EPA also encoura
ges the development of tamper-resistant designs that would be sturdy · · 
enough to discourage most efforts at tampering. However, as mentioned f.lre
viously tampering is not expected to be a significant problem in future 
years as the economic incentive to tamper decreases. Finally, the question 
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of fillneck accessibility does not seem to be a major issue. The 

modifications needed to provide a seal (mechanical or liquid) should 
not impact current California fillpipe access standards. Onboard 

equipped vehicles using mechanical seals or liquid seals could still 

use vapor recovery nozzles. 

b. Carbon Canister 

Comment: A number of commenters questioned tile adequacy of the 

hydrocarbon storaye capacities of the canisters for which costs were 

yiven in the July 1Y84 EPA analysis. Some claimed that the working 
capacity of the carbon was overestimated, and some felt that the refueling 

emission load used to size the canister (4.54 g/gal) was underestimated. 
Later comments stated that the average fuel tank sizes used by EPA for 

sizing the canisters were too small (13 gal, LDV/18 gal, LOT). Some 

commenters noted that the large onboard canister might create an unaccep

table level of oackpressure in the fuel tank duriny refueliny (I-H-90, 

I-H-118, I-H-127). Also, a number of commenters expressed concern about 
the durability of carbon canisters, some claiming that canister mainte
nance would have to be allowed. ·These comments focused on: (1) carbon 
aging, (2) carbon deterioration, and (3) the effects of alcohol blends 

on activated carbon. 

Response: The comments on the ade4uacy of canister sizing prompted 
EPA to use a detailed methodology to calculate required workiny capaci

ties and the associated canister sizes. This methodology consisted of: 

(1) calculating an appropriate refueling emission rate for the test proce

dure now being considered by EPA, (2) ap!Jlying this emission rate to 

project~d fue~ tftnk sizes, and (3) calculating the amount of carbon 

needed to control the emissions from these average fuel tank sizes. 
The emission rate used to calculate average refueling emissions 

and to size carbon beds was developed from a series of uncontrolled 

refueling emission tests done at the MVEL in Ann Arbor in the winter 

of 1984-85. Over one hundred uncontrolled tests were performed on a set 

of six Lov•s and two LDT 1 s. The tests covered most applicable ranges of 

residual tank ana dispensed fuel temperatures as well as a significant 

range of fuel volatilities as measured by Reid vapor pressure (RVP). 

A multiple linear regression was done on the results of the uncon

trolled tests, to develop an equation to predict the emission rate for 
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chosen conditions of tem~erature and RVP. The test program and the 
analysis of the results are thoroughly described in an EPA technical 

reJJOrt, and will not be described here (I-A-69). 
The emission rate regression equation uses three inputs to calcu

late an emission rate: (1) To, the temperature of the dis~ensed fuel, 
(')AT, tank residual fuel temperature less Tu, and (3) RVP, fuel 

volatility measured as RVP. The values for temperature chosen for 
these variables are those yiven in the proposed refueling test proce
dure (I-A-71). The values were chosen by using available data to 

estimate 9Uth percentile conditions for To andAT for the ozone f)rone 
regions and ozone prone months. In other words, the.AT and To conditions 
were chosen to be worse (in terms of emissions) than ~u JJercent of all 

refuelings during the ozone JJrone months of May through September in 
those regions. The fuel volatility was chosen to be representative of 
summertime in-use fuel in those regions. The draft recommended 
practice for the measurement of refueling emissions details the deriva
tion of each of these values (I-A-71), so the analysis will not be 

repeated here. The parameter values used here are: To = 88°F, AT = 
5°F, and RVP = 11.5 psi. Using these values, the equation predicts a 
refueling emission rate of 7.0 grams of hydrocarbon emitted per gallon 
of fuel dispensed. This emission rate was used to size canisters. 
If the KVP equals 9.U psi, the emission load is 5.8 yrams per yallon. 

This emission rate was then applied to average fuel tank sizes 
for Lov•s and LoT•s. The fuel tank sizes were chosen by assuming an 
average single tank driving range of 3UU miles, and applying the.average 
vehicle fuel economy (from the MUBILE3 fuel Consumption r~odel) for the 

chosen year to the 3UU miles (I-A-Y9, I-B-37).* This gives an average 
tank size for each vehicle class and model year of interest. For the 
refueling test procedure it has been assumed that a worst-case fueling 
would require no more than a 9U percent fill and, therefore, carbon 

*Fuel tank size projection data supplied by two manufacturers after the 
close of the comment period on the gas marketing study indicate that 
fuel tank sizes may not decrease significantly in the future as fuel 
economy improves. This in turn argues that vehicle downsizing will not 
be a significant source of fuel economy improvement in the future. If 
this is the case, then average fuel tank sizes will be 1U-2U percent 
larger than those used here. 
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canisters are sized to only ~u percent of the 3UU-mile driving ranye 

capacity. The caltu1ation of the fuel tank capacities is shown in 

Table 2-1. For 19HY, the average LDV fuel tank capacity was estimated 

to be 12.2 gallons (~U percent= 11.0 gallons). The average LOT fuel 

tank capacity in 1989 is estimated to be 16.3 gallons (9U percent = 

14.7 gallons). 

The calculation of the necessary hydrocarbon storage capacity 

can be completed by simply multiplying the predicted emission rate by 

90 percent of the projected average fuel tank capacities. The pro-

jected gasoline working capacities (in grams) that went into the 

calculation of onboard system costs are shown be 1 ow: 

LOT 
LUV LOT (dual tank) 

l98Y- 77 103 2U5 

1994 71 lUO 198 

2lJUU 65 92 183 

Some commenters felt that the working ca~acity of activated car

bons might have been overestimated in sizing the canisters in Appendix C 

of the Ju;y 1Y84 analysis. In order to avoid this problem, EPA has 

derived an appropriate gasoline working capacity from carbon manufactur

ers• s~ecifications for their carbons. The carbon EPA has chosen to 

ev?luate is Westvaco, extruded carbon. This carbon was chosen because 

it has a relatively high butane working capacity (1U.5 g/llJU ml) and. 

can be ~reduced to cause a low pressure drop through the canister (the 

issue of system backpressure will be discussed in a following paragraph). 

This is not meant to imply that other carbons (wood, coal, or coconut

based) are not acceptable. They simJ.Jly would have different working 

capacities and different pressure drop characteristics. 

The butane working capacity was corrected for the difference between 

butane and gasoline vapors and for carbon aging. "Carbon aging" refers 

to the process by which activated carbons lose working capacity with 
successive load/purge cycles until a stabilized level is reached. Th·e 

fraction of the initial working capacity at which stabilization is 

achieved is not known·with certainty. The EPA was quoted estimates 
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Table 2-1. CALCULATION OF FUEL TANK CAPACITIES FOR 
VARIOUS YEARS 

===--==-~~ 

LDV LOT* 

1989 1994 2000 1989 1994 

Driving Range 
( mi ) 300 300 300 300 300 

Fuel Economy 
(mi /gal) 24.61 26.64 29.13 18.43 18.99 

Fuel ::· · ·.; 3,: i ~j 
( ga ~ J 12.2 11.3 10.3 16.3 15.8 

*The fuel tank capacities for LDT•s with dual fuel tanks were estimated by 
doubling the LOT values. 
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300 

20.56 
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ranging from 60-75 percent by carbon manufacturers. To be conservative, 
EPA used 60 percent in this analysis. At this point, an additional 

safety factor of 10 percentage points was also applied. Therefore, the 
virgin working capacity was reduced by 50 percent to reflect aging and 

a moderate factor of safety. The aged butane working capacity is then 
(10.5 grams HC/100 ml) x 0.5, or 5.25 g/100 ml. 

Gasoline working capacities are generally expressed as some frac
tion of butane working capacities. Depending on the source, the 

fractions quoted range from 60-85 percent. In order to provide a 
liberal estimate of the amount of carbon needed, the lower bound of 

this range, 60 percent, was used. Thus, the aged gasoline working 
capacity of the Westvaco extruded carbon has been estimated to be 3.15 

grams HC/100 ml carbon (0.60 x 5.25 g/100 ml ). The canister sizes were 
found by dividing required hydrocarbon storage capacity from above by 

the aged gasoline working capacity of the Westvaco carbon. Carbon 
canister sizes, in mill i1 iters, are shown next: 

LOT 
Year LDV LOT (dual tank) 
1989 2,440 3,260 6,520 

1994 2,240 3,150 6,300 

2000 2,060 2,900 5,800 

It should be noted here that in an attempt· to estimate costs conservatively 
the necessary refueling capacity was added to the existing evaporative 
capacity. Therefore, the carbon bed sizes shown above would be larger 

by the current evaporative control capacity. 
T~e co~m~nts on the effects of alcohol on activated carbons are 

related to the concept of carbon aging. Some commenters felt that the 
increased use of alcohols in fuels could increase the size of the canister 
heel and thus reduce the total canister vapor capacity in-use. There 
is little evidence available to support this assertion. The EPA has 
conducted two separate test programs to evaluate whether alcohols reduce 
carbon working Cftpacity (I-A-107, I-A-108). In each case the test programs 
have led to the conclusion that alcohol has little or no effect on the 

c~nister working capacity, and no long-term loss .in working capacity 
can be traced to the presence of alcohols.· Based on the information 
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presently available, it is reasonable to conclude that alconols do 
not cause a significant decrease in working ca~acity with time. 

The commenters who felt that canister maintenance would be 
required expressed concern over: (1) deterioration of caroon particles, 
(2) reduction in working capacity through aging, and (3) canister 
poisoning. The concerns about the deterioration of carbon particles 
with time were expressed by a single commenter. This commenter's 

concerns were based on examination of evaporative control systems from 
in-use vehicles which showed that a number of them were inoperative. 

In some cases, further inspection of the non-functioning systems showed 
that pulverized carbon particles were blocking va~or lines or canister 
orifices on some of the vehicles. The commenter claimed that similar 

problems would arise in onboard systems and that canister maintenance/ 
replacement would be necessary to resolve this problem. 

The key to avoiding problems with th.is type of carbon deteriora
tion is proper canister design, internal packaging, and canister filling 
technique. If the canister internal design is proper to prevent shaking 
of the carbon bed during vehicle operation and to prevent any pulverized 
carbon from reaching key orifices, then problems such as described by 
the commenter should not occur.· This involves j.)roper filling technique 

to prevent settling of the carbon granules in-use and the use of 
internal foam or fiber separators to further pack and restrict the 
carbon bed. The canisters examined in the study were from vehicles 
~reduced in the first half of the 1970's, during the early stages of 
evaporative emission controls. The canister filling process and internal 
canister des~gn_has improved since that time and deterioration of carbon 
particles snould not be a significant problem and has not been found to 
be a ~roblem on other vehicles tested in EPA's emission factors program. 

Carbon aging was defined above as the decrease in total hydrocarbon 
storage capacity with time, normally during the first one hundred or 
so load/purge cycles of its use. The working capacity of a carbon bed 
will decrease initially, as one commenter pointed out, but it will 
stabilize and remain relatively constant at that level in the future. 
As discussed in the paragraphs above, working capacity was reduced by 
4U percent (based on carbon 'manufacturers' suggestions) to allow for 

carbon aging. If carbon aging is accounted for in carbon canister 
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desiyns, there.shoula be no need for canister maintenance or re~lace

ment as long as the carbon is not ~oisoned. 

Carbon poisoniny occurs when li4uia fuel is allowed to flow 

through vaJ)or 1 i nes ana into the carbon bed. If tile 1 a rye hydrocarbon 

molecules in the li4uia fuel (which are onlj j.Jresent in small 4uanti

ties in vaJ)or) reach the canister ana are adsorbed onto the carbon 

bed, they are unusually difficult to desorb. This IJroblem can b~ 

avoided by including a li4uid/va1Jor Se!Jarator in the va~or line between 

the fuel tank and the carbon canister. If such a device is included, 

canister IJOisoniny should not be a si'::inificant iJroblem. 

There were only a few comments that claimed that canister mainte

nance would be re4uired. There does not seem to be yeneral concern over 

the ability of carbon canisters to ldst the full life of a vehicle. In 

a recent EPA final rule {~U Ft< lU6U6, r~arch 1!), 1':JH!:>), tPA increased 

the LUT maintenance interval for evaporative control canisters to 

lUU,UUU miles. The comments to the NPKI"l for this rulemaKing contained 
only !JdSsing reference to the increase in the maintenance interval 
(I-U-31~). The general lack of concern shown about the difticulty ot 

meeting a maintenance interval of 1UU,UUU miles indicates a general 

agreement on the tJart of tile auto industry that canister deterioration 

for well-maintained venicles is not an issue, ana canisters can be 

designed to last for the full life of an LUV, LUT, or HUGV. 

Some commenters felt that the larye onboard canisters would induce 

an unmanayeable fuel tank bacK~ressure when refueling va1-1ors are forced 

through at 8 to 10 gallons per minute. ~ack~Jressure in tne fuel tank 
during r,etuel_il)y __ is influenced_by a number ot· factors. These incluae: 

(1) activated carbon tyJJe, (2) mesh size of activated carbon, (3) va!Jor 
line diameter, {4) va~or line configuration, (!)) limitiny orifice size, 

{6) canister sha!Je ana the. associated va!Jor ~Jatn, (7) canister configu
ration - o~en or closed bottom, (~) canister location, ana (~) fuel 

fill rate. A low back~ressure is essential to the ~roper functioning 

of li4uia seal systems, ana the control of back!Jressure is uiscussea 

thoroughly in th~ tPA technical re!Jort referred to !Jreviously (I-H-1!)~)~ 

The work done in testing the li4uid seal systems shows that throuyh 

IJrOIJ~r material selection and system design it should be ~ossible to 

keeJJ baCkiJressure at a manageable level. 



c. Packagi ny 

Comments: A number of auto makers ex~ressed concern that adding 

onboard refueling vapor controls would introduce packaging problems 
and force them to make modifications to their vehicles. Some claimed 

they would have to relocate a number of components to accommodate on

board controls. Others claimed that the increased s~ace requirements 
of onboard controls would force them to sacrifice cargo space or fuel 

tank capacity ( I-H-22, I-H-53, I-H-100, 1-H-104). 
Response: Controlling refueling emissions from LDV's and LOT's 

would require adding a carbon canister between 2-1/2 and 5 liters (for 
11.5 psi RVP certification fuel) in volume,* as well as various other 
related components. Mueller Associates examined ~acka9iny implications 
in their re!JOrt on the costs of onboard vapor recovery hardware (I-A-
77). Although the contractor's study was a limited survey of potential 

impacts on current vehicles, several conclusions can be drawn. First, 
for large and mid-size LUV's and most LOT's, packaging of onboard 
control systems is not a siynifica,nt issue. For com!JaCt and smaller 
LDV's, some vehicle modifications might have to be made to accommodate 

the onboard com~onents. These modifications miyht be as insignificant 
as relocating a few noncritical items or as involved as modifying fuel 
tanks or other vehicle sheet metal. It should be noted that these 
smaller vehicles would also have the smallest refueliny canisters, so 
system packaging may not be as challenging as portrayed by the commenters. 

Although tooling changes for current vehicle models that are not 
scheduled for major design changes may be relatively costly, it poses 
no threat to -the-feasibility of onboard controls. As time f.>asses and 

new vehicle designs are planned, onboard controls would be included as 
one of many design criteria, reducing the impact of !Jackaginy concerns. 

As a short-term option, manufacturers may choose to marginally reduce 
cargo space or fuel tank volume on compact cars during the first few 
years of the regulation, but in the long run, onboard systems could be 
designed to use space efficiently and restore capacity. In conclusion, 
EPA recognizes that packaging of onboard systems might involve some. 

*uual tank trucks might re4uire larger canisters. See Cost Section 
2.6.1 for derivation of required canister sizes. 
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engineering effort and expense and accounts for this in the cost analysis, 

but the problems it causes do not affect the technoloyical feasibility 

of onboard controls. 

2 .l.S * Safety Concerns 

Comment: The commenters on the safety of onboard control systems 

addressed three main issues: (1) gasoline spillage and the need for a 

~ressure relief mechanism, (2) fuel system integrity duriny accidents 

or vehicle rollover, and (3) potential hazards related to the carbon 

canister. The comments related to these topics are summarized below. 

Many of the commenters reiterated the safety ~roblems mentioned 
in the 1984 analysis regarding fuel spit-back and noted that it might be 

more difficult to solve these problems than EPA suygested. Commenters 
noted that pressure buildup could lead to fuel spillage and/or to the 

poisoning of the carbon canister if the liquid/vapor separator failed. 

The commenters pointed out that any spilled fuel could pose a fire 

hazard and would reduce the effectiveness of the control system. The 
commenters also noted that if gasoline were forced out through the 

fillneck seal, the fuel spit-b.ack may fall on tne nozzle operator. 

Many commenters also noted that even the proper functioning of a pres

sure relief device could cause some of these safety hazards. 
A second major topic of comment was the integrity of the fuel 

system during accidents or vehicle rollover. Commenters noted that 

onboard systems would have to be designed to accommodate the hiyh vapor 

flow rates associated with refueling, and this would involve larger 

vapor lines and associated orifices. Some changes would therefore have 

to be made to -ensure that Federal fuel tank integrity standards (FMVSS 

3U1) could be met. Some commenters claimed that this would require 

more than a simple enlargement of existing rollover valves (I-H-2, 
I-H-53, I-H-9U, I-H-100, 1-H-101, I-H-114, I-H-118, I-H-127). Also, 

one cammenter noted that the connections needed to link the additional 
onboard vapor lines and valve(s) from the fuel tank to the carbon 

canister would create more chance for a loss of fuel system integrity 
during a vehicle' accident. 

*1984 Federal Register topic. 
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A third area of comment concerned the carbon canister used to 
capture refueling emissions. These comments involved the possibility 
of the canister creating a potential _fire hazard as a result of either 
canister rupture during a vehicle accident or canister removal in-use 
due to tampering. 

Response: The following analysis summarizes the major engineerin9 
and design issues raised in the comments. A more detailed discussion of 

the safety implications of onboard controls, including applications of on

board to HDGV's, can be found in the EPA technical report available in the 
public docket(I-A-112). In response to comments on onboard technology, 
EPA has made a number of changes to the onboard control system concept 
described in the July 1984 analysis. Concerns about the safety of the 
original system were a major reason for many of these changes. Three 
features of the new system led to substantial improvements in its 
safety. These are the liquid fillneck seal, the refueling vent line 
valve(s), and the "soft" closing fill limiter. 

The EPA has duly noted that there are a number of potential. safety 
~roblems associated with pressure buildup during refueling of vehicles 
equipped with mechanical fillneck seals. While EPA still believes that 
an adequate pressure relief mechanism can be de vel OJJed for these syste>rns 
throuyh direct engineering effort, it must be noted that the systems 
currently being analyzed by EPA do not use a mechanical fillneck seal~ 

Rather, these systems use a liquid seal in the fillneck. As was discussed 
earlier, the liquid seal systems avoid all difficulties related to pres
sure buildup during refueling. Any abnormal increase in pressure will 
cause gasoline_tq back up in the fillneck and trigger automatic nozzle 
shutoff, as occurs on current vehicles. With a liquid seal system, ~~~ 

probability of fuel spit-back is no greater than with present vehicles. 

While there are good reasons to be concerned about the effects of 
nozzle failure, there is no evidence to indicate that failures are or 
will be common or widespread. Discussions with nozzle manufacturers 
indicate that most failures of the automatic shutoff mechanism occur 
at the very low dispensing rates {<2 gallons per minute) which sometimes 
accompany persistent topping-off attempts at the end of a refill. Any 
reasonably well-designed pressure relief valve should easily be able to 
handle the excess fuel dispensed in this situation. Thus, EPA does not 
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believe that fuel spit-back will present a significant design or in-use 

~roblem for those manufacturers choosing to use mechanical seals. 

A number of commenters suggested that the incidence of Sf.li llaye 

at the time of automatic nozzle shutoff would increase if onboard 

controls.were required. Their contention is that the fill limiting 

device needed for onboard systems would shut off abruptly when the 

yas tank became full, causing pressure in the tank to rapidly increase. 

The pressure would continue to rise in the tank until automatic nozzle 

shutoff occurred. Although the time between fill-limiter closure and 

nozzle shutoff would only be an instant, these commenters claimed that 
fuel tank pressure could build to well above normal levels, .which could 

lead to fuel spillage even after automatic nozzle shutoff occurred. 
This problem can be eliminated by using a fill limiter that closes 

gradually. There are a number of mechanisms that could be used to 

provide this 11 SOfter11 close. One method is to use a less than ~erfect 

seal in the housing into which a float seats. Then, when the tank is 
full and the float 11 Closes .. the vent line, some vapor will still flow 

out of the tank through the fill ·limiter. Fuel tank pressure will not 

become excessive, gasoline will rise more slowly in the fillneck, and 

automatic shutoff will be smoothly triggered. It should take only a 

minimal amount of engineering effort to design a fill limiter witn 

this type of 11 SOft 11 close. 
With regard to fuel spillage, it is wortll noting that the draft 

onboard test procedure may actually lead to a reduction in the amount 
of fuel spilled in-use, and thus improve the. overall safety of 

refueling even_ts. In the refueling test, vehicles would have to be 

designed to accommodate a refueling dispensing rate of up t·1 10 gallons 

per minute (near the high end of current in-use values) withou~ any 
fuel spit-back due to premature or final nozzle shutoffs. While shutoffs 

are permitted in the test, any fuel spilled as a result of the spit-

back is considered as part of the test results (refueling emissions). 

Since one tablespoon of gasoline evaporates to about lU grams of vapor, 
almost any spillage will result in a failure of the test. Thus, EPA. 

believes that manufacturers will design fillpipes and fuel systems 
that allow no spit-back of fuel at refueling rates up to lU gallons 
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per minute. This will lead to a reduction in the amount of fuel 

spilled in-use and improve the safety of vehicle refueling. 

Adjacent to the fill limiter in. the onboard system discussed above, 

is the refueling vent line closure valve. In the open position, this 

device provides a larye orifice (which can accommodate the high vapor 
flow rates associated with refueling) and could also te desiyned.to 

provide a limiting orifice when closed (see Figure 2-7). The valve is 
open whenever the fuel cap is not in place on the fillneck and is closed 

at all other times. When closed, the valve would serve to limit the 
loss of gasoline from the fuel tank during a vehicle rollover. This is 

the problem addressed by FMVSS 3U1, which requires a vehicle to restrict 

fuel leakage to less than one ounce per minute when rolled on either 

side or upside down following a front, rear, or side collision. 

The refueling vapor vent closure valve must have one additional 

feature. It must be designed so that failure can occur only in the 
closed position. If the valve failed in the open position and rollover 
occurred, yasoline might escape from the vehicle•s fuel tank and cause 
a fire hazard. Also, absent some other means, the vehicle owner would 

not know the valve had failed. If the solenoid valve failed in the 
closed position, it would be very difficuit to fuel the vehicle. This 

would cause an inconvenience for the vehicle operator, but the fuel system 
inteyrity would be intact and there would be a strony incentive to have 

the vent closure valve immediately repaired. 
The mechanical approach to the refueling vent valve demonstrated 

by API also addressed the need for vent line closure in the event of 
vehicle. rollov_er. (I-H-158). This kind of valve (Figure 2-9) is closed 

at all times except during refueliny, and should th~refore prevent the 
escape of fuel in a rollover incident. Only when the nozzle is inserted 

into the fillneck does the valve move to the open position, allowing 
vapor to leave the tank. A mechanical valve located at the vehicle/ 

fillneck interface does present one safety concern that doesn•t apply 
to the solenoid type valve. Because the valve is located near the exterior 

shell of the vehicle it could be susceptible to damage if struck in a 
collision. Although this is- an issue that would have to be addressed 

by a manufacturer, it seems that the vent valve would be r.o more sus

ceptible than the fillpipe or gas cap. This valve would have to be 
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designed with adequate structura1 integrity to fulfill its function in 

this situation. 

Similarly, the va~or line connections to and from this and any 

other valves in the refueling control system would have to be designed 

to withstand the stresses that may occur in an acciaent. For exam~le, 

when a force is applied during an accident, objects of different mass 

(va!Jor lines, valves) are accelerated at different rates. These 
connections and other vehicle com~onent interface areas would have to 

be designed to withstand the effects ot differential acceleration. 

However, EPA does not believe that this design consideration iJresents 

new or significant problems to manufacturers. Current vehicle fuel and 

evaporative emission control systems meet this requirement, and EPA 

believes that onboard systems can, with a reasonable amount of engineer
ing effort, also meet the requirement. 

Finally, several !JOints can be made regarding potential safety 

hazards related to the carbon canister. The EPA understands concerns 
that a carbon canister ru~o~tured during an accident may present a fire 

hazard, but this potential problem is no greater with refueling canisters 

than with evaporative emission canisters. There is no evidence that 
current evaporative emission canisters ~resent a fire hazard, and EPA 

believes that refueling canisters can be used with the same degree of 
safety. Any lingering canister safety concerns can be addressed through 

placement of the canister in a more protected area such as the rear of 

the engine com!Jartment or in some other under body area. While refueling 

canisters would be larger and more difficult to package in some cases, 
on a unit volume basis they would contain no more activated carbon or 

vapors than evaporative canisters. 

Although not expected to occur, tampering that resulted in removal 

of the refueling canister conceivably could lead to a fire/explosion 

hazard under the vehicle hood immediately after the end of the refueling 

event. While the vapor mixture reaching the underhood area in this . 
situation is above the gasoline upper flammability limit (6 percent), 

the mixture would briefly become flammable as the gasoline vapor dissi1-1ated. 
If a spark or other ignition .source were present at that time, the 

mixture could burn briefly. While this problem is likely to be rare, 

there are two means to address it. First, placement of the canister in 
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a location distant from ignition sources would eliminate the problem. 

Possible locations include the rear of the engine compartment or some 

underbody area. Second, a small label on the canister to discourage 

tam~ering may also be helpful. Nevertheless, canisters should not be 

placed in a location where tampering could create a safety problem. 

Overall, since canister tampering is uncommon and ste~s to eliminate 

potential problems do exist, EPA believes that this potential problem 

can be easily addressed. 

2.1.6 Canister Purge 

Comment: A number of commenters claimed that ~urying refueling 

vapors from the system canister would have a detrimental impact on 

exhaust emission levels, and that the results of the 197~ API demonstration 
program are not applicable to the vehicles of today because of more 

stringent emission standards and changes in vehicle technology. Uther 
commenters claimed that the added purge requirements would lead to 
driveability problems (I-U-5H, I-D-59, I-H-99, I-H-1UU, I-H-1U1, 1-H-116, 

I-H-127). One of these commenters felt that driveability ~roblems 

miyht induce onboard control system tampering (I-H-99). One commenter 
claimed that EPA had failed to account for the interaction of ~urged 

hydrocarbons and 11 live 11 vapor~· produced during vehicle operation 
(I-H-101). The commenter felt that vehicles• electronic controls 

might have to be modified to inter~ret and adjust to the incoming va~or 

mixture. Another of the commenters expressed a concern that vehicles 

equipped with onboard controls would not meet emission standards and. 
probably would not perform well .outside of. the conditions encountered 

in the Federal ·Test Procedure (I-H-127). 
Response: The EPA con·.:inues to believe that purge requirements 

for vehicles equipped with onboard controls can be met without an 
increase in exhaust or evaporative emissions. While many commenters 

expressed concerns in this area, no data or detailed technical analyses 
were provided to support these positions. 

The American Petroleum Institute has sponsored two programs designed . . 

to evaluate the feasibility of onboard control systems. The first on~. · 
performed in 1978, is the one to which the cornmenters referred ( I-F-17). 
In this program, three vehicles, certified to 1~7~ California emission 

standards, were equipped with prototype onboard control systems. 
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Although all the vehicles in this demonstration ~royram were carbureted, 
and hence are not re~resentative of the projected fleet makeup for the 

late 19su•s and beyond, the program does have some useful implications. 
The vehicles, when equipped with onboard control systems, were able to 
pass the 197~ California exhaust and evaporative emission standards 
despite the fact that more hydrocarbons were being purged from the 
refueling canister than from the stock evaporative canister. The API 
did not demonstrate that purge was adequate to restore hydrocarbon 

storage capacity between refuelinys, but it did demonstrate that these 
vehicles (equipped with older fuel system technologies) could handle 
increased emission loads and still ~ass emission standards. 

The second API pro~ram was performed in 198~ (I-H-1~8}. In this 
demonstration program, three 1985 model year vehicles were equipped 
with onboard control systems a~d tested under the recommended test 
sequence ~roposed in the EPA recommended practice published in July 
(I-A-71). Two of these vehicles were equipped with feedback controlled 
fuel injection systems and the third used a feedback controlled carbure
tion system. Each of the vehicles was able to pass the current exhaust 
and evaporative emission standards as well as the refueling requirements 
described in the recommended practice. The EPA has, however, revised 
the recommended test procedure since the publication of the July 198~ 
draft to more thoroughly test the adequacy of the vehicle purge systems 
(I-A-76}. The API vehicles were designed only to pass the requirements 
in the July d~aft, howeve~, and may not meet the more stringent purge 
requirements in the April proposal. The results of the 198~ demonstration 
do sho~ tha~ ~eh~cles equipped with feedback fuel control can handle 
hydrocarbon loads (JvP.r the FTP) greater than those associated with 
evaporative canisters without major system modifications, and that 
required emission levels can be maintained. 

The main technological issues surrounding the feasibility of 
onboard controls for feedback-equipped vehicles are the range of 
control and response time of the feedback systems. The 1985 API demon
stration program showed that current feedback systems can adjust to 
some increases in purged hyd_rocarbons while maintaining acceptable 
exhaust emission levels. This demonstration supports EPA 1 s belief 

that vehicles equipped with feedback fuel control systems could be 
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designed to purge refueling canisters efficiently through modified purye 

systems and/or strategies. 

A different situation arises for those vehicles that are not feed

back controlled. As mentioned earlier, EPA projects that S8 percent 

of the fleet will be fuel-injected by 1990. Some of the carbureted 

vehicles will also use feedback controls, so only a small percentage of 

the fleet will be in this category. Discussions with a few auto 
manufacturers suggest that most of these vehicles are compact or sub

compact cars positioned as the lowest-priced cars in the manufacturers• 
product line. The EPA believes that with some engineering effort, 

these small cars can be equipped with onboard controls and still meet 

exhaust emission standards without the addition of feedback fuel 

control. The reasons behind this belief are outlined in the following 
paragraphs. 

First and foremost, the two 1978 API demonstration vehicles that 
were not equipped with feedback fuel control systems were able to pass 
the then current exhaust emission standards when retrofitted with on
board controls. The emission standards have been tightened since 1978, 

but vehicle emission control packages have improved to keep pace with 

the more stringent standards. If the emission control system of the 

mid-to-late seventies could meet exhaust standards with a retrofitted 
onboard syste~, it is likely that the more advanced emission control 

system of the eighties designed with the onboard purye re4uirement as 

an integral part of the control strategy would be able to meet current 

standards with some design modifications and system improvements. 
Second, the size and weight of the typical non-electronically 

controlled v~~icle make it more likely to meet the exhaust emission 
standards without substantial modification. As noted above, these vehicTes 

are typically very small ~ars with small fuel tanks and a lower total 

refueling vapor load. Since the cars have better fuel economy than do 

heavier cars, they have a relatively greater driving range in which to 

purge a smaller hydrocarbon load. In addition, due to their lighter 

inertia weight t·hese smaller cars usually pass emission tests at a 
lower emission level than do larger cars. That is, there is a wider 

gap between their emission levels and the standards. Therefore, these 
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cars should be able to emit at a greater rate than they would without 
onboard controls, and still remain below applicable exhaust standards. 

Because of the factors described. above, EPA still believes that 

vehicles witnout electronic engine controls can be designed to include 

onboard systems and meet exhaust emission standards. In some cases, 

it will be an engineering challenge to design a non-electronic purge 

control system that will provide adequate canister purge and keep 

exhaust emissions and driveability within acceptable ranges. Although 

difficult, it appears feasible and, as mentioned above, the task will 

have to be undertaken only for a small fraction of vehicle models. 
2.1.7 Excess Evaporative Emissions 

Comment: Une group of commenters concurred with the EPA ~osition 
that it would be possible to control excess eva~orative emissions using 

the excess capacity of the refueling vapor control system. Altnouyh no 

commenters denied the feasibility of controlling excess eva~oratives 

tnrough expanded adsorptive capacity, one commenter noted that purye 
rates would also have to be increased to purge the canisters of the 

extra vapors. This commenter went on to state that not all excess 
evaporative emissions can be controlled by_ increasing the purge and 

stora~e capacities of an onboard system. The same commenter notes 
that onboard systems with a separate carburetor canister would continue 
to emit excess 11 hot soak .. emissions, even though the refueling canister 

had excess capacity. This commenter concludes that there are several 

possible techniques available to control excess evaporative emissions, 
and that the issue should be considered separately from onboard. 

Response:- At the time of the original publication of Appendix C, 
the problem of excess evaporative emissions was just being identified. 

The initial series of EPA evaporative emission tests seemed to show 
that vehicles that had been certified as meeting appropriate evaporative 

emission standards were exceeding this emission level in-use. Since 
the publication of the July 1984 EPA analysis, the evaporative emis

sions problem nas been much more thoroughly investigated. All of this 

work is discussed in great detail in a recently published EPA study-on 

fuel volatility and hydrocarbon emissions (l-A-66). In that study a 

number of sources of excess evaporative emissions were. identified. 
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A large fraction of the excess emissions a~pears to be attributable to 

inadequate hydrocarbon storage (due at least in part to the increasing 

volatility of in-use fuels) and purge capacities. This fraction of 
the excess (hereafter referred to as 11 the controllable excess 11

) can be 

controlled through the use of increased hydrocarbon storage capacity 

and purge system im~rovements. One method of requiring greater hydro

carbon storage capacities and purge system improvements would be to 

increase the volatility of the certification fuel and make other test 

procedure changes, thereby forcing automobile manufacturers to design 
control systems to capture and purge higher emission loads. The problem 
could also be addressed by a certification fuel change as part of an 

onboard regulation. 

Although the excess evaporative emissions problem could be addressed 
as part of an onboard emission control rulemaking, EPA is currently 

considering several other strategies to obtain this control. ~ecause 

the excess evaporative emissions problem could be addressed outside of 
an onboard regulation, EPA has focused the onboard analysis strictly on 

refueling emission control. That is, the costs, benefits, and cost 

effectiveness figures used in the evaluation of onboard controls as a 
hydrocarbon control strategy are incremental to those associated with 

the control of excess evaporative emissions. Related comments are 
discussed in Sections 2.6.4 and o.l. 
2.l.H Test Procedure 

Comment: A number of commenters stated that the lack of a proposed 

test procedure made it difficult to comment on the technological 

feasibil-ity of-onboard controls. Commenters claimed that they could 

not ~roceed with onboard control system development without some idea 
of the demands of the test procedure. They also stated that they could 

not accurately ~roject what technological barriers might be encountered 
in control system development without a com~lete description of the 

refueling test conditions and some idea of what emission levels would 

be allowed. A few commenters gave suggestions on possible test proce

dure conditions and methods. 
Response: The EPA agrees that there could be some difficulties 

for a manufacturer in developing an effective onboard control system 
without a knowledge of at least some of the likely specifics of the 
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refueling test procedure. The EPA understood the desire for a recommended 

test procedure at the time of publication of the July 19~4 analysis, 

but was still in the process of developing the details of the procedure. 

In response to the manufacturers• concerns, EPA held a workshop on 

October 17, 1984, to present some f.Jreliminary ideas for a refueling 

test procedure. The recommended draft refueling test ~rocedure was 

completely described at the workshop (1-B-28). The EPA described .the 

methodology behind the development of the draft test procedure, the 

selection of cMtical test procedure parameters, and the selection of 

appropriate values for those parameters. Since the public comment 

period closed on November ~. 1984, at least some commenters were able 

to include some information on a possible test ~rocedure re~uirement in 

their comments on the July 19~4 EPA analysis. 

At the October 1984 workshop, EPA asked the automobile manufac

turers to prepare comments on the recommended test procedure drafted in 

1984. Several yroups did comment on the f)rocedure and the Motor Vehicle 
Manufacturers Association also presented their comments orally to EPA 
in February of 1985. The EPA then pub 1 i shed a recommended test p.roce
dure in July of 198o. Comments were accepted in response to the 

July publication. Following EPA's evaluation of those comments and a 

reanalysis of the test procedure ~equireme~ts, the draft recommended 

procedure was changed substantially. The changes in the procedure 

were presented to the industry at the most recent test procedure work

shop on April 10, 1986. Although the development of a refueling test 
procedure has been an evolutionary process, and the procedure has not 

been finalized, the intent and the basic structural components of the 

procedu~e have _b~en clear for some time. The EPA has been working to 

improve the procedure to provide an adequate test of system capabilities 

with minimum resource requirements. Although these improvements 

may result in changes to the details of the procedure, they should not 

affect the basic emphasis of the procedure, the necessary control techno
logy, or the ability of auto manufacturers to proceed with control 

sys tern de ve 1 opment. 

2.1.9 Miscellaneous 
The EPA received a number of isolated comments on minor issues 

which are significant enough to merit response. This section summari.zes 

these comments and provides a brief response to each. 
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a. Hydrocarbons Emitted at Fuel Cap Removal and Running Losses 

Comment: Various comments were received which described the 
phenomenon of "pop" and "hiss .. emissions. Pop emissions are vapors 

emitted when the fuel cap is removed. Hiss emissions are those emis
sions that are released from the fuel tank by the gas cap pressure 

relief during vehicle operation. Some commenters simply stated that 

EPA should further examine the phenomenon. Some claimed that onboard 

could control these emissions and felt that the magnitude of these 
emissions should be determined and this amount should be credited to 
onboard control strategies. Others felt that onboard could not 
control these emissions and the efficiency of onboard controls should 
be reduced to reflect this loss. A few commenters mentioned 11 hiss" 
emissions as a source of emissions that had been excluded from the 

original analysis without justification (1-H-33, 1-H-35, l-H-40, 
I-H-44, I-H-46, I-H-69, I-H-76, I-H-~S, 1-H-87, I-H-89, I-H-96, I-H-'::17, 
1-H-102, l-H-1U5, I-H-1U6, I-H-1U8, I-H-109, 1-H-llU, 1-H-119, I-H-12U, 
I-H-121, I-H-123). 

Response: The EPA recently ran a series of tests to evaluate the 
severity of the poppiny emissions problem. The test program and data 

analysis are discussed in a technical memo which has been included in 
the public docket (I-A-97). The evaluation showed that 11 pop" emissions 
of a significant magnitude (i.e., 2 or more grams) do not occur fre4uently 
enough to justify giving the ~roblem further consideration at this 
time. The analysis showed that only at high tank temperatures and with 
high volatility fuels do appreciable pop emissions occur. It also showed 
that these ev~nts occur for less than 5 percent of all refueling events. 
Therefore, the tot a 1 hydrocarbon inventory associ a ted with .. pop .. emi s
sions is very small and can be excluded from the onboard analysis. 

Currently, there is rio test information available with which to 
assess the maynitude of hiss emissions, althouyh some work is planned 
for the future. Because these emissions occur during operation of the 
vehicle, it is difficult to isolate and measure them. The EPA has 
conducted an engineering evaluation to determine if fuel caps are 
likely to vent to the atmosphere during operation under extreme temp
erature conditions (I-B-19). Although the limiting orifice between a 

fuel tank and its evaporative canister is often no larger than forty 
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thousandths of an inch, the study shows that tank venting is unexpected. 

However, due to the wide variety of vehicle designs and higher in-use 

fuel volatilities, some testing work is planned in this area. 

b. Nozzle Modifications 

Comment. Several commenters felt that yasoline dispensing nozzles 

would have to be modified to include a pressure relief device to prevent 

fuel tank over-~ressure during refueling of onboard controlled vehicles 

(I-H-74, 1-H-YU, I-H-111, I-H-114, I-H-11~, I-H-127). 
Response: The EPA has discussed the existence of a ~otential 

problem with fuel tank over-pressure during the refueling of vehicles 
equip~ed with a mechanical fillnecK seal (Section ,.1.5). These 

problems do not, however, arise during the fueling of vehicles equipped 
with liquid fillneck seals. Therefore, no pressure relief device is 

needed for liquid seal equipped vehicles. 

If mechanical seal systems were to come into widespread use, it 

would be possible to acnieve pressure relief tnrouyh nozzle modifica
tion. Though possible, this does not appear to be the optimum a~proach. 

If a manufacturer chose to use a mechanical fillneck seal, the manufac
turer may have to include a vehicle-based pressure relief device, or 

else a voluntary uniform nozzle modification would be required. This 
does not seem likely, and a regulation requiring such modification would 

not be desirable. Thus, a vehicle-based pressure relief device is 
preferred. However, if deemed necessary, £PA is open to voluntary 

uniform nozzle standards to address dispensing rate limits or standardize 

nozzle yeometries. Additional information concerning this issue can be 

found in an EPA technical report available in the public docket (I-A-111). 

2.2 EFFECTIVENESS UF ONBUAKD CUNTKULS 

A number of commenters, representing the automobile industry and 

other Stage II ~ro~onents, felt that EPA had overestimated the effi

ciency of onboard controls. These opinions were counterbalanced, 

however, by a number of commenters, laryely re~resentative of the 

petroleum industry, who accepted the EPA efficiency estimates presented 

in the July 19~4 analysis. The latter analysis projected a new system 

efficiency of 9H percent, which might be reduced by tampering and 
possibly by deterioration to an in-use efficiency of 92 percent. 

Those commenters who disagreed with the EPA efficiency estimates based 
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their objections on: (1) what they perceived to be ~ortions of total 

refueling emissions that would not be controlled by onboard controls, 

and (2) factors affecting onboard control systems that they claimed 

were nut considered or were inadequately considered in the EPA analysis. 

They predicted that the combination of all of these elements would 

greatly reduce the efficiency of onboard controls. Specific categories 

of comments on the control effectiveness of onboard are summarized and 

addressed separately below. These include: (1) onboar·d control for 

HDGV's, (2) breathing losses, (3) gasoline spillage, (4) onboard in cur

rent Stage II areas, (5) control system tampering, (6) canister system 

durability, (7) purge effects on system efficiency, and (H) overall 

control system efficiency. 

2.2.1 Onboard Controls for HDGV's 

Comment: Several auto industry commenters stated that since 
onboard controls would not be applied to HOGV's and motorcycles, the 

in-use efficiency of the onboard strategy would be reduced (1-H-2, 
I-H-107, I-H-114}. Another commenter stated that use of Stage II 

controls would affect all kinds of vehicles and thus avoid any 
"problems" resulting from the exemption of certain types of vehicles 

(i.e., trucks and vans) from control ( 1-H-lOU). 
Response: Although the July 1984 EPA analysis concentrated primarily 

on LDV's and LOT's, EPA did not intend to imply that HDGV's would be 
excluded from consideration if a decision were made to proceed with 

onboard controls. In fact, Appendix C addressed onboard controls for 

HOGV's, but implementation of an onboard requirement for these vehicl~s 

was not included in the July 1984 analysis, since the focus of the 
entire analysis was on the public gas marketing sector which covers 

primarily LDV's and LOT's. 
The EPA concurs with the commenters who claimed that not controlling 

HDGV emissions would reduc~ the overall effectiveness of onboard by about 
o percent, since that percentage of the hiyhway gasoline consumption 

would remain uncontrolled. In response to these concerns, EPA has 
included HUGV controls in the re-analysis; the basis for the costs and 

other factors used in the reanalysis is discussed in Section 2.6. 
It is clear that onboard controls could be applied to most if 

not all HDGV's expected in the 1990's and beyond. Lighter GVW HDGV's 

are similar in configuration and usage to LOT's. These lighter HDGV's 
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comprise over 7S percent of the HDGV fleet and would be easily adapt

able to onboard control utilizing LOT components. There is also no 

reason that onboard controls could not be applied to the heavier HDGV 1 s 

as well, although the cost would be higher than those for the lighter 

models since the necessary control system com!Jonents would be laryer 

and possibly more complex. Also, since the emission control systems 

on these vehicles will not be as sophisticated as for the lighter HUGV 1 s, 

purge control and exhaust interaction effects would be more difficult 

to address. Thus, as discussed previously in the Strategies Document, 

it may be wise to evaluate the cost effectiveness of onboard controls 

fJr various GVW HDGV classes as part of the decisionmaking process. 

2.2.2 Emptying Losses 

Comment: Several commenters stated that·onboard controls would 

not control service station storage tank breathing (emptying) losses, 

which would reduce the overall onboard efficiency (I-H-74, I-H-82, 

I-H-111, I-H-114, I-H-118}. 
Response: Fuel tank breathing losses (more correctly referred to 

as emptying losses) occur when liquid gasoline in the service station 
underground tank evaporates. This evaporation occurs because ambient 

air enters the underground tank during each refueling to replace the 

dispensed fuel, and this air becomes saturated with vapors. The risiny 

pressure in the tank causes an escape of vapors through tank vents. 

While data and information in this area are very scant, EPA has assumed 

that Stage II controls would reduce this evaporation since the refueling 
vapors returned underground would at least partially saturate the 

ambient air entering the tank. 
However; thi·s should be viewed as an increase in reductions for 

Stage II, and not a decrease in onboard efficiency. Onboard effi

ciency in controlling refueling losses is not decreased by emptying 

losses. In fact, emptying losses, to the degree that they do occur, 

would not be affected by onboard controls at all. 

2.2.3 Gasoline Spillage 
Comment: A number of commenters stated that the efficiency of 

onboard controls would be reduced by fuel spills. These concerns were 
primarily related to the effects of nozzle failures and tank over

pressures (I-H-111, I-H-114). One commenter expressed concerns about 
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fuel spills resulting from tank overfills also flooding the carbo 

canister (I-H-111). 

Response: The above comments are predicated on the assumption 

that a mechanical seal will be used to seal the pum~ nozzle-to-fillpipe 

interface. However, EPA believes that most manufacturers would opt for 

·the liquid seal approach to avoid these potential problems. In the event 

of a nozzle failure, with a liquid seal system the motorist or service 

station attendant could see the liquid backing up in the fillpipe and 

release the trigger on the pump nozzle to stop the flow. As Ford 

correctly pointed out, this is the current practice with present conven
tional fillpipes and results in "very little spillaye" (I-H-114). EPA 

sees no reason why spillage should be any greater with liquid seal 
onboard control systems than with current conventional fillpipes. 

Consequently, spillage was not a part of the efficiency calculation. 

It is true that with mechanical elastomer seals, the tank could 

be pressurized in the event of a nozzle shutoff failure, and that manu

facturers may want to incorporate a pressure relief valve in the system 
to forestall such eventuality. Moreover, tne use of a mechanical seal 
does not inherently create the potential for spillage. Some other 

event such as a persistent topping off, vent blockage, or nozzle failure 

must occur. In these cases, the pressure relief valve would be activated, 

the operator would notice the spill, and·fuel flow would be stopped. 

In fact, it could be argued that a mechanical seal could reduce overall 

spillage, because spillage due to premature shut-offs would be contained 

within the fillpipe. 

It should also be noted that EPA believes that the potential for 

fuel spi)ls du~ ~o nozzle failures is greatly overstated by the commen

ters. Discussions with several nozzle manufacturers indicate t"h~~ nozzle 

"failures" occur at very low dispensing rates (<2 gpm) and not at the 

12 gpm dispensing rate indicated by one commenter. With normal refueling 

technique, spills should not be an issue. Failures caused by persistent 

attempts at topping off shou~d be minimized by the use of a pressure 

relief device on mechanical seal systems. 
Concerns about fuel spills are also addressed by the onboard test 

procedure being considered by EPA. In that ~rocedure, a vehicle must 

be refueled from 10 percent to automatic shutoff at a yasoline 
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distJensiny rate of UIJ to lU yallons IJer minute. Under th· .. !Jrocedure, 

any s~ills which occur would be measured as ~art of the refueliny 

emissions. Since even a tableSIJOOn of S!Jil led yasoline eva!Jorates 

to about lU ~rams of vaiJor, onboard systems will have to be desiyned 

to ensure no S!Jil laye. For this reason, it miyht be ar~ued that 

onboard would reduce yasoline StJillaye. At this tJOint, a IJOtential 

increase ~nonboard efficiency ~ue to decreased s~illaye (U.l~ ~/~allon) 

has not been considered in the onboard efficiency estimate (1-A-lUU). 

Finally, ti>A also ex!Jects that most onboard confiyurations would 

incorjJorate a float valve in the vent line to the canister to ~revent 

overfilliny the tank. This float valve, f)lus the li4uid/va~or SelJa

rater, would also act as a check valve to IJrevent floodiny the canister 

under the circumstances mentioned by Hasstecn. 

2.~.4 Unboard in Current Stage II Areas 

Comment: Three commenters stated that the tPA analysis credited 

onboard controls witn emission reductions that should be attributed 
to Staye II controls that are already in place (i.e., in California 
and Washinyton, IJ.C.) {I-H-104, I-H-114, I-H-127). 

KeSIJOnse: The commenters were correct in noting that the tPA 

onDoard analysis issued in July 1~~ included control of yasoline 
consumption in California and Washington, U.C. Since these areas 

already have Stage II in most areas (some IJOrtions of California do not 

have Staye II), it could be considered as unnecessary control or double 
countiny to include onboard for these areas. In the reanalysis, onboard 
control for California vehicles was not considered in one scenario; 

thus, a 4~-state onboard aiJ~Jroach is also evaluated. Not e'-lui~IJiny 

California vehicles with onboard controls is considered a feasible 

O~Jtion since California accounts tor more than lU !Jercen~ of new 

vehicle sales each year, and California already has different emission 

control re4uirements for vehicles registered there. 

On the other nand, Washington, D.C.-- which is a much smaller 

area and re1-1resents a tiny fraction of the total hiyhway yasoline 
consuml)tion (less than U.2 IJercent as Op!JOSed to almost 11 l)ercent for 

California) --has no Se~Jarate emission control 1-1royram and would n.ot 

be exempted from an onboard requirement (I-F-134). This would not 

result in any siynificant dU!Jlication of effort, however, since Staye 

II equi1-1ment in the Uistrict of Columbia is largely first yeneration 
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and is not 1-Jarticularly efficient even if well-maintained. Any credit 

given to onboard for emission reductions from Stage II would be very 

smal 1 and would not noticeably affect the overall effectiveness calculation. 

Unboard efficiencies would therefore not include any significant areas that 

were subject to Stage II controls. Thus, there would also not be any 

ap~Jreciable double-counting of costs as a result of implementation of 

onboard controls, as stated by Honda. 

Similarly, the im~Jact of expected Stage II reductions in the St. 

Louis, Missouri, area --\'/here Stage II is just beginning to be installed 

--is not now (a.nd will not be) yreat enough to significantly affect the 

overall (i.e., national) effectiveness of onboard. 

2.2.~ Control System Tampering 

Comment: Commenters who disagreed with EPA 1
S estimates of new 

system efficiency and in-use efficiency stated that EPA had under

estimated or neglected to consider the effects of a number of sources 
of reduced efficiency. 

A number of commenters fe 1 t that EPA had not su ffi ci ent ly con
sidered the effects of deterioration and tampering on fillpipe seals 

(I-H-2, 1-H-11, 1-H-22, I-H-~7, I-H-99, l-H-1UU, 1-H-101, l-H-1U4, 
I-H-114, l-H-116, I-H-127). A number of comment~!rs felt that the use 

of alcohol blend fuels would increase seal deterioration (I-H-101, 
I-H-114, I-H-116, I-H-127). One commenter felt that fill~o~ipe seals 

could encourage tam~ering by making refueling operations more difficult 

(I-H-99). One commenter felt tampered fillpipe seals would be harder 

to repair {I-H-2). 
On .the other hand, several commenters felt fillpipe seals would 

make tampering more difficult (I-H-41, I-H-46, 1-H-71, I-H-76). 
Other commenters felt that fillpipe seals might not be compatible 

with existing Stage II nozzles, e.g., in California, and that this 

issue should be addressed (I-H-114, I-H-ll8, I-H-127). 
Response: Most of these concerns noted in the comments apply to 

elastomer seals located in the upper part of the fillpipe. As stated 

previously, EPA believes that the use of this type of seal will not b~ 

common, with most manufacturers opting for the simpler and inherently 

more reliable' liquid seal approach. The liquid seal apiJroach would 

obviate almost all of the aforementioned objections. Nevertheless, 
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some manufacturers may choose the elastomer seal ap~roach, so a res~onse 

to these comments will be made. 

Design of an efficient seal would not be difficult. The API 

system demonstrated in 1978 used an off-the-shelf seal with only minor 

adaptation to the fillpipe (I-F-17). These seals have shown excellent 

initial efficiency, on the order of 98 to 99 ~ercent, and little if any 
loss of sealing efficiency to 65,000 miles in a range of climatic 

conditions. 

There is no evidence that alcohol blend fuels would affect the 

durability of an elastomer seal. In fact, one vehicle in the afore

mentioned 1978 API program ran 12,000 miles on an alcohol blend with 

no effect on the elastomer seal. If contradictory evidence is found, 

EPA believes that any such problems could be eliminated through proper 

choice of seal material. 
The EPA agrees with the commenters who stated that fillpipe 

seals would make tampering more difficult. The elastomer seal would 
be more difficult to remove than a leaded fuel restrictor flap, for 

example. In some designs, the presence of the seal in the fillpipe 

would essentially eliminate the need for a leaded fuel restrictor as 

the fillpipe seal guide would ha~e to be sized to be compatible witn 
the unleaded fuel nozzle. With the liquid seal approach, the seal 

would be located in the tank rather than in the fillpipe,, making it 

impossible to tamper with or remove. 

The EPA agrees that repairing a tampered elastomer seal would be 

difficult, but no more so than repairing a tampered leaded fuel 

restrictor would be, since replacement of the fillpi1-1e would be 
required in almost any imaginable inst~nce. 

Finally, seal compatibility with Stage II pump nozzles would be 

no problem in California, if onboard were required in that State. With 
the liquid trap approach, the top part of the fillneck would be virtually 

identical to current uncontrolled fillnecks, so there would be no change 

from current new vehicles. Even if an elastomer seal were to be used, 
proper design and placement would assure compatibility with Stage II 

refueling equipment. There is no reason why a properly designed onboard 
system would be incompatible with Stage II pump nozzles. 
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~.2.6 Canister System Deterioration 

Comment: Several commenters stated that the adsorption ca~acity 

of the activated carbon in an onboard system would deteriorate with 

u.se, necessitating frequent replacement (I-H-58, I-H-90, 1-H-111). One 

commenter stated that canisters would either fail or their efficiency 

would be reduced after repeated adsorption/desorption cycles due to 

buildup of heavier hydrocarbons that are not easily desorbed (1-H-SB). 
Another commenter stated that the efficiency of the canister would 

decrease 5 percent with each adsorption/desorption cycle, thus necessi

tating replacement at 10,000-mile intervals (I-H-111). 

Response: The EPA recognizes that charcoal canisters undergo an 
initial break-in period wherein a ~ortion of the virgin working 

capacity can be lost. However, following the initial buildup of this 
11 heel, 11 data indicate that the ~orking capacity of the canister 

stabilizes and deteriorates very little, if at all, thereafter. As 

explained'elsewhere in this document, EPA expects that manufacturers 
will design their canisters with sufficient excess capacity to compen
sate for heel buildup, and thi~ requi~ement nas been considered in the 

onboard cost estimates. Claims of total canister failure after 

lU,uuu-2o,ouu miles or after 2U ,•dsorption/desorption cycles are clearly 

refuted by both manufacturers• certification testing programs for evapora
tive emissions and the results of EPA.in-use evaporative emissions 

testing programs. After development of the initial heel, canister deter-
' 

ioration is negligible unless poisoning or malmaintenance/abuse occur. 
2.2.7 Purge Effects on Efficiency 

Comment: ·A ·few commenters stated that a requirement for onboard 

controls could add to the present problems involved in canister purging, 

thereby reducing system efficiency (I-H-53, 1-H-95, I-H-101). One 

manufacturer maintained that, since desorption is a nonlinear process, 
it is difficult to achieve control over the purging of present evapora

tive emissions, particularly with the higher RVP fuels prevalent in 

recent years. A'1 onboard requirement wou 1 d further compound the prob

lems involved (1-H-lUl). Two commenters felt that more precise ana 
sophisticated control of purging would have to be developed, likely 

including modifications to the control logic system (I-H-~3, 1-H-lUl). 
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Response: The EPA agrees that the purge requirements for onboard 
systems will be different from, and somewhat yreater than for, current 
evaporative emission control systems,_due to the increased volume of 

vapors involved. However, given the current state-of-the-art in feedback 
control systems, the Agency does not believe the problem is as difficult 

as has been stated by Chrysler (I-H-101). Since the problem is essen
tially one of purge air volume and mixture control, EPA does not believe. 
that new vapor sensor technology needs to be developed. Most present 

sensors are capable of achieving the necessary control, and although 
some modifications to purge control logic systems may be required, the 
~roblems are essentially calibration problems rather than new design 
~roblems. The fact that only two manufacturers commented on the issue 

indicates that the industry as a whole does not consider the problem 
involved to be a particularly troublesome one. The EPA believes that 
sound engineering can eliminate any dr~veability or excess exhaust 
emission problems and that there should be no increased incidence of 
tampering. 

For further discussion on the effects of purye on exhaust emissions 
and driveability, the reader is referred to the onboard technological 
feasibility analysis contained in this document (Section 2.1.6). 
2.2.~ Uverall Control System Efficiency 

Comment: Several commenters felt that EPA•s estimated onboard 
efficiency levels were too iliyn in view of recently disclosed IJroblems 

with in-use evaporative emissions (I-H-101, I-H-114, I-H-127). One 
commenter stated that EPA 1 s projected in-use efficiency of ~~percent 
without tampering was inconsistent with the current evaporative control 
system performance as modeled in MOBILE3. The commenter suggested an 
efficiency of 88 IJercent would be more appropriate because the EPA
predicted in-use efficiency of 92 percent did not account for IJroduc
tion variation, defects not remedied through warranty or recall, 
atypical operation which may produce system leaks, and canister poison
ing by alcohol blend fuels (I-H-114). 

Another commenter said that system effectiveness depends on fill
pipe-to-nozzle interf~ce and ~ontrol technology design and that effi
ciency could not be calculated until system design was finalized. 

Nevertheless, this commenter predicted an efficiency of only about 
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77 percent (I-H-116). Alony tne same lines, another commenter main

tained that cPA 1 S ~rojected control efficiency was based on the results 

of a few API tests of a vehic.le with an incom~lete system. This com

menter suyyested an efficiency of YU percent or less, based on 1Y7H GM 

comments, which in turn were based on lYB SHt:U tests (I-H-1~7). · 

Kes~onse: Some of the commenters did not make a clear distinction 

between new system efficiency (the YH percent fiyure projected by t:PA), 

which is the averaye et"ficiency of a new control system absent tam!Jeriny 

and deterioration, and in-use efficiency (then f.lercent EPA fiyure used 

in the July 1Y84 analysis (1-A-~~), which does include ~otential deteri

oration ana tam~eriny. Each of these factors is discussed below. 
a. Theoretical Efficiency 

The July 1YH4 EPA analysis ~roJeCted a new system efficiency of 

YB percent based on 1Y78 API and EPA test data on a system that used an 

elastomer seal. Subsequent 1YH4-1Y8b EPA tests usiny a li4uid trail 

indicate new system efficiencies from 9~ to Y9 percent, with the majority 
of the data falling into the Yo to YB percent ranye (1-A-93). ~ased on 

this more recent and more substantial body of test results as well as 

on the earlier data, it is reasonable to assume an averaye new system 

efficiency of~ least Y7 percent. New control system eft"iciencies 

hiyher than this are clearly feasible (1-H-l~H). In their vehicle 

demonstration t~royrams, API has demonstrated f.lrototype system 

efficiencies of 99 percent. 

For pur~oses of comparison, it is interestiny to note tnat these 
results are consistent with new system efficiencies for evaporative 

control systems. rrom the l9H4 moael year certification data, which 

indicate certi7ir.ation levels for evaporative emissions ranyiny from 

U.3 to l.H yrams f.l.er test, it appears that the mean certification 

level would be about 1.4 to 1.5 yrams per test (hot soak ~lus diurndl). 
Ueterioration factors are included in these levels where applicable. 

Given the MUBILE3 level for uncontrolled vehicles of about 4U yrams 

1-1er test, these certification levels would equate to new system 
efficiencies of 96 to Y7 1-'ercent, or ~ossibly yreater, since the 

certification data include deteriordtion. 
The EPA recognizes that there will be a certain amount of produc

tion variability, which could affect new system efficiency, but i"t will 
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be random in nature, with some vehicles exhibitiny efficiencies tnat 

are hiyher than the norm and others showing lower efficiencies. As 

lony as tne venicles in 4uestion are ca~able of meetiny tne established 

standard, EPA is not concerned about such variability. The effects of 
such variability are accounted tor in the Ayency•s Selective l:::nr'orcernent 

Audit (SEA) and in-use audit ~royrams and would also be considered in 
the level of any onboard refueliny emission standard. If systematic 

bias due to ~reduction defects should manifest itself, there are other 

remedies available to the Agency to ensure com~liance. 

In-use efficiency is calculated by a~~lyiny a~~ro~riate factors to 
the new system efficiency to account for deterioration, tam~eriny, and 

malmaintenance and defects. Tne July 1984 EPA analysis did not calculate 

a Se!Jarate deterioration factor for onboard emissions, under the ~Jresum~o~

tion that any deterioration would be insignificant and would likely be. 

overwhelmed by the tam~ering rate, whicn was a com~JOSite of both canister 

and fill!Jipe tam~eriny. 
As stated earlier, EPA now believes many manufacturers will utilize 

the liquid tra~ ap~roach, rather tnan an elastomer seal, which would 

virtually eliminate fillfJi!Je tam~Jering as a source ot· control l)erfor

mance de~radation. The likelihood of diminished fill~ipe tam!Jeriny is 
also reinforced by the recent ndtionwide trend toward decreases in the 

unleaded to leaded fuel ~Jrice differential caused by I:::PA 1 S lead ~hase-down 
re4uirernents (1-F-146). A lower differential reduces the incentive to 

tamper. Therefore, only the charcoal canister and hose tam~eriny rates 
~o~lus malmaintenance and defects in these areas will be used in calcu~ 

lating the revised in-use efficiencies. Since the canister and nose 

tam~Jeriny rates are considerably lower than the com~osite rates used 

IJreviously, it is now deemed apl)ro~riate to consider using Se!Jarate 

deterioration rates. 

b. Ueterioration 
Since onboard systems have only been demonstrated in vehicle !JrO

toty!JeS, there is still a scarcity of data regarding the deterioration 
of onboard control systems. However, yiven the similarity of onboard. 

control systems to current eva!Jorative systems, it would be reasonable 
to use eva!Jorative system deterioration factors (UF 1 s) as a basis for 

modeling the deterioration in onboard systems. It was decided to limit 



the data for modeling onboard UFis to evaporative OF data from fuel
injected vehicles. Fuel-injected vehicles have no float bowl hardware, 

as do carbureted systems, and consequently generate no significant hot 

soak emissions. Therefore, the oF•s for such vehicles would represent 
only canister and .hose deterioration and would not include any induction 
system component deterioration. 

The 1~~4 model year certification data indicate that the majority 
of evaporative control systems from fuel-injected vehicles exhibit no 

deterioration and that the oF•s are very small for those families that 
do show some loss of control (I-A-73). Of a total of S9 fuel-injected 
LDV evaporative emission families and four fuel-injected LUT families, 
only six had evaporative emission oF•s. The average OF at midlife 

(5D,uuu miles for Lov•s and 6U,UUU miles for LDT 1 s) is u.us grams per 
test for Lov•s and U.052 grams per test for LDT•s. The LOT OF was 
extrapolated from the 50,0UU-mile data, since the useful life period 
for LoT•s changed for the 19~5 model year. For all ~g families con
sidered the average OF was less than u.ul g/test. This clearly 
demonstrates that canister and hose system deterioration is negliyible 
for wel 1-maintained vehicles. Over 9U percent of the families in 
this sample had no evaporative emissions deterioration, which indicates 

that zero deterioration is feasible and a reasonable assumption. 
The potential effects of alcohol blends on canister durability 

are discussed in detail in the technological feasibility discussion 
presented earlier (see Section 2.1.4). The basic conclusion presented 
there is that no evidence exists that alcohols have any significant 
impact on canister efficiency or capacity. Thus no effects of alcohol 

fuels on deterioration are considered here. 
In addition to the possibility of system deterioration for well

maintained vehicles, the effects of control system tampering and 
malmaintenance and defects (M&O) must also be considered. These are 

addressed separately below. 
c. Tampering 
Turning first to tampering, since many manufacturers are expected 

to use one of the liquid sea\ approaches to seal the fillpipe, the 6nly 
other possible area for tampering involves the canister system and 
related feed and purge hoses. Given the similarity of these portions 
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of onboara refueling and evaJ,Jorative control systems, canister and nose 

system tam~Jering for onboard systems was modeled using similar informa

tion from tamperiny surveys for evajJorative control systems. The 

canister and hose system tampering rates used here are based on EPA 

1~-use tam~eriny surveys (I-A-4U). 

When analyzed using sim~le linear regression techni4ues, the 

canister and hose tampering rates for LUV 1 s and LUT 1 s can be modeled as 

~resented be 1 ow: 

LUV Is: 

LUT 1 s/HUliV 1 s: 
Tam~ = -l.Ul + U.U736(M) 
Tam[J = 

Tamf-1 = 
l.2U + U.U341:l(M) 

TamjJeriny incidence·exjJressed in fJercent at 

a particular mileage (M) 
M = Mileage/lU,UUO 

Absent any other information, the LlJT tam!Jeriny rate can be used 

to model HUGV tamjJerin~, since HDliV tampering data are not avai laDle 
in the surveys. This is due to the fact that HUliV eva[Jorative emissions 

were uncontrolled (Jrior to l~H:$!:>. 

Assuming average lifetime J,Jeriods of lUU,UUU miles for LUV 1 s, 
12u,uuu miles for LUT 1 s, and llU,UUU miles for HUGV 1 s, the average (mid

point) tampering rate for vehicles in each class would De 2.67, 3.2~, 

and 3.12 !Jercent, res!Jectively. Un a fleet-weighted basis ttJis 
averages to about 2.H ~ercent. 

For purlJOSes of emissions modelin~, it was assumed that tam[Jerin~ 

would com(Jletely disable the control system and the resultant control. 

efficiency would be zero. This would na!Jpen if the canister were 

removed ·or if the feed or )JUrge lines were cut comf)letely. Tnis is 

clearly conservative, since less severe forms ot" tam!Jeriny would not 
reduce system efficiency as completely. The effect of this tam(Jeriny 

on fleetwide emissions control was considered inherently in the modified 

MU~ILE3 fuel consum(Jtion model runs performed to SU!Jport the onboard 

analysis (I-B-37). The model considers, in addition to tampering, the 

effects of fleet .turnover, scraJJpage rates, chanyiny vehicle fuel 

economies, non-linear mileage accumulation rates, and all tne other 

factors that affect the percenta~e of consum[Jtion. As can be seen in 
Table 2-3 in the portion of this document addressing phase-in of 

controls (Section 2.ti), tam!Jeriny reduces the in-use efficiency of 



onboard controls by about 3.8 percent over the long term. This is not 
the same as doubling the 2.8 percent mentioned above, primarily because 
more fuel is consumed early in the fleet life when tampering rates are 
low. Finally, it should be noted that these tampering rate effects may 
be substantially greater than actually occur, because placing the 
canister in the rear of the vehicle or in the underbody will reduce 
accessibility and therefore tampering incidences. 

d. Malmaintenance/Defects 
The final consideration with regard to onboard efficiency is 

related to the effects of malmaintenance and defects (M&D) on refueling 
emission control efficiency. The EPA has evaluated the rates of occur
rence and evaporative emission effects of M&D as part of the in-use 
emission factors test program, and this is presently the best information 
available that can be used to estimate the impact on refueling emissions 
control. This analysis will be limited to M&D rates and effects on the 
fuel-injected vehicles tested, since the new motor vehicle fleet is 
expected to be almost 90 percent fuel-injected into the 1990's and 
beyond. 

As shown in Table 2-2, the emission factor test program conducted 
by EPA has identified seven M&D types, their rates, and effects on 
emissions. Of these seven, two would have no effect on refueling emis
sions controls and a third would be very unlikely to occur in onboard 
equipped vehicles because a liquid/vapor separator will be used as 
part of the system. This leaves only four categories for further eval
uation: purge system problems, purge hose disabled, canister filter 
dirty, and canister broken. As is. shown below, these would have little 
effect ·on the-fleetwide efficiency of onboard controls. 

One hundred sixty-three fuel-injected vehicles were tested in 
the emission factors program. Of these 163, 12 had the M&D effects 
mentioned above. The remainder were problem-free for purposes of this 
analysis. Thus for commercial fuel, the effect is a 10.9 percent 
increase in emissions over the problem-free vehicles: 

3 (28.98) + 43.07 + 7 {20.15) + 1(15.2) + 151(9.63) 
= 10.68 g/test 
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Table 2-2. IN-USE EF TEST PROGRAM M&D TYPES, RATES OF OCCURRENCE, AND 
DIURNAL/HOT SOAK EMISSIONS FOR FUEL-INJECTED VEHICLES 

Avg. Evap. Emissions (g/test) 
Commercial (11.7 RVP~ 

No. of 
Defect Vehicles Rates * DI HS Total 

% 

Gas Cap Leak 4 2.5 No effect on refueling emissions 

Air Cleaner 
Gasket Broken/ 
Missing 1 0.6 No effect on refueling emissions 

Canister Filter 
Dirty 7 4.3 14.49 5.66 20.15 

Canister Saturated 2 1.2 Future problems fixed by liq/vap. sep. 

Canister Broken 1 0.6 2.14 13.06 15.2 

Purge System 
Plugged/Damaged 3 1.8 18.50 10.48 28.98 

Purge Hose Disabled 1 0.6 4.92 30.15 43.07 

Problem-Free 
Emissions 7.56 2.07 9.63 

*one hundred sixty-three fuel-injected vehicles tested. 
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10.68 g/test with M&D vehicles 
9.63 g/test problem-free = 1.1U9: a 1U.9% increase in 

emissions 

The actual fleetwide increase could be less than 10.9 percent since 

this approach assumes all canisters have filters which require replace

ment. This is clearly not the case, since many manufacturers use closed 
bottom canisters. 

Since the 97 percent onboard efficiency is considered a problem

free value, the increase in emissions shown above can be used to 

estimate the effect on refueling. 

Refueling emissions 
after control: 5.9 g/gal (1-0.97} = 0.177 g/gal 

With a 10.9 percent increase, these emissions increase to 0.196 g/ 

gallon. A 0.196 g/gallon emission rate for controlled vehicles is 

equivalent to an onboard efficiency of 96.7 percent instead of 97 per
ce nt ; t hat i s , 

0.196 
Efficiency = 1 - = 0.967 ~.9 

This demonstrates that while M&D may affect emissions on some 

vehicles, the effect is negligible on a fleetwide basis. 

e. Summary 
In summary, it can be stated that onboard theoretical control 

efficiency (whether the 97 percent used here or the higher value demon

strated by others) may be reduced somewhat by in-use tam!Jering effects. 
However, given the data currently available on canister deterioration 

and malmainte11an.ce and defects, these effects are negligible overall. 

2.3 EMISSION FACTOR FUR REFUELING LOSSES* 

Comment: Several commenters felt that the refueling emission 

factors used in the July 1984 EPA analysis were too low and suggested 

alternative values. 
One commenter stated that the AP-42 emission rate of 4.1 grams 

per gallon (g/gal) was too low, considering that RVP values for gaso
line have been rising steadi)y for a number of years and that this 

*1984 Federal Register topic. 
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would tend to increase the emission factor (I-H-21). Another commenter 

(BMW) felt that the emission factor of s.u to o.5 y/yal develo~ed by 

API was also too low, stating that the correct value was 7 y/gal for 
straight gasoline and even higher for alcohol blends. If a manufacturer 

designed a· canister based on the 5 gram value, the canister might not 
be able to control the higher in-use emissions (I-H-2). Two auto 
industry commenters stated that the value of 4.54 g/gal used by the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) was more re~resentative than the 

AP-4~ value (I-H-114, I-H-127). 
Response: The EPA concurs with the comments that the AP-42 and 

API emission factors are both low, due largely to the fact that RVP 
values have increased considerably in recent years, as the Maryland 
Department of Health correctly pointed out. The EPA also agrees that 
the CARS value is too low as u nationwide value, for the same reason. 
Further investigations in this area uncovered a number of other liter
ature sources on refueling emission rates. Some sources provided models 
(equations) for calculating refueling emission rates based on fuel RVP, 

dispensed fuel (To), and fuel tank temperatures (Tt). However, in most 
cases the models were developed using low RVP fuel and were not valid 
in the range of interest for dispensed and fuel tank temperature. 

Since there were no usable published data or models available, EPA 
developed a formula for calculating refueling emission rates. This 

formula (discussed above in Section 2.1.4) is based on a multiple 
regression analysis of recent baseline test data for uncontrolled 
vehicles (I-A-69). 

In order to calculate emission factor.s, further information on 
.. . . 

regional and national average values for the three main parameters 
that determine refueling emissions, i.e., dispensed temperature (To), 

tank temperature minus dis~ensed temperature (Tt- To= T), and RVP 
was necessary. Regional averaye values for these parameters were 

determined from available sources and were weighted according to 
regional fuel consumption in the U.S. in order to determine represent
ative national average values. Using the emission factor formula and 
these data, EPA has calculated an average nationwide uncontrolled 
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emission factor of 5.9 yrams ~er· yal lon.* This emission factor will be 

used for all subse4uent air 4uality and health exposure risk calculations. 

In response to comments, t:H"'W afJ!Jears to cont·use the emission factor 

described above with the emission rate that would be produced by the 

conditions specit.ied in the draft refueliny test procedure. The com!Jany 

is correct that the -parameters found in the EPA test f)rocedure, 

representiny near worst-case c:onditions, would result in refueliny 
emissions of ap!Jroximately 7 yrams per yallon. This value is re!Jresen

tative of the canister desiyn ca~o~acity necessary to enaDle manutactu,·ers 
to meet the certification standard for refue.liny emissions. It would 

not be aiJ!Jro~o~riate to specify averaye conditions tor the retuelin~ test 
~rocedure, since to do so would mean that the resultiny systems would 

ce inade~uate to control refueliny emissions in siynificant portions of 

the country during ~o~eak emission f.leriods. The test ~o~roceaure re4uire

ments were chosen so that additional system ca!JaCity would be ~o~rovided 

(over that which would be re4uirea to control emissions in the ranye of 
o.~ y/yal ). This additional ca!Jacity would be needed to ensure that 

onboard systems are capable of controlliny the majority of refuelin~ 

emissions under some of the most adverse conditions likely to be found 
in the United States. 

i!! • 4 Lt: AO TI ME 

Comment: Several auto manufacturers and tne California Air 

Kesources Board (CAKB) felt that 2 years lead time would be insufficient 

to implement onboard controls, and that from 3 to 6 years would actually 

be re4uired. Some therefore felt that implementation by the l~H~ model 

year was not·feasible. 

Une manufacturer stated that 3 to 4 years 1 ead time wou 1 a be 

re4uired due to system pacl<ayiny f.lroblems and the "riiJ~o~le effect," 

i.e., a redesiyn of other com!Jonents in the system beiny necessitated 

whenever one component is chanyed (I-H-lUU). Two manufacturers stated 

that 4 years lead time would be necessary (I-H-2). une of these 

said the additional time would be re4uired for development, ref)ackaying 

the system, and for retooliny all of 'the fuel tanks in the j.lroduct ·line 

*Furtller discussion and information on how the refuelin!:l emission fac
tor was calculated can be found in I-A-6~. 



(I-H-114). The other commenter stated that additional time would be 

required for aevelo~ment and testiny of necessary com~onents that ao 

not currently exist (I-H-lU1). Another manufacturer stated tnat they 

would neea 6 years leaa time due to the necessity for large scale 

design chanyes ana because of the difficulty of chanyiny over all of 

their models simultaneously (I-H-22). CAK~ also felt that 4 years of 

lead time would be re4uired, based on their ex~erience witn a fill~i~e 

access rulemakiny for Staye II (I-H-11~). une manufacturer felt that 

1~~~ would be the earliest possible model year for im~lementution 

{l-H-114). Another commenter stated that onboara controls could be 
im~lemented by the 1~1j7 model year, since the technoloyy involved is 

basically an extension of current evaporative emissions control systems 

(I-H-11~). Petroleum industry interests who commentea on the issue 

felt that 2 ye~rs was ade4uate lead time, since onboard technoloyy 

already exists in current eva~orative control systems (I-H-11Y, 

1-H-llU). 
Kes~onse: With the exce~tion of the five auto manufacturers noted 

above, most manufacturers did not take exce~tion to the 24 months lead 

time ~ut forth in the July 1Yij4 analysis. Tne tPA recoynizes that the 
lead time requirements amony the manufacturers may vary somewhat due to 

differences in areas such as ~roduct line desiyn, testiny ca~abilities, 

and the number of ~roduct offerinys. However, as is discussed below, no 

strony aryuments were presented ayainst the 24-month lead time estimate. 
As was discussed in the comments, onboard systems are in many 

ways similar to current eva~orative emissions technoloyy. With the·· 

exception of the fillpipe seal and fuel tank valve(s) (rollover, vent 

closure; fill limiter), no new technoloyy is re4uirea and the aesiyn 

and implementation issues are similar to tnose faced in meetiny the 

previous evaporative ~mission standards. In terms of currently avail

able hartiware, the components re4uirea are relatively uncom~licated ana 

many of them need only to be sized up from current e4ui~ment. With 

reyard to the two new components needed, three fill~ipe seal ap~roaches 

have already beer) demonstrated by EPA, API, ana various auto manufac

turers, ana a number ot different fuel tank valve desiyns have already 

been proposed by the au~o industry ana their su~pliers (I-U-31~, I-H-l~~j). 

The EPA therefore does not believe that an extensive amount of system 



design and development work would De required to bes n implementation 

of onboard controls. 

Further, while EPA recognizes that some vehicle redesign may be 

necessary to accommodate refueling canisters on smaller vehicles, it 

does not appear that an extensive vehicle redesign f)rogram wi.ll be 

required overall. It should be noted that smaller vehicles generally 

have smaller fuel tanks and would thus require smaller refueling 

control canisters. Thus, the vehicle redesign burden may not be as 

great as portrayed in the comments. 

Given these arguments, EPA believes a lead time period of 24 

months is reasonable. All previous evaporative emission standards have 

been implemented with 24 months of lead time (both light- and heavy
duty) and, given the complexity and magnitude of the task, 24 months 

for implementing an onboard requirement appears reasonable. 

The question of retooling was given consideration in the July 1984 

EPA analysis. A period of up to 12 months was assumed, depending on 

whether current tooling must be modified or whether new tooling must De 
procured. The EPA did not consider retooling to be a critical path 
·item, however, since it could be carried on in parallel to final in

vehicle testing of components and to certification. The 19~4 analysis 

referred primarily to tooling for control system components such as 

fillpipe seals and fill-limiter valves, but there is no reason it could 
not also be applied to necessary fuel tank modifications or to min?r 

vehicle modifications necessary for packaging the system. It should be 

noted that many routine tooling changes are accomplished in periods of 

far less than 12 months. For example, tooling changes accompanying 

model year changeover are accomplished in only a few months. 
•' . . 

The longer lead time estimates provided by CARB and several other 

auto manufacturers appear to allow some accommodation for normal model 

change, retirement, and new model introduction. This is clearly the 
case in the Toyota and GARB comments (I-H-22, I-H-118), as evidenced by 

other materials provided by these commenters (I-D-263, I-F-78). The 
EPA expects similar considerations were included by the other commenters 

as well, since the wide range in lead time estimates received in the 

comments cannot be explained .by differences in JJroduct design, testin\:1 

capacity, etc. The CARS estimate was based on their exJJerience in 

implementing the fillpipe access requirement for Stage II. As was 
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stated previously, EPA does not expect that widespread vehicle redesiyn 

will be necessary as was required to comply with the California fil 1-

pipe access requirements. Therefore, EPA believes the lead time esti

mates of 4 to 6 years are unrealistically lony. 

One lead time item in the July 1984 analysis may merit further 

consideration in the future as more information becomes available. The 

EPA assumed that 1U-12 months would be required for certification. This 

estimate may need to be re-examined in the future since manufacturers 

would be faciny recertification of their entire product lines and may 

also need to conduct some vehicle safety crash testiny to assure 

com~l~ance with FMVSS 301. While it is not certain, some extension of 

lead time may be warranted in order to accommodate the concentrated 

recertification effort on the part of the industry. Alternatively, it 

may be desirable to phase in controls by vehicle class or by 30me other 

similar approach in order to distribute the certification burden over 

more than one model year. 
It should be noted that the date of final rulemaking could also 

significantly affect the actual amount of lead time provided. Depend

ing on the timing of the promulyation of the final rule, manufacturers 

may receive up to 11 months additional lead time over the 24 months 

that EPA suggested in the July 1984 analysis. Since the model year 

usually begins in September, publication of the F~M after that month 
would allow the manufacturers the remaining fraction of the model year 
of publication, plus two full model years thereafter. Manufacturers 
might, therefore, have considerably more than the 24-month minimum, 

dependi~g on _t~e _timiny of the rulemakiny process. 
As was alluded to above, the actual mo~el year of implementation 

for an onboard requirement-depends on when a final rule would be 

~ublished. Given the time.necessary for developing a final rule plus 

the minimum lead time, the earliest possible model year for an onboard 
requirement is probably 1YYU (see Figure 2-10). The NRDC comment that 

onboard controls should be im~lemented by the 1987 model year appears to 

be based on NRDC 1
5 interpretation of the requirements of Section 172 

of the Clean Air Act, rather than on a realistic assessment of the 
technological feasibility of implementing such a requi~ement by that 

date. However, EPA does not agree that Section 172 imposes any deadline 
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on the implementation of onboard controls under Section 2U2(a)(6) of 

the Act. Moreover, Section 2U2(a)(6) itself requires that any onboard 

regulation provide the industry adequate lead time. 

In summary, EPA does not believe that the comments provided 

adequate basis to chanye the estimated lead time of 24 months. The EPA 

estimates that the 1990 model year would be the earliest practicable 

model year for implementation. As stated above, the industry miyht 

also be afforded some additional leaa time beyond the 24 months 

estimated minimum, depending on when the final rule is promulgated. 
Thus, the exact amount of lead time available would depend on the timing 

of the final rulemaking. Nevertheless, EPA remains open on tne leadtime 
issue and is willing to consider a phase-in or an increase in the amount 

of leadtime provided based upon information provided in response to the 

IJrOJJOSal. 

2.5 PHASE-IN UF CONTROLS 

Comment: Automotive industry and other commenters who favored 
Stage II pointed to the slower .implementation of onboard controls 

(compared to Stage II) and stated that additional problems could cause 
the phase-in rate for onboard to be even slower than that stated in 

the July 1984 EPA analysis. Several commenters argued that onboard 
controls were less effective than Stage II because the full benefits of 

onboard would not occur until 10 to 14 years after implementation 

(I-H-22, I-H-93, I-H-99, I-H-1UU, I-H-101, I-H-104, I-H-114, I-H-115, 

1-H-117, 1-H-118, I-H-124, I-H-127, I-H-128). One commenter felt that 
phase-in would be even slower due to tampering and the increasing 

age of the fleet '(1-H-57). Another felt that implementation of 
onboard controls would result in an unwarranted delay in the control 

of refueling emissions (I-H-74). 

Conversely, petroleum marketers and others who favored onboard 

controls generally felt that EPA had been too conservative in esti

mating the rate of onboard phase-in, stating that Stage II proyrams 

have their own implementation problems and might not be phased in any 

more quickly than onboard controls. Two commenters stated that the 

accelerated lead phasedown rule would virtually eliminate fillpipe 
tampering, which in turn would speed the ph.ase-in of onboard controls 

due to higher in-use efficiency. They further stated that EPA had 
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overestimated tt1e fuel economy of future vehicles. Since the amount of 

control varies inversely with fuel economy, lower, 1nore realistic fuel 

economy figures would result in more gasoline consum~tion subject to 

control ( I-H-1Ulj, I-H-119, I-H-l~U). Some commenters also felt that 

~roblems in develo~ing State and local standards and shortages of 

equi~ment ~nd contractor ex~erti~e would delay the im~lementation of 

nationwide Stage II controls, ~ossibly to as long as 7 years (I-H-~4, 

I-H-99, I-H-1U2, I-H-1U~, I-H-1U9, I-H-119, I-H-120, I-H-124). 

Response: The comments on the ~hase-in of refuelin~ controls 
can be separated into two areas: (1) Stage II ~hase-in rate versus 

onboard ~hase-in rate and (2) assum~tions for determininy the ~hase
in rate for each control technology. 

In general, £PA concurs with the commenters who claimed that 

Stage II could be implemented more yuickly than onboard. It is esti

mated that, under ovtimum conditions, ~taye II could be imf.llemented 

tully in about 3 years. In response to comments on tne lack of avail
ability of this e4ui~ment, the Ayency contacted ~taye II e4uif.lment 

manufacturers, who indicated that meetiny the ex~ected demand could be 

a done (I-E-1U, 1-E-11, I-£-12). However, given the need for enabliny 
legislation in some cases, !Jlus the potential for some shortages of 

trained installers and needed e4uifJment~ it is very possible that Sta~e II 
im~lementation could take considerably longer than 3 years. Thus, a 

~eriod of 7 years was considered as a longer time estimate (3 years for 

non-inde~endents, 7 years for independents) for nationwide strateyies 

and o-1/~ years for nonattainment area strategies for both indef.lendents 

and non-independents. An analysis conducted by ~adian Cor~oration .. - . 

under contract to API supvorts the im~lementation range ~rP.sented above 

(1-H-bl). 

Since tne iJhase-in of onooard controls is a function of fleet 

turnover, the period to achieve full im!Jlementation is longer than 
Staye II. In an et.fort to better evaluate the phase-in rate ot· on
board, EPA has developed a new, more SOI.Jhisticated highway fue"l con
sumption model that incor~orates updated fuel economy, sales, and 

scrapf.laye rate data. This new model, based on EPA 1
S MUl:HLU emissfons 
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model, provides a more accurate estimate of the rate of increase of 

controlled consumption than was provided by the less sophisticated 

model used in the July 19~4 EPA analysis (I-A-99, I-B-37). As shown in 

Table 2-3, the new model indicates that control of ~u percent of total 

highway gasoline consumption would be achieved within 5 years of im

plementation and that more than 75 percent control would be achieved 

within 10 years. These results are similar to those originally projected 

in the July 1984 analysis. 

The new analysis assumes no fillpipe tampering for two reasons. 

First, many manufacturers are likely to utilize the tamper-proof 

liquid seals. Second, for those onboard systems that do employ mechanical 

seals, the economic incentive for fillneck tampering has decreased 

substantially as a result of the decrease in the unleaded/leaded price 

differential. This leaves disablement of the canister system as the 

only possible form of tampering. Canister system tampering includes 
tampering with the canister as well as all valves and vapor hoses 
related to the load and purge functions of the system. Canister 
system tampering rates of 2.67 percent and 3.29 percent, respectively, 

were assumed for LDV's and LOT's, based on the 1982 through 1985 NEIC 

Tampering Surveys (I-A-40). These replace the co111oosite tampering 

rates used for the calculations in the 1984 analysis. 

Details on the fuel economy,_ scrappage rates, dieselization rates, 

and other values used in the model are shown in documents contained 
in the public docket (I-A-99, I-8-37). While the accuracy of any 
projection which is carried many years into the future, such as these 

are, is prob_le_ma:t i c, the impact of any errors on the onboard phase-in 

rate is not significant. For example, EPA conside!"ed a scenario where 

fuel economies were 1U percent worse than projected in the model, yet 

this had no effect on the ~hase-in rate (I-B-21). The primary reason 

that the model is not sensitive to small errors in the projected values 
is that both the controlled and total consumption are affected about 
equally. Thus, the controlled fraction is affected only a small amount. 

Given this information on the revised analytical approach for 

determining onboard and Stage II phase-in rates, the phase-in 
rates and effectiveness for Stage II and onboard controls can now be 

compared. For onboard, the phase-in rate is the same for a nationwide 
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Table 2-3. PHASE-IN OF UNBUA· D REFUELING CUNT~ULS 

Annua 1 Tam!Jered Controlled Potential Actual 
Consumption, Consumption, Consumption, Fraction Fraction 

Year lUg ga 1 lUg gal · 109 gal Controlled Controlled 

198g 81.009 u.ouo o.ooo 0 0 

1990 79.901 0.062 9.749 0.1227~9 0.122013 

1991 7~.797 0.180 18.27 6 0.234222 0.231938 

1992 77 .6~6 0.344 .2~. 741 0.33~77!) 0.331347 

1993 76.~75 0.537 32.202 u .427542 0.420529 
1994 7~.49~ u. 742 37.7~1 0.510252 0.!)00424 

1995 74.3~4 0.952 42.502 O.S841~5 0.571386 
19g6 73.425 1.163 46.617 0.650732 O.ti34~93 

1997 72.641 1.368 50.220 0.710177 0.691345 

1998 71.986 1.563 53.389 0.763371 o. 741658 

1999 71.442 1.747 56.113 0.809888 0.78!:>434 
2000 71.023 1.914 58.465 O.S5U133 0.8~3184 

2001 70.996 2.063 60.715 0.8~4247 0.855189 

2002 70.99~ . 2.197 62.647 0.913322 0.882377 

2003 71.048 2.311 64.226 0.936508 0.903980 

2004 7l.08g 2.405 65. ~08 0.955324 0.921493 

2005 71.151 2.481 66.4go 0.969361 0.934491 

2006 71.205 2.534 67.187 o. 97n59 0.943571 

2007 71.247 2.576 67.736 0. 986877 0.950721 

2U08 71.301 2.6U9 68.136 0.992202 0.955611 

2009 71.346 2.633 68.429 .0.996019 0.959115 

2010 71.395 - 2.650 6~.642 0.998557 0.961440 

2011 71.439 2.660 68./37 0 .9g9692 0. 9624'!) 7 

2U12 71.481 2.662 68.~02 0.999762 0.962522 

2013 71.521 2.665 68.844 0.99832 0.962570 

2014 71.561 2.666 68.884 0.999846 0.962591 

2015 71.598 2.667 68.922 0.999874 0.962625 

2016 71.663 2.669 6~.959 0.999!:>12 0.962268 

2017 71.668 2.669 68.995 0.999665 0.962434 

2U18 71. 7U1 2.669 69.030 o. 999972 0.962748 

2019 71.735 2.669 6g.o66 o.g99986 0.962780 

2020 71.768 2.669 69.og9 1 U.96281U 
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or nonattainment area program. For Stage II, the implementation schedule 

is different for nationwide and nonattainment area programs. Also, it 
should be noted that the Stage II analysis allows exemption for non

independent stations with a throughput less than 10,000 gallons per 
month and independent stations with a throughput of less than 50,000 

gallons per month. 
Table 2-4 provides a comparison of control effectiveness for on

board and Stage II in both nationwide and nonattainment areas. For 
onboard, the control effectiveness rates shown in Table 2-3 were used. 

For Stage II, the implementation periods discussed above were used, 
together with the implementation rate from the draft Regulatory Impacts 

Analysis (RIA) Vol. I. A control efficiency range of 62-86 percent was 
used for Stage II. 

Table 2-4 shows that for a nationwide program, Stage II has no 
long-term advantage over onboard. For the more optimistic phase-in 

schedule ~nd higher in-use Stage II efficiency, Stage II has a higher 
control effectiveness than onboard until the eighth year. At that 

point, the lower efficiency of Stage II and the exemptions assumed yield 
less reductions than onboard. For the longer Stage II phase-in and 

lower in-use efficiency, onboard is always better. 
For a nonattainment area program, 3-year and 5-1/2-year phase-in 

schedules were used for Stage II. For· the higher Stage II efficiency, 
Stage II clearly has a short-term advantage. Onboard achieves greater 

reductions in the eighth ~ear. However, for the lower Stage II effi
ciency, onboard will achieve greater reductions from the outset. For a 
longer implementation period in nonattainment areas, Stage II has no 

·' - . . 
short-term benefit over onboard. 

Thus, while Stage II controls could be implemented more quickly 
than the motor vehicle fleet could be equipped with onboard controls, 
it is not clear that this provides any meaningful long-term advantage. 
Onboard control effectiveness reaches the most optimistic Stage II 

values about 4 years after Stage II and from that point, the reductions 
from onboard sur,pass Stage II. Onboard eventually captures about 93 
percent of all refueling vapors, while Stage II captures only 48-66 
percent, including some emptying losses. Thus, in the long-term, the 

onboard strategy has the advantage. 
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Years 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

~ 

~ 

10 

Table 2-4. COMPAKISON OF PHASE-IN CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS 
(% OF AVAILABLE REUUCTION) 

Onboarda 

12% 

22 

32 

41 

49 

55 

62 

67 

72 

76 

Nationwide 
3 yrs/~6% 

15% 

45 

62 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

7 yrs/ 62% 

7% 
20 

34 

41 

43 

44 

46 

46 

46 

46 

61 NA Area Stage lib 
3 yrs/~b% ~-l/2 yrs/62% 

28% 5% 

55 13 

63 22 

6!:> 

66 

66 

66 

66 

66 
66 

3U 

39 

46 

47 
4~ 

48 

48 

acontrolled consumption from Table 2-3 x 97% theoretical efficiency. 

bAssumes a 1U/5U exemption level and a linear ~hase-in rate. 
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2.6 GUST UF UNBOA~O CONTROLS* 

Comment: Many of the comments addressed the costs of onboard 

control systems. The comments on cost can be broadly grouped into two 
categories. The first category consists of those comments claiming that 

the cost ranye estimated by EPA ($1~-$2o) ade4uately represents the cost 
of control. Most of the commenters in this yroup have a direct interest 

in the gasoline marketing industry (e.g., service station owners, oil 
companies). The second category consists of those comments that claimed 

that the EPA estimate was low and should be modified upward. Most of 
these commenters are automobile manufacturers or are representing areas 

of the country where Stage II controls are already in place. 
The comments that generally agreed with the EPA cost estimate 

varied widely in terms of complexity and detail. The large majority 
of these commenters simply claimed that the onboard system cost would 

fall within or below the range proposed by EPA and yave little 
supporting evidence. The cost estimates that were given ranged from $9 
(1-H-1) to $17 (I-H-120). The comments submitted by the American 
Petroleum Institute (API) (I-H~120) were the most detailed of those in 

this group, and the API work is referenced in many of the other comments. 
The API comments r~ferred to the cost of refueling emission control 

systems assembl~d and tested on vehicles during their 1978 demonstra
tion program. A comparison of the cost estimates made by EPA, API~ 

and L.H. Lindgren is also presented as part of the API comment package. 
This cost com~arison generally supports the EPA estimates. 

The comments that disagreed with the EPA cost estimate also varied 
widely i·n comJJlexity and detail. The Ford Motor Company comment (I-H-
114) addressed the issue of the cost of onboard control in more detail 
than did any other comment. In their comments, Ford pro!)osed a 

refueling control system which they believed would function adequately 
under all in-use conditions and attempted to give a detailed estimate 
of costs involved in equipping their cars and trucks with such a control 
system. Ford's weighted average cost to the consumer for onboard con

trol is $o3 per vehicle. 

*19~ Federal ~egister topic. 
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The comments submitted by General Motors (1-H-117) also included 
a relatively well supported estimate of the costs of control. GM 

j.>rovides a component-by-component cost comparison as well as an overall 
per-vehicle cost to the consumer. Gt~ estimates the consumer cost of 

control to be at least $30. This is the lowest estimate submitted by 
an auto manufacturer. 

Chrysler Corporation included a very detailed description of a 
prototype onboard control system in their comments (I-H-101). The 
function of each component in the system and of the system in general 
is clearly outlined in the Chrysler document. Chrysler also gave an 
estimated per-vehicle cost of control - $8~. Chrysler did not attem~t 

to provide a component-by-component breakdown of this cost, however, 

and it is thus very difficult to assess the appropriateness of this 
estimate. 

Seven automobile manufacturers, other than the three referred to 
above, submitted comments which included an estimate of the per
vehicle consumer cost of onboard control of refueling emissions. 
None of these commenters, however, supplied a detailed derivation of 
its cost estimate. Therefore, the commenters and their respective cost 
estimates are simply listed below: 

Commenter 

American Honda Motor Company (1-H-104) 
American Motors Corporation ( I-H-128) 
BMW of North America (I-H-2) 
t~azda (North America) (I-H-53) 
Toyota Technical Center, USA (I-H-22) 
Volkswagen of America (I-H-116) 
Volvo-North· American Car Ope rat ions 

(1-t.-100) 

Cost ($/Vehicle) 

<YU 
<so 
-65 

6U-75 
70-100 

72 

6U 

Within the general area of control system costs, certain issues 
are noteworthy because they were raised by more than a single com
menter. One comment frequently made was that EPA should have included 
the cost of a device or devices to provide fill-limiting capabilities 
and rollover protection. The comments noted that the cost of the system 
described in the July 1984 analysis did not include any provisions for 

these requirements. 
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Several commenters claimed that adding onboard control systems to 

vehicles could negatively impact the performance of exhaust emission 
control systems. They went on to assert that there would be costs 

associated with recalibration or other changes needed to insure that 
onboard equip~ed vehicles would comply with exhaust emission standards. 

The cost estimate in the 1984 EPA analysis did not include any cost 
directly associated with exhaust emission compliance. 

Several commenters also discussed the refueling test procedure. 
Commenters pointed out that at the time of the publication of the July 

1984 analysis, EPA had not proposed any test procedures or emission 
standards to be used in determination of compliance with an onboard 

regulation. These commenters claimed that without this information on 
test procedures and standards, it is difficult for them to accurately 

assess the complexity of the system that would be needed to control 
refueling emissions. Because of the uncertainty in system designs, 

they claim it is very difficult to estimate system costs. One auto 
manufacturer made the related comment that onboara system costs would 
be heavily influenced by the values chosen for the critical test 
procedure f.Jarameters such as fuel temperature and volatility (I-H-127). 

Costs associated with ensuring the safety of onboard systems 
using a mechanica 1 fi llneck seal was another area of frequent comment. 
Commenters noted that overpressurization of a fuel tank during a 
refueling event (caused by a fueling nozzle malfunction) could lead to 

fuel being forced from the fillneck during or after the refueling 
event. This could result in fuel squirting onto the nozzle operator 

or onto the ground. The commenters claimed that a pressure relief -· ... 
de•,ice would be needed to avoid these safety concerns. They went on 

to point out that no such component was included in EPA•s original 

onboard cost estimate. 
In addition to the areas of comment listed above, some important 

cost issues were raised by only-one or a few commenters. These included 

costs for: (1) onboard system maintenance, (2) taxes and insurance, 
and (3) enforceme·nt of an onboard regulation. 

One final area that was frequently raised in the comments was the 
magnitude of the factor use~ by EPA to mark system costs at the vendor 
level up to the Retail Price Equivalent {RPE), or cost to the consumer. 
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Because this issue was raised quite frequently, the comments on the 
markup factor will be addressed separately from the other cost-related 
comments. 

Response: The EPA has ex ami ned and eva 1 uated a 11 of the comments 
related to the cost of onboard control of refueling emissions and has 

developed a revised cost estimate based on this evaluation. The most 
thorough and well documented comments on cost were submitted by com

menters claiming that the original EPA cost estimate was too low. As 
was discussed in the technological feasibility section of this document, 
these comments, in combination with the results of EPA testing of 
refueling vapor control systems at the Motor Vehicle Emissions Labora
tory, have convinced EPA that the refueling control system described in 
the July 1984 EPA analysis could be improved in many ways. 

The technological feasibility section of this study (Section 2.1.3) 

contains a description of an onboard control system that was designed 
as an improvement to the system described in the July 1~~4 analysis. 
The improvements in the system responsd to comments received on the 
cost and feasibility of onboard control systems. The remainder of the 
response to comments on onboard system cost (excluding comments on 
markup factors which are discussed separately) is a detailed breakdown 
of the cost of the system described in the technological feasibility 
section of this chapter. First, the system costs are given for three 
vehicle categories (LUV's, single and dual tank LOT's) along with a 
br~akdown of component cost estimates. Then, for each cost component, 
the source of the cost estimate is given, along with a description of 
any calculatio~s _used in arriving at the estimate. Finally, if available, 
alternate cost estimates are quoted and evaluated. 
2.6.1. Onboard Control System Costs 

Table 2-5 summarizes the calculation of the onboard control cost 
estimates for light-duty vehicles (LOV's), light-duty trucks (LOT's), 
and light-duty trucks with dual fuel tanks. For each vehicle cate
gory, the values of cost components for both inteyrated and separate 
systems are presented. Two long-term costs of onboard control are 
also ~resented at the bottom.of Table 2-5. The 1~94 cost estimate 
reflects three differences from the 1989 cost estimate: (1) the absence 
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Table 2-~. UNBUARO CONTROL SYSTEM COSTS 

LDV LDT DUAL 
Inte9rated Se~arate Inte9rated Se~arate Inte9rated Se~arate 

Activated Carbon 2.20 2.20 2.94 2.94 5.88 5.H8 
Canister Body 2.24 3.21 2.84 3.84 6.67 7.85 
Vapor Vent Valve 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60 9.20 9.20 
vapor Line 1.44 2.40 1.44 2.40 5.12 o.76 
Fi 11 Limiter 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 1.64 1.64 
Liquid/Vapor 

Separator 0.73 U.73 U.73 0.73 1.46 1.46 
Fillneck Extension 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 2.42 2.42 
ECU/Purye 

Modifications u.o7 0.22 u.o7 0.22 0.14 0.44 
Tank Modifications 0.50 u.oo u.oo 0.!)0 1.00 1.00 
Packaging 0.50 0.50 0.50 o.su o.so U.50 
Assembly u .7 5 0.75 0.75 1.50 
Certification 0.61 0.61 u.77 0.77 u. 77 u. 77 
Facilities 
r4odi fica t ions 0.3U 0.30 0.30 U.30 U.3U U.3U 
Vendor Cost 15.22 18.0S 16.72 19.58 35.85 38. I.:.. 
Markup by 1.26 19.18 22.74 . . 21.07 24.67 45.17 48.79 
Systems Enyineering o.45 0.45 0.69 u.6~ 0.69 U.b9 
Engineering 

LUT - Dual 0.2S 0.25 
Total R.P .E. Cost 19.63 23.19 21.76 2o.36 46.11 49.73 

19!'j9 20.0U 22.20 46.60 
1994 17.70 1~.60 42.7u 
2000 16.30 18.10 40.50 
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of modification costs, which would drop out as vehicle designs incorpor

ate onboard controls and ~revious costs are amortized, (2) the absence 
of certification and systems engineering costs after these costs have 

been amortized, and {3) improvements in fuel economy. The cost for the 

year 2UUU re~resents the cost of control after a number of the first 

vehicles with onboard control have left the fleet and reflects further 
improvements in fuel economy and the absence of facilities modification 

costs. The onboard cost items in Table 2-5 are discussed below. 
The hardware costs shown in Table 2-b can be characterized as EPA's 

best estimate at this time. To be conservative, the higher end of the 
cost ranges were used when a range was given for a component. 

a. Activated Carbon 
One of the vital functions of an onboard control system is the 

cvllection and storage of hydrocarbon vapors displaced during a ref~el
ing event. The first item in Table 2-5, activated carbon, is used as 
the hydrocarbon storage medium for current eva~orative emission control 
systems. 

The activated carbon used in the onboard control system tests at 
MVEL was Westvaco extruded activated carbon. This type of carbon was 
chosen because it has a relatively low cost, a high working capacity, 
and provides a low backpressure during adsorption.* The cost estimates 

shown in Table 2-5 are based on the characteristics of this carbon and 
include capacity for refueling vapors only. The specifications for 
this carbon are shown below: 

Carbon base 
Butane .working capacity 
Apparent density 
High volume cost to vehicle 

manufacturer 

Wood 
lUb g/liter C 
300 g/liter = U.661 lb/liter · 
$1.40/lb 

The cost and working capacity figures were quoted by Westvaco 
representatives. The apparent density figure is a compromise between 

the density quoted by Westvaco (32U-34U g/liter) and the apparent density 
as measured at MVEL (260 g/liter, loosely packed). It should be noted 

*This is not meant as an endorsement of this product or its manufacturer. 
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that each of these figures will vary with the carbon base, mesh size, 
and manufacturer chosen. 

Ford t1otor Company asserted that the cost of activated carbon was 
$2.00 per pound. Ford may be using a more dense product (more working 

capacity per IJOUnd of product) or a more expensive product. Other car
bons have been quoted at only $1.00 per pound. Since EPA has been 

given a quote of $1.40/lb for a carbon that appears to function ade
quately, this cost has been used in this cost estimate (I-B-27). 

The first step in finding appropriate carbon bed sizes for various 
fuel tank sizes was to develop a refueling emission rate. This rate, 
when multiplied by an appropriate fuel tank size, gives the total mass 
of hydrocarbon that is expected to be displaced from a typical fuel 
tank during the refueling capacity portion of EPA's proposed test pro
cedure. The emission rate used by EPA was found using a regression 

equation generated from a seMes of over 100 uncontrolled refueling 
tests done on a number of vehicles. The uncontrolled test proyram and 
the development of the regression equation are fully discussed in an 
EPA technical report entitled 11 Refueliny Emissions from Uncontrolled 

Vehicles 11 (I-A-6Y). When the refueling test procedure conditions 
(dispensed temperature= 88°F,.c.T = 5°F, ll.5 psi RVP fuel) are evaluated 
in the regression equation, the emission rate it,provides is 7.0 g/gal 
of fuel dispensed. In other words, the equation predicts that for each 

gallon of 11.5 psi fuel dispensed at the conditions specified in the 
proposed refueling test procedure, approximately 7.0 grams of hydro
carbon vapor would be displaced. (At Y.O psi RVP the emission rate.is 
5.8 grams per ya~lon.) 

The emission rate described above is used in combination with the 
gasoline working capacity of the chosen carbon to find necessary 

carbon bed size. The worktng capacity quoted above is a virgin butane 
working capacity and thus reflects neither carbon aging nor the differ
ence between adsorption characteristics of butane gas and gasoline 
vapor. The working capacity for aged carbon is approximately 6U percent 
of the virgin worl<ing capacity. This fiyure was supplied by a manufac.
turer of activated carbon. In this analysis, the virgin working 
capacity was reduced by 50 percent to reflect aging and a moderate (1u 
percent) factor of safety. Gasoline vapor working capacities are generally 
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estimated as some fraction of butane working capacities. The fractions 
quoted, depending on the source range from 60-o5 percent (I-A-74, 1-B-27). 
Sixty percent was used in this analysis in the interest of beiny conser

vative. Using the two fraction discussed above, the gasoline working 

capacity for aged carbon was calculated as shown below: 

105 g/liter X 0.50 X U.60 = 31.5 liter 

The amount of carbon needed to control the vapor associated with 
each gallon of fuel dispensed was then estimated by dividing the emission 
rate (7.U g/yal) by the aged, gasoline working ca~acity: 

7 .o g/ga 1 = U.222 1 iter C 
31.5 g HC/liter C gal 

The cost of this amount of carbon was found using the apparent 
density and price per pound for this carbon: 

(0.22liter C/gal} x (0.66 lb C/liter C) x $1.4U/lb = $U.20/gal. 
Per-vehicle carbon costs were estimated using average LOV and LOT 

fuel tank sizes. Fuel tank sizes were calculated by assuming a single 
tank driving range of 3UO miles and dividing by fuel economy estimates 
for the years 1Y89, 1994, and 2UOU. These fuel economy estimates were 
taken from EPA's MOBILE3 fuel consumption model (I-A-99, I-B-37). 
Table 2-6 shows the calculation of activated carbon cost for LDV's and 
LOT's for 1Y89, 1994, and 2000. Because the test procedure requires 

only a 90 percent fill, nominal fuel tank capacities were multiplied 
by 0.9. 

The comments submitted by Ford indicate a higher carbon cost than 
that developed-by EPA. Ford Motor Company uses a lower working capacity 
(6.7 g HC/100 mg carbon vs. 10.5 g HC/100 g carbon), a lower refueliny 
emission factor (5.2 g HC/gal vs. 7 .o g HC/gal) and a higher carbon 
cost ($2.00/lb vs. $1.40/lb.) than does EPA. The difference in the 
working capacities could be due to the use of a different carbon, or to 
a different approach to calculating working capacity, or a combination 
of both. Ford also uses a larger fuel tank capacity (20 gal) than does 

EPA (LDV-12.2, LDT-16.3). 
The methodology used in this analysis to estimate the size of the 

canister needed for onboard control systems is somewhat irregular in that 
it was assumed that the activated carbon needed for refueling emission 
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control would be added to the existiny eva~orative control ca~acity. Tne 

canister sizin~ was done very early in the analysis ~rocess when tPA had 

little information with which to estimate necessary carbon bed volumes, 

and the additive methodolo~y was used to ensure that an ample carbon 

volume was used. 

Since the time when the carbon bed volumes were estimated, tPA has 

collected more information on carbon canisters. This information, which 

was presented to industry re~resentatives at an April 1U, 1~~6 workshop, 

has some implications on the canister sizing 4uestion, and clearly shows 

that a tradeoff exists between the air flow rate used to purye the 
canister and the effective workin~ capacity of a ~iven canister. The 

tPA used the information on the purge response characteristics of 
........ 

several activated carbon canisters to estimate the ranye of canister 

size needed for control of refuelin~ ana eva~orative emissions. The 
canister sizes developed previously by EPA (Table ~-b) fell within this 

range. 
b. Canister ~ody 

Haviny estimated carbon bed sizes, it is now possible to aevelop 

costs for carbon canister shells. The cost estimates made in this 

analysis are based on work done for API and MVMA by Leroy H. Lindyren in 
19~3 (I-U-26Y). Lindgren be~an this work for API in 1Y~3 and revised it 

under contract to MVfiiA in 1':l~ (the work for f'lVMA was included in their 
comment package (I-H-127)). In the l':lH3 study, Lindyren estimates the 

manufacturing cost of an ~~u ml eva~orative canister. In this study 
it is assumed that Lindgren has accurately estimated the cost of an 

H~u ml canister shell and that the cost of·laryer canisters can be 

found oy scaling the costs by the ratio of the canister surface areas. 

In order to simplify this analysis, it was assumed ttlat all 
canisters are cylindrical in shape with e4ual dimensions of height 

and diame'ter. Using this assumption, it was !JOSsible to calculate a 
surface area for any canister volume, using only the formulas for the 

volume and surface area of a cylinder wittl closed ends: 

(d=h) 
(volume) 

' dh 
As = 2 rr r 2 + rrdh = rra 2 + 2 = (l.S) rr a2 (surface area) 
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Table 2-6. CALCULATION OF CARBON BED VOLUME AND COST 

LDV LOT* 
Calculation 
Parameter 1989 1994 2000 1S!H9 1994 2000 

Driving Range (mi) 300 300 300 300 300 3UU 

Fuel Economy (mi/gal) 24.61 26.64 29.13 18.43 18.99 20.56 

Fuel Tank Capacity ( ya 1 ) 12.2 11.3 10.3 16.3 1~.8 14.6 

9U%Fill (gal) 11.0 10.1 9.3 14.7 14.2 13.1 

Carbon Bed Volume ( ml ) 2,440 2,240 2,060 3, 26U 3,150 2,900 

Carbon Cost ($) 2.20 2.02 1.86 2.94 2.84 2.62 

*The capacity and cost of carbon needed to control refueling emissions for LOT Is 
with dual fuel tanks was estimated by doubling the LOT values. 
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The volume formula was used to solve for the diameter of the 
canister (equal to the height according to the assump-<:ion discuss. d 

above). The area formula is shown to demonstrate that the ratio of 
two surface areas is equal to the ratio of the square of their diameters, 

or equivalently their radii: 

1.5trd2 d2 r2 
1. 5 tT d I 2 : Ci"'~ : rr-2 

In the Lindgren cost analysis, the vendor selling price of tr.e 

canister shell can be broken down into three parts; component costs, 

assembly costs, and overhead and profit markups. In scaling the 

cost of the 850 ml canister, the component cost is the ~ortion of the 
vendor cost that was scaled by the ratio of the surface areas. The 
EPA does not expect the cost associated with assembling a large canister 

to be any different from that associated with assembling a smaller 
c3nister and has accordingly applied an assembly charge of $0.24 to the 
component cost of each canister. Finally, because the markup factor 
used here is multiplicative, the change in canister costs associat~d 
with the difference in canister size wil 1 be ma~nified by the vendor 

markup factor of 1.4. 
A final complication in the estimation of the canister cost is 

that a vehicle with an integrated evaporative/refueling system wil 1 

replace the smaller evaporative emission control can1ster(s) with a 
single larger canister to control both evaporative and refueling emis
sions. The removal of the evaporative canister implies a lower overal 1 

cost, since the cost for an integrated evaporative/refueling canister 
would be less than the cost of two smaller separate canisters whose 
combined volume equaled that of the integrated canister. 

In··order to calculate the value of this credit, evaporativ~ emis~ 

sian control canister sizes must be evaluated for each vehicle class 
of interest. In this analysis, it has been assumed that light-duty 
vehicles and light-duty trucks currently use an evaporative emission 
control canister of 850 milliliters, and light-duty trucks with dual 
fuel tanks use a single canister of 1,5UU milliliters volume. Although 
these canister sizes may be smaller than the average eva~orative 
canisters in use today, the use of a small canister leads to a more 
conservative estimate of the onboard system cost. This is because 
the smaller evaporative canister size leads to a lower value for 
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the credit. This is offset somewhat by the fact that the cost of the 
integrated canister shell would be marginally less with a smaller 

evaporative capacity (see Table 2-7). Therefore, the assumption of 
small evaporative canister sizes is reasonable. 

The calculation of canister shell costs is detailed in Table 2-7. 
In general, there were 6 steps used in the calculation of canister 

shell costs. First, the calculated refueling capacity was added to the 
assumed evaporative canister capacity to give a total onboard canister 

caiJacity. Then, the square of the radius ot· a cylinder of the appropriate 
volume was calculated. The ratio of this squared radius to that of the 
85U ml. canister casted by Lindgren (26.3!:> cm2) was then used to scale 
the component cost of the 850 ml canister to the apiJropriate amount. To 

this calculated component cost, $U.24 was added for assembly to give a 
total manufacturing cost. Next, the manufacturing cost was multiplied 

by 1.4 to account for overhead and profit at the vendor level. Finally 
the total vendor selli.ng price was multil)lied by 1.03 to express the 
cost in terms of 1~~4 dollars. Although the calculation of the canister 
shell cost for separate systems .is somewhat different, the detailed 

calculations in Table 2-7 should adequately demonstrate the differ-
ences. Table 2-8 shows the canister costs for each system evaluated in 

this analysis. 
Ford Motor Company and General Motors were the only two commenters 

that gave estimates of total canister costs (including carbon). Ford 
estimated the total canister costs to be about $7.50 per vehicle (LDV 
and single tank LUT) assuming a refueling emission factor of 5.2 ~rams 
per gallon. General Motors estimated the canister costs for a typical 
passenger car to be $5.81. The EPA's estimeted average canister costs 
are $4.56 and $5.9U for light-duty vehicles and single tank light-
duty trucks, respectively. Ford's canister costs are higher than EPA's 
for several reasons. Much of the difference can be attributed to the 
fact that Ford assumed a fuel tank size of 20 gallons. The EPA cal
culated average fuel tank sizes of 12.2 and 16.3 gallons for LDV's and 
single tank LOT's, respectively, based on an assumption of a 300-mile 
driving range. The Ford estimate is almost 65 percent larger than the 
LDV estimate, and over 20 percent larger than the LOT estimate. Although 
EPA nas received some information suggesting that some manufacturers 
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Table 2-7. CALCULATION OF CANISTER SHELL COSTS 

Integrated Systems 

Calculated Assumed On board 
Vehicle Refueling Evap Canister 
Class Capacity (ml) Volume (ml) Required (ml) 

LDV 2,440 850 3,290 
LDT (Single) 3,260 850 4,110 
LDT (Dual) 6,520 1,5no 

Typical calculation of canister shell cost: 

o Onboard Canister Cost 

3,260 + 4,760 

- Solve for square of radius from necessary onboard volume. 

3,290 cc = r2 rr h = 2 rr r3 
r = 8.06 em 
r2 = 64.96 

Scale component cost by ratio of square of radii - 850 ml 
canister r2 = 26.35, component cost= $1.06 

Component cost = $1.06 (64.96/26.35) 
= $1.06 (2.47) 
= $2.61 

- Add in assembly cost $0.24 
$2.61 + $0.24 = 2.85 

- Markup by factor of 1.4 
$2.85 (1.4) = $3.99 

o Subtract cost of 850 ml evaporative canister ($1.82) 
$3.99 - $1.82 = $2.17 

o Convert to 1984 dollars - ~u~tiply by 1.03* 
$2.17 (1.0291) = $2.24 

*Average new car CPI for 1984 (208.5) divided by average for 1983 (202.6). 
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Table 2-7. CALCULATION OF CANISTER SHELL COSTS 
(concluded) 

=--=~=======..:1==·=~========~~-~ 

Se~arate Systems 

Calculated Assumed On board 
Vehicle Refueling Evap Canister 
Class Capacity (ml) Volume (ml) Reguired (ml) 

LDV 2,440 850 2,685 + 425 
LOT (Single) 3,260 850 3,685 + 425 

LOT (Dual) 6,520 2,500 4,010 + 4,010 + 1,000 

Typical canister shell cost calculation: 

o Onboard canister costs 

2,865 ml = rrr2h = 2 rr r3 
r = 7.70 

r2 = 57.24 

425 ml = 2 rr r3 
r = 8.3 

r2 = 16.60 

- Scale component costs by ratio of square of radii - 850 ml 
canister r2 = 26.35, component cost = $1.06. 

Component 
Cost = $1.06 (59.24/26.35) 

= $1.06 (2.25) 
= $2.38 

= $1.06 (16.60/26.35) 
= $1.06 (0.63) 
= $0.67 

- Add in assembly CO$t of $0.24 

$2.38 + $0.24 = $2.62 $0.67 + $0.24 = $0.91 

- Mark up by factor of 1.4 

$2.62(1.4) = $3.67 $0.91(1.4) = $1.27 

· - Total canister costs 

$3.67 + $1.27 = $4.94 .. 

o Subtract cost o~ 850 ml evaporative canister ($1.82) 

$4.94 - $1.82 = $3.12 

o Convert to 1984 dollars -multiply by 1.0291 

$3.12(1.0291) = $3.21. 
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Table 2-8. SUMNARY OF CANISTER SHELL COSTS 
($/vehicle) 

Year 

1989 1994 2000 

Integrated Systems 

LUV 2.24 2.08 1.94 

LDT (single) 2.84 2.76 2.58 

LOT ( dua 1 ) 6.67 6.43 6.07 

Seearate Ststems 

LDV 3.21 3.05 2.90 

LOT (single) 3.84 3.76 3.57 

LOT ( dua 1 ) 7.85 7.69 7.33 
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may not reduce fuel tank sizes as vehicle fuel economy improves in the 

future as EPA expected, 20 gallons clearly does not represent a fleet
wide average tank size. The remaininy difference between the EPA and 

Ford canister cost estimates is due to differences in carbon prices 
($1.40 vs. $2.UU per pound) and working capacities (6.7 g HC/lUU g 

vs. 10.5 y HC/lUU g). 
There is insufficient detail in the General Motors comment to 

attempt to explain the difference between the GM and EPA estimates. 
However, it is expected that the carbon canister costs differ for 

reasons such as those discussed above for Ford. 
As stated earlier, EPA has observed a tradeoff between working 

capacity and purge rate that could not be quantified because of the 
many design variables involved. Any upward adjustment in the EPA 
estimates of carbon volume as a result of this tradeoff could bring the 
EPA cost somewhat nearer to the General Motors and Ford estimates. 

c. Refueling Vent Line Valve 
The next component examined is the refueling vent line mechanical 

or solenoid valve. The function of this valve is to open prior to 
the start of a refueling and provide a 5/8-inch diameter orifice for 
vapor flow during refueling, and to close when the event is completed 
and provide rollover !JrOtection. The function of two possible valves 
(and related components) which could serve this purpose are further 
detailed in the technological feasibility section of tt1is document. 
The EPA expects the cost of this item to fall somewhere in the range of 
$3.0D-$4.6U. The EPA envisions this valve to be similar in complexity 
to an air management valve such as is currently used on some vehicles .. . . . 
to feed additional air to the engine duriny starts. The EPA has been 

quoted a vendor selling price of approximately $3.50 for this valve at 
high production volumes. The EPA also had a contractor estimate the 

cost of a solenoid valve built to serve this purpose. In the report 
11 Costs of Onboard Vapor Recovery Hardware 11 prepared by Mueller Associates 
for EPA in 1985, Mueller estimated the cost of an electronically acti
vated solenoid valve designed to open and close in response to the 
start and completion of a refueling event, respectively (I-A-77). The 
cost of this solenoid valve, an actuator located at the fillcap, and 
the necessary wiring and connectors was estimated at $4.60. 
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Ford Motor Company and Gene.ral l~otors were the only two commenters 

to estimate the cost of a component (or components) needed to perform 
all the functions required of such a valve. Ford estimates the cost 

of a mechanical valve desiyned to allow for venting of refueling vapors 
and closure during other modes of operation at about $5.UU. The system 

described by Ford does not presume the removal of the u.U5-inch 
diameter orifice of the current evaporative emission control system. 
Rather, Ford expects they would add the refueling control valve to the 
fuel tank and retain the evaporative emission orifice (which also acts 
to provide rollover protection in the current configurations). 

General Motors estimated the cost of an electronic system similar 
to that described as part of EPA•s cost estimate as $6.UO. This 
includes $4.00 for the solenoid valve and $2.0U for some type of 

refueling sensor for which they had no particular desiyn in mind when 
their comments were written. 

d. Vapor Line 
Refueling vapors are transported from the fuel tank to the onboard 

canister and from the canister to the vehicle's fuel metering system 
via vapor lines. In order to calculate estimated vapor line costs, 
three sets of information were needed: (1) vapor line mateMal costs, 
(2) evaporative emission vapor configurations of current vehicles, and 

(3) evaporative emission vapor line configurations for onboard equip~ed 
vehicles. The vapor line used in this cost analysis is epichlorohydrin 
(ECO) tubing. The costs quoted in Table 2-5 are taken from the Mueller 
report (I-A-77). The Mueller cost estimate for ECO tubing is the cost 
to the automobile manufacturer for high volume purchases as quoted by a 
Detr~t area supplier. Mueller also got a cost estimate for acryloni
trile butadiene rubber tubing, but the lower ECO cost was used in this 
analysis because it would also be effective. Cost estimates are given 

(on a unit length basis) for tubing sizes of 1/4-inch, 3/8-inch, 
and 5/8-inch inner diameter. The tubing costs, including any markup 

at the vendor level, are shown below: 

1/4 11 

3/811 

5/8 11 
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.ue~ending on the layout of a particular vehicle, and considerations 

of available space, vehicle safety, and cost, a manufacturer may choose 
to locate a refueling canister in the front of the vehicle (typically 

in the engine compartment) or in the rear (near the fuel tank). Because 
of the differences between the size of the vapor lines needed to route 

refueling vapors to the onboard canister and the size of those needed 
to transport purge va~ors from the canister, it appears that it would 

be marginally less costly to locate the canister near the fuel tanks. 
Because it is not possible to identify the preferred canister location 

for all vehicles, the va~or line cost was specified as a range bounded 
by EPA 1 s best estimate of the vapor line cost for front and rear canister 
1 ocat ions. 

In this analysis, it was assumed that the amount and size of vapor 

lines used in the evaporative emission control system of a typical LDV 
would be identical to those of the typical LOT. Hence, the LDV and LOT 

(single tank) cost estimates are identical. 
The costs do vary, however, with system configuration (partially 

integrated vs. integrated systems). The difference between the partially 
integrated and integrated system costs is due to the incremental nature 
of the cost estimates in this report. If an integrated system were 
used, some smaller evaporative system vapor lines would have to be 
replaced wit~ larger refueling vapor lines. If a partially integrated 
system were used, not only would lines have to be re!Jlaced but, in most 
cases, an entirely new purge line would have to be added. In this 
analysis it was assumed that all vapor lines are 3/H-inch I.U. except· 
for the refueling vent line, which must be S/H-inch I.U. Vehicles 

' - .. 
equipped with fuel injection systems have negligible "hot soak" type 

emissions emanating from the fueling system, whereas carbureted vehicles 
would have evaporation from the carburetor bowl(s). Therefore, carbureted 
vehicles are equipped with'a vapor line not needed for fuel-injected 
systems. The estimated vapor line lengths for current evaporative 

systems of carbureted and fuel-injected vehicles are shown below. 
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Uescription 

Fuel Tank Vent 
Carburetor Vent 
Purge Lines 

Fuel-Injected 

8 ft. 
NA 

3 ft. 

Carbureted 

~ ft. 
3 ft. 
3 ft. 

Since virtually all evaporative emission control canisters are 

located in the engine compartment, it was assumed for costing purposes 

tnat they are a 1\-1ays 1 oca ted there. 
The final set of data needed to calculate vapor line costs is the 

configuration of vapor lines needed for onboard (refueling and evapora
tive) control systems. As discussed above, the end points of the range 

of the vapor line cost estimate will be defined by the vapor line costs 
associated with front and rear canister locations. The assumed onboard 
vapor line configurations are shown below: 

Canister Located in Engine Compartment 

Uescription 
Refueliny/Evap Vent Line 
Carburetor Vent Line 
Purge Lines 

Integrated 
(Fuel- Injected) 

~ ft. 
NA 

3 ft. 

Part. Integrated 
(Carbureted) 

~ ft. 
3 ft. 

3 ft. + 3 ft. 

Canister Located Near Fuel Tank 

Description 

Refueling/Evap Vent Line 
Carburetor Vent Line 
Purge Lines 

Integrated 
(Fuel-Injected) 

3 ft. 
NA 

8 ft. 

Part. Integrated 
( Carbureted) 

3 ft. 
3 ft. 

3 ft. + 8 ft. 

Using the vapor line sizes and cost estimates given above, total 

i ncremen.tal '{aP.or: line cost estimates can be found for integrated and 
partially integrated systems for both front and rear onboard canister 
locations. The table below shows the vapor line costs for each system 
evaluated in this analysis. Table 2-9 details the calculation of all 
vapor line cost estimates and provides information on the assumption 
used to calculate the vapor line costs for LOT's equipped with dual 

fuel tanks. 
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Table 2-9. VAPOR LINE COST ESTIMATES 

==========================================-------
LDV/LDT - Integrated Systems 

o Canister located in engine compartment 

- Onboard system 

Refueling vent 
Purge line 
Total 

8 ft @ $0.50/ft = $4.00 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

$4.96 

- Credit for current evap system 

Fue 1 tank vent 
Purge line 
Tot a 1 

8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

$3.52 

Incremental vapor line cost $1.44 

o Canister located near fuel tank 

- Onboard system 

Refue 1 i ng vent 
Purge 1 i ne 
Total 

3ft.@ $0.50/ft = $1.50 
8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 

$4.06 

- Credit for current evap system 
Total $3.52 

Incremental vapor line cost $0.54 

LDV/LDT - Partially Integrated 

o Canister located in engine compartment 

- Onboard System 

Refueling vent 
Carburetor vent 
Purge 1 i ne 

Total 

8 ft @ $0.50/ft = 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = 

$4.00 
$0.96 
$0.96 
$5.92 

- Credit for current evap system 

Fuel tank vent 
Carburet or vent 
Purge lines 

Total 

8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

$4.48 
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Table 2-9. VAPOR LINE COST ~STIMATES 
(continued) 

Incremental vapor line cost $1.44 

o Canister located near fuel tank 

- Onboard system 

Refueling vent 
Carburetor vent 
Purge lines 

3 ft @ $0.50/ft = $1.50 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 
8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

Total 

- Credit for current evap system 

Total 

Incremental vapor line cost 

D~~- ~ank LOT - Integrated System 

$5.98 

$4.48 

$1.50 

o Canisters located in engine compartment 

- Onboard system 

Refueling vent 

Purge lines 

Total 

8 ft @ $0.50/ft 
8 ft @ $0.50/ft 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft 

- Credit for current evap system 

= $4.00 
= $4.00 
= $0.96 
= $0.96 

$9.92 

Fuel tank vents 8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
4ft@ $0.32/ft = $1.28 

Purge line 3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 
Total $4.80 

Incr~m~ntal vapor line cost $5.12 

o Canisters located near fuel tank 

- Onboard system 

Refueling vents 3 ft @ $0.50/ft = $1.50 
3ft@ $0.50/ft = $1.50 

Purge lines 8ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 

Total $8.12 

- Credit for current evap system $4.80 

Incremental vapor line cost $3.32 
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Table 2-9. VAPOR LINE COST ESTIMATES 
(concluded) 

~========================,========================-~-~~ 

Dual Tank LOT - Partially Integrated System 

o Canisters located in engine compartment 

Onboard system 
Refueling vent 

Carburetor vent 
Purge 1 i nes 

Total 

8 ft @ $0.50/ft = $4.00 
8 ft @ $0.50/ft = $4.00 
2 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.64 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

$11.52 

- Credit for current evap system 

Fuel tank vent 

Carburetor vent 
Purge 1 i ne 

Total 

8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
4 ft @ $0.32/ft = $1.28 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

$5.76 

Incremental vapor line cost $5.76 

o Canisters located near fuel tank 

- Onboard system 

Refueling vent 

Carburetor vent 
Purge 1 i nes 

Total 

3ft@ $0.50/ft = $1.50 
3 ft @ $0.50/ft = $1.50 
2 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.64 
8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
8 ft @ $0.32/ft = $2.56 
3 ft @ $0.32/ft = $0.96 

$ 9.72 

- Credit for current evap system 

Total 

Incremental vapor .line cost 
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Ranges for Incremental Vapor Line Costs 
LDV/LDT (single) LOT (dual) 

Integrated 
Part. Integrated 

$0.!:>4 - 1.44 
$1.44- 1.50 

$3.32 - 5.12 
$3.~6 - 5.76 

Ford rvtotor Company estimated the· incremental vapor line costs as 
about $3.8o for LUV's and $4.10 for LOT's. General Motors estimated 
the incremental vapor line cost for passenger cars at $2.38. t3oth of 
these estimates fall above the cost ranges developed by EPA. The vari
ations could be due to differences among vapor line materials, unit 
costs, or assumptions on system configurations. The vapor line material 
estimates were quoted by a Uetroit area supplier who claimed that 
epichlorohydrin tubing is impermeable to gasoline vapors, so the unit 
costs should be reasonable. The other probable source of differences 
is in the assumed vapor line configurations. Because Ford and GM 

provided no details on vapor line configuration, it is impossible to 
directly compare methodologies. The EPA has assumed that all vapor 
lines (excluding the refueling vent line) are 3/8 11 inner diameter. In 
some cases these lines may be smaller than 3/H 11 inner diameter, which 
could lead to a smaller credit and higher incremental cost. On the 
other hand, in those situations where EPA assumed that vent and/or 
purye lines were added to the system, these were also assumed to be 
3/H 11 lines that might be oversized as well, leading to a higher incre
mental cost. Overall, the assum[Jtion of 3/811 vapor lines should not 
critically impact the analysis. 

e. Fi 11 Limiter 
The next component of cost in Table 2-!l is the 11 t.ill limiter. 11 The 

fill limiter is a device that closes the refueling vent line when the 
fuel tank becomes full and indirectly forces automatic nozzle shutoff. 
The simplest device that could be used to accomplish this task is some 
kind of flotation device that would be buoyed up by the fuel rising in 
the tank and would seat itself in the opening to the refueling vent 

line as the fuel tank became full. The requirements of the fill limiter 
are more thoroughly described in the technological feasibility portion 
of this document (Section 2.1.3). 

The cost of the fill limiter was taken from a 1984 report written 
by the American Petroleum Institute (I-F-98}. Although the device for 
which a cost estimate is given in the API document is not identical to 
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the fill limiter ~nvisioned by EPA, the two a~f.Jear to be ot similar 

comf)lexity. The cost 4uoted in the API document is $U.~U. Since the 

rt:iJOrt was written in January ot l~H:!4, the ti~ure llas been markea u~ by 

3 ~ercent to reflect inflation since that time. The inflation adJUSted 

vendor cost of the fill limiter as shown in Taole 2-~ is $U.~2. This 

is basically the same cost used in the API ~stimate. Neither General 

Motors nor ford estimated the cost of a fill limiter directly. Ford 

did include tile fill-limitiny ca~aoility in their "Kollover/Vent/Fill 

Valve." The cost of this valve ($~.UU) falls within the ranye estimated 

by EPA for the refueliny vent valve !Jlus the fill limiter ($3.~!
$b.42). 

A commercially available valve, which is similar in concef)t to the 

fill limiter and seems to meet the basic functions needed, is shown in 

Figure 2-11. Conversations with the manufacturer indicate that this 
valve has a vendor f.Jrice of less than $l.UU. 

f. Liquid/Vapor Separator 
The cost of a li4uiajva~or separator is also included in the on

board cost estimate. The function of. the li4uid/va~or sej.>arator is to 
remove entrained liquid droj.>lets from the vajJor stream flowing to the 

canister during a refueliny event and return the fuel to the tank. The 
cost of a li4uid/Va!Jor se~arator was oriyinally develoJ.Ied by Leroy 

Lindyren in his 1YH3 rejJort to API (I-U-!bY). The oriyinal Lindyren 

cost ($U.71) has been marked U!J by 3 !Jercent to account for inflation 

since the !JUb"lication of the re!JOrt. The li4uid/va!-ior sef.larator cost 
estimate is $U.73 in 1Y~4 dollars. 

g. Fillneck Extension- Liquid.Seal 

The next hardware item for which a cost is yiven in Table !-b is 

the J-tube fillneck extension. The standard fillneck in use today 

extends only a short way (if at all) into the fuel tank. In order to 

1->rovide the li4uid trap that is inteyral to refueliny va!Jor control, 
it would be necessary to add a curved fillneck extension to this stan

dard fillneck. It was assumed that all fill necks are ' inches in 
diameter and it was estimated that a 7-inch extension would be 

necessary. The cost for the extension was develo!Jed usiny cost esti
mations found in a rejJort written by Leroy Lindgren for EPA in 1Y7~.3~ 

In this report, Lindyren estimates the cost of a tailpipe section 3S.7 
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The tank mounted spring balanced float valve is a low cost unit designed for venting 
fuel tank vapor to the carbon canister. The device employs a float which remains open 
under normal conditions. Should the tank level reach a critical height, the float will 
close the canister vent line. In the event of extreme vehicle attitude or ·roll-over, the 
float will close the canister vent line. 

A filtered tank mo.un.ted spring balanced float valve is available that performs the 
same functions as the above sketches except the tank side of the part is filtered to 
prevent contaminates from entering the part which might effect float closing of the 
canister vent line. · 

For high flow applications that require a large volume of vapor venting, such as fuel in· 
jection applications, a high flow valve has been developed that has more than twice 
the present flow capacity without loosing other crit~cal performance parameters. 

Figure 2-11. FLOAT VALVE 
Borg-Warner Automotive, Inc. 
707 Southside Dr., Decatur, Illinois 62525 
Phone 217/428-4631 
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inches in length and 1.4 inches in diameter. The cost of the fi llneck 
extension was found by scaling the cost of this tailpipe section by the 

ratio of the tubing weights. The pipe material used in the cost 
estimate was also changed from the stainless steel used in the tailpipe 

to standard steel. The manufacturing cost of the extension was then 

marked up by 4U percent to account for overhead and profit at the 

vendor level and by 35 percent to account for inflation since the time 

of the original Lindgren report. Table 2-lU details the calculation of 

the cost of the fillneck extension. It should be noted that for safety 
reasons a manufacturer may choose to make the J-tube from plastic or 

rubber. However, costs would be comparable, if not less. 
The API recently completed a test ~royram in which several liquia 

seal systems were tested for refueling vapor control efficiency (I-H-15H). 
One idea evaluated was to leave the stock fillneck in its standard 

configuration (with the stock vent tube plugged) and rely on the incominy 
fuel to prevent vapor from escaping from the fillneck. With an adequately 
sized vent line to route vapors to a canister, the systems examined 
achieved greater than 98 percent efficiency in all cases. Although 

this concept may not be applicable in some cases, it does represent an 

area where cost savings could be made. The API also experimented with 
mechanical seals and found very high control efficiencies. Although 
onboard systems with a mechanical seal (and the ~ecessary pressure 

relief valve) appear more costly than the liquid seal approaches, EPA 
still considers them a feasible alternative. The costs of a mechan-

ical seal would be comparable to a liquia seal, but addiny a pressure 
relief device if needed would increase costs. 

h. ECU Modifications 
Table 2-b also contains a cost item for 11 ECU modifications.~~ Due 

to the difference between evaporative and onboard system purge strate
yies, a cost has been included to cover the modification of vehicle 

purge control systems. It was assumed that HH percent of all vehicles 
wil 1 be equipped with electronic controls by 19H9. For those vehicles 

equipped with electronic controls, ECU modification would include 

research and development to determine the optimal purge cycle for the 

given vehicle and the necessary reprogramming of the unit. Mueller 

Associates has estimated the cost of this modification in their 198~ 
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Table 2-10. CALCULATION OF FILLPIPE EXTENSION COST 

o Calculate the weight per unit of surface area for the tailpipe 
section casted in the Lindgren Report. 

L = 35.7 11 0 = 1.4 11 wt = 5.0 lb 

As = L X C = L x rr X 0 = 35. 7 ( rr ) ( 1. 4) 
As = 35. 7 ( rr ) ( 1. 4) 

= 157 in2 

Wt/unit As = 5.0 lb/157 in2 = 0.0318 lb/unit A 

o Calculate surface area of fillneck extension needed 

L = 7 in. 0 = 2 in. 

As = L * * 0 = 7 ( 2 ) ( rr ) 
= 43.4 in2 

o Calculate weight of material needed 

(43.4 in2)(0.0318 lb/unit A) = 1.4 lbs 

o Calculate cost of fillpipe extension using Lindgren 11 Complex 11 

formula for manufacturing cost (I-A-101) 

manufacturing cost = (0.367 x w~ight) + 0.13 
= (0.367 X 1.4) + 0.13 
= $0.64 

o Calculate vendor selling price 

vendor selling price =manufacturing cost x 1.4 
= $0.64(1.4) 
= $0.896 

o Amount for inflation since 1978 (35.6%) 

1984 dollars = 1978 dollars x 1.356 
vendor selling price (1984 dollars) = $0.896(1.356) 

$1.21 

Reference I-A-101. 
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report to EPA (I-A-77). Amortized at lU percent per annum over 5 years, 
this cost would be approximately $0.07 per vehicle. 

For systems without electronic controls, a vacuum operated purye 
control system would have to be used. The same sort of research and 
development effort needed for the ECU-equipped systems would be needed 

for those without an ECU. In addition, the non-ECU vehicles could 
need a modified purge valve. Mueller has estimated the cost of this 

modification to be $0.15 per vehicle. The total purge control cost for 

non-ECU vehicles, amortized at lU percent per year over 5 years, is $U.U7. 

General Motors estimated the cost of ECU modifications as $U.2S/vehicle. 
i. Tank Modifications 
During the first few years of a possible onboard requirement, on

board control hardware would have to be added to vehicles that were not 
designed specifically to accommodate this equipment. Fuel tanks would 
have to be modified to accept the necessary fill limiter and to provide 
larger orifices where necessary. In some cases, an entirely new orifice 
might have to be added. Although it is difficult to accurately quantify 
the cost of these modifications, EPA recognizes that these modifications 
may be necessary. Therefore, a cost of $0.50 per fuel tank has been 
added to cover the cost of these modifications. After the first few 
years of regulation, vehicle designs would inherently include provisions 
for onboard equipment. The $0.50/vehicle for tank modification included 
in the system cost covers amortization of the total investment required 
to modify fuel tanks over a 5-year period. 

j. Packaging Cost 
In order to accommodate an onboard refueling vapor control system, 

a number of components would hiv~ to be added to each new vehicle 
produced, including either a laryer canister or an additional one, and 
some sort of fillneck modification. The addition or onboard equipment 
may also require modification of existing body parts of packaying 
hardware. For example, the underbody or underhood area on some small 
vehicles might have to be modified to make room for the larger onboard 
canister. For s~all vehicles, some cost would be incurred in solviny. 
such packaging problems. For large and mid-size Lov•s and Lor•s, 
virtually no costs may be incurred (I-A-77). The EPA recognizes that 
such a cost would be incurred in some cases and has tried to· include a 
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reasonable value to cover this tost. As in the case of fuel tank 
modifications, these modification costs would no lonyer be incurred 

after the first few years of reyulation. Therefore, the $U.oU ~ackayiny 

allowance re~resents an investment cost amortized over a ~-year 

iJerioa. Tne· $U.SU per vehicle included reiJresents over $'o million 

i ndus try-wide. 

k. Assembly/Installation 

The next cost item listed in Table ,_:)is an assembly cost. A 

comj.)onent of cost for assembly has been included only for systems 

re4uiriny more than one canister (separate systems or systems for 

vehicles with dual fuel tanks). This is because, on the maryin, it 

should cost no more to instal 1 an inteyrated refueliny ana evaJ.lorative 

emission control system than it costs to install an evaporative system 

on a vehicle. ~nee again, the fiyure usea tor assembly costs is EPA's 

best estimate cost, lackiny a significantly better estimate. Ford, 
lieneral f"lotors, and API have all included an assembly or installation 
cost in their incremental cost estimates ($2.UU, $U.7U, and $2.42, 

~eS!JeCtively) witnout discussion or JUStification. The EPA dues not 

believe that inteyrated onboard control systems would reyuire any more 

assembly time than current evaporative systems. Virtually every new 

onboard comj.)onent re!Jlaces one now ~resent on the vehicles in some form, 

with the iJOSSible excejJtion of the fill limiter and rollover valve. 

l. Certification 

The next two components of cost in Table 2-:) are for certification 

and systems enyineeriny. The certification cost estimate is basea on a 

1Y7o EP~ mem~ ~u~hored by uaniel P. Hardin, Jr. (l-~-3~). The memo 
suggests that certification costs can be estimated as the sum of the 
costs of: (1) vehicle !Jrocurernent and rnoait'ication, (2) testiny, and 

(3) mileage and maintenance. The derivations of the costs of these 

items are discussed below. 

Tne averaye cost to produce and modify a production venicle was 
estimate<l at $10,UUU in 1Y7S, or about $lti,uuu in 1!:184 dollars. This 

cost would be incurred for each durability or emissions data vehicle 
tested. 1:3ecause durability yehicles re4uire more maintenance than do 

emissions data ve~icles, the mileaye accumulation and maintenance costs 
for durabili'ty vehicles are hiyher than those for emissions data vehicles. 
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Specifically, the mileage accumulation costs for durability and emissions 

data vehicles were estimated to be $3.10 and $2.64, respectively, in 

19~ dollars. Durability vehicles accumulate 50,UOU miles at a cost of 

$1~5,000 and emissions data vehicles accumulate about 4,000 miles at a 

cost of about $10,500. 

The final part of the certification cost is a testing cost. The 

Hardin memo estimates the cost of an in-house test as $300 and the 

cost of a contracted test as $600. It was assumed that 7~ percent of 

all automobile emissions tests would be performed in-house, so the 
weighted average test cost is $375. In terms of 1984 dollars, the 

cost is $610. The test in 1975, however, did not include the refuelin~ 
portion of the test, and the testing cost was increased to reflect this 

change. The changes to the Federal Test Procedure to measure refueling 

emissions control, as now considered by EPA, would substant1ally 

increase the per-vehicle test cost. 

The test procedure changes now being considered would require two 
or three additional tanks of fuel ($40) and an estimated 5 extra techni
cian hours per test ($1SO/test}. The·total cost per test would be: 

$610 + $40 + $150 = $800.* 

A durability vehicle will be tested 13 times on the average, 
including voids, during its mileage accumulation at a cost of $10,400. 

The emissions data vehicles wil 1 be tested ~rior to and after the 4,000-
mile accumulation at a cost of $1,600 per vehicle. 

The following table shows the calculation of total certification 
costs for a durability vehicle and an emissions data vehicle. Similar 

costs were assumed for LDV 1 s and LDT 1 s, even though formal certification 

protocols differ. 

Vehicle Procurement and 
Modification 

Mileage and Maintenance 
Testing Costs 
Totals · 

Durability Emissions Data 

$ 16,000 
155,UOU 
10,400 

$181.,400 

$ 16,UOO 
10,400 
1,600 

$ 28,UOU 

*Necessary changes· in facilities to accommodate additional testing are 
estimated later in this section. 
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The promulgation of an onboard rule would result in all vehicle 
models being recertified for the first year of the regulation. Since 

about 1U percent of all vehicle models underyo exhaust and evaporative 
certification in any yiven year due to vehicle changes regardless of 

new emission standards, the cost of certifying ~u percent of the fleet 
for exhaust and eva~orative emissions would be directly due to an.on

board regulation. The per-vehicle certification cost was found by 
first estimating the industry-wide certification cost and then applying 

it to the projected 198~-93 sales volume. 
The industry-wide certification cost was estimated by counting 

tne number of durability vehicles and emissions data vehicles tested 
as part of the certification process for MY19B4 Lov•s and Lur•s, and 

multiplying by the estimated certification costs above. The totals* 
were then multiplied by 0.90, amortized at 1U percent over 5 years, and 

s~read among the projected LDV and LDT new car fleet for 1989. The 
table below shows the calculation of the per-vehicle certification 
cost for both Lov•s and LoT•s. 

LUV LDT 
OUR ED OUI{ 

Number of test vehicles 109 307 45 
Cost per vehicle $ 1B1K $ 2BK $ 181K $ 

EO 

133 
28K 

Total cost $19, 729K $B,596K $ B,145K $3,724K 
Sum of durability and emissions 

data cost $28,325K $11 ,869K 
90 percent of total $2S,4nK $10,6B2K 
Amortize over 5 years at 10% 

(amortization factor = 0.2638) $ 6,72:iK $ 2,818K 
Sales projection for 1989 11 ,OUOK 3,640K 
cos·t/ veh i c 1 e $ 0.61 $ 0.77 

m. Facility Modifications 
A number of comments received in response to the Strategies 

Document suggested that costs related to the modification and/or con

struction of test facilities would be incurred should an onboard regula-

*Technically, only the exhaust and the evaporative portion of the cer
tification costs should be multiplied by 0.90 since all new vehicle 
models will have to undergo.refueling certification. However, since 
the exhaust and the eva~orative tests constitute tne majority of the 
certification costs, including refueling certification costs in the 
total leads to a cost difference of less than 1 cent f)er vehicle. 
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tion be adopted. The EPA recognizes that some expenditures will nave 

to be made in order to im~rove and/or expand testing facilities to 

accommodate the added demands of the refueliny test procedure. At the 

present time, EPA has not conducted a detailed analysis of what facili

ties modifications might have to be made. However, the Motor Vehicle 

Manufacturers Association (MVt~A) has estimated the cost of facilities 

modifications on a per-manufacturer basis in a recent submission 

responding to the proposed refueling test procedure (1-D-46). MVMA has 

estimated the cost to each manufacturer to be $734,000. This figure 

includes two SHED 1 s, two dynamometers, two fuel conditioniny units, two 

Fru•s, two strip chart recorders, safety equipment, air conditioniny/ 

ventilation, and construction and installation costs. The EPA has 
taken this estimate at face value and used it in this analysis. 

Assuming that 35 manufacturers (total number of manufacturers 

certifying Lov•s in 19H4) will undertake such modifications, an invest

ment of about $26 million would have to be made prior to 19H9. Although 
probably fewer than 35 manufacturers would perform modifications .as 
extensive as those described above, some of the larger manufacturers 

might incur a cost higher than $734,0UU. The total of $26 million is 

expected to represent a generous estimate of industry-wide investment. 

Amortizing this amount over 10 years at 1U percent and spreading the 
cost among an average of 14.6 million light-duty gas vehicles and 

trucks gives a cost of about 3U cents per vehicle. 

n. Systems Engineering and Development 

The final component of cost listed in Table 2-5 is for systems 
engi neer.i ng/qe~el.opment (SE/0). Here the term 11 Systems engi neeri ny/ 
development .. refers to any developmental effort involv•~d in combining 

the components of the onboard control system to form a unit that 

interacts appro~riately with the rest of the automobile. For example, 

the installation of onboard controls could affect a vehicle•s exhaust 
emissions. The mileage accumulation, testing, and engineeriny costs 

incurred in altering the vehicle to adequately control the exhaust 
emissions would be termed 11 Systems enyineering/development 11 costs. 

The SE/D cost estimate w.as made in much the same way the certifi

cation cost estimate was made. Four components went into this estimate: 

(1) vehicle procurement and modification, (2) mileage accumulation and 
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maintenance costs, (3) testing costs, and (4) salary costs. These SE/0 

costs would be incurred for each refueling family in a manufacturer•s 
product line. Since the parameters defining refueling families have not 

yet been fully defined, costs were developed on an evaporative family 
basis under the assumption that the number of evaporative families 

ap~roximates the ~robable number of refueling families. An industry
wide cost was then developed and applied over the projected LOV and LOT 

sa 1 es. 
The vehicle procurement and modification cost for SE/U is the same 

as that for certification, $16,UUO. The mileage accumulation and mainte
nance cost used for SE/0 vehicles is the same as that used for durability 

vehicles in the certification cost calculation, $3.U9/mile. The mileage 
that each vehicle will accumulate was estimated to be 8,000 miles, twice 

the mileage accumulated by an emissions data vehicle. The total mileaye 
cost is $24,720 per family. Testing costs were also calculated for SE/U 

as they were for certification. The cost per test is $800; 25 tests 
were assumed for each evaporative family for a total of $20,0UU. 

The final component in the- SE;u-cost is salary costs. It was 
estimated that salary expenditures incurred in designing and testing 

the onboard system for a single family would nc~ exceed about 6U per
cent of the full time salaries of one engineer and one technician. 
Including benefits, these annual salaries were chosen as $oU,OUU and 
$3S,UUO, respectively. The calculation of the SE/U cost for both Luv•s 

and LUT 1 s is shown below: 

Vehicle Procurement and Modification 
Mi.leage_ Accumulation- 8,000 miles 
Testing 
Salary Expense 
Safety Compliance Testing 

Total SE/0 cost per family 

$16,UUU 
24,720 
20,000 
5l,UOO 
34,UUO 

$146,000 

The total cost was multiplied by the total number of evaporative 
families for both Lov•s and LOT 1 s. The projected number of refueling 
families was used here because it best represents the number of separate 
engineering and development actions that will be needed. Some refueliny 
families may involve two or more exhaust families and thus could incur 

additional exhaust emissions deve~opment costs. While these would likely 
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be small on an overall basis, an estimate was not included in this 

analysis because the degree of exhaust emissions development overlap 
and extrapolation between families could not be determined. 

These costs were then amortized over a ~-year period and annual 

costs spread over the projected LUV and LOT sales. The calculation of 

cost on a per-vehicle basis is shown below. Information on safety 

testing costs is listed below but is described in a separate memo 
( I-B-20). 

UiV LDT 

Total cost per family $146,000 $146,UUU 
Number of families 

( aJJ prox.) 140 6ti 
Industry-wide cost 

(thousands) $ 20,440 $ Y,49U 
Amortize over 5years at 10% 

( 0.2638) (thousands) $ ~,392 $ 2,SU3 
Sales projection, 1Y89 

(million) 11.U 3.64 
Cost per vehicle $ 0.49 $ 0.69 

As can be seen in Table 2-5, an additional $0.2~ has been added 
to the cost of control for LDT•s with dual fuel tanks and is listed as 
an "engineering" cos~. This amount has been added in recognition of 
the possibility that certain problems may be encountered in equipping 
these vehicles with onboard controls that are unique to those vehicles 
with very large fuel capacities. Extra R&D testiny costs may be 
incurred in the development of systems capable of capturing and purging 
hydrocarbon emissions of the magnitude produced by this type of vehicle. 

o. Costs Not Included in the EPA Estimate 
Some items that commenters suggested be included in the onboard 

system cost were not included. Specifically, these are costs for main
tenance, enforcement, and for taxes and insurance. As was discussed 
in the technological feasibility portion of this study, there is general 
agreement that deterioration of activated carbon canisters is not an 
issue and canister maintenance will not be needed. Activated carbon 
does lose some fraction of its working capacity throuyh successive 
load/purge cycles, but this phenomenon is well known and accounted .for 
in canister sizing. For these reasons no maintenance cost was included 
in the onboard cost estimate. 
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Although an item labeled "e·tforcement" does not appear in 
Table 2-~, enforcement costs have been indirectly included in the 
onboard cost estimate. The most ~owerful tool used to enforce motor 
vehicle emissions regulations is the new vehicle certification proyram. 
A substantial cost has been included in the onboard cost estimate to 

account for the need to recertify the LDV and LDT fleets in response to 
an onboard regulation. The other tools used to enforce motor vehicle 
emission regulations, such as selective enforcement audits and recall 
testing, have a negligible cost when compared to the costs involved with 
certification. Because of the very low marginal cost of these programs, 
a separate enforcement cost item has not been included in the onboard 
system estimate. 

One commenter (I-H-lUl) claimed that increases in taxes and insur
ance (resulting from vehicle price increases caused by the addition of 
onboard controls) should be included as part of the societal cost of 
onboard control systems. In response to the que·stion of taxes, EPA 
contends that taxes can be considered to be transfer payments and 
should therefore be excluded from the system cost. Increases in insur
ance expenses could be considered a societal cost, but because the 
fractional increase in vehicle cost caused by adding onboard controls 
is so smal 1 it was difficult to envision an incremental cost item for 
insurance costs. Therefore, insurance costs were not included in the 
incremental cost estimate. 
2.6.2 Comparison of Cost Estimates 

Each of the com~onents of cost listed in Table 2-5 has been dis
cussed on the previous pages. Although the subject of the factor used 
to account f.o~ o.verhead and profit at the venicle manufacturer and 
dealer levels has not yet beer ~ddressed (the markup factor is discussed 
in the next section), onboard s~stem cost estimates can be compared at 
the vendor selling price. level (total system costs less manufacturer 
and dealer overhead and profit). The only cost estimates that contain 
enough component-by-component detail to suggest a comparison with 
the EPA estimates are those compiled by Ford, General Motors, and API. 
(Confidential estimates submitted by several manufacturers could not be· 
analyzed here.) Table 2-11 shows a com~arison of the incremental onboard 
system cost for LDV's made by EPA, GM, Ford, and API. The LDT estimates 
are shown in total for EPA, Ford, and API. 
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Table 2-11. COMPARISON OF COST ESTIMATES 

Activated Carbon 
Canister Body 
Refueling Vent Line Valved 
Vapor Line 
Fill Limiter 
Liquid/Vapor Separator 
Fillneck Extension 
ECU Modifications 
Tank Modifications 
Packaging 
Ce rt i fi cat ion 
Assembly 
Facilities Modifications 
Engineering 
Fill ned Seal 
Pressure Relief 
Purge Control Valve 
Canister Brackets 
Other 

Subtotal 
Credits 

TUTAL 

LOT Totals 

2.20 
2.36 
4.60 
1.56 
0.82 
0.73 
1.21 
0.09 
0.50 
0.50 
0.61 
0.09 
U.30 
0.45 

16 .oo 

$16.00 

$27.00 

Ford 

7.5ob 

5.00 
3.85 __ f 

2.00 

2.40 
2.50 

1.00 

24.25 
(0.80) 

$23.45 

$35.00 

aweighted average of integrated and separate system costs. 

GM 

5.81 

6.ooe 
2.38 

1.30 

0.25 

0.70 

1.00 

0.73 

0.25 
18.42 

$18.42 

API 

6.19C 

'2. 66 
0.80g 

2.42 

2.40 

·14.47 

$14.47 

$16.52 

brotal of activated carbon {$5.50) and canister {$5.00) less credit for removing 
evap canister {-$3.00). 

'Total of activated carbon ($5.77) and canister ($3.62) less credit for removing 
evap canister (-$3.20). 

dincludes any necessary wiring, fuel cap sensors, etc. 

erncludes $2.00 for a 11 refueling sensor ... 

fFill limiting capability is built into Ford's 11 Rollover/Vent/Fill Valve ... 

gcost of a float valve/fill limiter- same as EPA cost of 0.82 (not increased 
for inflation). 
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Most of the differences between estimates for individual compo
nents have been discussed in the sections dealing with those com~onents, 

but there are some areas that merit comment here. First, all of the 
cost estimates in Taole 2-11 show a higher canister cost than does EPA. 

These differences are primarily due to assum~tions on average fuel tank 
size, and/or to carbon cost estimates. Second, all of these commenters 

estimated costs for systems incorporating the mechanical-type fillneck 

seal. The modifications needed to provide a liquid fillneck seal are 

marginally less costly than those needed for a mechanical fillneck seal 
and a pressure relief device. Third, all of these comments included 
assembly costs which EPA believes may be overstated. Fourth, the API 
fuel tank valve is not equipped to handle vent line closure during 
driving modes, and does not provide rollover ~rotection. Finally, a 
major discrepancy between cost estimates arises from the differences 
in the manner in which manufacturer overhead and profit are included. 
This issue is addressed in the following section. 
2.6.3 Manufacturer Overhead and Profit 

Comment: A number of comm.enters ·claimed that the markup factor 

of 1.27 used by EPA in the July 1984 analysis was too low, and they 
saw no reason fo~ EPA to abandon the markup factor of 1.8 developed 
by Leroy Lindyren in his Retail Price Equivalent (RPE) cost analyses. 
General Motors used a markup factor of about 1.6 and claimed that EPA 
should use a factor in the range of 1.6 to 2.0. Ford did not use a 
multiplicative markup factor, but claims that a factor of about 1.H is 

justified (I-H-114, 1-H-117, I-H-127, 1-H-132). 
Re~ponse: · In its 19H4 analysis, EPA used the basic methodology 

used by Leroy _indgren to estimate the .. retail price equivalent .. or 

cost to the consumer of an onboard system. According to Lindgren, the 
retail price equivalent can be obtained from the ,.manufacturer,. level 
cost* by accounting for: (1) vehicle manufacturer profit, (2) vehicle 
manufacturer overhead, and (3) dealer overhead and ~rofit. In the 

*The 11 manufacture'rn level refers to the ~rice an automobile manufac
turer would have to pay to internally produce or to purchase a 
part from a vendor or supplier. 
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Strateyies Document, EPA used a ·factor of 1.27 to account for all of 
these factors. The justification for the use of a markup factor of 

this maynitude is ~rovided in a previous EPA analJSis (I-A-,~). 

In choosing a markup factor, EPA attem~ted to account for over

head costs actually incurred and ~rofit mar~ins actual lJ achieved in 
the automobile industry. In response to the comments claiminy that 

EPA had underestimated overhead and profit by assuminy a marKup factor 
of 1.27, EPA had a contractor further evaluate an ap~ropriate markup 

factor (I-A-lUb). In this re!Jort Faucett takes a wei~hted averaye of 
the publicly re!JOrted overhead and !Jrofit markups of the three largest 
American automobile manufacturers over the ~o~ast lU years. The averaye 
markup factors as a percentage of cost of sales for the light-duty 

market as estimated by Jack Faucett Associates are shown below: 

Manufacturer Overhead 1!:>.4 
Manufacturer Profit J.H 

Manufacturer Net 1~.2 

The RPE must include dealer overhead and fJrofit as shown below:. 

Dealer Interest Expense 1.7 
Ueale r Profit 2.U 
Uealer Sales Commission 2.u 

De a 1 e r Net 'S. 7 

The retail price e~uivalent of the onboard control system was calcu
lated from the_vendor selling ~rice in the followin':l manner: 

KP£ =[Vendor Selliny Price (excludiny enyineeriny) 
. _ ~ (1.192)(1.057)] + enyineeriny costs. 

~s mentioned above, many of the automobile manufacturers claimed 
that a much hiyher markup factor was ap!Jropriate. It is clear from the 

Faucett report that overhead as a percentaye of cost of sales has been 
declining in recent years, and the averaye manufacturer !Jrofit maryin 

expeMenced over the past 1U years is only about 3.8 !Jercent. Manu
facturers and dealers would prefer to see hiyher profit margins, and 
they have experienced periods when overhead represents a I aryer !Jer:centaye 
of the cost of sales than estimated in the Faucett report. The £PA, 

however, is attemptiny to use an industry-wide, lony-term averaye 
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value, and the 1.2ti markup factor is representative. For further dis
cussion of markup factors, the reader is referred to the Faucett report. 

2.6.4 Excess Evaporative Emissions 

Comment: Several commenters (e.g., I-H-114, I-H-118, I-H-127) 
noted that, in the July 1984 EPA analysis, onboard controls were evaluated 

both with and without substantial emission reduction credits associated 
with the control of excess evaporative emissions. These commenters 

w!nt on to argue that the excess evaporative emissions issue is separate 
from the refueling emissions question, and should not be considered in 
the evaluation of onboard controls. The commenters stated that onboard 
controls should be evaluated only in terms of the costs and benefits 
associated with the control of refueling emissions. 

Response: During the past few years, EPA has tested several in

use vehicles for their compliance with evaporative emission standards. 
The results of this testing have suggested that many vehicles are 

exceeding these standards by substantial margins. The reasons for the 
in-use failures can basically be traced to the upward trend in the 
volatility of commercially available gasoline coupled with vehicle 
purge control system underdesign (1-A-66). Preliminary engineering 
analysis indicates that properly designed onboard control systems 
coupled with test procedure and certification fuel chanyes would help 
control these·excess evaporative emissions with no significant marginal 
impact on onboard costs. Therefore, the 1984 analysis included a 

scenario in which onboard control systems were credited with the control 

of excess evaporative emissions~ 
In -response-to the comments concerning excess evaporative emissions, 

EPA attempted to evaluate the costs and benefits of onboard control 

incremental to those associated with the control of excess evaporative 
emissions. Because properly designed onboard systems could control 
excess evaporative emissions, the total onboard system costs given 
previously in this section are not incremental to the costs of vehicle 

excess evaporative emission controls. In order to get the incremental 
hardware cost, the cost of the vehicle excess evaporative emission 
controls should be deducted from the onboard hardware cost. 
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In a recent EPA study on gasoline volatility and evaporative emis
sions, several strategies for the control of excess evaporative emis

sions were evaluated (I-A-66). One of these strategies, referred to as 
the vehicle control approach, is to ~ncrease the volatility of the 

certification fuel from 9.0 to 11.5 psi and make other test procedure 
changes to require improved purge capability. This would require 

vehicle manufacturers to improve evaporative emission control systems 
to capture and purge a larger evaporative load. This would have 

implications for onboard costs, since onboard systems and the refueling 
test procedure would accomplish, at least to some extent, the same ends. 
For example, vehicle excess evaporative emission controls implemented 
concurrently with onboard would reduce costs in areas such as canister 
size, purge control, and certification. Therefore, the cost of the 
onboard system incremental to the costs associated with the control of 
excess evaporative emissions can be estimated by subtracting the costs 
associated with the vehicle excess evaporative control approach (taken 

from the volatility study mentioned above) from the onboard hardware 
estimates provided earlier. The calculations of the incremental onboard 
costs are shown below. HDGV costs are discussed more fully in the 
following section. 

On board Hardware Costs Incrementa 1 to 
l:xcess Evaeorat1ve !:mission Controi 

LDV LOT* HUGV* 

1989-1993 $20.00 $27.20 $34.80 
2.90 3.80 4.20 

17.10 23.40 30.6U 

1994-1999 17.70 24.20 29 .au 
2.00 2.60 3.5U 

15.70 21.60 26 .3U 

2000+ 16.30 22.60 29.40 
2.00 2.60 3.50 

14.30 2o.oo 25.90 

The incremental onboard hardware costs (bottom line values above) 
are the costs used to calculate the tot a 1 i ncrernental onboard cost and 
cost effectiveness values discussed elsewhere in this document. 

*since only a single cost is given for the vehicle evaporative emis
sion control system improvements for LDT 1 s and HOGVrs, the weighted 
average LOT and HDGV onboard hardware costs are shown. 
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Subtracting the excess evaporative emission control cost from the 

total onboard system cost separates the two areas with regard to costs. 

To be consistent, the benefits of the control strategies must also be 

separated. In the cost effectiveness calculations presented elsewhere 

in this study, only the benefits associated with capturing refueling 

vapors are included in the incremental cost effectiveness of onboard 

controls. The benefits in terms of excess evaporative emission reduc

tions associated with vehicle controls are not included. 

Another benefit of evaporative emission control is a recovery cre

dit for the consumption of previously escaping evaporative hydrocarbons. 

In the volatility study, the cost of the vehicle chanyes needed to 

control excess evaporative emissions were reduced to reflect a cost 

savings associated with the use of the controlled evaporative hydrocar

bons (I-A-66). This evaporative emission recovery credit has also been 

omitted from the incremental analysis of onboard controls. 

2.6.5 Heavy-Duty Gasoline Fueled Vehicles 

a. Introduction 
As discussed in other f.!Ort ions of this document, a number of 

commenters stated that onboard controls should be applied to HDGV's, 

and not applying such controls reduces the overall efficiency of the 
onboard approach. 

In Appendix C of the July 1984 EPA analysis, the technological 

feasibility of onboard controls for heavy-duty gasoline vehicles (HDGV's) 

was briefly discussed in qualitative terms. In that document, it was 

postulated that HDGV's could be equipped with onboard controls. Although 
the feasibility of onboard controls for HDGV • s has not been f.Jhys i ca lly 

demonstrated s_in.ce the publication of the 1984 analysis, there is no 

information that suygests the contrary. 

Une possible area of concern surrounding the feasibility of onboard 

controls for HDGV's is th~ ability of the HUGV to purge the refueling/ 
evaporative canister(s) of a large amount of hydrocarbons without unaccep

table impacts on exhaust emissions and driveability: For many of the 
smaller HDGV's, the task will be nearly identical to that of equippiny 

LOT's with onboard controls. The fuel system and emission control te.ch,. 

nologies used on the light HDGV's in the early 1990s are expected to be 

quite similar to those used on larger LOT's. Fuel tank capacities for 

these vehicles are also expected to be quite similar. 
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There are more areas of uncertainty, however, for the heavier trucks. 

First, the laryer trucks yenerally have laryer fuel tanks and hence a 
larSjer refueliny load to handle. Also, and of yreater concern, the fuel 

and emission control systems of these heavier trucks are yenerally less 

advanced than those of ~he lighter HUuv•s. For exam~le, many of the 

truck models may not use feedback fuel control systems and some vehicles 
may not even be catalyst equi~ped. Altnouyh these heavier Huuv•s 1-1resent 
a more difficult enyineeriny challenye, there is no reason to conclude 

that they could not be equifJped with onboard controls. Inaeed, other 
control technoloyies such as the fuel bladder could be used to reduce 
the refueling and evaporative emissions va~or load, but costs may be an 
issue (I-13-41). 

Since it a!J~ears feasible to e4ui~ HUuv•s with onboara controls 
and there would be air 4uality and health benefits associated with 
such control, EPA included HUuv•s in the onboard control o~tion evaluated 
in this document. The EPA is currently !Jre!Jariny a re1-1ort that looks 
at the feasibility, costs, and cost effectiveness of onboara controls 

for Hlluv•s in more detail, but the re!}ort was incomplete at the time 
this analysis was ~Jerformed. In order to include Hlluv•s in the onboard 
analysis, a ~reliminary estimate·of the cost of onboard systems for 
heavy-duty yasoline venicles was maae. The cost estimate is briefly 
discussed in the following parayra~Jhs.* 

b. unboard System Costs - HUGV 1 S 

Table 2-12 shows the detailed estimates for the costs of onboard 
control systems for HDuv•s. Most of the estimates were derived using 
the same methodologies used in the light-duty analysis~ In fact, 
many of the costs are identical to those used there. ~ecause of the 
similarities in the costiny methodologies, the heavy-duty cost analysis 

is not discussed in detail in this section. In order to fJrovide a 
basis for analyzing the validity of the cost estimations, some of the 
key assumptions used in the analysis are described below. 

*A ~reliminary estimate of the cost effectiveness of onboard controls 
for HUuv•s can be found in the Public Uocket (I-13-42). 
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Table 2-12. ONBOAKD COSTS - HDGV's 

Fuel Tank Configuration 

Fleet Composition (%) 

Activated Carbon 
Canister Body 
Refueliny Line Valve 
Vapor Line 
Fill Limiter 
Liquid/Vapor Separator 

.Fillneck Extension 
Mechanical Seal 
Pressure Relief 
Tank Modifications 
Packaging 
Assembly 
Ce rt ifi cation 
Facilities Modifications 

Vendor Cost 
Markup by 1.27a 

Systems Engineering Develop
ment 

Purge System Improvements 

Total RPE Cost 

Total Costs, 19~9 

19 94 - 1999b 

2UU~ and Later MY CostsC 

asee docket item (1-A-74). 

Class lib 

Sinyle 

80 

3.60 
3.16 
4.6U 
1.54 
0.~2 
0.73 
1.21 

o.so 
0.50 
u.uo 
2.UO 
U.3U 

18.9q 
24.08 

0.69 

0.25 

25 .U2 

$30.22 

$2S.29 

$24.91 

Dua 1 

20 

7.2U 
7.52 
9.2U 
5.24 
1.64 
1.46 
2.42 

l.UO 
u.50 
u. 7 5 
2.00 
U.30 

39.23 
49.82 

0.69 

U.50 

51.01 

bFollowing amortization of the 11 5-year 11 fixed costs. 

Cfollowing amortization of the 11 10-yearn fixed costs. 

Class VI 

Single Dual 

8.5 15 

5.4U 14.4U 
7.17 15.74 
4.60 9.:w 
5.36 10.08 
U.82 1.64 
u.73 1.46 
1.21 2.42 
1.12 2.24 
2.50 s.uo 
u.so l.OU 

u.uu 
2.UO 2.00 
U.3U U.30 

31.71 65.48 
40.27 ~3.16 

1.5U 1.5U 

0.25 U.5U 

42.02 ~5.16 

$48.49 

$43.39 

$43.U4 

dcosts shown here differ slightly from those in docket item (I-B-37) due to. · 
correct ion of computational errors. 
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(1) Fleet Com~osition 
No data were available at the time of tllis analjsis with. which to 

accurately cateyorize the HUGV fleet in terms of chassis designs, 

vehicle lenyths, and other Key vehicle !Jarameters necessary to charac

terize HUGV's and their fuel systems by weiyht class. It was known, 

however, that about 9U !Jercent of all HUGV's t·an in Classes lib 

(~,oU1-1U,UUU lbs), VI (19,o01-26,UUU lbs), and VII (26,UU1-33,UUU lbs), 

with about three-fourths of these falliny in Class lib. In order to 

sim~Jiify the analysis, it was assumed that 75 ~ercent of all HUuV's can 

be classifiea as Class lib trucks and afl remaininy HUuV's fal'l in 

Class VI. A number of local vehicles were evaluated to get a ~reliminary 

idea of the Class lib and VI HUGVs' vehicle and fuei/Va!Jor system 

characteristics needed for this analysis. 
(2) Fuel Tank Capacities 

In order to calculate carbon bed volumes and their costs it was 

necessary to estimate fuel tank ca!JaCities for the various vehicle 
confiyurations analyzed. The fuel tank ca!Jacities selected for Class 
lib trucks were 20 and 4U gallons for single and dual tank trucks, 

res~ectively. The sinyle tank capacity of 20 gallons was chosen based 
on recent certification information for Class lib trucKs. The dual 

tank usaye rate of 2U percent used in the LUT analysis was applied to 

the lib trucks as well. 

The sinyle fuel tank ca!Jacity for Class VI vehicles (3U gallons) 

was based on the inspection of a number of Class VI HUGV's used in 

local service. The dual tank fuel ca!)acity was estimated by assuminy 
a 50U-m~le driyi~y range and applying the projected 1994 fuel economy 

for Class VI HUuV's (6.17 mpy) (l-A-99). This yives an estimated fuel 
tank capacity of about ~1 gallons, which was rounded to ~U gallons (two 

4U-gal lon tanKs). The dual tanK usage rate for the Class VI trucKs 

was ap!Jroximated by the fraction of the Class VI HUGV's that are engaged 

in short and long range travel (i.e., not strictly in local service). 
Information from the 1977 Census of Transportation suggests that less 

than 1S percent ()f the Class VI HUuV's are used for non-local 

business (I-F-142). Therefore, 15 percent was chosen as the dual tanK 

usage rate. 
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(3) Separate vs. Integrated Systems 

Because of differences in the assumptions concerning the number of 

canisters needed to control refueling and evaporative emissions (out
lined in the light-duty analysis), the cost of an inteyrated system 

differs from that of a separate system. As in the light-duty analysis, 
the proportion of HDGV's using integrated systems was estimated by the 
~roportion of fuel-injected vehicles in the fleet. Due to the expected 
similarities between the fuel and emission control technologies of 

LOT's and Class lib HOGV's, the fuel-injected fraction for LOT's 
(8H percent) was applied to the lib trucks. All Class VI HOGV's were 
assumed to use separate systems, because in the near tenn few are 
expected to use fuel injection. 

(4) Emission Rate and Canister Sizing 

Refueling emission rates are somewhat sen5itive to fuel tank and 
fil lneck configurations. Since the fuel tank configurations of the 
heavier HDGV's differ significantly from those of LOV's and LOT's, it 
would be desirable to have a refueling emission rate for HOGV's alone. 
No data base with which to estimate this emission rate was available 
at the time this analysis was performed, however. The only data avai 1-
able were the data used to estimate an emission rate for LOV's and LOT's. 
Therefore, the emission rate used to size canisters for LOV's and LOT's 
(7.U g/gal) was used in this analysis. 

(5) Miscellaneous 
The cost estimations for activated carbon, canister body, and 

va~or lines were made using the techniques used in the light-duty 

cost ana.lysi~ ~n~ estimates of typical Class lib and VI truck configura
tions. The costs estimated for refueling vent line solenoid valve~, 
fill limiters, liquid/vapor separators, fillneck extension, fuel tank 
modification, packa~ing, a~sembly, and facilities modifications (and 
enyineering/development costs for the lib trucks) are identical to 
those used in the light-duty analysis. Due to the limited fillneck 
height available on most of the heavier HDGV's,* it was assumed that 

*The gas cap on the fuel tanks of most of the heavier HDGV's is typically 
integral with the tank (i.e., little or no fill height). 
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manufacturers of the heavier trucks would choose to use mechanical fill
neck seals. The cost included for each fillneck seal was that used in 
the July 1984 analysis, $1.12. In conjunction with the use of a 
mechanical seal, a pressure relief device of some sort would have to be 

used. In their comments on the 1984 EPA analysis (I-H-114), Ford Motor 
Com~any estimated the cost of a pressure relief device to be $2.50. 

To be conservative, this cost was used in the HUliV analysis. The 
remaining costs are EPA best estimates based on available informa-

tion. 

2.7 FUEL CONSUMPTION BENEFITS OF ONBOARU 
In the July 1984 EPA analysis, the costs of onboard control are 

developed in Appendix C. In the analysis of onboard control costs 
~resented in that appendix, the fuel economy impacts of onboard control 

are briefly considered. The discussion presented in Appendix C states 
that the implementation of an onboard regulation would have no net 
impact on fuel economy. Although ·the discussion asserts that the 
recovery of refueling vapors could marginally reduce fuel consumption, 
it also recognizes that the added weight of the onboard control system 
would reduce the vehicle's fuel economy. The assumption was made that 
these two factors roughly offset one another. 
2.7.1 Recovery Credits for Light-Outy Vehicles 

Comment: A number of commenters stated that a net fuel consumption 
benefit would be realized if onboard controls were required (I-H-11, 
I-H-40, I-H-70, I-H-102, I-H-108, I-H-119). 

Response: In response to these comments, EPA examined the fuel 

economy ·impacts of onboard control in more detail. The yeneral conclu
sion of the analysis is that the additiqn of onboard cont:o1s to light

duty vehicles (LDV's) and light-duty trucks (LOT's) would marginally 
decrease their lifetime fuel consumption. Although the magnitude of 
the benefit is not large as a percentage of fuel consumed over the 
life of the vehicle, the benefit could reduce the consumer's cost of 
control substantially. The remainder of this section details the calcu
lation of the net fuel consumption improvement. 
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The fuel consumption analysis can be conveniently broken into three 

~arts. The first ~art is the calculation of the fuel economy ~enalty 

caused by the additional weight of the onboard system. This calculation 

involves the average weights of the various classes of Luv•s and LUT 1 s, 

~he estimated weiyht of the onboard system, and the sensi.tivity of fuel 

economy to weight for the various vehicle classes. The second part of 

the analysis is the calculation of a gross fuel consum~tion im~rovement 

derived from the recovery of refueling vapors. This calculation involves: 

(1) calculation of the average total weight ot" hydrocarbons recovered 

over the life of a vehicle, (2) calculation of the energy value of the 
fuel recovered, and (3) conversion of the results of these calculations 
to equivalent gallons of fuel saved. The final step in the analysis is 

the calculation of the net fuel consumption benefit from onboard con-

trol (gross savings -weight penalty) and tr.e conversion of the results 

to a!Jf)ropri ate units. In this analysis, the results are ~resented in 
terms of both quantity of fuel saved over the life of the vehicle and the 
net present dollar value of tne lifetime fuel savings. 

2.7.1.1 Weight penalty •. Four pieces of information are needed in 

order to calculate the fuel economy penalty caused by the addition of 
onboard controls for each class of vehicle: (1) average vehicle weight, 
(2) estimated average control system weiyht, (3) average fuel economy, 

and (4) sensitivity of fuel economy to changes i~ vehicle weight. The 

sources of these pieces of information are documented below. Then a 
detailed description of the calculation of the penalty in fuel economy 

associated with the added weight of an onboard system is given. 

a. Ave:a~e. Vehicle Weight 
The average vehicle weights for Lov•s and LDT•s were taken from SAE 

Technical Paper 8505oU entitled 11 Light-Duty Automotive Fuel Economy ••• 

Trends thru 1985 11 (l-A-104). This paper gives a fleetwiae salesweiyhtea 
average vehicle inertia weight for both light-duty vehicles (3,082 

lbs., Table 1) and light-duty trucks (3,832 lbs., Table B-2) for 1~85. 
The weighted average vehicle weights were calculated using manufacturer

specific sales p~ojections for 1~8~. 
b. Average Control System Weiyht 
The averaye control system weights for Luv•s and LuT•s were develo!Jed 

by estimating the incremental increase in vehicle weight associated with 
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each component of the refueling control system. The components for which 
weights were estimated are those that make up the onboard control system 

discussed elsewhere in this study. The components and their estimated 
incremental weights are shown below: 

Carbon 
Canister 
Vapor Line* 
Fillneck Extension 

Liquid/Vapor Separator 
Rollover/Vent Valve 
Fill Limiter 

LOT Weighted Average** 

LOV 
lTl b. 
0.8 
0.7 
1.4 

LOV 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 

5.7 

LOT LOT (dual) 
2Tlb. 4.3 lb. 
0.9 1.8 
0.7 2.2 
1.4 2.8 

LOT LOT (dual) 
0.4 0.9 
0.4 0.8 
0.4 0.9 

6.3 13.6 

The carbon weights were found by applying the activat~d carbon 
density used in the canister sizing analysis {300 g/liter) to the volume 
of carbon needed for each vehicle class. The canister shell, vapor 

line, and rollover valve weights were found by weighing representative 

components and, when necessary, scaling the weights to reflect size/ 
capacity differences. 

detailed in Table 2-13. 

The computation of these estimated weights is 

The fillneck exte~sion weight (1.4 pounds) 
was estimated as part of the calculation of the cost of that compo

nent. The weight of the liquid/vapor separator was taken from the 
Lindgren report on onboard costs (I-0-269). Due to a lack of better 
information, the fill limiter weight was taken to equal the weight of 
the liquid/vapor separator under the assumption that these components 

would be of similar material, size, and complexity. 
The system weights shown above are intended to cover the total 

incremental weight increase associated with equipping LOV's and LOT's 
with onboard refueling control systems. One large component of the 

*Vapor line weight estimates are weighted 88 percent for integrated and 
12 percent for separate systems. 

**As outlined in the section on onboard system costs, approximately 80 
percent of the vehicles in·the LOT fleet are equipped with a single 
fuel tank and 20 percent are equipped with dual fuel tanks. Throughout 
this section, the "weighted average" figures for LOT's. are based on 
this 80-20 weighting. 
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Table 2-13. COMPUTATION OF ONBOARD COMPONENT WEIGHTS 

Carbon - 300 grams/liter = 0.66 lb/liter 
LOV 2.44 liter x 0.66 = 1.6 lb 
LOT 3.26 liter x 0.66 = 2.2 lb 
Dual o.52 liter X 0.66 = 4.3 lb 

Canister (Body, Grid, Filters) 

GM 1,500 ml canister -~ass measured @ EPA 
202 g - 200 g = 0.445 lb 

scale by ratio of surface area - or equivalently square of areas. 

Vapor Line 

1,500 ml canister w/h = d r l2 = 38 5 . 
LDV - 2,440 + 850 = 3,290 r l 

1 2 = 65 0 . 
r 11 2 65.0 
-::'2 = - = 1.7 
r 38.5 1.7 X 0.445 lb. = 0.76 ~ 0.8 lb. 

LOT 3,260 + 850 = 4,110 r 1 11 23 = 75.4 

r I I I 2 : 75.4 : 2 .0 . 
'2 2.0 X 0.445 lb. = 0.87 ~ 0.9 lb. r 38.5 

dual tank trucks - 1.8 lb 

5/8" I.D. line- mass of 1ft. section measured- 91 g/ft 
3/8" I .0. 3/5 x 91 g/ft ~ 55 g/ft 

o LDV/LDT 

Integrated system - replace 8 ft of 3/8" with 8 ft of 5/8" 
8 ft ·(91 g/ft - 55 g/ft) = 288 g ~ 0.6 lb 

Separate System: 

- replace 8ft of 3/8" with 8 ft of 5/8" 
- add 3 ft of 3/8" 

288 g + (3 ft X 55 g/ft) = 453 g 

~ 1 1 b 

- weighted average - 0.7 lb 
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Table 2-13. COMPUTATION OF ONBOARD COMPONENT WEIGHTS 
(concluded) 

·======= 

o Dual tank trucks 

Integrated System: 

- Add: 16ft. of 5/8" - 1,456 g 
6 ft. of 3/8" 330 g 

1,786 g 

- Remove: 15 ft. of 3/8" - 825 g 

Net Mass 961 g =- 2.1 lb 

Separate System: 

- Add: 18ft. of 5/8" - 1,456 g 
11 ft. of 3/8" - 605 g 

2,001 g 

- Remove: 18 ft. of 3/8" - 990 g 

Net Mass 

Weighted Average 
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increase in vehicle weight is additional activated carbon used to 
collect and store refueling emissions. It appears that the additional 
hydrocarbon storage capacity could be used to collect the 11 excess 
eva~orative emissions 11 that have recently been measured on in-use 
vehicles. The EPA is currently evaluating strategies to control these 
excess emissions in a rulemaking separate from an onboard rulemaking. 

In this analysis, EPA is attempting to separate the costs and benefits 
of the two problems, i.e., attempting to evaluate the costs and bene

fits of an onboard regulation incremental to those of excess evaporative 

emission controls. 
In order to evaluate the weight penalty associated with refueling 

controls incremental to that of excess evaporative emission controls, 
it was necessary to subtract the incremental weight of the excess 
evaporative control system expansion from that of the onboard system. 
The increases in vehicle weights associated with vehicle control of 
excess evaporative emissions were estimated as part of the analysis 
in the recent EPA study of fuel volatility (I-A-66). The weight 
increase used in the volatility study for light-duty vehicles was 

0.8 pound and that for light-duty trucks was 1.1 pounds. The calcu
lation of the incremental onboard system weiyhts are shown following: 

Onboard system weight incremental 
to current evap system (lb) 

Excess evap control system weight 
incremental to current evap 
system (lb) 

Onboa rd syste111 weight incremental 
to excess evap control system 
weight (lb) 

LDV LOT LOT (dual tank) 

5.7 6.4 13.7 

0.8 1.1 1.1 

4.9 5.3 12.6 

As part of their comments on the final volatility study, General 
Motors raised an issue with EPA regarding the weight impact associated 
with adding components to a vehicle. GM claimed that adding 11

X
11 pounds 

of equipment woutd lead to a total increase in vehicle weight of 1.7(~) 

pounds. The factor of 7U percent added to the component weight covers 
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tne weight of the additional veh'icular structure that would have to be 

added to carry the added components. Although vehicle structure might 
not be improved in equipping vehicles with onboard controls during the 

first few years of a regulationt GM c·laims that as vehicle models 
changed and new models were designed to include onboard controls, the 

vehicular structure would be designed to carry the added weight of the 
onboard system. This assertion suggests that the EPA estimate of the 
weight impact of adding an onboard system is lower than it ought to be. 

Due to the late date at which GM presented this information to EPA, 

it has been more thoroughly evaluated in a separate analysis (I-B-22). 
There is some conservatism built into the weight estimate. For 

purposes of the analysis of the weight penalty, it has been assumed 
that all canisters would be located in the engine compartment of the 
vehicle. However, some manufacturers could choose to locate the onboard 
canister{s) near the fuel tank, which could lead to a somewhat lower 

total vapor line weight, since less 5/8 11 hose would be used. This 
current assumption leads to the need for a longer refueling vent line 

{5/8 11 inner diameter) and a marginally higher vapor line weight. 
In this section of the analysis, incremental weight penalties 

for a system to control refueling emissions have been developed. This 
information will be used to estimate the potential fuel consumption 
benefits of onboard controls. The potential fuel consumption benefits 
of vehicle excess eva~orative controls were addressed in the recent EPA 

study of gasoline volatility (I-A-66), and wil 1 not be further evaluated 
here. 

c. Fuel Economy Estimates 
Fuel ~conomy estimates are those used in EPA 1 s MOBILE3 fuel con

sumption model (1-A-99, I-B-37). The table below shows estimated 
average in-use fuel economy for Lov•s and LDT 1 s for model years 1989, 

1994, and 200U. These three model years have been chosen because the 
costs of onboard control have been estimated for these 3 years and this 
makes it possible to compare the recovery credits and costs of onboard 
control in the same time frame. 
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Year LDV LOT* 

1989 24.61 18.43 
19~4 26.64 1~.99 
2UUU 29.13 2U. ~6 

d. Fuel Economy /Wei ~ht Sens it ivi tt 
The final component used in calculating the fuel economy penalty 

was the sensitivity of fuel economy to changes in vehicle weight for 
LOV's and LOT's. These sensitivities have been calculated by Energy 
and Environmental Analysis, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy 
(I-i-135). The sensitivities are presented in terms of the quotient of 
percent change in fuel economy per percent change in vehicle weight. 
The sensitivities are presented for both LOV's (-0.32~) and LOT's 
(-0.4U2). The sensitivities do vary a great deal from manufacturer to 
manufacturer, but for a fleetwide average the sensitivities presented 

above are the best information available to EPA. The sensitivities 
should provide a reasonable estimate of the decrease in fuel economy 
caused by increasing vehicle weights. 

These sensitivities were used in the analysis presented in the EPA 
study on fuel volatility referred to earlier (I-A-66). In that report, 
the sensitivities were used to calculate the fuel economy penalty that 
would be incurred as a result of the vehicle weight increase associated 

with the vehicle based control of excess evaporative emissions. 
e. Calculation of Weight Penalties 

The fuel economy penalty associated with the weight of the onboard 
hardware can now be calculated using the information presented above. 
The steps in the calculation of the weight penalties are described 
below and summarized in the table which follows the discussion. 

The percent ·change in vehicle weight was calculated by dividing 
the average incremental weight of the control system by the average 
vehicle weight for each vehicle class of interest. The percent change 
in vehicle weight was then'multiplied by the sensitivity factor to give 
a percent change in fuel economy. Next, the projected average lifetime 
fuel consumption was calculated for the various vehicle classes. This 

*The fuel economies of single and dual tank trucks have not been ~re
sented separately even though dual tanks are used predominantly on 
the larger LOT's. Using the control system weights and applying them 
tti the weighted average LOT vehicle weight will produce representative 
LOT fuel economy penalties. 
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was done by dividing the estimated average lifetime vehicle miles 
travelled by the ~o~rojected average fuel economy for each vehicle class. 

The percent change in fuel economy was then apf.llied to the lifetime 
vehicle fuel consumption to produce the fuel consumption penalty asso
ciated with adding onboard controls.* 

LUV LOT Uua 1 

1) Average control system weight ( 1 bs) 4.9 5.3 . 12.6 
2) Average vehicle weight (lbs) 3,082 3,832 3,832 
3) Percent change in weight (%) 0.159 0.138 u .329 
4) Sensitivity factor 

( d i me ns i o n l e s s ) -u .329 -U.4U2 -0.4U2 
5) Percent change in fuel economy (mpg) 

( %) -U.U52 -U.U56 -U.132 
6) 1989 projected fuel economy (mpg) 24.61 18.43 18.43 
7) Projected average lifetime 

mileage (miles) lOU, OUO 120 ,UUU 12U,OOO . 
8) Lifetime fuel consumption (yal) 4,063 6,511 6' 511 
9) Lifetime weight penalty (yal) 2.1 3.6 8.6 

Using similar calculations, the weight penalties for each model 
year and vehicle class of interest are shown next: 

LIJV 
LOT 
LDT (Dual) 

Weight Penalties 
(gallons/lifetime} 

1989 

2.1 
3.6 
8.6 

1994 

2.0 
3.5 
8.4 

2000 

1.8 
3.3 
7.8 

2.7.1.2 Gross fuel consumption credit. This section details the 
calculation of the gross fuel consumption benefit related to onboard 
control. The gross fuel consumption benefit related to the recovery of 
refueling vapo~s ·was found using: (1) the uncontrolled refueling emis~ 
sion factor, (2) the theoretical control efficiency of onboard systems, 
(3} the energy content of typical gasoline expressed on a volume basis 
(8tu/gal ), and (4) the energy content of the refueliny vapors expressed 
on a weight basis (Btu/lb). Each of these factors is discussed below. 

*Although the sensitivity factor is presented in terms of fuel economy, 
it can be applied equally well to fuel consumption because it is . 
expressed in terms of perceQtage change. Since fuel consumption and 
fuel economy are inversely related, the direction of change is oppo
site, i.e., an increase in fuel economy leads to a decrease in fuel 
consumption. 
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a. Uncontrolled tmission Kate 
The uncontrolled emission rate was develo~ed from a seMes of 

refueliny SHED tests conducted at the EPA Motor Vehicle ~missions Labora
tory in Ann Arbor. The emission rate was develo~ed by a~~lyiny the 
national averaye conditions of tem~erature and fuel volatility to a 

multi~le regression e4uation developed from the results of the uncon
trolled refueling emission test ~royram. The details of this test ~royram 
and the devel O!Jment of the regression e4uation are !)resented in an EPA 
technical re!)ort (I-A-69}. The national average conditions were chosen 
so that the emission rate calculated would give an estimate of the total 
potential refueling emissions that could be controlled by onboard systems, 
given ~erfect control efficiency. The emission rate that results when 

the national average conditions (Tu = ti~.~ 0 f, T = 4.4°F, KVP = 12.ti) are 
inserted in the reyression e4uation is !:>.9 yrc:.rns of hydroca;-bons emitted 
!Jer ~allan of fuel dis~ensed. 

b. Control Efficiency 
The theoretical control efficiency of onboara control systems has 

been well demonstrated over the past several years. In 1~7~, the 

American Petroleum Institute (API} evaluated the efficiency of an onboard 
control system e4uip~ed with a mechanical seal built into the vehicle 

fillneck and observed efficiencies of greater than 9~ percent (I-F-17). 
In a more extensive set of tests performed on these vehicles usiny a 

nozzle-based seal, refueling emissions were also controlled to between 
96 and 99.8 percent. The API sup~lemented the work done in 197~ with a 

study jJerformed in 19~S (I-H-b~). In tne 19~!:> onooard demonstratiori, 
Mobil Kesearch and Develo!Jment experimented with a number of 11 1 i4uid 
seal 11 conce!JtS and observed control efficiencies of \:Jreater than 9~ 
percent. Exxon Kesearch and Engineering equipped two vehicles with 

onboard control systems usJny li4uid seals and measured refueliny 
emissions usiny 9, 10.5, and 12 psi RVP fuels. 8oth Exxon vehicles 
achieved refueling emission control efficiencies of greater than 9H 
percent. For a further descri~Jtion of the API work see docket items 

(I-F-17) ana (l-H-1SH). 
The EPA nas also done some develoJ.Jmental work with an onboard 

eyuipped vehicle utilizing a J-tuoe ty!Je fillneck seal (I-A-93, l-A-1U9}. 
In refueling emission control tests performed at the conditions outlined 
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in EPA•s draft Refueling Test Procedure (1-A-71), refueling emissions 

were controlled to between 95 and 99 percent with an average of 
97.6 percent. In each of the test programs discussed above, the average 

efficiency of refueling emission control was shown to be greater than 
97 percent. Also, these were prototype systems which could be expected 
to perform less efficiently than systems designed for the vehicle and 

installed during manufacture. Therefore, E~A has chosen a theore~ical 
efficiency of Y7 percent under the assumption that this is a readily 
attainable value, and may be conservatively low. 

The theoretical control efficiency of the system does not reflect 
tampering effects. These factors are accounted for, nowever, in the 

fuel consumption figures used to calculate the nationwide, long-term 
.:est ·of control and cost effectiveness presented in the regulatory 
impact analysis document (Reference 2 of Chapter 1). The effect of 
reduced contro·l due to tampering is accounted for in that manner. 

c. Energy Content of Gasoline and Refueling Vapors 
In order to calculate the net fuel consumption benefit associated 

with onboard controls, the weight penalty and lifetime recovery ~redits 
have to be expressed in equivalent units (e.g., gallons of gasoline). This 
is not as simple as it initially appears, however. The difficulty arises 
because of the fact that hydrocarbon vapors collected during a refueliny 
event are composed of a different combination of constituents than is 
the liquid fuel dispensed in that same event. About 75 percent of the 
vapor is comprised of paraffins with carbon numbers of 4 and 5. The 
liquid gasoline, on the other hand, has a much lower concentration of 
these lighter ends and a much higher concentration of aromatic hydrocar
bons witn carbon numbers from 7 to lU. The difference in composition 
means that the vapor has a different density (in a condensed form) and 
energy content than the same mass of liquid fuel. 

Since the composition of refueling vapor is not identical to the 
composition of the gasoline from which it comes, it was necessary to 
estimate the difference in their energy contents. It would have been 
ideal if the energy content and density of a 11 typical 11 fuel and its 

vapor could be developed. This requires a detailed knowledge of the 
properties of fuels and their. vapors as consumed throughout the United 
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States for all seasons of the year. No data base of this sort is cur

rently available to EPA. However, EPA did have a study that charac

terized li4~d fuel and associated vapors for a number of fuels dis~ensed 

in northeastern cities during the month of July 1~~0 (I-A-~H). The 

itudy was done by Midwest Kesearch Institute (MKI) of Kansas City under 

contract to EPA's Office of Air ~uality Plannin~ and Standards. 

Although the information is not ideal, it is the best information cur

rently available to EPA, and it was used in these calculations. 

The MRI study reports the weight- and volume-percent of hydro
carbons by category (JJaraffin, olefin, or aromatic)" and carbon number 

for 2U fuels obtained from retail outlets. Since l~H~ and later model 
year vehicles will all burn unleaded fuels, the results from the seven 

leaded fuel samples were not included in this analysis. Uf the 13 
unleaded samples remaining, ~ are regular anct o are ~Jremium. Since 

survey data snow that about 7o ~ercent of all unleaded fuel sold is 

re~ular, the data have been weighted 7o percent regular and 25 J)ercent 

~Jremium ( I-F-144). 
Table 2-14 shows the weiyhted averaye volume J)ercent of each hydro

carbon constituent in the liquid phase of the unleaded samples. Table 
2-1~ shows the average weight percent of the hydrocarbon constituents 

in the vapor phase of the samples. Given the weiyhtinys in Tables 2-14 

and 2-1ti, the proJ,Jerties of the typical fuel and its vaj.Jors can be 

estimated from the properties of the constituents. The density and 

heat of combustion for each of the hydrocarbons in these tables are 

~resented in Table 2-16. The values in Table 2-16 were taken from the 
Technical Uata ~ook -Petroleum Kefininy, Volume I as compiled by the . - . . 

American Petroleum Institute (I-F-143). Table 2-16 shows heats of 
combustion in terms of ~tu/yal only. In order to use this int'ormation 
with the weiyhtinys in Table 2-15, the heats of combustion had to be 

converted to ~tu/lb. This conversion was done usiny the density fi~ures 

also shown in Table 2-16. The liquid unleaded fuel samples in the 
11 Northeast Corridor ••• 11 study (I-A-SB) had a calculated weiyhted 

avera\:le heat of combustion of 113,tlUU Btu/yal and a density of b.13 

lb/yal. The vaiJor associated with these samples had a calculated 

weiyhted averaye heat of combustion of ~7,~UU ~t~/lb and a density, in 

condensed form, of o.U7 lb/yal. 
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Table 2-14. LIQUID COMPOSITION OF SEVERAL 
GASOLINE SAMPLES (VOLUME PERCENT)* 

C# 
Paraffins Regular Premi urn Wtd 7 o/ 2o 

3 0.1 0.1 0.1 
4 6.0 4.6 5.6 
~ 14.6 14.4 14.6 
6 10.9 7.1 lU.U 
7 8.6 ~.4 7.8 
8 13.5 11.9 13.1 
9 3.8 4.8 4.0 

10+ 2.4 1.6 2.2 

Olefi ns f{eyu 1 ar Premi Lim Wtd 7~/25 

4 U.9 l.t> 1.1 
'j 3.4 5.2 J.8 
6 2.0 2.9 2.2 
7 1.0 u.9 1.0 

Aromatics f{egul ar Premi urn Wtd 7 '6/ 2'6 

6 1.0 0.7 0.9 
7 6.6 15.4 8.8 
8 8.9 9.4 9.U 
9+ 16.3 14.1 15.7 

99.9% 

* Unleaded fuel only. 
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Table 2-1S. VAPOR COMPOSITION FKOM SEVERAL GASOLINE SAMPLES 
(WtiGHT PtRCENT)* 

C# 
Paraffins Regular Prerni urn Wtd 71j/'b 

3 U.4 0.3 
4 38.6 31.4 36.8 
5 4U. 7 42.S 41.2 
6 8.6 6.2 a.u 
7 1.8 1.0 1.6 
8 1.1 1.1 1.1 

Olefins Regular Prerni urn Wtd 75/25 

4 3.1 7.6 4.2 
s 3.7 lj.1 4.U 
6 U.6 2.7 1.1 

Aromatics Regular Premi urn Wtd 7S/ 2S 

6 u.s 0.2 0.4 
7 0.8 2.1 1.1 
8 U.1 0.1 0.1 

gg.g{ 

* Unleaded fue 1 only. 
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Table 2-16. HYDROCARBON P~UPE~TIES 

C# lJens i ty, Heat of Combustion, 
Paraffins lb/yal ~tu/yal (Net) 

--
3 4.22 1~,767 
4 4.77 93, lOU 
5 5.14 10U,OOO 
6 5.51 106,000 
7 5. 7 5 110 ,uuu 
8 5.94 114,000 
9 6.1 116 ,oUU 

10 6.3 121,UUO 

Olefins 

4 5.07 98,000 
5 5.43 104 ,oou 
6 5. 70 107,000 
7 5.80 112 ,!:>00 

Aromatics 

6 7.37 127 ,27U 
7 7.26 126,640 
8 7.27 128,000 
9 7.3 129 ,uuu 

1U 7.3 12Y,UUO 
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The final factor that must be considered is the combustion effi
ciency of the ~urged vapors relative to the fuel from the vehicle fuel 

system (i.e., the degree to which the. engine uses the vapors from the 
canister as if they were vaporized gasoline from the fuel system). As 

discussed elsewhere, EPA expects that most vehicles will nave feeaback 

control which will allow a very high combustion efficiency. The EPA 1 s 

current best estimate used here is a lUU percent efficiency. However, 
for sensitivity a combustion efficiency of 80 percent was also evaluated. 

With the information collected above, equivalent gallons of gaso
line recovered by onboard systems were calculated as shown below: 

Equivalent gallons of gasoline X CE 

EF 
E 
V~T 

MPu 

Eg 

CE 

=Refueling emission rate (5.9 g/gal) * 
=Heat of combustion for gasoline vapors (42.5 Btu/g) 
=Lifetime vehicle miles travelled (lOU,OOU mi LDV, 

120,000 mi LOT) 
= Fuel economy for the vehicle class and model year of 

interest (miles per gallon) [Section 2.7.l.c] 
= Heat of combustion for the liquid gasoline (113,8UU Btu/ 

ga 1 ) 
= Combustion efficiency of purged vapors (U.8 - l.U) 

Using the fuel economies projected for Lov•s and LDT•s for the 
years 1989, 1994, and 2000, which were presented previously, and the 
information presented above, the gross equivalent gallons of fuel 
recovered for Lov•s and LDT 1 s for the model years of interest were 

cal cu la ted from this equation as shown be 1 ow: . 
1989 1994 2UUO 

LUV 1UU% 8.7 8.0 7.3 
80% 7.0 6.4 5.9 

LDT* 1UU% 13.9 13.S 12.7 
BU% 11.1 lU .8 lU .2 

*same for single and dual tank trucks. 

*97,900 Btu/gal + 5.07 lb/gal + 545 ~/lb = 42.5 Btu/y. 
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2.7.1.3 Net fuel consumption credit. Both the weight penalty and 
the gross consumption credit are now expressed in terms of equivalent 
gallons of gasoline saved (or consumed) over the life of the vehicle. 
The net fuel consumption credit can now be found by simply subtracting 

the weight penalty from the gross consumption credit. The net, undis
counted, lifetime refueling vapor recovery credits, in gallons, for 

LDV's and LOT's are shown below: 

1989 1994 2000 

LDV 6.6 6.0 5.5 
LDT (single) 10.3 10.0 9.2 
LDT (dual) 5.3 5.1 4.7 
LDT Weighted Average 9.3 9.0 8.3 

2.7.1.4 Dollar value of recovery credits. The dollar values of 
the refueling recovery credits were found using the net equivalent 
gallon recovery credits presented above. In order to calculate these 
dollar values, both the vehicle mileage accumulation rates and the time 
value of money must be considered. In discounting recovery credits, it 
is necessary to estimate the timing of vapor recovery. Since the 
vapor will be recovered and used as the vehicle is fueled and operated, 
the timing of the recovery credits can be approximated by the average 
rate at which a vehicle is expected to accumulate mileage. 

Mileage accumulation rates for LDV's and LOT's were taken from a 
recently published EPA study in support of the 1988 and later model year 
LDT/HDE NOx and particulate standards (1-A-105). Table 2-17 shows the 
average mileage accumulation and proportion of LDV mileage accumulated 
during ea~h year in the vehicle's life. Table 2-18 shows the mileage 
accumulation for LDT1 and LDT2, as well as the weighted average LDT 
mileage accumulation. The mileage accumulation is sales weighted as 

61.9 percent LDT1 and 38.1 percent LDT2. The sales weighting is consis
tent with the splits used in EPA's MOBILE3 fuel consumption model. 

Also shown in Table 2-18 is the proportion of LDT lifetime mileage 
accumulated in each year. The mileage accumulation figures shown in 
Tables 2-17 and.2-18 represent the average amount of mileage expected 
to be accumulated by a 11 model vehicle 11 during the first 20 years of 
use. The mileage accumulation figures reflect both changes in usage 
patterns over time and expected vehicle scrappage rates. Although some 
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Year 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

lU 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2U 

Table 2-17. LDV MILEAGE ACCUMULATION 

Miles 

14,580 
13,2UO 
1U,87U 
9,830 
8,44U 
7,630 
7,070 
5,980 
4,810 
4,110 
3,490 
2, 78L1 

1,860 
1,40U 
1,080 

72U 
680 
580 
550 
340 

PrO!)Ort ion of LUV 
Mileaye Accumulation 

0.1458 
0.132U 
0.1087 
O.U983 
0.0844 
0.0763 
O.U7U7 
O.U598 
0.0481 
0.0411 
0.0349 
0.0278 
0.0186 
O.U14U 
U.U1U8 
O.UU72 
0.0068 
0.0058 
O.OU55 
0.0034 

Source - 11 Regulato ry Impact Analysis, Uxi des of Nitrogen 
Pollutant Specific Study and Summary and Analysis of 
Comments, .. U.S. EPA, OAK, UMS, March 1985. 
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Table 2-HL LDT MILEAGE ACCU~1ULAT I ON 

LDTl LDT2 un Proportion of LDT 
Year (miles) (miles) (miles) Milea9e Accumulation 

1 17 '394 18,352 17 '7 59 0.1419 
2 1S ,373 16,149 15 '669 0.1252 
3 13,5!:)3 14,175 13,790 0.1102 
4 11,917 12,409 12,104 0.0967 
5 10,447 10,831 10,593 0.0846 
6 9,127 9,421 9' 239 0.073~ 
7 7,944 8,164 ~,02~ 0.0641 
~ 6,~84 7,044 6,945 0.0555 
9 5,937 6,0~ 5,979 0.0478 

1U 4,986 5,058 5,U13 0.04UU 
11 4,239 4,281 4,255 0.0340 
12 3,574 3,594 3,582 0.0286 
13 2,983 2,987 2,985 0.0238 
14 2,459 2,451 2,456 0.0196 
15 1,996 1,980 1,990 0.0159 
16 1,587 1,568 1,580 0.0126 
17 1,226 1,206 1,218 0.0097 
18 91U 891 903 0.0072 
19 633 617 627 0.0050 
2U 479 465 474 0.0038 

Source - 11 Regulatory Impact Analysis, Oxides of Nitrogen Pollutant 
Specific Study and Summary and Analysis of CommentS, 11 U.S. 
EPA, OAK, OMS, March 19~5. 
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vehicles may survive past the 20th year, the total mileage accumulation 
is negligible. 

Two more ~ieces of information are needed to calculate the dis
counted dollar value of the fuel recovery credits: (1) the dollar 

value to the vehicle operator of the fuel recovered and (2) the appro

priate discount rate. The first piece of information needed is an 

estimate of the price of a gallon of gasoline. Gasoline prices include 
the wholesale price for the fuel itself, profit/overhead, and taxes. 
In terms of the costs to society, the fuel tax can be considered a 
transfer payment, so EPA has decided not to include taxes on gasoline 
in the recovery credit gasoline price. Therefore, the March 1985 gas
oline price of $1.20/gallon (I-F-133} was reduced by $0.22/gallon 
(consumption-weighted Federal and average State taxes) (I-B-23} to result 
in a recovery credit gasoline price of $0.9B/gallon. The discount rate 
used in this analysis is the standard EPA discount rate of 10 percent 

per annum. 
Given the total amount of fuel recovered, the timing of tha~ 

recovery, the recovery credit gasoline price and the discount rate, it 
is a sim~le matter to calculate the discounted dollar value of the 
recovery credits. Th~ calculatiori for LDV's is described below and 
summarized in Table 2-19. Table 2-20 shows the LOT calculations. 

The first step was to calculate the total amount of fuel recovered 
during each year of the vehicle life. This was done by multiplying 
the fractional mileage for each year of life by the total equivalent 

gallons of fuel recovered (calculated previously). Then the gallons 

recovered dur:-i8g_each year were multiplied by the recovery credit 
gasoline price, $o.qe'gallon. Finally, the dollar value of the fuel 
recovered for each year was discounted at ·lU (Jercent per annum back to 
the beginning of year one, assuming the credit was received at mid

year. 
The total discounted dollar values of the recovery credits are 

shown bel ow: 

Refueling Vapor Recovery Credits- 1984 Dollars 

LDV LUT (sin~le tank) LIJT ( dua 1 tank) 
1989-1993 4.26 6.50 3.3~ 

1994-1999 3.85 6.31 3.22 
2UOlJ + 3.53 5.93 3.09 
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Table 2-1~. CALCULATION OF NPV UF KECUVEKY CKEUITS -- LDV, 19H~ 

A B c 0 

Do 1 1 a r V a 1 ue 
of Fuel 

Fraction of Kecove red in IJiscounted 
Fuel Recovered Given Year Dollar Value 
Uuri ng Given (A x 6.6 Gal/ Ui scount of Fuel 

Year Yeara Life x $0.98/gal) Factor Kecovered (B x C) 

1 0.14~8 0.943 0.953 O.H~Y 
2 0.13~0 0.854 O.H67 0.740 
3 0.1087 0. 7U3 U. 7HH 0.5S4 
4 0.0983 U.636 o. 716 0.455 
5 O.OH44 0.546 0.651 0.3Sb 
6 0.0763 0.494 0.592 0.292 
7 0.0707 u .457 U.53H 0.271 
8 0 .059H 0.3H7 0.489 0 .18~ 
9 0.0481 0.311 0.445 0.138 

lU 0.0411 0.266 0.404 0.107 
11 o·.o349 U.226 U.36H 0.083 
12 0.0278 0.180 0.334 0.060 
13 O.U1H6 0.120 0.304 0.036 
14 0.0140 0.091 0.276 0 .02S 
15 O.OlU8 0.070 0.251 0.018 
16 0.0072 0.047 0.228 0.011 
17 0.0068 0.044 0.208 .009 
18 0.0058 0.038 0.189 .007 
19 O.Uil55 0.036 0.171 .006 
20 0.0034 0.022 0.156 .UU3 

Net Present Value_at beginning of year 1, as sumi ny 
credit comes at midpoint in year $4.24 

a 
11 Proportion of Taken from Table 2-17 - column labeled LDV r~; 1 eage 

Accumulation •11 
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Table 2-20. CALCULATION UF NPV OF RECOVERY C~EDITS 
LOT, 19S9 

A 

Fraction of 
Fuel Recovered 
During Given 

Year Yeara 

1 0.1419 
2 0.1252 
3 0.1102 
4 0.0967 
:; 0.0846 
0 0.0738 
7 0.0641 
s 0.0555 
9 U.047S 

10 0.0400 
11 U.U34U 
12 0.0286 
13 0.0238 
14 0.0196 
15 0.0159 
16 0.0126 
17 0.0097 
18 0.0072 
19 O.OO!:iO 
20 0.0038 

B 

Dollar Value 
of Fuel 

Recovered in 
Given Year 

{A*0.10.3*0.9S} 

1.43 
1.26 
1.11 
0.98 
0.85 
0.74 
0.65 
0.56 
0.48 
u.4o 
0.34 
0.29 
0.24 
0.20 
0.16 
0.13 . 
0.10 
0.07 
0.50 
0.04 

Total NPV of Fuel ~ecovered 

c 

Discount 
Factor 

0. 9!l3 
0.867 
0.788 
0.716 
u.651 
0.592 
0.538 
0.489 
0.445 
0.404 
U.368 
0.334 
0.304 
0. 276 
U.2S 1 
0.228 
0.208 
0.189 
0.171 
0 .1~6 

0 

Oi scounted 
Dollar Value 

of Fue 1 
Recovered {B*C} 

1.36 
l.U9 
0.87 
0.70 
0.!:>5 
0.44 
0.35 
o. 27 
0.21 
0.16 
0.13 
0.10. 
0.07 
0.06 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
U.U1 
0.01 
0.01 

$6.50 

aFr001 Table 2-1S -column labeled "Proportion of LDT Mileage Accumulation. 
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2.7.2 Kecovery Credits for Heavy-Outy Vehicles 

As is the case for light-duty trucks (LuT•s), EPA ex~ects that on 

the avera~e, the addition of onboard controls to heavy-duty gasoline 

vehicles (HUGV 1 s) would result in a net im~rovement in fuel economy. 

The net improvement in fuel economy is the difference between a yross 

reduction in fuel consum~tion brought about by the combustion of tuel 

va~ors ~reviously lost to the atmos~here, and an increase in fuel 

consum~tion resulting from the added weiyht of the onboard system. The 

methodolo~y used to calculate the estimated chanye in r·uel consum!Jtion 
resultiny from the addition of onboard controls to heavy-duty vehic1es 

is virtually identical to that usea !Jreviously in this section for 

liyht-duty vehicles. Therefore, the mett1odology used for the calculation 

will only be outlined here. The reader should refer to the I)Ortion of 

this section on Luv•s and LUl-•s (Section ~.7.1) fur a more detailed 

descri~Jtion. As in the heavy-duty vehicle cost analysis, it has been 

assumed that all Huuv•s fall into one of two weiyht classes: Class 1Ib 

(H,5Ul to lU,UUU lb) or Class VI (19,501 to 26,UUU lb). This is a 
reasonable aJ.I~roach since these HUGV -!:.ivw classes reJ.Iresent about l:i5 

1-1ercent of 1Sll:S4 HUuV sales. Therefore, recovery credits were calculated 

only for vehicles re!Jresenting these two classes. 

2.7.2.1 Weight !Jenalty. four !Jieces of information are needea 
to calculate the increase in fuel consum~tion, or weight penalty caused 

by the added weight of the system. These are: 1) averaye vehicle 

weight, 2) average fuel economy, 3) averaye control system wei!:lht, and 

4) sensitivity of fuel economy to changes in vehicle wei~ht. 

a. Average Vehicle Weights 

It was assumed tnat the averaye weiyht of the trucks in each of 

these classes fall at or near the midpoint of the weiyht class range. 

The average weiyhts of the trucks in Class lib and Class VI were assumed 

to be 9,25U ana 22,bUU pounds, res!Jectively. 

b. Fuel Economy 

Vehicle fuel economy estimates were taKen from the I"'LJ~ILU fuel 

consumption model (I-A-Y9). The fuel economy J.lrojections are a funct-ion 

of the model year and weiyht class of the vehicle. Table 2-21 shows 
the HDGV fuel economy estimates used in this analysis. 
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Table 2-~1. FUEL ECONOMY PKOJECTIONS FOK HDGV 1 S (MPG) 

Model Year 

1989 

1994 

2UUO 

Vehicle Weight Class 

lib VI 

11.16 

11.53 

11.98 

2-137 

6.07 

6.17 

6.31 



c. Average Control System Weights 

Control system weights vary with the amount of activated carbon 

needed for refueling vapor storage. Necessary carbon bed size, in 
turn, is a function of vehicle fuel tank volume. Fuel tank sizes were 

estimated to be 2U ~allons for Class lib trucks (4U gallons dual) and 
30 gallons for Class VI trucks (SU gallons dual). As discussed in the 

onboard system cost analysis, dual tank usage rates of 2U percent and 
1~ ~ercent were used for the Class IIb and Class VI truck fleets, 

res~ectively. Control system weight estimates are based on essentially 
the same set of data as used in the light-duty analysis, and a detailed 

ex~lanation of the derivation is not presented here. Control system 
weight estimates are shown in Table 2-22. 

d. Sensitivity of Fuel Economy to Vehicle Weight 
There are no readily available figures which specifically relate 

changes in average vehicle weight to changes in fuel economy for HOGV's. 
Some work has been done in this area, however, and this work suggests 
that the fuel economy of heavy-duty vehicles .is less sensitive to 
changes in vehicle weight than is-the fuel economy of LOT's. Therefore, 
the LOT sensitivity value was used in the HDliV analysis, in an attempt 
to be conservative in evaluating the effects of the weight penalty and 

~rovide a conservative estimate of the recovery cre~it. Actually, on a 
sales weighted basis, about 80 percent of HDGV's are in Class IIb; 

those vehicles are similar to LOT's in many ways (drivetrain, body 
design, etc.). Thus, their fuel/weight sensitivity would also be 
similar. The sensitivity factor used is -U.4U2 (percent change in fuel 
economy ,per ~o~ercent change in vehicle weight). 

e. Calculation of Weight Penalties 
Table 2-23 presents samples of the calculation of the penalties in 

fuel economy associated with the added weight of onboard control systems. 
For a more complete explanation of the calculation, the reader should 

refer to the light-duty section. The weight penalty estimates are sum
marized in Table 2-24. 

2.7.2.2 Gr~ss fuel consumption credit. The gross fuel consum~tiorr 

benefit was found using the following information: 1) the uncontrolled 
refueling emission rate, 2) the theoretical control efficiency of on
board systems, 3) the energy content of typical gasoline expressed on a 
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Table 2-22. HOGV CONTKUL SYSTEM WEIGHT ESTIMATES* (lbs) 

Vehicle Class 

lib 

VI 

Single Tank 

s.o 

5.9 

lJua 1 Tank 

13.1 

19 .o 

*Incremental to weight of eva~orative emission control system com~onents 
for system certified with 11.5 psi ~VP fuel. 
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Table 2-23. SAMPLE CALCULATION OF WEIGHT PENALTIES 

Fuel tank configuration 

Average incremental control 
system weight (lb) 

Average vehicle weight (lb) 

Percent change 
in weight (%) 

Sensitivity Factor 
( d i mens i o n 1 e s s ) 

Percent change in fuel 
econany ( %) 

1Y89 projected fuel 
econany (mpg) 

Projected average lifetime 
mi 1 eage (miles) 

Lifetime fuel consumption 
( ga 11 ons) 

Lifetime weight penalty 
(gallons) 

*Single fuel tank. 
**Dual tanks. 

Class lib 

S* (80%) l)** ( 20%) 

5.0 13.1 

9,25U 9,250 

S.41 X 10-4 1.42 X 10-3 

-0.402 -0.402 

2.17 x 1o-4 5.6!:1 x 1o-4 

11.16 11.16 

11U,UUU 11U,OOO 

9,857 9,857 

2.1 ~.6 
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Class VI 

S* (8:i%) l)** ( 15%) 

!:>.!:! 19.U 

22,500 22,500 

2.62 x 1u-4 8.44 x 1u-4 

-0.402 -0.402 

1.05 x 1o-4 3.3!:1 x 1o-4 

6.U7 6.U7 

llU, UUU 110 ,uuo 

18' 122 18 '122 

1.9 ti.1 



Table 2-24. WEIGHT PENALTY ESTIMATES (gallons/lifetime) 
(HDGV 1 s) 

Year 
19~9 1~94 

Class lib - Single tank ( 8U%) 2.1 2.1 
Dual tanks (20%) 5.6 !>.4 

Class VI - Single tank (85%) 1.9 1.9 
U!Jal tanks (15%) 6.2 6.0 
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volume basis (Btu/gal), 4) the energy content of refueling vapors 

expressed on a weight basis (Btu/lb), and 5) a factor to reflect the 
enyine•s efficiency in burning puryed hydrocarbons relative to its 

ability to burn fuel delivered from the fuel tank. 

Ideally, the uncontrolled emission rate used in this calculation 

would be based on the results of a series of refuelings performed on 

heavy-duty vehicles. No data of this nature were available to EPA at 

the time of this analysis. Therefore, the refueling emission rate used 

in the calculation is that used in the LOV and LOT calculations, a~prox

imately 5.9 grams/gallon. As previously discussed, the theoretical 
control efficiency of onboard control systems has been shown to fall 

between 97 and 100 percent. Although these figures are based on tests 

performed on light-duty vehicles, there is no reason to believe that 

systems for HDGV 1 s would be any less efficient. As was done in the 

light-duty analysis, the conservative end of the efficiency range, ~7 

percent, was used. The energy content and density of a 11 tyJ,Jical 11 

unleaded fuel and its vapor were estimated in the light-duty analysis, 

and the calculation will not be repeated here. {While some HDGv•s may 

still be certified for leaded fuel in the 1Y9u•s, refueling vapor from 
11 leaded 11 fuel will be similar to 11 Unleaded 11 fuel due to lead phase-down 

requirements.) The energy content and density of the liquid were esti

mated to be 113,800 8tu/gal and 6.13 lb/gal, respectively. The vapor 

associated with this fuel was estimated to have an energy content of 

97,900 Btu/lb and a density (in condensed form) of 5.07 lb/yal. 

The final factor used in the calculation of the gross :efueling. 

recovery credits is included to reflect the fact that the truck engine 
may not burn purged vapors with the same efficiency that it uses liquid 

fuel sent from the fuel tank. DeJ,Jending on the level of soJ,Jhistication 

of a vehicle•s fuel system, EPA estimates that the relative combustion. 

efficiency of the purged vapors will fall between 0.6 and 1.U. The 

gross recovery credits are calcu~ated here using both the low and high 

ends of the efficiency ranges, since the credit is expected to fall 

between these va1ues. However, a value of 1.0 was carried through in 

further calculations. The value of 1.0 was chosen rather than a lower 

figure for two reasons. First, there is currently a trend toward the 

use of feedback controlled fuel injection systems for HDGv•s, which 
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should result in im~roved fuel metering. Second, the new requirement 
that the refueling/eva~orative emission canister(s) be purged during 
exhaust emission testing will force the manufacturers to design control 
systems which deal efficiently with purged vapors. 

The equation used in the calculation of the gross refueling recovery 

credits is shown below: 

Equivalent gallons of gasoline saved = 

where: 

EF 
Ev 

E: 
CE 
VMT 
MPG 

E 9 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

(EF)(Ev)(E)(CE)(VMT) 
MPG ( Eg) 

refueling emission rate (S.Y g/gal) 
Heat of combustion for gasoline vapors (42.5 Btu/g) 
Theoretical efficiency of onboard control systems (0.97) 
Relative combustion efficiency of purged vapors (0.6-l.U) 
Lifetime vehicle miles traveled (110,000 mi) 
fuel economy for the vehicle class and modelyear of 
interest (miles per gallon) 
Heat of combustion for liquid gasoline (113,~UO ~tu/gal) 

Table 2-2~ shows the estimated gross refueling recovery credits ~or 
heavy-duty veh i c 1 es. 

2.7.2.3 Net fuel consumption credit. The final step in the 
calculation of the net fuel consumption benefit associated with the 
addition of onboard control systems is to subtract the weight penalty 
effects from the gross fuel consumption credits. Table 2-26 shows the 

net fuel consumption credits for HDuv•s in gallons. Table 2-27 shows 
an example calculation of the discounted dollar values of the gross 

recovery credits. The dollar values of the recovery credits are 
summarized in Jable 2-28. 

2.8 ENFORCEMENT ~EQUI~EMENTS 

All of the six commenters who submitted comments on this issue 
felt that onboard refueling control would require more enforcement, and 
consequently would incur greater enforcement costs, than the Regulatory 

Strategies Document estimated would be necessary. 
Comment: Several commenters felt that existing enforcement measures 

would not be adequate to ensure compliance. Some of these commente·rs 
stated that canister tampering would not be checked on most I/M inspec-
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Table 2-25. GRUSS ~EFUELING KECOVEKY CKEUITS FUR HUGV's 
(gallons) 

Relative 
Combustion 
Efficiency 1989 1994 

Class I Ib 100% 21.2 20.4 

6U% 12.2 12.2 

Class VI lOU% 3H.8 38.1 

6U% 23.3 22.9 
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2000 

2U.O 

12.0 

37.9 

22.7 



Table 2-26. NET FUEL CONSUMPTION CREUIT FUR HDGV's (gallons) 

Class lib 

Class VI 

Weighted Average 

19S9 

lS .3 

36.2 

22.8 
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Year 

1994 

17 .6 

35.6 

22.1 

2UUO 

17 .3 

35.4 

21.8 



Year 

1 
2 
3 
4 
t) 

6 
7 
H 
~ 
1U 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1H 
19 
'l..U 

*Source: 

Tao le 'l..-27 o SAMPLE CALCULAT IUN UF lJ l~CUUNH:u KtCuVtKY CKtu ITS ( $) 
(All HUGV's, 1~H~) 

A ~ c 

Uollar Val•Je 
of Fuel 

Fraction of t<ecove red in Uiscounted 
Fuel l<ecovered Year (A X 2'l..oH) uiscount Value of Fuel 
Uuriny Year* Gal/Life x $U.~~/Ga1) factor t<ecovered p~xq 

Uo141t> 3o16'l.. Uo~t>3 3oUl3 
U o1 L7 4 2ot:S47 UocH>7 2o46~ 

u oll46 2oo61 Uo7~~ 'l..oU1~ 
U o U9 ~~ 2o23U Oo716 1oo97 
U oU9U4 2oU'l..U u o6o1 1.:n:, 
Oo0745 1o66S Uotl9'l.. uo~~6 
UoU641 1o432 UoS3l:.i U o 77U 
UoUS49 1o 227 Uo4H~ Uoouu 
OoU4b~ 1oU4~ Uo445 Uo466 
Uo03~4 UoHHU Oo404 Oo3!:l!:l 
UoU3'l..4 Uo 724 Oo36~ u 0 266 
Uo U'l..ti~ Uo601 Uo334 uo;wl 
OoU219 Uo4H9 Uo3U4 Uo149 
Uo017t:S Uo3~H Uo 276 Uollu 
OoUl52 Oo34U Uo2o1 UoU~!:> 

OoU113 Oo252 0 0 'l..2t:S OoUtl~ 
OoUUI:$9 Uo19S Uo'l..OH UoU41 
UoUU6H Oo1t>2 Uo1l:.i~ UoU'l..9 
OoUU47 0 o1U5 Oo171 UoU1~ 
UoUU31 OoU69 Oo1!:l6 UoUll 

$ 14otlti 

l-A-1U5o -
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Table 2-28. NET UISCOUNTEU RECOVERY CREDITS ($) 
(ALL HDGV's) 

1~89 1994 2UUO 

Class lib 11.70 11.20 11.00 

Class VI 23.10 22.7U 22.60 

Weighted Average 14.50 14.10 13.90 

"''. ·.::;;·t 7.~d assuming 75 percent Class lib and 25 percent Class 
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tions and others maintained that even if canisters and associated 

systems were subject to such inspections, it would be very difficult to 

verify compliance or detect tampering (I-H-2, I-H-57, I-H-S8, I-H-lUl). 

One commenter stated that the kind of 11 Spot inspections .. (presumab 1 y 

referring to tampering surveys) described in the July 1984 EPA analysis 

would not be as extensive or effective as the field inspections already 

in place for Stage II. The commenter therefore questioned the disparity 

between the projected efficiency of Stage II with no enforcement and 

onboard with tampering (1-H-57). One commenter maintained that assembly 

line testing would be required on every vehicle for safety reasons 
(i.e., to check for backpressure and leaks) (1-H-llB). Finally, two 
commenters stated that tne onboard enforcement costs presented in the 

1984 analysis were too low (1-H-90, 1-H-101). 

Response: Canisters are not now inspected during the course of 
1/M inspections because current tampering surveys do not indicate a 

strong need for such inspections. The July 19e4 analysis originally 
included fillpipe tampering as a source of diminished onboara control 

efficiency. However, cPA now expects that many manufacturers will 

utilize liquid seals rather than mechanical seals in the fillneck, so 

removal of the le~d restrictor in the fillpipe would have no effect 
on onboard efficiency. Also, as was mentioned previously, tampering 

rates are expected to diminish as the unleaded fuel ~rice differential 

drops as has been the recent trend. That being the case, canister 

tampering remains the only potentially significant source of diminished 

onboard efficiency. The 1985 NE1C tampering survey indicated average 

canist~r tamp~r~ng rates of 2.67 percent for LDV's and 3.29 percent for 
U.H's. The low c.""nister tampering rates determined by the surveys 

indicate to EPA that tampering would not present a significant problem 

if onboard systems were u~ed to control refueling emissions. 

In the event that I/M inspections of onboard systems should ~rove 

to be necessary at some future time, EPA also does not believe that 

identification of tampering would prove to be particularly difficult. 

Tampering is unlikely to be a difficult-to-identify act such as hose. 
splitting, but would typically take the form of canister and/or hose 

removal or cutting of hoses. This type.of tamperiny would be readily 

identifiable through even the most cursory of visual inspections. 
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Given the low tampering rates described above, EPA does not find 
the disparity between the ~rojected onboard and Stage II efficiencies 

under minimal enforcement scenarios unreasonable. Rather, it seems 
indicative that onboard is not particularly dependent on rigorous 

field enforcement measures as appears to be the case with Stage I and 
Stage II systems. If onboard vapor recovery system in-use ins~ections 
are implemented in the future, both the costs and benefits would have t.o 
be included in this analysis. In addition, since either fully or 

~artially integrated refueling/evaporative systems are expected, the 
costs would either have to be shared between refueling and eva~orative 
emissions or the benefits from evaporative control improvements included 
~n this analysis. 

While some selective assembly line testing of onboard systems or 
components may be conducted by vehicle asse~blers or component manufac
turers, this would not be conducted for every vehicle system or com~o
nent. This has never been the practice for any emission control or 
safety system and there is no redson it would be required for o~board 
controls. Manufacturing techniques and controls are sophisticated 
enough to provide assemblers and component manufacturers statistical 
confidence in their performance~ In addition, onboard control systems 

are relatively simple and any likely system failures can be designed 
out with ease. 

The costs estimated by EPA were Agency costs for certification and 
Selective Enfor~ement Audits. This estimate is not low or misleading, 
however, because no other enforcement costs are likely to be incurred. 
As explained ~bove, EPA does n-ot anticipate that canisters and hoses 
would ro11t~nely be checked on I/M inspections. Nor does the Agency · 
foresee any need for performance testing. Thus, no additional enforce

ment costs are likely to be incurred. 
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3.0 STAGE II CUNTRULS 

3.1 STAGE II TECHNOLOGY 

Comment: Several commenters stated that the recently certified 

Stage II equipment and nozzles have proven to be durable and reliable, 
. . 

and have worked well in the hands of both service station attendants 

and customers. The commenters felt early technical problems with Stage. 

II nozzles used in California in the mid-197u•s have been substantially 

reduced through debugging and redesi~n (I-0-~6, I-0-59, I-H-2, I-H-58, 

I-H-99, I-H-1U7, I-H-127, 1-H-131). Other commenters noted that the 

controls are thoroughly demonstrated and are being used in California 

and Washington, U.C., with satisfactory results (1-H-22, I-H-~3, 1-H-lUU, 

1-H-101, 1-H-115, 1-H-128). One of these commenters pointed to implemen

tation of Stage II controls in California and Washington, O.C., and 

proposals to implement controls in seven other States as indicative of 

the confidence that can be placed in Stage II for controlling regional 
ozone formation (I-H-100). 

A control equipment manufacturer added that, although present 

~reduction nozzles work quite satisfactorily, the company has devel9ped 
a new Stage II nozzle that is almost as light and small as a regular 

nozzle. The manufacturer indicated this low maintenance nozzle·was due 

to be placed in service in 19H~ (I-H-131). 
Several commenters claimed that Stage II is not a satisfactory 

method of vapor recovery and that the technology is relatively experi

mental and unproven (I-H-1, I-H-1A4, I-H-1A28, I-H-13, 1-H-52, 1-H-67, 
1-H-84) •. Thr:e~ ~ommenters indicated that Stage II vapor recovery has 

not been endorsed by the U.S •. EPA since no CTG has ever been published 

for Stage II (1-H-1, I-H-1~, I-H-84). 
Response: The Agency, in reviewing the operating experience 

reported with newer Stage II equipment, feels that Stage II is a tech
nologically feasible approach to vapor emission control. In addition, 

the trend is toward improved, more acceptable components, as referred 

to by one of the commenters. To the extent that States adopt Stage II 

in ozone nonattainment areas,. it is possible that further improvements in 
the systems would occur as the· increased market led to further competition 

among manufacturers. Regardless of the improvements, Stage II equipment 
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has the iJOtential (real or !Jerceived) tor beiny less convenient to use 

then conventional e4uipment. The following sections discuss various 

dSIJects of ~taye II controls. 

Comment: Une commenter felt that closed ~taye 11 systems, such as 

the Hirt vacuum-assist system, would not suffer the deyree of St~it-bacK 

hazard that characterizes ~ressurized refueliny conceiJtS such as the 

~taye II balance system (I-H-74). 

Kesponse: All three tyj.)eS of Staye II systems, the va!Jor balance, 

hybrid, and vacuum assist, were evaluated on an e4ual basis with no 

attem1-1t made to establish a ratiny of ttteir ~erforrnance. ~!Jecific 

information was not available on the deyree of s~it-back or SiJillaye 

assodated with each one of these Staye II systems. As a result, a 

comiJarison of the S~Jit-back and spillage hazard of the three systems 

could not be made. It should De noted, however, that all three system 

ty1-1es have been certified and are operatiny in California. The CAK~ 

has indicated that, while S~Jit-back was a !Jroblem with earlj ~taye 11 

systems, the IJroblem has been solved in current systems throuyh nozzle 
modifications and throuyh the use of hiyh hany hoses and hiyh hose 

retractors (I-t-~3). 

3.2 STAGe 11 UcSillN ANU SAFI::TY CUNSIUt::KATIUNS 

Comment: Une commenter stated that one iJarticular model of 

Staye II nozzle in current use does not latch securely to aiJiJruxirnately 

su !Jercent of the domestic and im!Jorted automobiles, as well as motor
cycles, yas cans, vans, trucks, and many off-the-road vehicles. The· 

commenter also stated there is no uniformity amony automobile manufacturer~ 
....... 

as to the fillJ,>iiJe location and OiJeniny, unleaded inserts are not always 

correctly installed, and it is difficult to determine whether the tank is· 

really full due to the variable shutoff sensitivity of nozzles. This corn

menter also indicated that duriny refueliny, some fuel can recycle back 

throuyh the vaJ,>or recovery hose. The commeriter stated that in order to 

purye the aboveyround system of yasoline (as reportedly recommended by the 

manufacturer), the fuel is often allowed to drain to the J,>avement, 

which allows vaJ,>ors to esca!Je and exJ,>oses the employee (I-H-lB). A 
number of commenters based their O!J!JOSjtion to Staye II on the J,>roblems 

and exJ,>ense actually experienced in California and the Uistrict of 

Columbia (I-H-1A4, I-H-1A2~, I-H-1A27, I-H-1~, I-H-~1, I-H-~4). 



Res~onse: ~ta~e II controls are currently handliny about ~ ~ercent 

of the nation's yasoline in California and the Uistrict of Columbia 

with ~enerally satisfactory results. Sta~e !I systems in some areas of 

California have been installed tor over lU years and have been demonstrated. 

C:4ui~o~,nent manufacturers claim that iJreliminary technical 1-1roblems with 

Staye II have been reduced by design imf)rovements, and that customer 

acce~tance ~roblems also are beiny reduced. 

The California Air Kesources ~oara (CAK~) has analyzed incidents 

of spi llaye and oth~r ty~o~es of yasoline li4uid loss due to incom~o~ati

bility between nozzles and vehicle fill~o~i~es. Leyislation, ~assea in 
California in 1976, re4uires vehicle manufactur~rs to desiyn uniform 

vehicle fillpipes to allow a tiyht seal and to accef)t s~ecified gaso

line diSiJensiny rates without gasoline spillaye and s~it-back, ana 

without shuttiny off ~Jrematurely. In res~onse to reiJOrts of yasoline 

recirculation in Staye II systems, California issued a new standard 

requiring vapor recovery nozzles to have parallel shutoff mechanisms 
(a shutoff activated by the li4uia level in the fillneck and a shutoff 

activated by sensiny liquid in the va~or hose). Also, hiyh-retractor 

twin and coaxial hose or high-hany coaxial hose confiyurations have 

been found to allow a yasoline diSiJensiny rate as high as 1U yallons 
per minute. This increase in dispensiny rate may im~o~rove the reli

ability of shutoff mechanisms, thus reduciny the iJOtential for yasoline 

recirculation. It is asserted that this hiyher rate should not result 

in increased incidences of s~illage and s~it-back of yasoline duriny 

refueliny (I-f-7~). 

Comment: - Four commenters stated the be 1 i et that Staye I I systems 

present a fire/safety ~o~roblem (I-H-1, I-H-1AJ, 1-H-1!j, 1-H-~4). Unt.! 

of the commenters said that the u.c. Fire Marshal had offered testimony, 

at a roundtable discussion held by the u.c. City Council Transportation 

Committee, that Staye II vapor recovery nozzles are unsafe (I-H-1~). 

Another commenter referr~a to a 1~~1 study by Kadian Corporation for 

the Texas Air Control Board, which claimed that the vacuum assist Sta~e 

II system has 1-1otential safety hazards with ex~losive conditions i~ 

~i~iny and vehicle tanks, al~ng with leakaye of vapors from recovery 

lines ana units (I-H-~4). Une manufacturer of Staye II systems commented 

that vacuum assist is an effective fire hazara reduction techni4ue (I-H-129). 
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~es~onse: In res~onse to these comments, the Californie Air 

Kesources ooard (CAR~) was contacted to determine whether there hdd 
been any incidents of fire or ex!JIOsion re·latea to Staye II systems in 

California or whether CAK~ considered tne systems to be unsafe in any 

way (1-~-~4}. A CAK~ re1-1resentative related that the systems in use 

in California are considered safe, and no incidents uf fire or ex~Jiosion 

have occurred. Kefueliny is actually considered safer with Sta~e 11 in 

place than without it oecause fumes around the islands are reduced and 

the storaye tank va~Jor s~aces are ke~t saturated (aoove the ex~losive 

ranye). The State Fire Marshal a~~roves all systems as safe before 

they a re ce rt it" i ed for use • 

3.3 STAGE II CUNT~UL EfFICitNCY* 

Comment: A number of commenters thouyht EPA 1 s assumed Staye II 

in-use efficiency was too low (l-H-2, l-H-~7, I-H-5~, I-H-74, 1-H-~!, 

1-H-~3, I-H-101, 1-H-114, 1-H-127). Two of these commenters referred 

to tests 1-1erformed on Staye II systems in customer service in California 
(1-H-~, 1-H-1~7). Other commenters state that the ex1-1erience of the 
South Coast Air ~uality Manayement Uistrict (SCA~MU) of California is 

that Stage II equipment attains more than ~b ~Jercent efficiency the 
majority of the time, and is taken out of service if there is a 1-1roblem 

(1-H-57, 1-H-58}. Stage II efficiency estimates are claimed to be too 

low because they were based on the initial California ~Jroyram administration 
and on data for first-generation equipment that is now obsolete and 

illeyal to install {1-H-~,, I-H-114}. The oti ~ercent efficiency citea 

by t::PA assumes that tnere is no field enforcement. A commenter thinks 

this is unrealistic since an in-use efficiency of yreater than ~u 

percent· can b~ fhsured with annual ins~ections (1-H-11H). Another cites 

results from the SCAWMU that show a Y~.6. ~Jercent efficiency at the nozzle/ 

fillneck interface for a Hirt system usiny a Rudol~n nozzle (1-H-74}. 

Two commenters thougtit the Staye II in-use efficiency assumed 

in tne evaluation was too high (I-H-H4, 1-H-120). Une of them pointed 
out that a July 1Y81 study by Kadian Corporation for the Texas Air 

Control ~oard estimated that the balance system would 1-irovide 85 to ~~ 

percent control with a standard nozzle, com1-1ared with 9~ to ~o ~ercent 

with a no-seal, no-flow nozzle; and the vacuum system woula achieve 

*1YH4 Federal Keyister topic. 
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~I:! to Yu ~ercent with a standard nozzle and u~ to 97 ercent witn a 

no-seal, no-flow nozzle. This ~on~enter mentioned that CAK~ had 

estimated that Staye II e4ui~ment defects may reduce CalHornia's DU 

tons ~er day of emission reductions by 3 to 16 percent (I-H-1::!4). 

Another commenter referred to a re~ort to the California Le!;lislature 

that showed actual in-use efficiencies to be only l::!U to 92 ~ercent. 

The commenter felt that, althou~h enforcement data from actual ex~erience 

in Ca"lifornia was used, California may not fJrovide a useful "averaye" 

from which to ~redict nationwide in-use efficiencies for Staye li, 

because it assumes a viyorous, costly, and difficult enforcement ~royram 

(1-H-12U). Four commenters thouyht Sta~e II would cause serious public 

acceptance ~roblems that would drastically offset in-use effectiveness. 

In fact, the comrnenters aid not consider it to be certain that an 1::!6 

fJercent efficiency level of compliance could be obtained for any feasible 

enforcement effort (I-H-1U2, I-H-108, I-H-119, I-H-12U). _ 

ResfJonse: All three type5 of Staye II systems were assignea a 

theoretical (certification-level) control efficiency of Yo ~ercent 

(Table 3-1 of the strategies evaluation document Keference 1 in Chaf)ter 

1). In-use efficiencies in the July 191::!4 analysis were determined 

based on various assumed fre4uencies of enforcement, i.e., facility 

inSIJeCtions to determine the need for and to enforce necessary re~airs. 

The balance tyiJe system was estimated to have an in-use efficiency 
ran!:le of o4 percent (minimum enforcement) to 1::!6 IJercent (annual enforce

ment), the hybrid system a ranye of 62 to 1::!8 IJercent, and the vacuum 

assist system a ranye of ob to 86 percent. The wei!;lhted averaye tor 

all ty~es of systems ranyed from b6 to 1::!6 percent. 
The EPA evaluated new data in an effort to UIJdate the in-use .. .. - ... 

efficiency estimates (see Appendix A of the Vol. I KJA referenced in 

Cha~ter 1). The Ayency examined a recent refJort on insfJection ot al 1 

Stage II service station installations in the Washin~ton, u.c., area, 
and revisions were subseyuently made to the estimates for the freyuency 

and types of defects affecting Stage II systems. Usin!:l this information, 
"tne Agency's estimate for tne lower end of the Staye II efficiency 

ranye was adjusted from o6 to 62 percent. 
The EPA also evaluated the latest California Air Resources ~oard 

data, which were presented in the 191::!3 Report to the Legislature (I-F-78). 

However, the data were insufficient to differentiate between first-
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based solely on third-generation systems could not be estimated. 

Additional data were ootained from randomly selected service stations 

in the ~ay Area of Ca 1 iforni a, which i nai ca ted an in-use et fi ci ency 

of ~u to ~~ ~ercent; however, the data were considered inadeyuate to 

u~date the in-use fiyure for the entire State of California. There
fore, the up~er end of the in-use efficiency range was not chanyed 

t·rom the ~reviously used value of e6 !Jercent. Enforcement costs associ

ated with this u~~er efficiency value were calculated and included in the 

costs evaluated in the Volume I KIA for Staye II reyulatory strateyies. 

Comment: Une commenter claimed that S!Jills and leaks reduce the 

effectiveness of Staye II (I-H-b9). Several other commenters indicated 

that customer avoidance actions, such as tO~Jpiny oft, would reduce the 

control effected by Staye II (I-H-33, I-H-4U, I-H-44, I-H-6~, I-H-71, 

I-H-76, I-H-77, I-H-7e, I-H-~4, I-H-eo, I-H-~9, I-H-96, I-H-~7, I-H-1U~, 

1-H-lUo, I-H-1U6, 1-H-llU, I-H-121, 1-H-123). 
Res~onse: It is true that S!Jil ls and leaKs would reduce the 

effectiveness of Staye II or any other vehicle refueling control system. 

~ecent aesiyn changes im!Jlemented in ·california are intended to reauce 

the S~Jillaye and spit-back !Jroblems found in first-generation systems. 

Uesiyn chanyes include new nozzle desiyns, hiJh hose retractors, and more 

stringent nozzle certification ~rocedures. Customer avoidance actions 
also can reduce Stage II efficiency. California officials contacted ad

vise that, when undertakiny Staye II, an active initial consumer education 

!Jroyrarn be initiated at an early sta\:je in order to limit such f.lroblems. 

3.4 COSTS UF STAGE II* 

Comment: Several commenters felt that tile cost estimates for Staye II 

controls used in the ~PA study were too loK, since they were based on 

California data from 197~. Some of these commenters stated that the 
costs in l97e were based on first-generation systems, while current 

2nd- and 3rd-generation costs are much hiyher (I-H-~U, 1-H-34, I-H-37, 
I-H-44, 'I-H-62, l-H-66, l-H-68, 1-H-~9, l-H-91, l-H-1U8, I-H-lU~, 1-H-llU, 

I-H-1~6). Une of the commenters believed that the Staye II costs aev~lo!Jed 
by EPA severely underestimate the costs actually.ex~erienced with real 

systems, indicating that annualized cost estimates made by CAK~ are aoout 
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57 j.Jercent sweater than EPA's estimat ~s (I-H-1U~). Two other commencers 

·said that a recent American Pet~oleum Institute (API) cost study (l-F-9H) 

contained data on the actual construction and maintenance costs of 

Stage II, showing that the costs derived from 1978 California data are 

unreasonably low (I-H-20, I-H-34). ·une commenter noted that EPA's 

Stage II cost analysis relied heavily on the Luken report (I-A-22). 

The commencer felt the Mueller comparison of API, EPA, and Lundgren 

cost estimates, and, in particular, API's analysis of CARB data showed 

that Staye II is substantially more expensive than the EPA or Luken 

estimates (I-H-120). 
Several commenters cited various Staye II costs from studies by 

the Petroleum t1arketers Association of America (PMAA), Sierra Kesearch 
Corporation, API, and individual personal research and experi~nce. 

Many of the commencers referred to the study performed by the PMAA that 

estimated the cost of Staye II controls at $16,000 for each service 

station ( I-H-19, I-H-33, I-H-54, I-H-56, I-H-64, I-H-71, I-H-77, I-H-79, 

I-H-HO, I-H-!3~, I-H-~6, I-H-~7, I-H-1U~, I-H-1U6, I-H-llU, I-H-121, 
I-H-123). Three other commenters referred to the January 1984 API 

study which estimates that for a Stage II balance system the cost 
ranges from $7,740 for a three-nozzle to $23,780 for an 1!3-nozzle 

outlet, and for a Stage II vacuum as~ist would range from $12,H6U for a 

three-nozzle outlet to $29,770 for a larger outlet (I-H-24, I-H-H4, 
I-H-91). Other commenters indicated that the cost to the average 

marketer would ranye between $1,200 and $2,000 per hose on an installation 

of Staye I I. The commenter' s estimates reportedly were based on personal 

research and on actual experience in California and Washington, D.C. 

(I-H-1,,1-H-lS_, ~-H-1A17, l-H-1A24, I-H-lA3U, l-H-1U2). Several other 
commencers stated that the n~cessary capital cost for compliance with 
Stage II would mean an investment of apf)roxirnately $1U,UUU to $22,UUU 

per service station (I-H-15, I-H-1A13, I-H-1A2U, l-H-1A25, I-H-!37, I-H-1U8, 
I-H-13U). One of these commencers supplied a $7U.1 million total cost 
figure for Stage II equipment within an 8-county area of Illinois 

based on an average cost for Stage II e4uipment per station of 

$1~,0UU (I-H-15). One commenter, a manufacturer of control equipment, 

stated that the costs for Stage II systems presented in Table 7-1~ ·of 

the EPA report were much different than his experience indicated, 

saying that typical installation costs are $1,!3UU per station (I-H-129). 
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This commenter and two others (I-H-1U8, I-H-11~:n pointed out that EPA's 
Stage II cost estimates, on a per-nozzle basis, increase after nine 
nozzles and that sucn a result is contrary to practical experience 

where, once certain ex~enses are fixed, the marginal costs of a larger 
system on a per-nozzle basis should be less. One commenter indicated 

that re~lacement nozzles cost hundreds of dollars apiece and that some 
su~pliers will not handle an order of less than $oUU (I-H-18). 

Response: The 1984 analysis drew almost entirely upon published 
data to estimate Stage II costs. Costs were ~ut on a common basis 
(1982 dollars) using cost indices. Under the new analysis, Stage II 
costs have been updated by completing a new and detailed cost analysis. 
Table 3-1 indicates the differences in the Stage II costs between the 

previous analysis and the new analysis. 

Table 3-1. WEIGHTED AVERAGE STAGE II COSTsa 
(Retrofit of Existing Stations) 

Previous Analysis New Ana lys i sc 

Model 
Plantb 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Capital 
Cost, $ 

5,7UU 
6,100 
6,6UO 
9,8UU 

14,8UU 

Annua 1 
Cost, 

1,400 
1,3UO 
1,3UU 
1,4UU 

!:>UU 

Capital 
$ Cost, $ 

5,7UU 
7,3UU 

12, 2UO 
16,100 
23,2UU 

Annua 1 
Cost, $ 

1,300 
1,4UU 
2,5UO 
3,20U 
3,1UU 

aweighted average - 80 percent balance systems, 1!:> ~ercent hybrid 
·systems, 5 percent vacuum assist systems. 

bThe model plant parameters e.re described in the Draft Vol. I RIA. 

CAnnual costs reflect annual enforcement. 

Detailed information on certified systems currently used in 
California, manufacturers' cost data, and engineering estimates were 

used to develop the new Stage II cost estimates. Retail costs (with 
and without quantity discounts) were obtained for all hardware (i.e.,· 
nozzles, hoses, swivels, piping, etc.) from the manufacturers. Engi
neering estimates were used to calculate trenching dnd backfill costs. 
These cost data were used to make estimates for the installation of a 
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Stage II vapor recove.y system at an existing facility, and also the 

additional cost of Stage II equipment associated with the construction 
of a new facility. The California data were used because these systems 
are currently operational and have been shown to achieve the assumed 
control efficiencies, and because detailed third and fourth quarter 

1984 cost information was available for each of the individual compo
nents comprising each of the California-certified systems; i.e., the 

individual balance system, the manifolded balance system, the hybrid 
system, and two assist systems. 

Table 3-2 presents the capital cost estimates from the new 
analysis for Stage II systems installed at existing or new facilities 
for a "typical" 35,000 gallon per month facility (Model Plant 3). The 
selection of a "typical" station was based upon a throughput weighted 
average of stations that would require controls under a nationwide 
Stage II regulatory strategy. Comparing the costs for this 11 typical" 
station to those provided by the commenters is difficult because the 
commenters supplied insufficient descriptive information (e.g., number 
of nozzles, system type, other costs included, etc.) for an accurate 
comparison to be made. A detailed accounting and cost breakdown of 
capital and annualiz.ed costs used in the new analysis for each type of 
Stage II control syst~m is contained in Appendix B of the Vol. I RIA. 

The EPA agrees that the cost per nozzle should decrease as station 
size increases because certain fixed costs are divided among more 
nozzles. The 1984 analysis reflects this trend as long as the calcula
tions are based consistently on the upper or lower end of the nozzle 
range for each model plant. In the new analysis, specific nozzle 

quantit~es w~r~ ~ttributed to each model plant in order to identify 
plumbing configurat .. O:"'S. As .in the original analysis, the trend of 
lower per-nozzle cost as the station size increases is repeated. 

Table 3-2. STAGE II REVISED CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR A 
"TYPICAL 11 3o, 000 GALLON/MONTH SERVICE STATION ($)a 

New Facility Type of 
system Capital Annua] Capital Annual 

Balance 
Hybrid 

Vacuum Assist 
Weighted Avg. 
a 

11,9UU 
12,600 
15,400 
12,200 

2,470 
2,690 
3,470 
2,55U 

Annual costs reflect annual enforcement. 
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Comment: Une commenter stated that any major effort to fix or 

re~lace leakiny underground sturaye tanks could significantly lower 

Stage II plumbing costs if they were done at the same time. This 

should be considered in the final analysis (I-H-127). 

Kesponse: It is unlikely that a Stage II and an underground storaye 

tank (UST) ~rJyram would coincide. However, in the unlikely event that 

they would coincide, EPA analyzed the affects on Staye II installation 

costs (See Appendix K of the Draft Volume I, RIA). In this analysis, it 

was assumed that Staye II installations and UST re~airs would occur simul

taneously over a S year period. Depending on the type of UST repair re4uired, 

some oral 1 of the Stage II trenching costs could be saved. Using a con
servative estimate that 3S ~ercent of the existing tank systems leak, the 

analysis indicated only a small savings (less than 6 percent) in the 
Stage I I costs. 

Comment: The same commenter felt that the cost analysis should 
include higher gasoline consumption, yreater emissions controlled, and 
different exem~tion levels. This commenter estimated that incor~oratiny 

these changes would decrease nadonwi.de NPV costs by 2.7 ~ercent and 

would yield a Staye II cost effectiveness ot· $442/Mg (I-H-127). This 

commenter an~ one other also felt that EPA cost estimates were over
stated because the Agency had projected a constant number and size 

distribution of facilities, whereas trends are toward fewer stations 

and a higher percentage of larye stations (I-H-114, I-H-127). 
Response: In response to comments received on the initial analysis, 

the Agency has incorporated several changes in its revised analysis of 

Staye II costs~ ·These changes include a new ~rejection of future 

gasoline ccnsumption, a revised ~rejection of the number of service 

station facilities, and an analysis of additional facility exemption 

levels. 

The EPA MUBILE3 computer model was used to project total domestic 
gasoline consumption out to the year 20UU. This model utilizes the 

best Agency estimates of changes in vehicle miles traveled, fleet miles 
per gallon, fleet size, dieselization, and vehicle scrappage rates. 

Uue to the uncertainty associated with several variables, the original 

assumption that consum~tion between the years 2UUU and 2U2U would 

remain constant was retained. The model projected a 16 ~ercent decline 
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in total gasoline consum~tion between 1986 and ~uuu, com~ared to the 
oriyinal f)rojection of a ~:3 1-iercent decline during this period 

(Fiyure 4-~ in the 1<:1~ evaluation document). Tt1e uraft Volume I KIA 

contains details on the new yasoline consumption IJrOJeCtions. 

The revised f)rojection of service station fJOfJUlation was based on 

several key assumf)tions: (1) the total throuyh~Jut of all types of 

stations woula decrease in f)rO~JOrtion to the decrease in gasoline 

consum~Jtion; (~) the averaye throuyh~JUt ~er f)Ublic facility would 

remain constant, i.e., the number of f)Ublic stations would decline; and 

(3) the number·of ~rivate stations would remain constant, i.e., the 

averaye throuyh!JUt ~Jer facility would decline. In addition, this 

;Jrojection also considered the trend toward laryer, more cost effective 

facilities. In order to reflect this trend, some throughf)ut at ;JUblic 

~tations was shifted from smaller to larger model 1.1lants. A more 

detailea oescri~Jtion of the model service station projections is yiven 

in Ap!Jendix U of the Vol. 1 KIA. The results indicated an overall ~3 

1.1ercent decrease in the total station f)OfJulation, with a 2H per~ent 
decrease in the smallest stations ana only an 11 1.1ercent decrease in 

the laryest size stations. 

Two additional service station exem~Jtion levels were examined as 

1.1art of nationwide and nonattainment strateyies, ana included a determi
nation ot· total costs. Under these strateyies, all service stations 

having throuyhf)uts of: 1) <2,UOU yal/month, or~) <lu,uuu yal/month, 

would be exem~Jted from Staye II control re4uirements. The revised cost 

analysis is discussed in the Vol. I KIA. 

Conurent·: · Une commenter indicated that C:PA's CafJital cost data had 

not been refined to the level of pi~Jiny and dis1.1enser comfJonents. As a 

result, the commenter felt that tt1e shorter lifetime of the dis~enser 

com1.1onents was not reflected in the amortization calculation, and thus 
EPA's annual cost estimates were too low (1-H-lUH). Another comrnenter 

referred to EPA's assum1.1tion that Staye II systems would re4uire refJlacement 

every 8 to lo years, statiny that in fact the life ex1.1ectancy of the most 

ex~Jensive element (~Jlumbiny) is much longer. The commenter concluded that 
an inflated annual amortization charye was used in the analysis, proauciny 

unrealistically hiyn cost estimates for these systems (1-H-114). A third 

commenter felt that the vacuum assist (Hirt) system amortization J,Jeriod 
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should De 1~ years, and not ~years, as in the evaluation document, 

since this system uses the same underground pi~iny as the balance, 

hybrid, and sim1 .. 1le closed systems (1-H-74). 

Response: In the 1984 analysis, no attem~t was made to divide 

the capital costs for aboveground and underyround equi~ment to reflect 

different component lives. However, in the new analysis, the ca~ital 

cost data for all Stage II va~or recovery systems were re-evaluated 

and broken down into aboveground costs, which include the cost for 

dis~enser com~onents, and underground costs, which include the install

ation cost of an underground piping system. As a result, the capital 

recovery cost factor used to calculate annualized costs was based on an 

equipment life of 8 years for the dis~enser and auxiliary equi~ment, 

and 3S years for the underground ~iping system. Uiscussions with 
dis~enser equipment vendors and the manufacturers of the two assist 

systems indicated that the additional dispenser equipment needed for 

Stage II (retractors, flow limiters, hanger kits) and the ~rocessiny 
unit equipment wil 1 last a minimum of ~years, and should last up to 

lU years (I-E-19, I-E-2U, I-E-22, I-E-23, I-E-25, I-E-26, I-E-27). 
Thus, 8 years was assumed for the capital recovery calculation. Several 
vendors of fiberglass piping, which is often used for vapor recovery 

~iping in California, were contacted about the expected life of fiber

glass pi~e used in underground systems (I-E-37, I-E-3~}. All vendors 
contacted indicated that there was no reason that the pipe should ever 

need replacement because of deterioration of materials. One vendor 

indicated that it would last at least 30 years (l-E-3ti}. For ~ur~oses 
of the capital recovery calculation, the underground pi~ing lifetime .. . - . -
for fiberglass pipe was estimated to be 3S years. 

Comment: Une commenter felt that revisions to assumptions in 

the Stage II analysis should include: 1) prioritization of phase-in 

(largest stations first), 2) revision of equipment life to 2U years, 

and 3) quarterly ins~ections instead of annual (I-H-114). 

Response: The Agency re-evaluated all of the assum~tions made 

in its original analysis in light of public comments and other new 
information obtained since the evaluation document was issued. 

Prioritization of phase-in (largest stations first) would ~resumably 

lead to the fastest emission reduction by controlling the largest 
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emitters earlier in the Staye I1 ~royram. However, for the ~ur~ose of 

simplifyin~ the analysis, it was assumed that all station sizes would 

install equi~ment under the phase-in schedule used in the analysis. 

In the 1Y~4 analysis, an equi~ment lifetime of 1~ years was assumed 

for oalance and hybrid systems ana·~ years was assumed for a vacuum 

assist system. As indicated in tne ~revious response, e4ui~ment lifetime 

was modified for all Stage II systems to 3o years for the under~round 

fiberylass pi~ing and ~years for aboveground dispenser equi~ment. 

The new analysis considers a ranye for the efficiency of 

Staye II based on various enforcement levels. The u~~er end of the 
ranye is based on the enforcement ~royram used in California, which is 

as active as any expected in other States. The California AKtl esti

mates that annual enforcement best re~resents the enforcement j.Jroyram 

in effect for the entire State of California (I-E-47). In addition, 

an evaluation of 4uarterly enforcement yielded yreater emission reduc
tions but at a much higher cost, resultiny in a worse cost effective
ness than for dnnual enforcement. Therefore, analysis of enforcement 

levels beyond "annual" was not considered a~~rO!Jriate. 

Comment: Une commenter pointed out that with the stimulus of a 

laryer market, the Staye II equi~ment man~facturers could develo~ even 

more effective ~roducts (than the current fourth-generation Stage II 

e4ui1Jment) at less ex~ense. The commenter said this cost savinys was 

not reflected in ~PA 1 S assessment of Staye II (1-H-11~). 

Res~onse: The stimulus of a laryer market would most likely 

result in Stage II equipment vendors develo~iny more effective and less 
costly equi~me-nt·. However, the Ayency has no way to reliably )Jredi.ct 

and 4uantify or ~roJect any effects that an ex)Janded market miyht have 

on the costs and effectiveness of Staye II e4ui~o~ment. Theret·ore, for 

the IJUr~ose of comparing strateyies, it is considered aiJJJrO!Jriate to 

assume current, known costs in the analysis. 

Comment: une manufacturer of service station control systems 

stated that extensive OjJeration ~roves that the Hirt VCS-~UU Staye 1/ 
Stage II system pays for itself, sayiny that the saleable gasoline· 

yenerated and conserved by the recovered va~ors can be seen throuyh tne 
gasoline inventory records of each·station with the system. He claimed 
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ty~ical yasoline recoveries ot U.3 ~ercent, or 3UU yallons ~er month 

for a typical (1UU,UUU yal/month) station. This cornmenter stated that 

3UU gallons ~er month is e4uivalent to a~~roximately $JUU per month, 

which ~rovides a 3-year fJayoff t·or the controls (I-H-1~~). 

Kes~onse: It is not the Agency's intention in this analysis to 

recommend or differentiate amony specific br.ands of Sta.ye II systems, 

~articularly on the basis of cost or cost recovery. The yasoline 

recovery credit calculation for both vacuum assist systems (Hirt and 

Hasstech) assumed a bU 1-1ercent recovery of both displacement losses and 

breathiny losses. This resulted in recovery credit cost savinys of 

$2UU/month for a Model Plant b station (1~b,UUU yal/month). 

Comment: Several comrnenters stated that the additional cost of 
Stage II maintenance would add a yearly ex~ense of $1,UUU to $2,UUU 1-1er 

1 ocation ( l-H-1A13, l-H-1AL4, I-H-1A3U, 1-H-b, I-H-oo, I-H-!H). Une 
commenter indicated that additional maintenance costs would be $~oU per 

year ~er ~ump (1-H-1). Two commenters claimed that an increase ot· 
about 1/2 cent per yallon of ~urchased gasoline would cover the cost of 
maintenance ( I-H-1A4, 1-H-65) ~ · A commenter felt that operation and 

maintenance costs would exceed EPA's estimates since the OiJeration of 

Staye II systems will be a continual ~roblem, with costs that cannot be 
accurately foreseen at present. Also, the commenter stated the cost to 

re~lace nozzles on hybrid and vacuum systems would De $1UU tJer year 1-'er 

nuzzle (I-H-~4). 

Kesponse: Maintenance costs for Stage II systems have Deen re~ 

evaluated. The maintenance requirements and the associated annual 

costs were obt-ained from e4ui~ment manufacturers and vendors based on 
their experience in existing Stage II areas. The annual maintenance 

costs were estimated to ran~e from $476 for a two-nozzle balance 
outlet to $3,U7U for a 1o·nozzle outlet. The hybrid system has the 

highest ranye of annual maintenance costs, from $4~7 for a two-nozzle 
station to $3,230 for a 15-nozzle station. These maintenance cost 

estimates were based on several assum~tions: 1) that nozzles on all 

systems are re~faced every 2 years; 2) that the vapor hoses on all 

systems are re~lace~ every 2 years; 3) that the boot/face~late assembly 
on a balance system is replaced three times per year; 4) that the 

boot/faceplate assemblies on hybrid and assist systems are replaced 
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twice a year; and ~) that mainienance of the ~rocessiny unit on an 

assist system is required once a year. Further details reyardiny 

maintenance costs for each model ~lant and the various Staye II systems 

can be found in AiJ~endix ~ of the Vol. I KIA. For a 11 ty~ical 11 o
nuzzle service station, tne total maintenance costs nave been estimated 

as $1,2~6/yr. This is e4uivalent to a maintenance cost of about. U.J¢/yal. 

Caution should be used when attem~tiny to compare the values from the 

new analysis to those provided by the commenters. A station they consider 
11 averaye 11 may be different from the station considered by the Ayency. 

Comment: Une commenter, refe rri ny to the 4 iJercent taxes and 

insurance annual cost item, suggested that the insurance item should 

be included in the analysis, but not the taxes (I-H-1~7). 

Kesponse: The main ~urpose of the cost analysis is to estimate 
the real resource costs of the reyulatory strateyi es. Taxes, to the 

extent that they are used to pay for public services and resources that 

enable the firm to efficientlJ produce out~ut, are payments to factors 
of ~reduction and, conse4uently, real resource costs. The tax payment 

included as an annual cost item re~resents local ~o~roperty tax obli'::la

tions. In this case, a strong argument can be maae that the value of 

'::lovernment services provided is tied closely to the tax. For this 

reason, the estimated local tax obliyation is included in the cost 

analysis. 

Comment: Une commenter said that tne cost of Staye II nozzle 

replacement had been redundantly covered under routine maintenance 
costs in EPA 1 S analysis, increasiny apparent costs ana biasiny the 

analysis in fa·vot of onboard controls (I-H-114). 
Response: The new analysis corrects this apparent redundancy in 

the cost estimates for Staye II nozzle re~lacement. The capital cost 
estimates for a new system include the costs of nozzles that are an 

essential component of that system. Thereafter, nozzle replacements 
4ualify as a part of normal maintenance and are incluaea in the cost 

of properly maintaininy the Stage II system. It is assumed that each 

nozzle would be re!Jlaced with a new nozzle every 2 years (same life

time as a standard nozzle). After an ~-year period has elafJSed 

(the estimated lifetime of the dispenser e4ui1-1ment), nozzles continue 
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to be consiaerea unaer maintenance costs ana are not treated as ca~i

tal costs in any future re~lacements. A~pendix B of the uraft Volume 

KIA discusses the revised costs ana assum~tions relatiny to Staye 11 

system equi~ment. 

Comment: Une commenter ~uestionea EPA's assumption that tne ~rice 

of yasoline will remain constant over the analysis ~eriod (until tne 

year 20~0). The commenter felt if the price of yasoline increases, as 

many forecasters ~redict, the cost effectiveness of Staye II will 

ap~ear more attractive (1-H-11~). 

Kesponse: Cost data for Staye II were obtained ana develo~ea on a 

~er-facility basis for each model ~lant size of each source cateyory 

in the yasoline marketiny network. These ~er-facility costs were 
then combined with data on the number of facilities requiriny control 

within each source cateyory and with ~rejections of yasoline consum~

tion, in order to determine nationwide costs for the ~erioa 19~7-2u,u. 

Unooara costs were aetennined usiny ~er-vehicle costs ana ~rojec-

tions on the number of new vehicle reyistrations for the period 1Y~7-

2u,u. The nationwide cost estimates for this time ~eMoa were not 

based on a ~rejection of an increase in the price of gasoline. In the 

analysis, all ~rices were treated uniformly, assuminy constant real 

prices. It is true that if the price of gasoline were considered to 

escalate at d rate yreater than inflation (i.e., the actual value was 

increasiny), the recovery credits associated with Staye II ana onboara 

woula increase, and thereby the cost effectiveness of both systems 

would appear more attractive. 

It· shou·l d also be pointed out that if yaso·l i ne prices decrease, as 
they did in 1Y85-~6, the recovery credits would decrease ana the cost 

effectiveness would ap~ear less attractive. Since all cost fluctuations 

cannot be ~redicted, especially over a time span as lony as that evalu
ated in this analysis, tile sim~lifyiny assumption was to assume a 

constant gasoline ~rice. 

Comment: Three commenters felt that recovery credits do not 

reduce the net cost of Staye II because the prevalent gasoline distri~ 

bution practice involves forciny the va~ors through ~taye I e4ui~ment 

bacK into truck transports and deliveriny them to a terminal for dis-
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!JOSa 1. The commenters concl udea the yaso 1 i ne marketer receives no 

economic benefit from the collected va~ors (I-H-1U2, I-H-1ue, 1-H-llY). 

Kesponse: As discussed in Chapter 7, recoverj credits are shown 

in the analysis for Stage II at serv~ce stations because va~ors ~i~ed 

to the underground storage tanks fran refueliny automobiles serve to 
~revent evaporation and subsequent loss of stored ~roduct. Thus, the 

value of the ~roduct not lost through eval-'oration is a!J~lied toward 
loweriny the net cost of installing and operatiny a Stage II system 

(Tables 7-12, 7-14, and 7-16 of the 1Y~ EPA evaluation re~ort). As 

~ointed out on ~age 7-2U of the evaluation re~ort, and indicated in 

Table 7-lU, no yasoline recovery cost credit for the service station 
owner is assumed to result from the Staye I system, since the displaced 

vapors in this case are 1-'i~Jed to the delivery truck tanK and do not 
influence the product supply controlled by the service station. 

3.b CUST EFFECTIVENESS Uf STAGE II 

Comment: Several commenters felt that Staye ll would have a 

considerably hi'::fher cost IJer unit of emission reduction than onboard 

( I-H-1, I-H-84, I-H-Y6, I-H-97, 1-H-lUY, I-H-122, I-H-123). One 

jJresented an analysis that included the coml-'any's own estimates of the 
cost effectiveness of four regulatory o~tions. The cownenter indicated 

that the cost effectiveness ot onboard controls, usin'::l the hiyher 
11 extra evaiJorative emissions .. factors, was estimated to be $o3U/tvly; 

Stage II in nonattainment areas (with 11 Creep 11 to additional areas) was 

estimated at $l,tiUU/My; and Stage II nationwide, with ana without 

exern~Jtions, was calculated to be $1,YUU/f~y ana $3,7UU/My, respectively 

( I-H-1U9). 
Another at: the commenters felt that EPA shoula· revise its cost 

effectiveness estimates, considering that nationwide Stage II would 

require nationwide Staye I and, thus, Staye I control cost effective

ness must also be considered (I-H-122). 
Response: The EPA has re-evaluatea the cost effectiveness of 

the reyulatory strateyies usiny revised values for !Jer-facility costs 

and emission factors. For Staye I I, a corniJonent-by-com!Jonent cost· 
analysis was conducted, basea on actual systems currently certified in 

California (see Draft Volume I, RIA). In the revised analysis, EPA's 
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calculations are based primarily on an assumed annual avera~e KVP of 

12.b (rather than 1U.O), which is more re~resentative of the current 

trend in gasoline volatility. However, EPA has also analJZed the 

effects of a range of in-use RVP levels, as low as ~ KVP in the summer, 

in liyht of the Ayency•s f.llans to f}ropose volatility ·limits. The 

assumed avera~e in-use KVP of gasoline, 12.6 (~rojected future averaye), 

caused an increase in some emission factors of as much as Su f}ercent 
(including the factor for excess eva~orative emissions) (see uraft 

Volume I, KIA). Increasiny ttte emission factors increases both the 
emission reductions achievable by the regulatory strategies and the 

amount of yasoline recovery credits achievable by al 1 control systems 
(thereby reduciny net annualized costs). The Uraft Volume I KIA contains 

a discussion of the revised nationwide cost analysis. 
Technically, Staye II controls operate inde~endently of Staye I 

controls, ana neither affects the emission reauctiun efficiency of the 
other. Therefore, nationwide Stage II does not re4uire nationwide 
Staye I. If Sta~e I were considered in conjunction with Staye II con

trols, the cost effectiveness of the combined strate~y would be better 

than for Staye II alone, since the cost effectiveness of Staye I is 

better than that of Stage II. 

Comment: One commenter pointed out that, while EPA had not drawn 

any firm conclusions in its analysis, the text of the evaluation re~ort 

appeared to suggest that onboard vapor recovery is the f.Jreferred alter

native. The commencer furtt1er stated that, on the other hand, the 

table on pa~e 1-2o indicates a better cost effectiveness for Stage II. 

The commente.r .fe-lt that this contradiction was not explained (1-H-n). 

KeS!JOnse: In both the text and tables, the evaluation ri!f.Jvrt SU!;j

~ests that the relative attractiveness of onboard and Staye II controls 

de~enas on a variety of a~sum~tions; i.e., on what particular o~tion is 

beiny considered. t::xernptions, discount rates, levels of ent"orcement, 

and in-use efficiency estimates influence cost effectiveness. However, 

cost effectiveness is only one of many factors invo·lved in makiny the 

decision. Uther· factors can include costs, emission reduction, risK . 

reduction, eneryy impacts, and equitable concerns. Results ana recommen

dations depend on these ana numerous other factors. The Ayency does 

not believe that the material f}resented in the evaluation re~ort re~resentea 
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a contradiction. The new analysis (described in the Volume I KIA) 

examines additional options, and many of the results in the oMgin~l 

analysis are SUiJerceded. 

3.b STAuE II ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

Comment: Several commenters pointed out the neyative economic 

consequences to be expected if facility exemptions from Stage II· 

re4uirements were granted. One commenter cited a heariny held in 

December 19H2, by the District of Columbia Council, at w~ich a number 

of yasoline marketers ~resented testimony concerning customer reactions 
to Sta~e II controls. The commenter ~resented four instances where 

station owners noticed a siynificant dro~ in monthly throuyhput after 

the installation of these controls (I-H-125). This commenter and three 

others (I-H-~2, I-H-1U2, I-H-137) felt that similar marketplace distortions 

(customer fliyht) can be expected if exem~tions from Stage II are 

allowed in other areas requiring Stage II. The first commenter said 
that allowing exemptions would, over time, undoubtedly increase the 
fraction of gasoline sold without refueling emission controls; conse4u
ently, no exemptions should be allowed because of their "anti-com~etitive" 

effects. 

Three commenters sugyested that Stage I I control requirements 

would create market distortions because larger retailers would have to 

carry the whole burden of protecting against air iJOllution, and miynt 
adopt otherwise inefficient marketing approaches to avoid control costs 

(I-D-~4, I-H-lUH, I-H-11~, I-H-12U). Une of the commenters said a 
larye retailer might attempt to split his operation into two smaller 

exempt ~tati6n~ ~ather than maintain a sinyle nonexemiJt station that 

operates more efficiently (I~U-~4, I-H-12U). The two other commenters .. 
felt that, to the extent that exemptions were yranted to smaller businesses, 

Stage II would place an unfair burden on high volume, self-service 

retailer~ by giving them alone the job of controlling air emissions 

(I-H-108, I-H-119}. 
Two commenters pointed out that smaller retailers just above 

an exemption cutoff would be at a competitive disadvantage because .of 

their greater per-unit control costs than the larger facilities. 

The commenters felt these facilities could face bankruptcies and unemployment 

(I-D-~4, 1-H-102, I-H-12U). 
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Une comrnenter stated that the majority of 11 maJOr 11 oi 1 company 

service station o~erators not eliyible for exemptions dre, in fact, 

small inde!Jendent businessmen who lease or rent the facility from ttlt~ 

oil com~any. The commenter felt, while the intent of the Clean Air Act 

may have been to exem~t 11 inde!Jendents, 11 the ~rOiJOSed Sta~e II exemptions 

would hurt many small inde!Jendent retail yasoline businesses, since 

they woula have to bear the increased o~eratin~ costs of Stage II and 

the jJrobable loss of business (I-H-12~). Another comnenter felt that a 
considerable segment of small ousiness gasoline marketers would be 

lost if no exem!)tions from Stage II based on size were ~ranted (I-H-lU~). 

KesjJonse: Under any control strategy where some facilities are 

controlled and others are not, there could be some flight of customers 

to uncontrolled facilities, if Stage II e4ui!Jment were consiaered 

more difficult to use. To what extent this occurred would de!Jend on 

the location of alternative facilities, the imiJOrtance of other services 

offered by various facilities, ana other factors. 
More flight mi~ht result from the choice of exem~tion o~tions based 

on facility size than on nonattainment strategies. Where entire !JOpula

tion areas must instal 1 Stage II controls, the distance to non-Stage II 
stations generally would be greater, and the as,ociated costs of makiny 

the trijJ to these facilities often would be hiyher, than wnere a Slllaller, 

exem!)ted faci"lity may be located on the next block. 

Under size exemjJtions, some increase in sales for non-Stage II 
retailers is to be expected; however, this increase would be limited. 

When exem!)ted stations gain sales, their tnrouytlputs increase. rr· 
throuyhputs·in~r~ase sufficiently, the stations could lose their 

exem~tions and be reyuired to install control~. 
The Agency ayrees that facilities receiving exemjJtions would not 

face tne cost buraen associated with Staye II control. fxem~tions are 

intended to !Jrotect smaller facilities whose ability to pay for con

trols may be restricted, and such exem~tions would often imjJrove the 

competitive iJOSition of smaller facilities with reS!JeCt to laryer, 
controlled facilities. The Agency further agrees ·that, unaer an exem~

tion scenario, those potentially experiencing the greatest economi~ 

impact would be retailers just above the size cutoff. The net ~nploy
ment effects of a regulatory strategy includiny exemjJtions are unknown. 
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As Af.l!Jendix E in the Oraft.Volume I, Kl ·.indicates, the IJOtential service 

station closure rate would be considerably smaller under the OIJtions 

includiny exemiJtions than under the no-exemi.Jtion Of)tions. Also, there 

are several factors that would influence a firm•s viability other than its 

business volume, such as location ana local corn!Jetition, sales of 

·other items, etc. Many smaller facilities with hiyher ~Jer-unit costs 

are optimal tor the smaller markets they serve, and would likely be 

able to pass through the control costs. 
The exernj.ltion levels used in the analysis were selected to reflect 

the re4uirements of the Clean Air Act and to allow a determination of 

tile effects of other jJOSsiole exemi.Jtion scenarios. ror exam1-1le, actual 

levels of exemj.Jtion from Staye II could be determined for a NESHAP 

during further regulatory analyses examining a number of S!Jecific 

levels of exemption. With a CTG, or if a State chose to be more stringent 

than a NcSHAP IJroyram, exemj.Jtion levels could be prescribed by individual 

States for implementation in their own jurisdictions. These S~Jecific 

levels cannot be IJredicted witll certainty. Whatever their eventual 
levels may De, the IJUrpose of the exemj.ltions would not be to hurt, but to 

1-1rovide relief to, faci 1 it i es faci ny. significant economic buraen due to 

control costs. 

Comment: Numerous commenters objc:ted to Staye I I controls on the 

grounds that the costs would De I.JrohiDitive and would !Jlace a yreat 
financial strain on service station owners/O!Jerators. Several claimed 

that these costs would j.lrobably force them to halt yasoline O!Jerations 

or shut down their facility(ies). Many commenters ~JOinted out the 

IJdrticular_burden that would be imiJOSed on small inde~Jendent dealers 

(1-U-bb~ I-H-1, 1-H-1A1 to l-H-1A32, l-H-4, 1-H-B, l-H-11 to I-H-17, 

l-H-1~, l-H-2U, l-H-2b, l-H-26~ l-H-2~ to 1-H-32, l-H-34 to I-H-4U, 

I-H-44 to l-H-S2, l-H-S4 to 1-H-bb, 1-H-b~, 1-H-61 to 1-H-64, 1-H-bb to 

1-H-71, l-H-75 to 1-H-81, .1-H-84 to I-H-8~, 1-H-137, l-H-138). 

Three of the commenters felt that under Stage II re4ui rements 

they would stop develo!Jiny new stations and/or exj.landiny and Uj.lgradin~ 

their existing facilities (1-H-1AB, l-H-1A17, 1-H-44). Four of them 

stated that the 'cost of Stage II systems would have a serious finan- · 

cial imiJact in light of the expenses already being incurred to com!JlY 

with other government regulations (l-H-1A3, l-H-1A8, I-H-3U, 1-H-:H). 

Another commenter from tile Uistrict of Columbia said he is forced to 
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man his self-servict::! OiJerations (at additional ex!)ense) in order to 

~revent customer abuse of Staya II equi~ment (I-H-lH). 

f<esponse: For some retailers, tne costs associated with !:>ta~:~e II 

control will be ~rohibitive. The financial strain (a reflection of limited 

~rofit f)Otential) could lead to cess·ation of yasoline Of.lerations for some 

retailers and station closure for others. However, not all stations in any 

yiven size class will tail. While there is ~otentially a yreater buraen 

im~osed on small businesses, an examination of financial ratios for 

various size classes of yasoline marketiny firms indicates that many 
smal 1 firms are at least as financially sound as their larger counterparts 

(A~~endix E in Volume I, KIA discusses station closures in more detail). 
Recently, the vehicle manufacturiny and yasoline marketing indus

tries have been subject to economic fluctuations, ana reauced f.lrofit

ability has been evident within each. Moreover, each industry is 

already incurriny reyulatory costs. Consideriny this variability and 

the relatively modest economic impacts, there is no reason to delay 

further reyulation until markets stabilize, esiJecially in view of tne 
extent of the ozone ~roblem and the ~otential for hazardous ex~osure. 

There may be some IJroblems with consumer abuse of equi~ment, but this 
would occur f.lrimarily duriny the transition period from familiar equip

ment to Staye II devices. 

Comment: Two commenters believed any action oy ~PA that resulted 

in Staye II controls would result in the cost of recoveriny refueliny 

emissions beiny borne by the yasoline marKeter. The commenters t'elt 

these costs would be im~osed on entities that are not the source of the 

emissions, since refueliny vapors are emitted from the vehicle, not ttle 

retail outlet .(I.-H-lUH, 1-H-11~). 

Res!Jonse: -The Ayency considers O\'mers and O!Jerators liable for 
the control of significant pollutant emissions arisiny from the o~era

tions carried out at their facilities. These operations occasionally 
involve equipment owned by other ~arties and not a permanent part 

of the facility. (A direct f.larallel can be drawn between the service 

station refueliny operation ana the loadiny of for-hire tanK trucks 

at a bulk terminal. Uirect responsibility for controlliny emissions 

rests with the terminal owner or operator.) 
With Staye II systems, it is true that service station owners 

generally bear the entire burden of purchasing, installing, ana maintain-



in~ emission control e4ui1-1ment. However, these costs woula typically De 

recoverable by 1-1assin~ them through to the cust~ner in the form of 

small (less than one cent 1-1er !:Jallon) gasoline 1-1rice increases or 

increases in other ~rices at the facility. Thus, control costs would 

·be ultimately borne by the consumers iJatronizin!:l controlled facilities. 

Comment: une commenter stated that tPA was not thorou~h in 

assessiny the costs associated with the im!Jlementation of a Staye II 

regulatory strateyy. The commenter felt there are other costs besides 

the direct costs normally associated with Staye II that were not considered. 

The commenter indicated that these costs include: (1) a loss of Federctl 

tax revenues for each gallon of gasoline not consumed due to increased 

gasoline ~Jrices (estimated as $47 mil lion/yr, NPV of $4o3 mil lion), and 

(2) a decline in. crude sales as gasoline demand declines with accompanyinw 

losses in tax revenues, jobs, and income. This commenter felt that EPA 

should consider the costs associated with an increase in the concentration 

of lar~e ~asoline outlets as either small- or meaium-size firms leave 
the market as a result of Stage II (I-H-1U2). 

Response: The reduct ion in wovernment tax revenue cited by the 

commenter represents a yain in revenue to the ~rivate sector. These 

funds are not lost, but are shifted within the economy. 
The loss of crude sales to the gasoline marketing sector is 

accounted for in the loss of yasoline sales. The value of yasoline 

sales lost is com~rised of the value of the crude product f.Jlus the 
value added by each staye of tt1e (Jroauction and marketiny (.!rocesses. 
Moreover, the crude oil no longer. consumed in this market has other uses 

and other markets, so that jobs ana income will not necessarily be lost. 

Increased market Si.are for larwe stations does not necessarily 

mean increased industry concentration, whiCh de!Jenas on the number of· 
firms in the industry and .their share of the market. The gasoline 

marketin~ industry includes numerous firms of varyin~ sizes, ana most 

would be able to remain in business, including many in each size class. 

No substantial increase in industry concentration is anticipated to 

occur as a result of the implementation of Stawe II re4uirements. 

Comment: une commenter felt that, due to the lower flow rate of 

Staye II nozzles, the labor costs to O!Jerate full service islands 

would increase if Staye II were required (I-H-1~~). 
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Kes~onse: Accorainy to the American Petroleum Institu~e (I-u-3~), 

flow rates throuyh current uncontrolled dis~ensiny nozzles vary widely, 

de~endiny on the numbef of dis~ensers drawiny simultaneously from the 

same submersible iJUmfJ, 1-1roblems with nuisance shutoH, whether full 

service or self-serve, and so forth. f{ates throuyh these nozzles 

vary from ap~roximately b.5 to U g~m. In Stage II balance systems in 

California, flo~ rates throuyh second-generation systems are ~ to H yiJm, 

while the newly certified systems allow lU ypm. From these fiyures, 

there a~~ears to be no significant difference between flow rates frwn 

conventional and Stage II nozzles. Thus, there should not be any 

noticeable difference in the refueling times at uncontrolled and con

trolled facilities. 

Comment: f1any service station owners and OJJerators tJOi nted out 

that they OfJerate with low ~rofit margins and stiff competition, and 

several stated that the cost of Staye II would ultimately be ~assed on 

to consumers (I-H-1, 1-H-lAl, I-H-1A3 to 1-H-lA~, I-H-lAH, 1-H-lAY, 

I-H-1A13, I-H-1A17, I-H-lAlY to I-H-lALl, I-H-1AL6, I-H-1A~7, 1-H-lALY, 
l-H-1A3U, I-H-13 to 1-H-16, l-H-3U, l-H-36, l-H-64, I-H-66, l-H-:6Y, 

I-H-71, l-H-7t>, I-H-7b, I-H-77, 1-H-7~, I-H-H4, 1-H-~6, 1-H-~~. 1-H-8Y, 

1-H-lU~, I-H-lu8). Several commenters indicated that Sta\:le II costs 
wou 1 d not be rt:::ove rab le in the ·current marKet economy, ana that they 

miyht be driven out of business. Three commenters indicated that even 
if ca~ital were availaole, a facility would have to ~-'ass the cost of 

Staye II on to the consumer or fail economically; however, in the 

current market, intense comJJetition would not fJennit the JJassiny on of 

Stage II costs (1-U-67, I-H-lU~, I-H-lU~, I-H-llY). Five commenters 
stated that they- could not fJass on Staye 11 costs without losiny marKet 

share (1-H-lA~~. I-H-1A24, I-H-14, I-H-46, I-H-49); this is es~ecially 

true for i ndetJendent o~erators ( I-H-S4, I-H-~Y). Another commenter 

emtJhasized that the comJJetitiveness in the gasoline market leaves 

little tJrofit for indeJJendents. The commenter felt the irnJJOSition ot 

Staye II control, at a time when margins are low and when marketers are 

being reyuired to re~lace underyround tanks because of State reyulations, 

could well cause an unfJrecedented number of bankrufJtcies for indeJJ~ndent 

marketers ( I-H-64). Utile r commenters added that the automobile industry 

has been able to pass on· most cost increases that were necessary to 

enable them to do business (I-H-34, I-H-38). Another of the commenters 



said tllat his comiJany had no after-tax 1-1rofits for the 1-1ast 3 years 
laryely as a result of ex~enditures for Staye I installation, exiJenditures 
to adJUSt meters to diSIJlay t·un J-lrice, ana automobile fleet milea~e 

standards, which have decreased yasoline consumiJtion (I-H-lA~). 

Kesponse: It should be noted tnat commenters (oi 1 com1-1anies and 

oil traae associations) disayree as to whether they can ~ass Staye II 
costs on to consumers in the form of hiyher t)rices. In the lony run, 
these costs must be recovered from the consumer. If they are not 
recovered initiall,t, some facilities will close, ana closures will 
place upward IJressure on gasoline 1-1rices and yenerate cost recovery. 
Predicted ~rice increases for yasoline reflect the transfer uf Staye II 

costs to the consumer. 
A close examination of these comments indicates that the commenters 

are ex~ressiny control costs as current ex~enses ana com1Jariny them 
onlJ to internal sources of funas. The Ayency believes it is inaiJIJro-
1-lriate to assess costs only as current ex1Jenses. Annualization of 
costs and amortization of el..luif.Jment in terms of NPV must be considered. 
Furthermore, it is not sufficien~ to _compare costs only to internally 
~eneratea funds; external financiny must also be considered. Many 
variables affect ca~Jital availability and these factors vary from firm 
to firm. 

~valuatiny the effect of controls on a J-larticular firm is com~Jli
cated by the numerous factors involved in determining investment recovery, 
incluainy terms of loans, total sales, yasoline throuyhput, existiny aeots, 
and methods of financing. For this reason, generalizations based on· a 
firm's ownersh_iiJ_ status are unreliable. While some facilities woula be 
likely to close, many others of corresponding volume would remain o~en. 

A number of yasoline marketiny firms have ex1-1erienced reduced 
1-1rofitabilit.t in recent years. While existiny environmental ana other 
control exf)enditures miyht t1ave contributed to pressure on marketiny 
profits, they have not been solel.t responsible and many enter1-1rises 

continue to be IJrofitable des~ite this IJressure. 

Comment: ::>everal commenters asserted that neyative economic 
effects would result from service station closures. The commenters 
stated tt1ese effects include: (1) a reduction in erniJlOyment (I-H-1A2, 
1-H-1A7, 1-H-lA~, 1-H-11-\l!), I-H-2!l, 1-H-~1), (2) an end to "Mom and 



f-'OIJ 11 O!Jerations (I-H39), (3) a ·reauction in automobile maintenance 

service availability (I-H-lA~), {4) a reauction in fuel availabilit.Y 

that would hurt local/ State economies (I-H-29), ana (o) hi\:lner consumer 

~rices resultiny from a loss of com!Jetition in the market!Jlace as smal 1 

indeJJendents are forct!d to shut down (I-H-1A3·, 1-H-1A4, 1-H-lM, I-H-lY, 

I-H-40, 1-H-44, I-H-o4, 1-H-79). Another commenter felt that Staye I 1 

would have a catastro!Jhic effect on the financial abilit.Y of Maine 

JJetroleum marketers to remain in business, eS!Jecially since they are 

currently worKiny on a !Jroyram to monitor, re!Jlace, and/or install 

underyround storaye tanks. The commenter felt closures would reduce 

fuel availability, adversely affectiny commerce ana industry, 1-1articularly 

the very im!Jortant Maine tourist trade (I-H-29). 

Res!Jonse: The tPA ayrees that there can be neyative economic 
effects stemmin~ from JJOtential closures of service stations subject to 

a Staye II re4uirement. A much more extensive economic analysis woula 

be needed to fully characterize these effects; nevertheless, some yeneral 
responses can be made to the comments. The net em!JlO.Yment effects of 
any of the reyulatory strategies are unknown. Production and installation 

of control e4ui1Jment creates jobs, while closure of stations eliminates 

jobs. The extent to which these effects offset each other is not estimated 

in the analysis. 
11 Mom ana PO!J 11 establishments are smaller facilities with hi\:lher 

JJer-unit 1-1roduction and control costs. However, because they are 
small, they are the facilities most likely to be exemJJted from control 

re4uirements under small facility exemJJtions. Thus, not all such 

O!Jerati?ns wou_ld_ be exiJected to close. 

Automobile maintenance is not necessarily tied to gasoline 
.. marketing. If a maintenance establishment is !Jrofitable, it is liKely 

to remain OJJen as a maintenance establishment reyardless ot gasoline 
sales; if not, the O!Jeration miyht close reyardless of ~asoline sales. 

Fuel availability should not be affected by control strategies. 
While there may be an imJJaCt on the number of locations of dvailable 

fuel, this number will chanye even in the absence of additional control. 
In the 1 ony run, throuyhJJUt ~i 11 be as hi yh as demand for yaso 1 i ne ·at 

the market ~-'rice re4uires it to be. It is unlikely that availability 
in an entire·reyion, State, or city would be affected. 
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Com1-1etition in the market1-1lace is ex1-1ected to be 1-1reserved. The 

emeryence of the convenience store that sel Is yasoline and the contin

uiny survival at" many small faci"lities should yuarantee prolonyed 

com1-1etition. An overall decline in the number or· facilities is not 

sufficient to yenerate marKet iJOWer amony the numerous yasoline retailers 

remaininy in operation. 

Comment: Two commenters noted that facility operators woula be 

forced to borrow money to pay for Staye II controls and that banks and 

other lendiny institutions are reluctant to loan money for non-income-

1-'roduciny equi1-1ment (I-H-103, I-H-119). Two commenters stated that 

ca1-1ital is yenerally not available for non~Jroauctive investments and, 

therefore, it would be difficult for many small firms to obtain loans 

to finance Staye II (1-H-1~, I-H-H1). Une commenter ~uotea a recent 
survey of 3~ New Jersey jobbers which disclosed that the im~Jlementation 

of Staye II woula involve an initial exiJenditure or· $~,7l~,uuu (based 

on an API cost survey of oil com1-1anies ana data SU!Jplied by e4ui1-1ment 

manufacturers). The cementer statea that many small JObbers ao not 
internally yenerate sufficient funds to cover this ex1-1enditure, nor can 

tney obtain loans since such a·n ex!Jeriditure does not contribute to the 

iJroductivity or profitability of the outlet (I-H-4U). 

Res1-1onse: Various marketiny firms will finance Staye II controls 

with different combinations of internally and externally yenerated funds. 

Uver time, marKet forces will push UiJ yasoline 1-1rices, yeneratiny 
internal funds. However, some firms will re4uire some initial external 

t"inanciny. Althouyh in certain circumstances availability of aae4ua~e 
financing may be a constraint, it should not be a major barrier to stable 

firms. · Control-e4ui1-1ment re1-1resents a 1-1roductive investment in ~ne 
sense that the lack of it would result in closure of the facility, and 

so it is income-1-1roduciny. Profitable businesses are able to obtain 
outside financiny for im1-1~ovements to their ca1-1ital since they are able 

to re1-1ay loans. Lending institutions should be ca~Jable of perceiviny this. 

Comment: Une commenter stated that the Clean Air Act favors an 

e4uitable distribution of the burdens and costs of im1-1roviny air 
4uality. The commenter felt that, since a marketer usiny Staye II 
would not benefit from recovered va1-1ors, Staye II will not r~roviae an 

equitable distribution of the costs; onboard will more successfully 

achieve this yoal (1-H-lU~). 
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Kesponse: As discusseo in d response in Cha~ter 7, the ~asoline 

vapors recovered in a Staye II control system reduce or eliminate 

eva~oration in underyround storaye tanks, and the subseyuent loss or 

~roduct that occurs through tank venting. The yasoline not lost 

throuyh evaporation and vent i ny can ce rt ai n·ly be cons ide red a benefit 

of Staye II to a marketer. 

The Ayency ayrees that onboard would ~rovide an e4uitable distri

bution of control costs, by placiny the actual purchase and maintenance 
of controls in the nands of consumers. This would be accompli shed when 

a new vehicle was purchased at a sliyhtly higher price than it would 

have been without controls. Costs of Staye II controls would be similarly 
distributed, however, if a marketer passed throuyh control costs in the 
form of hiyher gasoline prices. Then, unaer either strategy, the con

sumer would in the end absorb the costs. The equitability of cost dis
tribution to the providers of the emission controls (auto manufacturers 

or service station owners) is less clear. 

"3.7 STAG!:: II MAINTI:NANCt: 

Comment: Several commenters stated that the cost of Staye ·I I 
maintenance is prohibitive and it is often costly and dirficult to 

detect aet"ective etjui~ment (I-H-1, I-H-1A4, I-H-lAl::S, l-H-1A14, 

I-H-1A1~, I-H-1A~~' 1-H-4, 1-H-8, 1-H-11, 1-H-14, 1-H-19, 1-H-31, 

1-H-:::>~, I-H-b4). Two other commenters citea exl-'erience in CalHornia 

to support this claim (I-H-b9, I-H-7~). One commenter from the Dis
trict of Columbia said that the rubber boots on nozzles underyo 

excessive wear by customers, the climate, and gasoline, and can 11 crack, 

tear ana ri!J. 11 The commenter indicated that gasoline causes wear to 
many interna·l ·~a-rts made of rubber or !Jlastic, and some of these plastic 

~arts are prone to breakaye due to customer abuse. This commenter 

stated that the 11 iJermanent 11 band on tne nozzle comes a(.lart and causes 

recirculation of fuel (1-H-1~). Another commenter claimed that tne 

vacuum assist system is more complex than a balance system and is 

therefore more often subject to mechanical failure (I-H-~4). 

KeS(.Ionse: The tPA has included estimates of maintenance costs for 

systems such as those currently beiny installed in washinyton, u.c~ and 

California in the revised cost analysis. These estimates were based on 

discussions with equipment manufacturers and vendor exiJerience in 

existiny Staye II areas. The estimates include a weighted averaye of 
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a~~ro~riate maintenance costs for all the available ty~es of systems. 

The vacuum assist system, beiny more com~lex with the additional burner 

and vacuum f)Um!J equi!Jment, may re4uire additional maintenance for these 
items. However, these systems are yenerally easier for the consumer to 

use and they are beiny used successful IJ in ~alifornia. 

The EPA is aware that Staye II e4uipment does require maintenance 

and perioaic reJ)lacement. The eyuipment defects referred to by the 

commenters were taken into account not only in the estimate of mainte

nance costs, but also in estimatiny the actual in-use efficiency ot 

Staye II e4uipment. In its l9tl3 reJJort to the State Leyislature (I-F-7tl), 

the California Air Resources ~oard IJOi nted out ttl at many of these eyui ~
ment defects were caused by shari-' objects around the vicinity of the fill

)Ji)Je, abuse, normal wear, imprO!Jer system maintenance,.and im)JrOIJer system 
installation. The t:AK~ has been workiny with e4ui1->ment manufacturers 

based on these findinys to develoiJ more durable ana re-liable comiJOnents 
that will allow a more moderate, acceptable level of maintenance. 

Comment: Three commenters believe that facility O!Jerators rnaKiny 
a yood faith effort to com!JlY with ~taye II reyulations would De facea 

with larye and continuous maintenance costs on Staye II e4ui~ment that 

can easily be rendered ineffective, thereby exJ)osing them to liability 

for violatiny the reyulations (I-H-102, I-H-1U8, 1-H-llY). 
Kesponse: As stated in the previous reS!JOnse, manufacturers claim 

that im~rovements beiny made in the durability of system com1-1onents 
should reduce the amount of maintenance required by facility operators, 

in areas where Staye II may be im!Jlementea. In California, minor 
maintenance failures or defects found by an insiJector are tayyed 11 0Ut 

of servjce. 11
• Jhe station operator is yiven 7 aays to make ttle necessary 

repairs. S!Jecific major defects (bellows missiny, major tears, etc.) or 

continued failures with no effort at maintenance may be consiaerea a 

violation of the reyulati~ns. 

As with any equi~ment where the untrained yeneral IJUblic has access 
(such as the reyular self-service equipment now in routine use around 

the country}, a reyular maintenance f)royrarn is esJ)ecially necessary. 

Such a maintenance program should !Jrovide for the re~air or replacement. 

of Staye II com~onents before major violations occur. The costs 

reflected in the analysis are 11 averaye 11 costs and could vary siynifi

cantly from one location to another. 



3.~ ENrUKCEMENT uF STAl:.i£ II t<EtJUIKEf~ENTS 

Comment: Une commenter stated that it is easier to ensure ~ro~er 

functioniny of Staye II systems in use than it is for onboard SJStems 

because it is easier to ins~ect 2UU,UUU yasoline stations than 1UU 

million motor vehicles (I-H-1UU). 

t<es~onse: The EPA ayrees that, in terms of numbers, the ins~ec

tion of service stations would a~pear to require less effort than the 

ins~ection of every automobile. However, each vehicle will not 

necessarily need ins~ection. The EPA certification ~royram for new 

vehicles ~oes a lony way to ensure that vehicles and systems f)roduced 
under a certificate function firoperly fur the vehicles• useful lives. 

Moreover, tnere are remedies under the Act (warranty and recall) that are 

intended to correct those situations where a defect may exist, even 

witllout ins~ectiny every vehicle. In aadition, there are many ~ollution

related inspections re4uired on current new vehicles ana it is antici

IJated that ins~ection of onboard systems could be incoq.loratea into the 
existing vehicle inspection f)royram at no additional cost. Similarly, 

onboara SjStems in use woula reyuire little or no maintenance, 

and the effects of tam~eri ny caul d be determined wi tni n the exist i ny 

vehicle enforcement proyram. 

Comment: Several commenters felt that viyorous enforcement would 

be needed to maintain the hiyh effectiveness of Staye II systems (1-U-~4. 

1-lJ-o~, 1-U-~7, l-U-6tl, 1-H-3!:>, I-H-~U, l-H-6~, 1-H-76, I-H-1U~, I-H-11!>, 

1-H-124). Une of them felt that the required enforcement level has 
been demonstrated in California and should be readily attainable in 

other a~eas ~f the country if ~PA works with the States and the public 

to emphasize tne ~ublic health issue (I-H-11~). Another commenter 
thouyht that effective enforcement on a nationwide basis would be very 

difficult ana, without larye government involvement, may be im~ossible 

(I-H-122). Several others believed Staye II would reyuire a reyulatory 

ayency of tremendous size to ~alice the continual ~roblems of tllese 

systems (1-H-1, l-H-1A4, l-H-1A14, I-H-4, 1-H-37, 1-H-~4). Une 

cummenter felt that ~PA 1 s in-use effectiveness estimate of ~6 !Jercent 

for the balance system is reasonable only if strict enforcement is 

em~loyed; another stated that at least annual inspections woula be 

required (I-H-1UY, 1-H-118). 
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A number of commenters also referred to the anticif)atea high costs 

of enforciny comf)liance (1-H-4, 1-H-46, 1-H-~U, 1-H-84, 1-H-~7). Two 
commenters mentioned that the added certification ana inSIJeCtion t·ees 

required for a Staye I I system can be costly. Une commenter referred 

to the l~CG API stuay indicating that ~Jermit fees could averaye $'~~ 

·for a 3-hose outlet and $1,2Ul for an 1~-hose outlet, and the cost to 

IJerform an annual inS~Jection would De about $13U (I-H-~4, I-H-~7). 

Another commenter favored permit fees or JJenalty fines as a method to 

make a Staye I I ent·orcement fJroyram se I f-SUIJIJOrt i ny. The commenter 

noted that EPA had advocated JJermit fees in the fJdSt in response to 

re4uirements under Section llU of the Clean Air Act (I-H-21). 

~esponse: Ex~Jerience in California with its Stage II IJroyram has 
indicated that an in-use efficiency of tlo percent can be maintained 

throuyh a relatively vigorous enforcement effort. This level is beiny 
considered as the u~per end of the in-use efficiency range, 0r best 

that can reasonaDly be expected, in the Ayency•s revised cost/benefit 

analysis of the regulatory strategies. Thus, an assumed in-use 
efficiency of ~6 percent reflects the annual ins~Jection enforcement 

scenario. Annual insf)ections of _service stations woula be relativelJ 

costly but not irnfJOSsible. 
Enforcement costs contribute to social costs because they repre

sent real resource use. A system of 11ermit fees and ~Jenalty fines 
s hitts the burden of payi ny for the enforcement 1-1royram from tt1e IJUD 1 i c. 

sector to the private sector. The cost itself is not removed. There
t-ore, it is necessary to consider the costs of enforcement in comf.lariny 

regulatory strateyies. ~nforcement costs were estimated for each reyu

latory ~trat_ey_y~na have been included in the final cost estimates used 

to compare the strategies. These costs are aescrioea in more detail 

in the Volume I ~IA. 

The fee structure for certifying ana insiJectiny systems has not 

been estaDlishea. Undoubtedly, each jurisdiction would set fees based 

on its own budget needs ana the costs of aaministeMny the 11ruyrrun. 

These added costs would not be ex!Jected to be a major portion of the 

total costs of purchasing, installiny, ana maintaining a Staye II 

system. 
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Comment: Une commenter teit I:::PA•s analysis should have considered 

the 4uarterly ins~ection scenario because this level of enforcement 

increases the actual Staye II efficiency by 4 ~ercent (l-H-1~7). Two 

other commenters thouyht that the zero-enforcement o~tion should not be 

considered oy t::PA as a serious OIJtion because under this stratey.Y most 

of the total control costs would be incurred, while the amount of 

CaJJtUred VUC 1 S would be drastically reduced {1-H-lUtl, 1-H-llY). 

Kes~onse: Likely cost and emission reduction imJJacts for Stage 11 

were determined basea on actual o~eratiny systems in California and 

Washington, D.C. Uue to the very different levels of enforcement effort 

that exist in these two areas, these two !Jroyrams were consiaerea to 

re~resent reasonable U~J.ler and lower limits on the enforcement levels 

that could De ex~ected in future (Jroyrams. In California, where at 

least annual inspections of Stage II installations are conducted, rather 

hiyh in-use control eft.iciencies averagin~ tlb percent are observed. 

In Washinyton, D.C., on the other hand, much lower in-use efficiencies 
of about 6~ percent are observed. While the proyram in Washinyton, 
D.C., does not re(Jresent a total lack of enforcement, EPA has termed it 
11 minimal enforcement ... Thus, any Sta\:le II 1-1ro~ram instituted in the 
future would be likely to operate at least as efficiently as that 1n 

Washington, u.c., and (Jrobably no better than the one in California. 

The Agency f.Jrefers to see the most efficient control (Jroyrams IJOSSible, 

but most enforcement activities de~ena on the ca~aoilities and interest 

of State or local authorities. 

Comment: Two commenters thouyht that Staye II would require an 

unending serie-s of subsequent rules and reyulations to cover methods of 
hand)iny consumer complaints, develo(Jment of operatiny instructions 

ana certification f.Jrocedures, re4uirements for inspection re~orts, etc. 

The commenters referred to the extensive rulemaKiny addendums that 

exist in California (1-H-1, l-H-tl4). 
Kes~onse: The extensive rulemaKing referred to in California, 

where Stage II systems have oeen develo~ea ana refined, indeed re(Jre

sents a siynificant ~uantity of material. This material has evolved 

over several years. Areas becoming subJect to Stage II re4uirements in 

the future would not likely re4uire such extensive develo~mental 

material. First, tne worK f.Jert·ormea in Calit"ornia (ana in washington, 
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u.c. ana St. Louis, Missouri) could be arawn u~on in forminy new ~royrams. 

Second, cPA would ~rovide yuiaance that would also make extensive 

rulemaKing unnecessary. 

Comment: Une commenter asserted that ~oar consumer acce~tance 

would lead dealers to be lax in maintaining Staye II equi~ment, makiny 

enforcement difficult. The commenter also believed that station size 

exem~tions would cause regulated dealers to feel unfairly treated and 

that the maintenance of e4ui~ment, therefore, would not carry any 
11 mora l i m~erat i ve 11 

( I-H-l~U). Another commente r stated that enforce-
ment would be easy to accomplish because the vacuum assist Staye 11 

system manufactured by his company would ~ay for the initial investment, 

maintenance, and re~air of the system throu~h the ~aso1ine recovered 

(U.3 percent of throughput) (I-H-l~Y). 

Response: Exem~tiny facilities based on the volume of their gaso

line business is considered aesirable because the cost of controls can 

re~resent a larS!e proportion of a station's ..,rot.its, es!Jecially for 
smaller stations. Certain exemption options have been analyzed in 

res~onse to requirements in Section 324, which a!Jplies to ~ossible 

Federal regulation. The selection of cutoff levels for State-adopted 
re4uirements would rest with the States. The Ayency belic.1es tnat the 

principle of regulatory exem~tions is fair and should be a!Jplied when 

it is dictated by an analysis of the ~otential im~acts. 

It is not clear how consumer acce!Jtance would affect the level of 

maintenance of Stage II. It seems likely that a consistent level of 

maintenance, whether hiyh or low, would be ~racticed throughout an 
entire facil.it.y •. The ·costs to enforce Staye II re4uirements have been 

considered in the strategies analysis. While the Ayency pr"efers that 

an OJ.Jerator maintain his control e4uipment voluntarily, enforcement 

~royrams ~rovide an incent.ive to operators to kee~ systems in ~rOJ.Jer 

operating condition. 

Comment: Une cornmenter felt that C:PA's analytical a~proach aid 
not fully capture the subtleties of the enforcement costs is~ue. The 

commenter remarked that government budyeting is not an entirely rationa·i 
~recess, in that resources are not always commensurate with an agency's 

responsibilities or ~ublic ex~ectations, ana that C:PA must consider 

likely future enforcement resources and possible alternative uses for 
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those resources. The commenter· further remarked that if other levels 

of ~overnment are bein~ relied upon, tPA must consider whether the 

iJOlitical will exists to allocate resources for the IJarticular iJUriJOSe 

for the time period required (I-H-12U). 

Kesponse: The A~ency r~co~nizes the IJOlitical factors involved in 

the allocation of scarce government resources. Because of the uncertainty 

of the res!Jonse from area to area, EPA's analytical ap!Jroach does not 

attempt to consider such political ramifications. However, these 

factors and related issues not covered in the analysis were considerea by 

the A~ninistrator as the regulation was developed for !Jroposal. 

Comrrent: Une commenter stated that, unfortunately for the tax

!Jayers, a si~nificant f)roportion of the inevitably hiyher !JUrniJ price of 
gasoline attributable to the cost of installin~ Sta~e II va!Jor recovery 

controls will be wasted unless those ·same tax!Jayers also !Jay additional 

taxes to finance the cost of a Staye I I i ns!JeCt ion !Jro~ram ( 1-H-~4). 

KesjJonse: The Ayency's cost analysis for a Staye II control jJroyram 
included the costs associated with enforcement inSiJections needed to 

maintain a reasonable control effectiveness of the Staye II equi!Jrnent. 

The cost for the Staye II ~ro~ram is reflected in the estimated 

yasoline !Jrice increase, and so ~o additi6nal tax(s or costs beyond 

those considered in the analysis are antiCiiJated for this pur~ose. 

Comrrent: Une commenter noted that, cons ide ri ny current State 

resource constraints, it is unlikely that their State ayency would be 

able to commit the level of enforcement resources necessary to maintain 
a hiyhly effective Stage II va!Jor recovery control pro~ram (I-H-92). 

Two· comm.en.te.rs, from two control jurisdictions in California, 

discussed their experience in the enforcement of local Stage II re~ula

tions. Une of these commenters indicated that the record and ex!Jeriences 
for the South Coast Air Quality Management Uistrict, California, indicate 

tt1at theirs is a very eft.ective !Jrogram. The commenter indicated that 
fourteen positions are budgeted, allowing maintenance ins!Jections at 

least twice a year. The commenter stated that each facility that 

receives fre4uent notices of violating e4uipment is placed on a 

special ins!Jection !Jrogram. ·The commenter further stated the IJUblic is 
encouraged to !Jrovide the Uistrict, over toll-free numbers, information 
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aoout maintenance or misfueliny ~roblems they have encountered. The 

commenter noted that the Uistrict dlso uses the assistdnce of the 

Ue~artment ot· Wei':Jhts and r~easures in cases such as meter ·leaks or 

malfunctions (1-H-~~). 

The other cornrnenter ~oi nted out that, aue to si'dnificant imt-~rove

ments in e4uipment reliability, San Uieyo does only one installation 

instJeCtion instead of the two mentioned in the re~ort (unless a tJroblem 

is encountered}, enforcement inspections have been reduced from four to 

three t-~er year for stations that sell to the tJUblic, and tJrivate Staye 

II facflities have been reduced to one ins~Jection tJer year. The 

cummenter noted that the most effective as~ect of San Uie~o·s proyram 
has been the initial installation test requirements measuring pressure 

decay, va~or flow resistance, and li4uid blockaye; these tests were the 

~rimary reason a State survey found that San Uieyo had far fewer custo

mer and dealer com1-1laints than other aistricts. The commenter a'lso 

f.'Ointed out that the hiyh-hany hose loot-~ requirement, which keet-~s 

li4uia from accumulatiny in the vatJOr return hoses in balance systems 

and causiny tJremature nozzle shutoff, was a contributing factor to the 

low number of com~laints in San Dieyo (I-H-YU). 
Response: The California experience clearly indicates that budyet 

t-~roblems can be addressed and overcome. However, it is e4ually clear 

that the will to do so ~ight vary from State to State. Such factors 

were considered by the Administrator in ~ro~osiny the reyulation. 

3.Y SCUPc/CUVcKAGE UF STAGE 11 Kc~UIREMcNTS 

Comment: Une commenter suyyested that Federal act ion be taken to 
make it'mand·atorY that controls be placed on all filling station ~UmtJS 

(I-H-6). 

Kesponse: Fran a nationwide 1-lerst-~ective, the Ayency woula not 

require controls on all service stations since it is required to obey 

the limitations set forth in Section 324(a) of the Clean Air Act. This 

section of the Act states that any EPA regulations ap~licable to vapor. 
recovery from fueling of motor vehicles at retail out lets wil I not 

atJply to an outlet owned by an indet.~endent small business marketer of· 
yasoline and having monthly sales of less than 5U,UUU gallons. In 
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addition, the reyulatory Of)tion·s that .included exem!)tions for small 

service stations were considered because of tne smaller emissions 

contribution from these stations and because the economic im~JaCts on 

such stations could De excessively severe. However, States actiny 

indef)endently on localized situations ar~ free to adof)t lower (or no) 

exemf)t ions. 

Conunent: A number of commenters felt that Staye II controls may 

represent a vi ab 1 e means of reduci ny hydrocarbon erni ss ions in order to 

attain regional ozone taryet levels in nonattainment areas (I-U-o~, I-H-99, 

1-H-lUl, 1-H-1~8). Two of the commenters stated that such controls 

should be required only if the Agency can demonstrate that they are a 

cost-effective means of achieving those ozone taryets (I-U-~~' I-H-9~). 

Response: As discussed in the f.lreamble to the accom~anyiny 

~ro~osal, EPA believes that onboard control is the most apf.lrOf.lriate 

lony-term solution to the vehicle refueliny !Jroblem. l"loreover, altnouyn 

Staye II controls could theoretically realize earlier emission reductions, 

tne uncertainty associated with rapid im~le111entation in many areas at 

the same time, coupled with the duplication in costs involved and 

other factors, weiyh ayainst the Agency's re4uiriny Staye II (in addition 

to onboard) as an interim measure. However, where a State considers 

Staye II to be a reasonable and necessary measure, EPA will SUIJ~Ort the 

State fully in its efforts to ensure that such-controls are implemented. 

Comrrent: Une commenter ~oi nted out that the cost !Je r unit of hydro

carbon controlled by Stage II systems is markedly different between urban 

areas, which re!Jresent most of the areas not. in ozone attainment, and 

rural areas,· which yenerally are in attainment. The commenter 

stated that rural service statior:s have low throuyhfJuts and, conse-

4Uently, would have high recovery costs per unit of hydrocarbon 

controlled if Staye II is re4uired (I-H-~~). 

Kes~onse: The Ayency agrees that many rural stations would face 

hiyh costs if they were covered by Staye II re4uirements. However, as 

discussed in Section 3.6, many of the smaller service stations may be 

exemj.Jted due to lower business volumes, if !:itaye II were adojJted. 

Noreover, stat ions in rura·l areas outside of desi ynated nonattai nment 

areas would f)rubat>ly not De covered under IJOtential SIP re4uirements. 
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Comment: une commenter remarked that Staye II nas the advantage 
of flexibility of a~plication, and thus could be applied on a limited 

or iJrovisional basis without makiny a premature commitment to a 

particular control technology. The commenter provided an example 

where Staye II could be implemented only in selected areas where the 

need was greatest, or only at certain service stations or service 

station operations where the exposure was likely to be the hiyhest 

( enhanci ny cost effectiveness). The commenter concluded that with 

Stage II, the lead-time necessary to make modifications would be 

greatly reduced (as compared to onboard controls)(I-H-93). 

Response: Given the nature of the ozone problem, and the poten
tial for hazardous exposure, EPA believes there is a clear need for 

control of vehicle refuel.i ng. 8ecause refuel i ny technol oyi es are well 
understood, it is doubtful tr.ere would be need for repeated modification 

of the regulatory re4uirements whether onboard or Staye II is re4uirea. 

However, due to the smaller number of entities controlled under Stage 
II (as compared to the number of motor vehicles controlled under require

ments for onboard controls), and the fact that it is easier to communicate 

with operators of, and effect changes on, stationary businesses than 
owners of motor vehicles, in concept it could be easier to modify Stage 
II systems in-use or apply them in a limited manner. This issue is 

being considered in the decisionmaking process. 

3.1U CONSUMER REACTION TO STAGE II 

Comment: une commenter remarked tllat he had used Staye II systems 
in California and considered them superior to onboard canisters in that 

they not only ·prevent loss of vapors, but also !Jrevent overfilling yas 

tanks and the resultant spillaye. The commenter thought the very act 

of using Stage II systems would create a safety awareness in f.>eople 
that a carbon canister wou·l d not ( I-H-3). 

Response: 8oth Stage II and onboard type systems are desiyned to 
prevent or reduce overfilling and spillage when used properly. The 

Administrator has considered the advantayes and disadvantages of the 
available control approaches in developing the proposal. 

Comment: Two commenters thought that EPA should reject any 

suggestion that California's experience with Stage II is readily adapt

able to other States or local jurisdictions, because California's Air 
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~uality Control ~egions yeneral.ly are valleys or basins surrounded oy 

mountains. The commenters felt motorists residin~ in A~CK 1 S currentl 1 
covered by Stdye II have little choice as to whether tt1ey fJUrchase 

gasoline from a facility with Stage II eyui~ment (I-H-1uH, I-H-119). 

These commenters (and one other) stated that the miyration of customers 

to retail gasoline outlets without Stage II would be counter~roductive 

to environmental ObJectives and would lead to a loss in tax revenues 

for the controlled jurisdiction (estimated as high as $47 million) 

(I-H-1U2, I-H-1UH, I-H-11~). 

Kes~onse: There would almost certainly be some rniyration ot· custo
mers seeking to avoid using self-service dis~ensing facilities eyui~f.led 

witt1 Stage II. However, such miyratiun would occur onlJ under a !Jartial 
coveraye scenario, and not under a scenario in which Stage II was 

mandated nationwide. Further, althouyh (.;alifornia.may nave: additional 

yeoyraphical restraints to migration, miyration would occur ~rimarily 

in frinye or boundary areas where unreyulated stations were conveniently 
accessible to motorists. 

Althouyh improved Staye II equi~ment and increasing customer 

familiarity and acce~tance would tend to reduce this problem, it is 

a factor beiny considered in the decision~makiny ~recess. 
Comment: Several commenters described ~resent Stage II eyuipment 

as inconvenient,_ cumbersome, and un~otJular (I-H-1, I-H-1A3, I-H-1A4, 

I-H-lAH, I-H-1Al2, I-H-1A27, I-H-4, I-H-63, I-H-67, I-H-137). Une com

menter ex~lained that the Staye II nozzles fill slowly, click off 
continuously, and s~i 11 gasoline (I-H-H). Several other commencers 

described th_e _no_zzles as heavy, bulky, and at best unwieldy, leadiny to 

bad consumer re!p0nse (es~ecially in the Uistrict of Columbia) (I-H-11~ 

l-H-13, l-H-1~, I-H-1Y, I-H-33, I-H-3!:>, 1-H-37, 1-H-!:>9, I-H-61, I-H-71, 
I-H-76). une commenter, es~ecially notiny u.c. experience, said that 

consumers find Stage I I e4ui ~ment awkward and unwieldy, and nave a 

1-1roblem with spills on their shoes and clothing (I-H-12U). Two com

mencers fe 1 t that the com~ lexi ty, size, and wei yht ot the Staye I I 
nozzles could end self-service altoyether (I-H-47, I-H-78). Some 

commenters said that the noz.zles are difficult to use, unl-'ol-'ular witn 
customers, and often abused (I-H-40, I-H-50, 1-H-69). Two commencers 

noted that Staye II e4uipment handliny ~roblems are ~articularly acute 
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for older and handica~~ed Americans, who mi~ht have to foreyo the lower 
cost of self-service refueling if Staye II is mandated (I-U-~4, 

1-U-~ 7, l-U-6~, 1-H-l,U). 
Seven commenters 4uoted a survey com~leted in U.C. followiny 

im~lementation of Stage II that showed tiH ~ercent of the· res~ondents 
oouyht gasoline elsewhere to avoid cumoersome Sta~e 11 equi~ment, 6U 

percent felt that further research should have been done Defore im~le

mentiny Stage II, and only 4 ~ercent SUiJ~Ortea Staye II control (l-H-7H, 

I-H-H4, I-h-H6, I-ti-lU2, I-H-lUH, I-H-119, I-H-l::!U). Eiyht commenters 
in the U.C. area noted an actual shift or antici~ated a shift in consumer 
buyiny patterns to uncontrolled areas (1-H-4, 1-H-lb, 1-H-lH, 1-H-3b, 
I-H-37, l-H-4U, l-H-76, I-H-H~). Une commenter stated that in both 

California ana the Uistrict of Columbia the evidence to date indicates 
that consumers do not want to o~erate Staye I I equi ~ment and, yi ven the 
choice, will ~urchase yasoline at facilities with conventional nozzles; 
i.e., at exemf.Jt facilities. The commenter cited a consumer survey at 
20 service stations in Washinyton, U.C., indicatiny wides~read dissatis

faction (I-H-l,b). Une commenter felt that air 4uality would not be 
imf.Jroved if a system is installed that is so difficult for the averaye 
consumer to use that he or she devises methods to sabotage or defeat 

the fJrOper o~eration of the e4uipment, or if unha~f.JY consumers find 
they can drive to areas without Stage II to avoid the inconvenience 
of buying gasoline through Stage II equipment (1-H-lU,). 

Kesponse: Many of the l)roblems described by these commenters can 
be attributed to older, first-generation Stage II equif)ment at service 
stations. Kecognizing the im~ortance of reducing consumer com~laints, 
manufacturers have taken action to imf)rove system comf)onents. They 
state ther are develof)iny more durable, reliable, and easily used 

coml)onents for Stage II vapor recovery systems. Among the changes 
described are imf)rovements to nozzle bel lows and faceplates, va~or noses, 

swivels, and nozzle latchiny bands and SfJrings. In addition, nozzle 
manufacturers have introduced a new tear-resistant urethane-ty~e 
bellows material. that will be used on new nozzles and as refJlacements. 
High-retractor twin and coaxial hose and hiyh-hang coaxial nose 
configurations SUSiJend hoses off the ground. SUSfJended hoses· are less 
1 ike 1 y to be run aver and f I a ttened. New, 1 i yhter and res s cumbe rsorne 
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nc~zles are Deing introduced, which should make refueling easier for 

more tJeOtJle. 
The Agency believes that such recent im~rovements may reduce 

consumer attempts to sabotage, or avoid the use of, Staye II dist-~ensiny 

e4uiiJment. Nevertheless, Staye II is sti"ll more com1-1licated and cumbersome 

than standard equi~ment, and some customer inconvenience can be extJected 

where it is used. 

Comment: Four commenters consider the 19~2 California cumj.ilaint 

rate (2,o33 in 11 months) on Stage II to be very high, particularly 

when c~niJlaints were only accetJted by CAK~ in writiny (I-H-1U~, l-H-1U~, 

l-H-119, l-H-130). Two of these commenters cited consumer ajJathy and 

customer 11 avoidance 11 as reasons why the level of dissatisfaction in 

California and Washington, b.c. is potentially much higher than indi

cated by the numbers of com1-1laints. The commenters felt that some 

motorists have learned to bytJass the proper operation of the system, 

making use of the e4uijJment easier, and will therefore no longer llaV!:! 

reason to comjJlain (I-H-1U~, I-H-119). 
Kes1-1onse: The California AK~, in its March 1Y~3 re!Jort to .the 

~tate Legislature (I-F-7~), noted that there are aiJ!Jroximately one 

billion fuelings IJer year made with Stage II e4uitJment in California. 

T~~refore, the complaint rate amounted to about one comtJlaint in 3~U,UUU 

refueling OtJerations. As discussed IJreviously, imiJrovements in e4uitJment 
should reduce many of the difficulties ex~erienced previously by users. 

Comment: One commenter noted that, while consumers should be 

willing to !Jay a iJrice in tJersonal inconvenience for the sake of clean 
air, tne Ayency•s irniJOSition of burdens on the IJUb.lic (as with ~taye 11) 

is a resource "th.at should be ex~ended carefully. The commenters 
~uggested that onboard would De less likely to draw down ~~A·s stock of 

IJUblic support (I-H-120). 
Res~onse: The EPA hds attempted to consider all jJertinent issues 

and astJects of the reyulatory OjJtions under evaluation. Some intangible 

elements, such as burdeniny the public with part ot tt1e reStJOnsibility 

for m~intaining air 4uality, are difficult to 4uantify so that they can 

be weiyhed against other costs. The A~ency agrees that the burden ·to 
the public at-large of using· Stage II equ·i!Jment could be yreater than 

that of IJUrchasiny an onboard system, and this has been considered in 

deve1o1Jiny the rulemakiny being IJrOIJOSed at this time. 
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3.11 Kt::Ft::t<t:I~CtS (Comment letters are not re!Jeated here. See Cha!Jter 1, 
Table 1-1, for a com~lete list of comment lett~rs.) 

1-A-22 Cost ana Cost-tffective Study of Unooara and Staye II Va!Jor · 
Recovery Systems. Prepared by K.A. Luken for U.S. t::PA, uffice 
of Air Wuality Planniny and Standaras, Kesearch Trian~l~ Park, 
NC. August 197~. 

1-U-3H Letter and enclosures from Crockett, P.E., AmeMcan Petroleum 
Institute, to Garay, C.L., U.~. t::PA. Auyust H, 1~H4. 
Information on ~asoline diS!Jensiny rates. 

I-t::-19 Telecon. t:ldrid~e, K., Pacific Environmental Services, with 
Stray, I., I:S.F. Goodrich. Uctooer 1b, 19~. Cost of hose 
assembly. 

I-E-2U Telecon. Levine, A., W.M. Wilson's Sons, with Eldriaye, K., 
Pacific Environmental Services. October 1~, 1Y~4. Costs of 
nose confi yurat ions and di S!Jense r. 

1-E-a Telecon. £ldridge, K., Pacific Environmental Services, with 
Simon, J., Petro Vendiny. Uctooer 2b, 19~. Costs and life 
expectancy of components. 

I-E-L3 Telecon. Purcell, K., Pacific Environmental Services, with 
Taylor, I:S., Hirt Combustion Enyineers. Uctooer 26, 19~4. 
costs of Staye II com~onents • 

. r-E-~5 Telecon. Purcell, R., Pacific Environmental Services, with 
Healy, J., Carnbridye t::nyineeriny. Uctuber 2Y, 1Y~. Costs of 
VR system. 

I-E-26 Telecon. t::ldrid~e, K., Pacit'ic t::nvironmental Services, with 
Madden, M., Pomeco. Uctober 2Y, 1Y~4. Costs of e4ui~ment. 

1-t:-27 Telecon. Tayyart, u., SMP Coml)any, with Elariaye, K., Pacific 
Environmental Services. October 29, 1Yij4. Costs of e4uitJment. 

1-E-37 Telecon. Eldridye, K., Pacific t::nvironmental Services, with 
Van cleave, K., Ameron. January 7, 1Yti~. Service life of 
fiber.ylass !Ji!Je. 

I-E-3H Telecon. Oswald, K., A.O. Smith, Incor!Joratea, with Elariaye, K., 
Pacific Environmental Services. January Y, 1Yti~. Service 
life of fioer~la~s !Ji!Je. 

I-E-47 Telecon. Norton, I:S., Pacific tnvironmental Services, Inc., 
with Simeroth, u., California Air Kesources I:Soard. January 30, 
19~!:>. Staye II system in-use efficiencies. 

1-t:-t>3 Telecon·. LaFlam, G., Pacific Environmental Services, with Todd, 
l.l., California Air Resources I:Soara. Se!Jtember 24, 19H~. 
Resolution of spit-back !Jroolem in early Staye II systems. 
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I-t:-o4 Telecon. Sirnerotll, u., California Air Kesources ~oard, with 
Laflam, G., Pacific En vi ronmenta l Services. SefJtembe r ~b, 
l~~o. Fire safety of Staye 11 systems. 

I-F-7H Air Resources ooard, State of California. A Keport to the 
Le~islature on Gasoline Va~Jor Kecovery Systems for Vehicle 
Fueliny at Service Stations· (Staye II systems). March 1Ye3. 

1-F-YH Cost Corn!Jarison for Staye II and Un-~oara Control of Kefuelin~ 
Emissions. American Petroleum Institute. Washinyton, u.c. 
January 1Y84. 
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4.0 TRADEOFFS BETWEEN STAGE II AND ONBOARD* 

4.1 GENERAL ISSUES 

Comment: One commenter expressed concern over the capability of 

both Stage II and onboard systems to control hydrocarbon emissions 

from alternative fuels such as methanol and ethanol blends. They noted 

that the evaporative emissions of such fuels may contain oxygenated 

hydrocarbons in addition to the light hydrocarbons. Some of these 

oxygenated hydrocarbons may affect control efficiencies; for example, 
adsorption and desorption efficiencies of methanol on activated carbon 

may not be identical, which may cause saturation of the activated carbon 

for methanol and a resulting drop in control efficiency. The commenter 

concluded that while it is not clear if EPA has studied the effects of 

alternative fuels on Stage II and onboard controls, it is a topic that 

should be addressed in light of the anticipated increased use of such 

fuels (I-H-126). 
Response: It is not anticipated that methanol or eihanol blends 

would affect the performance of Stage II equipment. The balance and 

~brid system equipm~nt is only a capture system and so any hydrocarbon 
vapors, regardless of composition, should be captured equally and piped 

to the storage tank. The alcohol fuel vapors also should not reduce 
the efficiency of the incinerators associated with vacuum assisted 

systems. 
As discussed in Section 2.1.4(b), the Agency has conducted two 

separate test programs to evaluate the effects of alcohols on onboard 

canister working. capacity. The findings were that alcohols have little 

or no effect in reducing the performance of the activated carbon used 

in onboard systems. 

Comment: One commenter stated that if control of VOC emissions 

from motor vehicle fueling is determined to be necessary, then enhanced 

carbon canisters on new vehicles is the preferred approach. The 
commenter pointed out that the evaluation report indicates onboard to 

be more effective, and cited these advantages: (1) the control effi
ciency of onboard is higher;·(2) onboa;d would also control excess 

*19H4 Federal Register topic. 
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eva!Jorative emissions; (3) an onboard ~o~rogram would extend to all areas; 

(4) the existence of exempted facilities would not reduce the effectiveness 

of an onboard proyram; (5) the effectiveness of onboard is .not ae~enaent 
UIJOn extensive enforcement actions; and (6) onboard is not susceptible to 

~rcumvention resulting from low consumer acce~tance (1-H-92). 
Another commenter ayreed that onboard controls will capture not 

only refueliny emissions, but also evaporative emissions that escape 
existing evaporative emission controls, and that, as the Agency pointed 

out, when evaporative emissions are included in the overall analysis, 
the emission reduction potential for onboard controls is 11 roughly 
double 11 that of Stage II (I-H-94). 

Response: All of tile issues cited by the first commenter, control 
efficiencies, evaporative emission controls, proyram coverage, exemp
:ions, en~orcement, and public acceptance, have been thoroughly considered 
by the Agency in evaluating control options for the gasoline marketing 
industry. In reanalyzing the impacts of controls, both enlaryed carbon 
canisters and gasoline RVP limitations in combination with Stage II 
controls have now been considered {see Vol. I IUA). 

Comment: One commenter noted that, if a consumer ruined a fill
pipe seal on a car equipped with onboard controls, only that one car 
would be affected. However, a disabled Stage II nozzle could refuel 
hundreds of cars within days (I-H-102). Another commenter felt that 
Stage II systems are relatively fragile com~o~ared to onboard, ana esti
mated that the typical expected emission loss for a single car with a 
ruined onboard seal would be about 1,6UU yrams per year, contrasted 
with 1,600 grams.per day for a defective Stage II nozzle (I-H-20). 

Response: The Agency agrees that a disabled Stage II nozzle, if 

used to refuel a large number of vehicles before maintenance or enforce
ment action, could potenti.ally allow relatively large quantities of 
emissions to escape. Under either control ap~o~roach, proper design, 
installation, maintenance, and ins(Jection are important to ensuring that 

the systems continue to control emissions at their optimum efficiencies. 

Comment: One commenter stated that Stage II controls would save· 
almost 100 million gallons of yasoline per year that would be lost if 
onboard controls are required. This advantage, the commenter ~o~ointed 
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out, could be important oeyond the current dollar value of that gaso
line in a future petroleum scarcity and should not be ignored 

( 1-H-~3). 
Response: The fuel savinys resulting from the implementation 

of Stage II systems (with exemptions) was shown in Table 5-12 of the 

July 19~ analysis to be ~.1 billion liters of gasoline over the 
35-year period of the analysis, or about 61 million gallons per 

year. For the no-exemption scenario, this figure increased to 

86 million gallons per year. Zero fuel savings were indicated for 

onooard systems, because the canister weight added to the vehicle was 
presumed to offset any enhanced fuel economy. 

These figures have been revised in the new analysis to reflect 
updated emission factors and a more detailed examination of onboard 
system designs. The Draft Volume I RIA annual fuel savings of 23U to 
33U million liters of gasoline per year or about 60 to 9U million 
':)allons per year for Stage II applied nationwide. Unboard systems are 
now estimated to produce a savings of 61U million liters or aoout 16U 

million yal lons of gasoline per year. The Volume I KIA also shows that 
Stage II-nationwide plus evap controls can have an associated fuel 
savings as high as 65U million liters per year (17U million gallons per 
year). Section 2.7 discussed in detail the fuel consumption aspects of 

vehicles with onboard systems. 
The recovery of valuable motor fuel otherwise lost is considered 

an important factor in the analysis of control strategies, and has 
been considered by the Administrator in developing the rulemaking 

j.)rOJ,JOSal .• 

4.2 FACILITY EXEMPTIONS FKOM STAGE II 

Comment: Three commenters felt that the effectiveness of Stage II 

would be reduced (in contrast to the total coverage of onboard controls) 
because of the exemptions planned for smaller service stations, which 

outnumber the large facilities (I-D-54, I-H-1Al4, I-H-4U). Une of the 
commenters also pointed out that governmental facilities, car rental 
agencies, and other commercial installations would, through exemption, 
continue to contribute to the emissions ~roblem (I-H-4U). 

Two commenters agreed that size exem!)tions should be considered 

(I-H-42, I-H-43). 
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Response: Upon full implementation, Staye II would be somewhat 

reduced in effectiveness because of uncontrolled facilities. The 

magnitude of the reduction would depend u~on the exemption levels 

selected and the intensity of enforcement ~rograms. It is true that, 

depending on the exemption level, a large number of smaller facilities, 

including the types ment1oned by the commenter., could remain uncontrolled. 

Comment: A number of commenters remarked on the· appro~ri ate ness 
of exemption size cutoffs for service stations. One commenter noted 

that it would be difficult to determine the gallonage (throughput) of 
service stations (I-H-1Al4). Another commenter ayreed that the true 

sales volume could be difficult to determine and added that seasonal 
fluctuations can change a dealer from exempt to regulated. In addition, 

they r~narked that pro~osing a cutoff invites a battle over fairness 

and equity (I-H-21). Another commenter felt the Agency's suggested 

exem~tion was too larye, noting that the Bay Area Air Quality Manayement 

District of California exempts tanks smaller than 26U gal from Staye I 

and stations with throuyhputs less than 1HO,UUO gal/yr from Stage II. 
The experience in the Bay Area·is.that tJro~osing exemptions will give 

rise to claims of giving an unfair competitive advantage (1-H-H2). Une 
commenter objected to the unequal treatment of independents and non
independents regarding cutoffs (I-H-24). 

One commenter believed that the provisions of Section 325 apply 

to Section 112 standards; however, they did not think that EPA was 

prohibited from establishing exemption levels greater than 5U,UUO 

gal lens/month. The commenter felt that a size standard of H5,00U 
gallons/mont11 would be adequate to. protect the same type of small 
marketer Congress had in mind when it amended the Clean Air Act in· 1977 

( I-H-102). 
Response: In the 1984 analysis, EPA examined the impacts of 

several regulatory strategies, including Stage II at service stations. 

Specific options included the exemption of independent stations with 
gasoline throughputs less than 50,UUU gallons per month, and all other 

stations witn less tnan 10,000 gallons per month, and a .. no-exem!Jtion'' 
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option. As stated in the 1~H4 evaluation report (page 1-~), these cut

offs were based on the relatively higher costs of control for small 

facilities, existing size cutoffs under State and local regulations, 

and statutory requirements for small throughput independent service 

stations under Section 324 of the Act. Exemption levels were ayain 

examined in the new analysis to investigate the impact on nationwide 

regulatory strategies. Although other levels were examined, the assumed. 

exempt ion level cutoff of 10,000 gal /month for all stations and ~U,UUU 

gal/month for independents was retained. Other responses in this section 

and in Section 3.6 discuss the fairness of exemptions and the effects 

on competition. Section 10.1 discusses the legality of the 50,UUU gal/ 

month cutoff for independent gasoline marketers. 

Similar exemptions are used in other emission categories to avoid 

imposing costly controls on low-emitting entities. The Agency 

believes that such an approach is fair, and comports with its objective 

of reducing emissions while considering impacts. 

Comment: One commenter suggested that EPA exempt~ stations 
with a throughput under 5U,OUU gallons per month in order to avoid 

competitive discrimination. The commenter pointed out that, under this 

approach, indefJendent stations retain the Section 324 protection agai.•st 

infeasible capital expenditures, but not at the expense of their non
independent counterparts. The same commenter stated that EPA's example 

exemption option would put nonindependent service stations with through

puts between 1U,UUU and 5U,UUU gallons per month at a competitive dis

advantage with respect to independent stations of like size. The 
commenter poi-nted out that any prudent business entity, large or small, 

will analyze the economic impact of a proposed capital expenditure 1:t 

any one of its operating units on a "stand-alone" basis; that is, 

significant capital expenditures at a service station will be evaluated 

in light of the revenue produced by that particular station. The 

commenter added that if the size of the proposed expenditure is dispro

portionately large relative to the revenue generated by the station, 

the "payback period" (the time required for the revenue generated by 
virtue of the expenditure to·recoup the expenditure) will be unacceptably 

long, and the expenditure will not be made. The commenter pointed out 
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thdt, assuming independent and nonindependent service station owners 

are equally prudent, they would decline to make such a capital expendi

ture at roughly the same point. In the case of a capital expenditure 

for mandatory Stage II controls, declining to make the expenditure 

would mean that the station could not legally operate and would have to 

close ( 1-H-94). 

Response: Under the original 1984 exemption scenario, noninde

pendent facilities in the 1U,OUO to 50,0UU gallon per. month throughput 

size class would be at a competitive disadvantage. The reanalysis 
examines two additional exemption options that posit uniform size 
cutoffs for independent and noni ndeJJendent facilities. 

Under "stand-alone" economics, the same closure decision would be 

made regardless of station ownership. However, Section 324 does not 

address this process. Rather, it is motivatea by a concern about 
access to financiny and cost impacts for indef.Jendent firms. Further 

discussion on the statutory basis for facility exemptions is contained 
in Section 1U.l. 

Comment: Une commenter granted that under a Federal program, EPA 
would be required by statute to grant certain exemptions, but noted 

that States, acting under the aegis of SIP revisions, could a~ply 

Stage II without exemptions. This commenter feels, therefore, that 

ultimately Stage II programs would likely cover more facilities than 

the current "with exemption" estimates indicate. Thus, both costs 

and emission reductions appear to be underestimated in the forecast 

(I-H-120). 
Response:· The commenter is correct in that States may set specific 

exemption cutoff levels for service stations within their jur1sdictions, 

provided that these levels are stricter, i.e., equal to or lower, than any 

levels specified. under Ayehcy requirements (see Section 116 of the Clean 
Air Act). The reanalysis of regulatory strategies, discussed in the 

Draft Volume I KIA, includes the evaluation of additional exemption 

considerations. 

4.3 IN-USE CONTROL EFFICIENCIES 

Comment: Two commenters felt that EPA's assumptions concerning 

the in-use efficiencies of tile two control aptJroaches skewed the 
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evaluation in favor of onboard (I-H-57, I-H-~2). One of them felt that 
tampering with onboard controls would be considerable, causing EPA's 
\<lorst-case onboard control efficiency of ~2 percent to be extremely 
optimistic. Also, the worst-case figure for Stage II of S6 percent 

(minimal enforcement) is much too low, considering the commenter's 

experience with Stage I controls (I-H-57). These commenters felt that 
using correct assumptions about in-use efficiencies would show that 
Sta~e II is the superior control approach. Another commenter ayreed 

with EPA's estimates of Y2 percent for onboard and ~6 to ~6 percent for 
Stage II (1-H-94). 

Kesponse: Uue to the latest desiyn concept under consideration 
for the onboard system (J-tube liquid seal in fuel tank instead of 
nozzle/fillneck vapor seal) and the phase-out of leaded gasoline, 
tampering with the nozzle restrictor/t.illneck should occur only rarely. 

The Agency now estimates an in-use efficiency of 93 percent for onboard 
controls. The "worst-case" estimate for Stage II in-use efficiency 
is now 62 percent, based on extensive observations made at controlled 
service stations in Washington, D.C. (I-A-61). 

Comment: Several commenters thought _the in-use control efficiency 
of onboard systems would be much higher than the effi~iency of Stage 
II, and should be selected as the control approach that would achieve 

the greatest emission reductions (l-H-94, I-H-102, I-H-108, I-H-119, 
I-H-122, I-H-125). 

Response: As discussed in the previous response and in the sec
tions on onboard controls, Ayency estimates of in-use control effi

ciencies have been re-evaluated. For Stage II, the range is now 
estimated at 62 to 86 percent, based on the latest 3urveys made in 
areas currently employing Stage II controls. For onboard, the re
analysis is based on an in-use control efficiency of 93 percent, due 

to negligible effects from tampering and system deterioration (see 
Section 2.1.2.8). 
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4.4 REFEKENCES (Comment letters are not repea :ed here. See Cha!Jter 1, 
Table 1-1, for a complete liS~. of comment letters.) 

I-A-61 D.C. Gasoline Station Inspections to Assure Compliance with 
Stage II VOC Vapor Recovery Requirements. U.S. EPA Region 
III. Philadelphia, PA. 9271.UU/12~-N. January l~~o. 
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5.0 EPA 1 s 1984 CONTROL STRATEGY EVALUATION 

5.1 GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Comment: One commenter remarked that EPA had attempted to find a 

single solution to the two problems of ozone in nonattainment areas 

and gasoline vapors with their associated cancer incidences. Thus, 

EPA compared tried-and-true Stage II systems, effective in reducing 

very real ozone nonattainment problems, with experimental onboard 

systems said to be effective in reducing speculative cancer incidences. 

In the process, EPA stretches its predictive capabilities to an 
.. amazing .. 35 years (I-H-21). 

-Another commenter felt that it is misleading to compare on common 

terms Stage II data from full scale public use programs with extra

polated onboard data from controlled test programs (I-H-118). 
A number of other commenters thought that a period of 35 years is 

too long to make confident projections in the analysis of control options. 
One commenter felt that the cost estimates for onboard systems had been 

made and projected 35 years into the· future without knowing the size, 

construction, or location of the unit. This commenter maintained that 

extrapolating beyond the year 2006 s2rves no purpose, since no one can 
predict whether automobiles will even be powered by gasoline engines at 

that time (I-H-101). Another commenter did not see the 35-year 
analysis as reasonable, given the uncertainties about the motor vehicle 

fuel of the future. The commenter felt there was no justification for 
a time horizon beyond 25 years (I-H-127). Finally, one commenter felt 

that, while .the .35-year analysis period is relevant, it dramatically 
distorts the cost comparisons, and E2A need not make a decision in 1984 

for the entire period through 2020. The commenter stated that the 35-
year period inflates the apparent cost of a .. Stage II only .. program in 

which EPA mistakenly assumes that Stage II equipment must be replaced 
in 2002 and 2017, which more than triples the apparent capital cost of 

Stage II (I-H-93). 
Response: 'The commenters in general appear to be questioning EPA•·s 

selection of 35 years {1985-2020) as the period for estimating impacts 
from implementing onboard and Stage II control strategies. The selection 

of this projection period is based on confidence that there will be 
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a complete turnover of the vehicle fleet within 35 years and that 

onboard is anticipated to be fully implemented by then (most likely 

well before 2010}. The analysis was carried out to 2020 to allow 
amortization of the latest cycle of Stage II equipment. Thus, the two 

control approaches can be com~ared after they both are at their ful I 

coverage. Two analysis approaches were evaluated in the com~arison of 

the regulatory strategies: (1) a net present value (NPV) analysis that. 

evaluated all future costs and analyzed the future cost stream in 19~7 

dollars, and (2) an analysis for the year 2010 that com~ared the costs 
of all strategies after full implementation was reached. These analyses 

do not distort the cost comparisons but instead provide a reasonable 

solution to evaluating regulatory strategies that have significantly 
aifferent implementation rates. 

The ~PA agrees with one of the commenters that there are some 

uncertainties about motor vehicle fuel in the future and the effect 

this might have on gasoline marketing controls. In spite of these 
uncertainties, however, EPA must use the best data available in ~stimatiny 

impacts of these controls. 

The EPA has looked not only at single strategies to control the 

complex emissions associated with gasolin~ marketing, but also at com

binations of strategies. For example, a regulatory strategy was eval
uated that combined onboard (which leads to the greatest lony-term vue 
and incidence reduction) with Stage II in nonattainment areas (which 
could achieve faster control of ozone in the areas where it is most 

needed.) 
Sec.tion_2~1.contains a response to the concern that onboard 

technology has been evaluate~ only during controlled test programs. 
Section 3.4 discusses the changes made in the analysis to better 

estimate the replacement cycle and replacement costs associated with 

Stage I I. 

Comment: Two commenters felt that EPA's analysis should not have 

included the benefits of reduced hot soak evaporative emissions in the 

detennination of the cost effectiveness of onboard controls (1-D-t>~., 

I-H-9S). Une of them said the Agency should analyze other altern~tives 

for its control (sucn as enlarging the existing carbon canister or 

limiting the RVP of gasoline in summer months), and should evaluate the 
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cost effectiveness of measures that address refueling and hot soak 

eva~orative emissions as se~arate issues constituting the complete 

problem. Three potential measures would be: (1) onboard controls, 
(2) Stage II vapor recovery combined with enlarged carbon canisters 
required on new cars, and (3) Stage II vapor recovery combined with a 

limitation on the RVP of gasoline sold in the summer months. If addi

tional control alternatives for eva!)orative emissions are not evaluated 
along with onboard controls, evaporative emission reduction credits 

should not be included in the evaluation of regulatory strategies 

(I-H-95}. 
Another commenter stated that the inclusion of excess evaporative 

controls distorts the onboard analysis. The commenter feels this 

should be excluded because: 1) evaporative emissions do not have the 
same health implications as refueling vapors because they are not 
emitted in the breathing zone, 2) onboard controls will not assure 
the elimination of excess emissions that exist due to fuel volatility, 
3) the fuel volatility difference between certification fuel and commer
cial gasoline must be eliminated or reduced, and 4) the analysis did 
not analyze other approaches to the control of fuel volatility (I-H-114). 

Another comment~r further contended that the consideration of 
excess evaporative emissions and their control should not be a part of 
the analysis, noting that EPA had recently announced its intent to 
eliminate the current volatility difference between commercial and 
certification test fuels (I-H-127). 

~esponse: The EPA•s revised analysis considered the three alte~
nat i ve IJleasu.re_s posed by the first commente rs. The first a 1 tern at i ve, 
onboard controls wit~out controlling excess evaporative emissions, is 
not reasonable because the control of excess evaporative emissions is 
an integral part of the c4rrent onboard system concept. Therefore, it 
is not technologically feasible to implement the onboard program without 

controlling excess evaporative emissions. However, EPA did evaluate 
the impacts of an onboard strategy incremental to evaporative controls 
(thus assessing 'Onboard on the basis of refueling only). 

The EPA has evaluated the second and third alternatives, enlarged 
carbon canister controls in conjunct ion w_i th Stage I I vapor recovery 
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systems and the combination of Stage II systems with RVP controls. The 
EPA 1 s Office of Mobile Sources (OMS) is studying the elimination of the 

current RVP difference between certification fuel and commercial gasolines, 
and placing limitations on gasoline RVP during the summer months, which 

includes options to increase and change the evaporative canister system 
(I-A-66). These alternatives have been considered in the revised 

analysis. 

In response to the second commenter•s first point, that excess 

evaporative emissions should not be included in the onboard analysis 
because of differences in health implications, EPA in its reanalysis 
examined the effects of using an onboard system to control refueling 
vapors in conjunction with excess evaporative vapors. (Both of these 

sources of emissions would be controlled by an onboard system.) Further 
discussion on approaches to control of excess evaporative emissions is 
contained in Sections 2.1.7 and 2.6.4. 

Comment: One commenter remarked that it was difficult to verify 
EPA 1 s estimated bulk terminal and bulk plant emission reductions and 
corresponding recovery credits. The commenter suggested that EPA should 
clarify the assumptions used and provide sample calculations (at the 
bottom of th~ tables in a way similar to Table 7-1u of the 1984 re~o~ort). 

The commenter cited some specific examples of recovery credit calculations 
requiring clarification: (1) The gasoline through~o~ut rate and units 
for Q are not provided in Table 7-5 to verify calculations based on 
bulk terminal internal floating-roof losses of (7.3285 x 1o-3 Q) + 

2.4 Mg/yr. They noted that on pages 2-12 and B-22, the floating-roof 
tank withdrawa-l ·losses are given as 0.46 x 10-7 Q where Q is in barrels/yr. 

(2) The bulk plant emission reduction changes with size of plant and 
type of control as expected; however, the recovery credit does not 
change with type of control. They considered it illogical that with an 
exemption, the smallest plant would have a higher recovery credit. 

They noted that the recovery credits in Tables 7-6 and 7-7 could not be 
verified (I-H-126). 

Response: The units for Q in the internal floating-roof emis~ 
sion factor equation are in ·barrels of product per year. A weighted Q 
was used to calculate the recovery credits. This weighted Q was based 
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on tr.,! bulk tenninal model plant through~Juts, number of tanks assumed 

for each_model plant, and the distribution of each model plant. The 

weighted annual throuyh~ut used for the internal floating-roof recovery 

credit calculations was approximately 2,700,000 barrels per year. 

An error was discovered in the recovery credit calculations for 

bulk plants under the no-exemption option. The original 1984 analysis 
included only the emission reductions attributed to the storage tank 

draining losses and not the emission reductions associated with the 
tank truck loading operations. This error nas been corrected in the 

revised analysis. 

Comment: One commenter felt that Staye II capital costs should be 
calculated using actual data from California and that onboard should be 

credited with MOBILE3 credits for evaporative emissions capture. If 
these changes in the analysis are made, onboard then becomes three 
times more cost effective than Stage II (I-H-120). 

Response: In EPA•s reanalysis, Stage II costs were revised based 
on California-certified systems. 
Appendix B of the Volume I RIA. 

These revised costs are presented in 
In the revised analysis, EPA displays 

results for onboard both with and- wifhout excess credit for evaporative 
emissions capture. 

Comment: One commenter claimed that the three ty~es of Stage II 
systems described in paragraph 3.7.1 of the evaluation re~ort do not 
include the system manufactured by his company. The commenter noted 
differences between his system and a system described in the report, 

and stated that these differences form the basis for nis system•s 
superior performance ( I-H-129). 

qesponse: The EPA 1 s July 1984 analysis discussed three types of 
Stage II systems being. used currently in California and the District 

of Columbia: _ the vapor balance, the hybrid, and the vacuum assist sys
tem. The commenter•s system is apparently a vacuum assist type system 
with some differences in detail from the general description EPA pro
vided. It was not feasible to describe fully in the report the various 

specific systems.currently available. Moreover, it is hignly unlikely 
that the Agency would base its regulation on a particular system of a 
yiven technology for control of refueling. 

Comment: One commenter felt that EPA did not make a balanced 

use of information from the oil and auto industries in its analysis, 
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since the list of references in the EPA re~ort includes many references 

from the oil industry (I-H-118). 
Another commenter felt that EPA 1 s almost sole reliance on a 

single API report on the effectiveness of onboard controls is question
able given the oil industry•s economic interest in promoting onboard 

controls. The commenter recommended that EPA use an independent.means 

of verifying any data from any industry with an economic interest 

associated with the result (I-H-90). 
Response: Throughout the development and analysis of regulatory 

strategies for controlling emissions from gasoline marketing, EPA has 
requested, received, and considered input from all interested parties. 
On June 27, 1978, the Agency solicited (43 FR 27892) information on the 

costs and effectiveness of possible controls on motor vehicle refueling 
(I-G-5). Respondents to the Federal Register notice included API, General 
Motors, Ford, and AMC. With regard to Stage II, the recent practical 
experience and recommendations of authorities in California and the 
District of Columbia have been closely studied. Moreover, in 1~84 EPA 
solicited comments on its draft evaluation of gasoline marketing strategies. 
As discussed in Appendix C of the EPA July 1984 analysis report, the API, 
GM, and Ford information contained data from tests with onboard control 
hardware. All of these data have been reviewed and analyzed by EPA. 

Since the publication of the July 1984 analysis, EPA•s Office of 
Mobile Sources (OMS) has developed and tested a liquid seal configura
tion for onboard control systems that addresses many of the concerns 
commenters had with regard to the mechanical seal (nozzle/fillpi~e 

interface) (Section 2.1.2 describes this design concept in more detail). 
The 1978 studies of API and its contractors, the technical input and 
comments of the auto makers, as well as comments solicited on the 
material in the July 1984 analysis (I-G-15), and subsequent experimental 
work and analysis by OMS have been carefully considered by EPA in 
arriving at the regulatory proposal. 

Comment: One commenter felt that the calculations using e4ui~ment 
useful lives are a~propriate only for equipment placed in service ~rior 
to 198U. Recovery of capital costs for tangible depreciable property 
placed in service after 1980 is accomplished through a method called 

Accelerated Cost Kecove~ System {ACRS). Under this method, the cost 
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of an asset is recovered over a predetennined fJeriod tt1at is generally 

shorter than its useful or income-producing life, while salvage value 

is disregarded. Under ACRS, an automobile or light-duty truck is 

considered to have a life of 3 years, while bulk terminal, bulk plant, 

and petroleum storage equipment is considered to have a life of ~ 

jears. This commenter suggested that since most businesses have to use 

the ACRS method for capital cost recovery, EPA should use a similar 

method that more reasonably reflects the tax consequences of control 

equipment. The commenter added that the true cost of the control systems 
depends on the type of financing, debt/equity ratio, defJreciation 
schedule, tax effects, and other factors ( 1-H-126). 

Response: The EPA 1 s cost analysis is a before-income tax 

analysis and, consequently, it does not address the tax implications of 

control equipment. The before-tax approach is chosen for several 

reasons. First, the main purpose of the cost analysis is to estimate 

the social or real resource costs of regulatory strategies. From an 
aggregate or societal viewpoint, a tax on net earnings is best viewed 

as a transfer of resources from the private to the public sector, 
rather than as a real resource cost. Of course, individual firms would 

consider the tax consequences of control equipment, and the market 

would reflect this consideration. However, computation of likely tax 

impacts is confounded by the wide variety of firms, firm conaitions, 

and firm accounting practices in the industry, and by possible competi

tive pressures created by the regulatory strategies. Furthermore, in 

other analyses it has been observed that before- and after-tax cost 
imj.lacts.do not.di.ffer markedly. Depending on tax rates, credits, 

depreciation, other taxable income, etc., the after-tax costs can be 

hiyher or lower than the before-tax costs, so no prior belief about 
the direction of the difference between the two methodologies can be 

held. In this case, EPA used before-tax calculations of costs for 

the preliminary economic analysis (excepting the local tax discussed 

above). Questions concerning the appropriate dej.>reciation schedule in 

this context are ·moot. 
In order to better respond to the comment, however, EPA has 

computed before-tax and after-tax costs per unit of throughput by 

model plant for Stage II control. For all computations, EPA assumed 
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that the cost of capital was 10 percent. For the after-tax case, a 
10 percent investment tax credit was claimed, the 95 percent basis for 

depreciation of environmental control equipment was chosen, and accele
rated cost recovery was applied to capital equipment. The results 
displayed in Table 5-1 show that the per-liter average total cost of 

control for each model plant is slightly less before taxes than after 
taxes. Differentials between before-tax and after-tax estimates 
range from less than 0.03¢/liter to 0.076¢/liter. The percentage 
differences between before-tax and after-tax estimates are within 
the error bounds of the cost calculations and the limits of accuracy of 
the impacts methodology. Larger percentage differences are observed 
only when the before-tax cost of control is close to zero. 

Whether income tax payments represent real resource costs or 
whether they represent, all or in part, a transfer of resources from 
the private to the public sector, depends on what assumptions the 
analyst is willing to make about the value of the services provided in 
exchange for these tax payments and the relative tax burden associated 
with these investments relative to the average investment made in the 
economy. In this analysis, EPA chose to treat taxes on net income as a 
transfer, and thus not a real resource cost from an economic perspective. 

Comment: One commenter noted that the net present value (NPV) 
rate of time preference approach used in the evaluation normally applies 
to income or other positive values. For health risks associated with 
emissions, the time preference would be negative; given a choice between 
emissions now or later, later will usually be chosen. The commenter 
felt that this. creates differences from the traditional incremental 
steps involved in a yearly discount rate, and raises questions about the 

methodology (I-H-24). 
Response: While the time preference with regard to emissions (and 

associated health risk) is negative, the time· preference with respect 
to reductions in emissions is positive. Thus, the application of NPV 

analysis to emission reductions is consistent with the traditional time 
preference approach. Moreover, the NPV's included in the analysis.are 

calculated in the traditional manner: emission reductions are deter
mined incrementally, discounted, and summed to arrive at the present 

value of emission reductions. 
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Table 5-1. STAGE II AVERAGE TOTAL COST OF CONTROL BY 
MODEL PLANT (1984 ¢/liter) 

Tax basisa 

Before tax 

After tax 

MP1 

1. 756 

1.956 

MP2 

0.526 

0.602 

MP3 

0.552 

0.627 

MP4 

0.367 

0.421 

MP5 

0.105 

0.133 

aAll calculations assume a 10 percent cost of capital. After-tax esti
mates also assume a Federal tax rate of 46 percent, a State tax rate of 
6 percent, a 10 percent investment tax credit, the 95 percent basis 
for depreciation of fixed capital after the tax credit, and accelerated 
capital recovery based on 5 years on an accelerated depreciation 
schedule. 
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Comment: Two commenters believed EPA 1 S cost analysis was faulty 

and a significant departure from previous Agency analyses in that it 

used a discount rate to discount ~nissions, rather than discounting 
the monetized benefits of emissions reduction (I-H-102, I-H-120). 

One commenter (I-H-102} argued that, just as society has a preference 

about the timing of emission reductions, it must also have preferences 

concerning various levels of emission reductions. In order to determine 
the best strategy, the analysis should calculate the costs and benefits 
of reducing VOC each year under the various strategies, express them in 
monetary terms, and then discount them. However, the evaluation document 
did not furnish the necessary information to do this. Since this 
information is not available, one can instead discount emissions as EPA 
has done, and select different discount rates based on the VOC reduction 
potential of the various strat~gies. This wJuld mean that onboard 

would be assigned a higher rate of discount than would any of the various 
Stage II options. Using EPA 1 s s~nsitivity analysis, it would be appropriate 
to assign onboard the rate of lU percent and Stage II the rate of 
5 percent. Under the use of this discounting method, Stage II costs 
double, while onboard costs remain the same (I-H-102). 

The other commenter (I-H-120) stated that a more traditional 
approach would assign a monetary_ value and take the net present value 
of the monetized stream of benefits. Calculating the number of years 

required to achieve a certain level of cumulative VOC reductions is 
another alternative. This commenter felt that further consideration 
should be given to the most appropriate method of comparing streams of 

costs wi.th str~aJilS of benefits. 
Response: It is not necessary to discount the monetary equivalent 

of emission reductions if all units of reduction are assigned the same 

value, as they are in this analysis. The monetary value is needed as 
a common basis for evaluation only if, for example, the value of the 
last unit of emissions reduction is different from the first. Placing 
the same value on each unit of reduced emissions, regardless of the 
current emission level, is consistent with a linear dose-response 
function constructed independently of baseline emissions. Since the 
risk analysis is based on the linear dose-response function, the 
discounting of emissions in this manner is appropriate. 
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Discounting is used to remove the time element from investments 
with diverse time streams so that they can be compared. The discounting 

procedure captures the effect of time without the use of different 

discount rates for various projects. Adopting different discount rates 

to reflect diverse time streams would defeat the purpose of discountiny, 

which is intended to account for variations in timiny by applying the 

same calculation methodology to all alternatives. 

Comment: IJne commenter suggested that a more accurate cost 

comparison can be achieved using the ratio of vehicles that would be 
equipped with onboard controls to each service station that would be 

required to have Stage II. The commenter felt that costs in both cases 
should include initial installation, maintenance and repairs, total 

enforcement costs, and level of effectiveness (I-H-90). 

~esponse: Using ratios of vehicles and service stations compli

cates the analysis and introduces uncertainty, due to varying distribu

tions of vehicles and service stations, ratios of controlled to 
uncontrolled sources, exempted categories of sources, and other factors. 
The Agency believes ttlat the best nat-ionwide tota·l cost estimates can 

be made by first determining the most accurate component and system 

costs, and then multiplying these values by the total number of emittin~ 

sources likely to have the controls installed. All of the cost cate

gories mentioned by the canmenter were considered in the cost analysis. 

Comment: One commenter differed with the assumption that onboard 

is an all-or-nothing choice, i.e., that it would be impossible to 
have differently equipped cars going to different geographic areas. 

They felt this truncated the analysis artificially since respected 
academicians have suggested the appropriateness of a "two-car" strategy 

and California already receives different cars from the rest of the country. 

The commenter suggested it might be possible to impose special require

ments on cars shipped for sale in ozone nonattainment areas (I-H-120). 
Response: In the Agency•s reanalysis, both a 49-State and a 50-State 

analysis was reviewed. California was excluded from coveraye by vehicles 

equipped with onboard controls under the 49-State scenario. Stage II is 

prevalent throughout the more populated areas of the State, and vehicles 

destined for California have different emission requirements, so tne pre-

sumption of different refueling controls is logical and its implementation 
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would be feasible. Un the other hand, the advisability of extending 

this type of strategy to other areas is highly doubtful. The EPA 

considers it nearly imiJOSsible to tar~et vehicles sufficiently over 

such a large number of individual areas, and the travel of most vehicles 

outside of their relatively limited "designated" areas would cause the 

effectiveness of such an approach to be lost quickly. 

Comment: One commenter felt that the approximate $1UU million 

cost per cancer incidence reduction calculated by EPA (Table 1-1? of 

tl1e 19~4 EPA analysis reJ.>ort) for the nationwide regulatory strategies 
was applicable only to ozone attainment areas. In EPA's analysis, 

various values for the concurrent vue reductions for ozone control are 
subtracted until, at $2,0UU/Mg for VOC control, the benzene cancer 

incidence reduction cost is zero. The commenter thought this method
ology was flawed because VOC reduction has significant value only in 

ozone nonattainment areas (I-H-127). 
Response: The EPA agrees that VOC reduction can be considered to 

have its greatest "va 1 ue" in ozone nonattai nment areas. Nonethe·l ess, 
VOC reduction in other areas also has considerable value. It is diffi

cult to place relative quantitative values on environmental improvements 
because many diverse, often conflicting value systems and prior~ties 

can be applied in making such evaluations. The EPA has performed a 
new analysis (presented in Section 3.4 of the Uraft Volume I RIA) that 

assumes various benefit values for VOC reductions. In the revised 

analysis, most of the regulatory strategies show a net cost bene'fit. at 

a value of $1,UUU per megagram of vue (nationwide average). 

5.2 EMISSION EStiMATES 

Comment: Several commenters question.ed the validity of the results 

from EPA's original test program to estimate in-use evaporative 
emissions. Two of the commenters felt that the figure of U.13 gram J.>er 

mile was probably incorrect, and may be twice as high (I-H-1U9, I-H-114). 

Another said that the reliability of the preliminary emissions data was 

questionable, due primarily to the nonstandard test J.>rocedures used 
(I-H-125). Finally, one commenter thought that the Agency should not 
use its original test results for any regulatory action until repeat 

tests have oeen completed, and gave the following reasons: (1) contra-

dictions between the results from tests conducted by EPA and the 
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results of California•s in-use surveillance ~royram, and (2) the 
serious fla~'IS pointed out to EPA by API and f1VMA in EPA • s tests on the 

failure rate of recent model passenger cars with respect to eva~orative 
emission standards (I-H-99). 

Response: As was stated in A~pendix C to the 19H4 Gasoline Market

ing Study, EPA•s preliminary assessment that a ~roblem exists with 
excess evaporative emissions in-use was based on a vehicle evaluation 

and testing ~royram which was in proyress at that time. The problem of 
excess evaporative emissions and increased in-use fuel KVP has subse
quently been characterized much more thoroughly and confirmed, and has 
become the subject of a separate EPA study. Much more information on 
those issues can be found in that study (I-A-66). Nevertheless, the 
question of the validity of EPA•s test results is not an issue for 
analyses regarding the control of refueling emissions, since refueling 
emissions control is being evaluated incremental to any measure to 
address problems with excess evaporative emissions. 

b.3 ENE~GY IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Comment: One commenter felt EPA 1 s discussion of energy impacts 

was too brief and did not allow verification of the calculations, since 
assumptions and methodologies were not described. This commenter 
believed ttlat the following information is re4uired_in order for the 
analysis to be evaluated: (1) assumed yearly throughput and uncon
trolled emissions for each of the industry seyments, and (2) assumed 
energy requirements for operation of control equipment and the effect 
on energ_y sa~i~g~ of the various control strategies (I-H-126). 

Response: A simplified energy impacts analysis wa~ included in the 
1984 strateyies analysis to determine the amount of vapors recovered as 
~roduct under each of the ,regulatory strategies. It is true that a 
more detailed energy analysis could be ~erformed; however, most of the 
control systems evaluated, with the exception of vapor processors at 
bulk tenninals and incinerators in some (about 5 percent) of the 
Stage II systems~ are passive or displacement ty~e systems and use or. 
consume no energy. Therefore, in most cases, the recovery credits are 
equivalent to the energy savinys. A revised energy analysis, usiny the 
same methodology as used previously, is presented in Section 2.4.2 of · 
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5.4 GASOLINE CONSUMPTION PROJECTIONS* 

Comment: One commenter stated that EPA • s assum~t ion of dec 1 i ni ng 
gasoline consumption was inconsistenc with its own recent projections 

contained in the lead ~hasedown proposal of August 2, 19~4 (I-H-127). 

An other commenter summarized gaso 1 i ne cons um!)t ion !) roj ect ions from 

various sources, noting that they varied from ~0 to 97 billion gallons 

in 1Y9U and that the DOE forecasts for 1Y9U have been increasing over 

the past few years. Apparent trends in consumer oreferences toward 
larger, less efficient cars have resulted in higher demand efficiencies. 
Therefore, given the importance of gasoline consumption projections to 
the overall assessment, the commenter suggested that the analysis 
should reflect an understanding of the variability and uncertainty of 
recent projections, even through the midterm (I-H-126). 

Response: Projections of future gasoline consumption are subject 
to as much speculation and uncertainty as forecasts of future gasoline 
f)rices and, in fact, these two parameters are closely related. The 
difficulty in making these estimations lies in their dependence on in
fluences that are traditionally hard to predict, such as the preferences 
and tastes of consumers, the world econanic situation, and so forth. 
Estimates from all available sources are regularly updated to reflect 
these and many other variables. The ~rejections made in "Kegulation of 
Fuels and Fuel Additives; Lead Phase Down," 49 FR 31U32 (August 2, 
1984), were not yet completed when the final drafts of the strategies 

evaluation report were being prepared. Furthermore, the projection 
methods used in the two forecasts relied on different types of informa
tion, i .. e., world supply estimates versus consumer usage habits, to 
calculate the results. Even though the results are somewhat different, 
both sets of figures are considered by the Agency to be valid for the 
purposes for which they were intended. 

In summary, EPA is aware of the uncertainty inherent in all pro
jections of this type. To the extent that the EPA analysis underesti

mates fuel consumption, then the analysis also underestimates risk, 
emissions capture, incidence reduction, and recovery credits, and 
overestimates the several cost parameters. For this reanalysis, up
dated projections of future gasoline consumption have been prepared. 

*19~ Federal Register topic. 
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S.~ SIZES AND DISTKIBUTIUN UF FACILITI~S* 

Comment: Two commenters felt that EPA has ignored trends toward a 

smaller number of service station facilities and larger throughputs for 

the remaining facilities, and that correcting for this would reduce 

Stage II cost estimates by 30 percent and increase emission reductions 

by 30 percent (I-H-114, I-H-127). 

Response: A new set of facility projections has been developed 

that incorporates a change in size distribution based on a shift toward 

larger service stations (see Appendix 0 of the Draft Volume I RIA). The 
throughputs of all model plant sizes were assumed to decrease uniformly 

in ~ro~ortion to the decrease in nationwide consumption. A percentaye 

of the throughput decrease of smaller model plant stations was ·projected 

for closure in each year and a number of new, laryer stations were 
added. The number of new stations added was estimated such that the 

throughput of the larger new stations e4ualled the through~ut of the 

small stations that closed. In this manner the number of stations, 

when multiplied by their respective model plant throughputs, would 

approximate the total gasoline ~dnsu~ption projections. 

The facility projection methodology developed by EPA does not 

produce major effects on the emission r~duction calculations, since the 

emission reductions are based on total gasoline consumption and not on 
the number of facilities. (Minor effects are noticed because the shift 

from small to large facilities affects the number of facilities and the 

amount of throughput exempted each year due to size cutoffs). The faci

lity cutoffs had a major effect on reducing the cost estimates for the 

St~ge II strategies. Fewer numbers of stations results in lower costs. 

Uf course, new data on unit costs pro~u~ed upward pressure on overall 

Stage II costs. The net effect is shown in the Draft Volume I RIA. 

Comment: The same commenters stated that an average throughput of 

· 2,000 gallons/month better represents exem~t stations less than 1U,UUU 

gallons/month (i.e., re~resented by Model Plant 1) than the EPA assumed 

average value of.5,UOU gallons/month. The commenters suggested that 

using the alternate value reduces the throughput exempted frorn controls 

by 7 percent (1-H-114, 1-H-1~7). 

*19B4 Federal Register topic. 
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Response: The representative throughput selected for Model 

Plant 1 was reconsidered. The 5,000 yal /rna average throughput for all 

Model Plant 1 facilities was changed to an average through~ut of 

2,0UO yal/mo for 11 private 11 facilities and an average of 6,0UO gal/mo 

for 11 public 11 facilities. 
Comment: One commenter thouyht that EPA•s assumed total number of 

service stations appeared high, pointing out that the 1U3ro edition 
of the Statistical Ab~tract of ·the United States {December 1982} re~orts · 

this figure for 1981: 153,500 ret~il gasoline stations, deriving at 

least 50 percent of their gross revenues from the sale of gasoline. No 
estimates for 1982 are available, but they are expected to be even lower. 
In addition, the commenter stated that there were 17,300 franchised and 
an unknown number of nonfranchised convenience stores in the U.S. in 1982. 

Assuming all franchised convenience stores dispense gasoline, the total 
number of 11 public 11 service stations would be 170,800, nearly 20 percent 
lower than the 210,875 assumed by EPA. The commenter went on to say 
that while EPA•s estimates for some of the 11 private 11 outlets (e.g., 

trucking and local service, taxis, and school buses) appear reasonable, 

the government and miscellaneous categories seem high since they correspond 
to averages of 1,709 and 1,900 facilities, respectively,_per State (I-H-126}. 

A second commenter pointed out that, while EPA had estimated that 
the number of stations would not increase a(.lpreciably, the number has 
steadily decreased in recent years {I-H-127). 

Response: Several new !Jublications were researched for current 
data on the number of service stations nationwide. As indicated by 
this comme,nter, ~h~ 103rd edition of the Stati~tical.Abstract re!Jorts 

153,500 retail gasoline statiom .j:'or 1981. Also, this report states 
that there were ~7,300 franchised convenience stores, which results in 

170,800 (153,500 + 17,300) total 11 public 11 service stations. 
The December 1984 issue of National Petroleum News (NPN) reports 

the preliminary and incomplete findings of the U.S. Census Bureau•s 
1982 count of service stations as 116,154 (for service stations that 
derive at least 50 percent of their gross revenues from sale of gaso
line) (I-F-126, 1-F-127). The- 1984 NPN Factbook estimated the total 

number of all service stations in 1982 to be 144,690 (I-F-124, I-F-1,5) •. 
As reported in the January 1985 issue of NPN, the Department of Commerce, 
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Bureau of Industrial Economics, estimated the number of service stations 

that derived at least 50 percent of their gross revenues from the sale 

of gasoline as 144,690 in 1982, 136,570 in 1983, and 132,000 in 1984. 

In addition, their estimates of franchised convenience stores were 

14,683 in 1983 and 1S,331 in 1984 (I-F-128). The Lundberg estimate for 
mid-1984 of 190,000 11 public 11 retail outlets, including convenience 

stores, is also discussed in the January 1985 issue of NPN. 

In light of these recent estimates and the continuing decline in 

the number of service stations, the Agency•s original estimate of 

210,875 11 public 11 service stations was revised to reflect the Lundberg 

mid-1984 estimate of 190,000 public stations. The estimated number 

of 11 private 11 outlets was not changed, since no new information was 

available for this category. 

Comment: Une commenter felt that EPA•s assumptions concerning the 

distribution of bulk terminals led to a serious underestimation of the 

costs to implement Stage I vapor controls. The commenter (an oil company) 
stated that 67 percent of its terminals subject to potential Stage I 
controls use top loading, and would require conversion to bottom loading 
in order to be com~atible with the Stage I system (EPA had assumed only 

1U percent would need t.~is conversion). Also, the commenter indicated 

that all of its terminals subject to controls use submerged loading, 

whereas EPA had assumed that 1U percent use splash loading. This assumption 
inflates the apparent benefits of Stage I controls by leading to a larger 

gaso 1 i ne recovery credit due to the controls. The commenter recomme.nded 
that EPA re-examine its bulk terminal model plants and reassess its 

calculation of c·ontrol costs at tenninals (I-H-125). 
Response: The a~sumptions relating to the distribution of bulk 

terminals used in the Stage I cost analysis were based on information 
obtained in developing the 1980 proposal of the recently promulgated 

(August 1983) New Source Performance Standards for bulk gasoline 

terminals (I-A-34). In re-evaluating these assumptions, the Agency 

determined that ap~roximately 60 percent of the facilities in attain
ment areas (currently uncontrolled), are practicing top loading of 
tank trucks. This assumption is based on inputs from throughout the 
industry, including many smaller oil companies. Whereas it was 

assumed in the original analysis that 10 percent of all uncontrolled 
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facilities use splash loading, it is now estimated that 10 percent of 
the top loading facilities (6 percent of all uncontrolled facilities) 

practice splash loading. These new assumptions have reduced recovery 
credits sliyhtly and increased estimates of the net cost for incorpor

ating vapor recovery controls at bulk terminals. 
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6.U REASUNA~LENESS UF CUNTKUL CUSTS VEKSUS HEALTH KISK KEUUCTIUN 

6.1 NEEU FUR STANDAKUS 

Comment: une commenter felt that refueling emissions reiJresent 
only a small part of vue emissions and their recovery by either 

Staye II or onboara controls wil 1 make onlj a minor contribution to 
ozone attainment goals, and at considerable cost per unit of VOC con

~rolled (I-H-102). 
Several commenters pointed out that previous measures (i.e., 

Staye I, consumption 
u.c.) had minimal or 

l-H-1All, I-H-1A27). 

decrease, Stage II in California and Washington, 
no measured effect on ambient ozone levels (I-H-1, 

One commenter stated that Stage II controls have 
11 not been proven to improve the. quality of our air 11 (I-H-1All), while 
another thought that implementation of Stage II recovery would not 
result in a significant improvement in air yuality (I-H-1A2U). 

Response: Both Stage II and onboard systems have the capability 
of reducing the release of hydrocarbon vapors to the atmoS!Jhere. In-use 
efficiencies for Stage II and onb.oard have been determined to be 62 to 
86 percent and 93 percent, respectively. The volatile oryanic compounds 
(Vuc•s) in these vapors are known to participate in atmospheric chemical 
reactions that produce ozone. While refuelin9 emissions are not a major 
proportion of the VOC emissions in all areas, they constitute a signifi
cant fraction of the uncontrolled emissions in most urban ozone non
attainment areas. 

California•s Air Resources 8oard has noted that, in 1981, Stage II 
systems·in California reduced 48,000 tons of hydrocarbon emissions 
(130 tons per day), and J.>revented the waste of 1~ million gallons of 
gasoline (based on 10 billion gallons dispensed) (I-F-78). The EPA 
believes that proportional· reductions associated with refueling control 
will serve to improve the air quality in the many areas with current 

ozone problems. 

Comment: U~e commenter stated that society has limited resources 
to devote to its problems. This commenter felt that, when billions of 
dollars are to be devoted to a problem that even EPA admits will show 
no measurable improvement for the effort, there are dozens of other 
environmental health J,>roblems that would respond more favorably (l-H-1U1). 
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Two other commenters felt that the available data on the health effects 

of yasoline emissions and/or ozone do not justify the expenditures 

required under the control strategies (I-H-24, I-H-116). Another com

menter felt that unless the facts pointed to significant human healtn 

effects, then the cost of $1~ per car on 10 million cars (per year) 
could be better spent in other health areas (I-H-2~). 

One commenter remarked that gasoline fumes are an important contri~ 

butor to ozone problems and must be curbed, especially in areas where 

Stage I and Stage II controls are not yet in ~lace. This commenter 

ex~ressed concurrence with the view that gasoline vapors are carcino

genic, and added that recent evidence now links benzene with additional 
forms of human cancer besides leukemia. The commenter felt there could 

be no valid basis for postponing regulatory action in light of this 

evidence as wel i as the potential ozone reductions. Finally, the 

commenter cited the following measures as being necessary parts of any 

regulation: installation of Stage I controls by 19~7 on all sources not 
yet having them, installation of onboard on new vehicles beginni~g 

model year 1987, and installation of Stage II in all ozone nonattain

ment areas by 1Y87 (1-H-115). 
Another commenter was supportive of c·ontrols on the yasoline 

marketing industry, since these controls (Stage I and Stage II) have 

!Jroven to be very cost-effective and have saved millions of yallons 

of fuel annually in his State (I-H-118). 
One commenter felt that a nationwide proyram is warranted if 

either the cancer risk is shown to be significant or if such d program 
is shown to be_a_cost-effective way to help areas attain the ozone 

standard (I-H-98). 
Response: The comments illustrate the variety of o~inion surround

iny this controversial issue. EPA believes that the control costs are 
warranted. The basis for this decision is thorouyhly discussed in the 

~reamble to the proposed rulemaking. 

Comment: One commenter felt that implementation of both t_he on

board and Stage II nationwide control a~proaches is not warranted, ~nd 

EPA should act to discourage·Stage II at the State level (I-H-113). 

Two other commenters expressed ~trong opposition to the option of 

onboard nationwide plus Stage II in ozone nonattainment areas. The 
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backlash from having two different systems with the same IJUq.Jose being 
implemented at the same time would be considerable (I-D-70, I-H-124). 

f{esponse: Although the simultaneous implementation of both 
onboard and Stage II would involve certain inherent difficulties, the 

Agency does not consiaer them insurmountable. These difficulties were 
considered in developing the regulatory proposal. Although EPA is n.ot 

requiring the implementation of Stage II as an interim measure in 
nonattainment areas where it is not now in place or in the process of 

being installed, it may be effective in particular situations. The 
EPA will support State implementation where the State determines that 
the strategy is a~Jpropriate and desirable. 

Comment: Two commenters saw no advantage in addi ny new service 

station controls in areas where there is no danger of exceeding the 
national ambient ozone standard (I-H-42, I-H-43). One commenter sup
ported the need for control in certain communities, but did not favor 

Stage II on a statewide or nationwide basis (I-H-1A2U). 
Another commenter stated that EPA should delay the decision on 

this 11 expensive and controversial .. control measure until a conclusion 
is reached on the health effects issue. The commenter stated that he 
understood the need for controls in nonattainment areas, but did not 
see why nationwide control was needed (I-H-1U4). 

Response: The rationale for the prOIJOSal of onboard controls is 
thoroughly discussed in the preamble to the proposed rulemaking. In 

part, onboard was selected for 1-1roposal because of ~reater lon~-term 
vue (and therefore ozone) reduction benefits. 

Comment: ·Three commenters claimed that the levels of benzene in 
gasoline vapors are below those posing a human health risk, and thus 
standards are not needed. They pointed out that EPA has decided not to 
regulate certain other sources of benzene because the Agency had deter
mined the maximum lifetime risks posed by those sources (about 1 x 
lQ-4) to be insignificant. Since EPA's analysis predicts a lifetime 
risk from high e~posure to be 1.1 x lo-b at uncontrolled self-service 
stations and 1.2 x 1o-4 at the boundary of a complex of uncontrolled · 
bulk terminals, a similar finding of no federal action necessary should 
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be made in this case (I-H-91, I~H-94, I-H-1UU). Another commenter 

stated that the estimate of lifetime risk from benzene of 2.4 x 1u-6 
11 baseline 11 for service stations is well below the level defined by EPA's 

own Carcinoyen Assessment Group as 11 negligible 11 (I-0-~~. I-H-117). 

Response: The Agency is proposing to regulate vehicle refueling 

emissions for a number of reasons, including the benefits of reducing 

vue emissions in nonattainment (and attainment) areas, and the benefits 

from reducing exposure to known or probable carcinogens in gasoline 

vapors (including benzene, a known human carcinogen, and the mixture of 

gasoline vapors, which is considered a probable humari· carcinogen). The 
decision to proceed with a proposal is not based primarily on the 

reduction of hazardous emissions but rather an overall assessment of 

total benefits. 

Comment: Several commenters thought that the human healttl risk 

posed by EU~, EUC, and benzene in gasoline vapors is unproven or too 

small to warrant regulation. Others stated that refueling vapors in 
general do not present a significant risk that would justify controls. 
These commenters generally felt that the existing scientific data, as 

revealed in EPA's analysis, as well as the literature on epidemiological 
studies, are insufficient to justify any program to control these emis

sions ( I-D-5!5, I-D-63, I-H-11, I-H-28, I-H-.91, I-H-94, I-H-99, I-H-1UU, 

I-H-102, 1-H-108, I-H-1U9, 1-H-113, 1-H-114, 1-H-117, I-H-119, I-H-12U, 

1-H-127). Two of them claimed that EPA's own estimates demonstrate the 

risks to be too small to warrant Federal regulation ( I-H-1U2, I-H-113). 

One commenter said that epidemiological studies of workers indicate no 

major health·problems (I-H-11). Another expressed the view that, if 

EPA determines refueling controls to be a cost-effective way to achieve 
ozone goals, the rationale for this conclusion should be distributed in 

a separate document for public comment (1-H-99). Four commenters felt 

that additional data on health risk should be collected, and that the 

Health Effects Institute should examine these data for soundness (I-H-1U1, 
1-H-114, 1-H-116, 1-H-127). Another thought that the nationwide control 
strategies should be set aside until a human health hazard has been 
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detennined, subjected to peer review, and accepted by EPA 1
S Science 

Advisory Board (1-H-107). A final comrnenter suggested that EPA expedite 

its cancer research in the area of gasoline vapor and resolve the risk 
analysis, which is now only preliminary (1-H-9~). 

A number of commenters also concurred that controls to address ED~ 

and EDC are unwarranted in light of the small present exposure levels 

and the certainty that even these small ex!JOSures will rapidly decrease 
as leaded gasoline is phased out of the market (1-H-~3, 1-H-91, 1-H-94, 

1-H-99, 1-H-101). Une of these commenters stated that since EOB and 
EDC are not listed as hazardous air pollutants under Section 112, the 
basis for im!JOSiny nationwide vapor recovery to reduce exposure to 
these compounds is even weaker than for benzene. The commenter stated 

that assuminy the Agency's new lead phasedown strategy is successful, 
annual sales of leaded gasoline should fall more rapidly than EPA 1 s 

original analysis assumed, further reducing ED~ and EDC emissions from 
the marketing of leaded gasoline. The commenter further pointed out 
that the concentrations of these compounds are so minute as to render 
detection in leaded gasoline vapors v.irtually impossible, and the 

nonoccupational exposures are intermittent and brief (I-H-94). 
Response: It is true that the small risk associated with exposure 

to ED~ and EDC will decline as leaded gas is phased out of the market 
place. In the revised analysis, EDB and EDC risk calculations have 

been dropped. However, as was pointed out in the evaluation report 
(I-A-55) and Federal Register notice (I-G-15), the Agency believes that 
there is sufficient evidence derived from human epidemiological studies 
to support the existence of a causal association between exposure to 
benzene and the onset of cancer. On June 8, 1977, benzene was listed 
as a hazardous air pollutant under Section 112. The listiny was based 

on the evidence referred to above, and EPA 1 S finding that ambient 
exposures to benzene may constitute a cancer risk and should be reduced. 

Other evidence also implicates gasoline vapors as a possible serious 
health hazard for humans. The unit risk factor developed for gasoline 

vapors is based on laboratory studies with mice and rats. 
·Given the pervasive ozone nonattainment problem and the potential 

hazardous exposure of millions of. gasoline consumers and those living 
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in the vicinity of service stations, the Agency believes that regula

tion of refueling emissions is warranted. The rationale for the regula
tory proposal is contained in the Federal Register notice accompanyiny 
this document. 

Comment:. Une commenter felt that new EPA requirements would re!Jre

sent regulatory duplication because USHA already controls exposure of 
employees at gas stations (I-H-3). 

Response: It is EPA's understanding that USHA has not taken, and 
has no immediate plans to take, steps to limit the exposure of service 
station employees specifically to the vapors generated during refueling 
operations. Controls on refuelfng would have multiple benefits, 
including health risk reduction for employees, self-service (and 
other) customers, and the community, as well as reductions in ambient 
ozone concentrations. The extent to which these controls provided 
beneficial effects for service station employees would not duplicate 
current benefits conferred by USHA's occupational standards. 

Comment: A commenter felt there is no need to regulate small, 
rural stations since they do not contribute significantly to air pollu
tion, and they provide a tremendous service to rural communities (I-H-1A6). 

Response: It is true that smaller stations located in rural areas 
contribute a relatively small percentage of overall VUC emissions compared 
to large, urban stations, and hence are smaller contributors to the 
ozone problem. In addition, these facilities are generallj situated in 
attainment areas, where control of ozone precursers may not be needed 
specifically to attain the ambient standard. 

Sirice it is.likely that facilities below some particular through
put cutoff would not have to install refueliny vapor .controls, many of 
the smaller facilities referred to by the commenter would not be regu
lated even under possible State initiations. However, uncontrolled 
facilities in rural areas would be contributing to health impacts, 
especially during self-service refueling, and so could be controlled 
just as the stations in urban areas. Individual States may decide to 
impose a more stringent distribution of Stage II regulatory coverage 
than that permitted to EPA by the Clean Air Act, based on the environ

mental, health, and economic impacts of the controls. 
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Comment: Two Ohio-based l)etroleum marketers felt that tile hydrocarbon 

emissions from natural sources (i.e., trees, leaves, and shrubbery) are 
equal to, if not greater than, hydrocarbons emitted by dis~ensiny 

petroleum products (I-H-1, I-H-1A20). One commenter argued that the 
current state of knowledge about the cause and effect of ozone levels 
is insufficient to justify control measures (I-H-1). 

l{esponse: The EPA has specific statutory obligations to limit 

certain sources of air pollution that affect human health or welfare. 
The fact that plants also produce hydrocarbons that may play a part in 
pollution in no way changes EPA's responsibility or authority. 

While all of the ozone formation mechanisms are not fully understood 

with certainty, prevailing scientific evidence and opinion has established 
the link between VOC emissions (such as those from petroleum sources) and 

the formation of ozone in the atmosphere. Since emissions from the 
segments of the gasoline marketing industry form a significant portion 
of total uncontrolled VOC emissions, especially in more !JOpulated 
areas, the Agency decided to evaluate strategies for reauciny the 

adverse environmental and health·impacts from this emission category. 
The commenter did not suggest any control techniques that would 

reduce the hydrocarbon emissions from plants. The locations of hydro
carbon emissions from vegetation are generally concentrated in rural 
areas that are attaining the ambient ozone standard. In addi~ion, 

natural hydrocarbon emissions generally do not contain com~ounds that 
are likely to be hazardous, such as benzene. 

Comment: One commenter stated that in light of the uncertainties 
associated w·it-h the API studies, the Agency should move forward on the 
basis of valid and reliable information currently available (whi:h ex
cludes the API studies), with the provision that its regulatory approach 
may require supplementation or amendment as additional information is 

developed (I-H-94). 
Response: The Health Effects Institute has recently evaluated 

the scientific information regarding the human health risk of gasoline 
vapors (I-A-6o). The Institute's conclusion was that although the API 
animal study was well conducted and demonstrates that some components 
of gasoline increase cancer rates in rats and mice, its relevance to 
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human risk assessment is uncertain. The Institute also concluded that 
the available epidemiologic evidence neither negates nor confirms the 
interpretation that gasoline vapors are a potential human carcinogen. 
Although the Institute suggested that the lower bound of gasoline vapor 

risk was equal to zero, the Institute noted that a decision to implement 
mandatory controls based on available estimates, despite the uncertainty, 

is a policy question. 
The EPA believes that it is appropriate to consider the API studies, 

as well as other available information, in estimating the potential 
health risk from gasoline vapors, despite the uncertainties involved. 
These uncertainties were fully considered when interpreting the results 
of the risk assessment in order to reach a decision on appropriate 

regulatory strategies. 

6.2 COST/BENEFITS OF CONTROLS 

Comment: One commenter stated the nationwide onboard cost and 
benefits analyses were in error because: 1) the per-vehicle costs 
were greatly underestimated, 2) the analysis included benefits where 
Stage II systems are already in place, 3) the analysis ignored the fact 
that onboard will increase emissions at stations with Stage II, 4) the 
analysis underestimated spillage, and 5) a large portion ot the in-use 
effectiveness is due to evaporative emission controls that may not 
occur (I-H-114). 

Response: 
1) The EPA has reanalyzed its onboard cost estimates in detail. 

A discussion of these costs by cost category is contained in Section 
2.6. 

2) An error was discovered in the original analysis of emission 
reductions, whereby additional Stage II emission reductions were 
calculated for areas where Stage II was already in place. This error 
has been corrected in the revised analysis. The cost and incidence 
calculations in the original analyses correctly considered the areas 

where Stage II controls are already in place. 
3} The impacts of onboard controls at stations already having· 

Stage II controls were considered in the 1984 analysis. These impacts 
included the lack of control of underground storage tank emptying 

1 asses and reduced recovery credits. 
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4) No data on spillaye could be found that were significantly 
better than the basis of the AP-42 emission factor of ~4 mg/1. There
fore, this estimate was used in the 19~4 analysis, as well as the new 

analysis. Table 2-2 of the Draft Volume I RIA summarizes all the 
emission factors used in the analysis. 

5) In the reanalysis, excess eva~orative emissions have been 
considered separately; thus, Stage II and onboard have been compared 
on an equal basis. 

Comment: One commenter felt that EPA's cost-benefit analysis 
ap~roach seemed reasonable. However, they thought the analysis 
overlooked or did not address the newer technology Stage I I recovery 
systems and the economic cost recovery mechanisms that exist (I-H-65). 

Response: The EPA has re-evaluated Stage II costs and developed 
cost estimates that reflect currently availab~e systems (see Appen

dices Band C of the Draft Volume I ~IA). No specific economic cost 
recovery mechanisms were mentioned by the commenter apart from fuel 
recovery, tax advantage, and credits. These mechanisms were considered 
for inclusion in the Stage II cost re·analysis. 

6.3 ALTERNATIVE CONTROLS 

Comment: One commenter O!Jf.>OSed to Stage I I controls uryed the 
investigation of other control alternatives because there are other 
solutions that would be technically better, less costly, and have their 

costs borne more equally (I-H-88). 
Response: This commenter did not s~ecify any particular alterna

tives. The Agency selected for evaluation all feasible regulatory strate
gies and options it considered appro1-1riate based on initial estimations 

of costs, technical feasibility, emission reductions, and other factors. 
Althouyh there are other sources of vue emissions that are candidates for 
control, they are not substitutes for refueling control, but complementary 
~arts of the overall strategy to address the pervasive ozone problem. 

Comment: Une· commenter felt that, since onboard controls would 
collect both refueling and excess evaporative emissions, any com~arisons 
made with Stage II should include the impacts of volatility, or Reid 
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Vapor Pressure (I<VP), limitations on commer :ial gasoline. (f<VP limita

tion is an alternative to control the evaporative emissions uncontrolled 

by Staye II.) These added measures should be accounted for in com~aring 

both the costs and the time required to implement onboard and Stage II 

controls. The commenter noted that the costs of KVP control would 

include the capital costs of reconfiguriny refineries to maintain 

gasoline quality at lower KVP and the higher cost of lower vapor ~ressure 

high octane blendiny components (1-H-94). 
Another commenter suggested that a strategy including Stage II 

plus extra evaporative emission control (employing an enlarged carbon 

canister) would be more cost effective than any of the vehicle 

refueling emission control approaches considered by EPA (I-H-11~). 

Response: The reanalysis of regulatory strategies performed since 

the evaluation report was issued in 1984 takes into account the additional 

strategies cf Stage II combined with gasoline KVP limitations, and 

Stage II combined with enlarged canisters for control of excess evaporative 

emissions. The impacts of these and the other strategies are discussea 
in the Draft Volume I ~IA and in another EPA re~ort (I-A-66). 

Comment: Une commenter felt that EPA failed to evaluate the 

reduction of the volatility of gasoline as a control strategy, despite 

the substantial impact this measure wouldhave in reducing vapors at 
every step in the gasoline marketing system (1-H-101). Another com

menter stated that controls on commercial fuel volatility are needed to 

reduce in-use evaporative emissions (I-H-1UU). 
One commenter felt that EPA (through its powers under Section 211(c) 

of the Act) should encourage all States to adopt and enforce the ASTM 

Standard D 439. setting volatility limits on gasoline. Some gasolines 
fall outside of these 11 yood industry pra•:t.;ces, .. and some States (such 

as New York, New Jersey, and Texas) have not adopted the ASTM limits. 
The commenter also saw no benefit in EPA 1

S considering any restrictions 

on gasoline KVP below the limits in the ASTM Standard, because of the 

resulting disruption in the butane market and the gasoline price 

increase of l.o cents per gallon that would occur during the control 
periodr The installation of Stage II or onboard systems would be 

preferable as measures to control vehicle refueling or evaporative 

emissions (I-H-99). 
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Kesponse: The Agency has evaluated RVP limitations and has proposea 

a decision along with the onboard ~ro~osal. The rationale for these 

~ro~osals is contained in the res~ective Federal Register notices. 

6.4 KEACTiuN TO GASOLINE PRICE INCREASE (STAGE II)* 

The Agency received only four comment letters from the general 

public concerning price increase; i.e., these commenters were not re~re

senting any company, agency, or organizational· affiliation. Une of 

these commenters expressed the vi e'l: that hi yher yasol i ne or automobi 1 e 

prices would not be justified unless a more positive link was established 

between cancer deaths and gasoline dispensing by the public (1-H-2~). 

Several companies and organizations referred to gasoline price 

increases in terms of a facility's ability to compete in light of its 

control costs, and discussed whether these costs could be passed through 

to consumers. These comments on the economic impacts of Staye II con

trols are summarized in Section 3.6. 

6.5 KEACTION TO INCREASE IN PKICE OF A NEW VEHICLE (ONBOAKD)* 

Comment: Three commenters felt -EPA's estimate of an onboard system 

cost of $1S/veh ic le to be reasonable and supported by API and ARCU studies. 

In addition, the commenters believed there was no reliable technical basis 

for the onboard costs estimated by the automobile manufacturers that 

are far in excess of those made by API and ARCu (I-H-102, I-H-108, I-H-119). 

One commenter felt that the im~act of onboard controls was over

stated, and that a $1S increase in the. ~urchase price of vehicles whose 

price tags average upwards of $1U,UOU wil 1 not have any discernible 

effect on new .ca.r sales (I-H-115). 

Kesponse: Comparisons of cb~~lute dollar values associated with 

the cost of control technology and the price of vehicles are not 

sufficient to determine the effect on buyer behavior of small increases 

in vehicle price. Price elasticities, which measure the percentage 

change in quantity demanded due to a 1 percent change in the price of 

a good, more accurately reflect buyer response to small price chanyes. 

*1984 federal Register topic. 
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Since elasticities are intended to capture consumer responses to 

small ~rice changes, elasticities are used to estimate consumption 

declines associated with price increases attributed to controls. 

Since there is disagreement in estimates of vehicle price elasticities, 

the analysis examines the impacts of vehicle cost increases assuming 

several different price elasticities. (See pp. 8-'2 through ~-26 of the 

July 1984 Analysis Report.) The analysis reflects market history, which 

indicates that some behavioral response on the part of buyers will be 

observed, even when the price increase is small. 

Comment: One commenter considered the onboard control system to 
be an .. anti-pollution gizmo .. designed to raise the prices of American 

cars (I-H-7). 
Response: Both onboa rd and Stage I I controls are designed to 

reduce emissions of ozone precursors and hazardous pollutants, and 

thereby protect the health of the public. As discussed in detail in 

Section 2.6, the extra cost for onboard controls is estimated to be 
about $20 for each passenger car (see Table 2-~). This cost to .the 
consumer seems reasonable in light of the environmental and health 

benefits that would result from the controls. Moreover, an onboard 

requirement would apply tc ill c·ars, both. foreign and domestic. 

Comment: One commenter thought that, given the option of paying 

for VUC controls through an increased- gasoline price of approximately 
1 cent per yallon or $1b per vehicle, the consumer who drives more than 

30,000 miles would generally be better off paying an extra $15 per new 

vehicle. The commenter .calculated that, assuming constant dollars and 

20 mpy,· the $15 increase for onboard would be equivalent to Stage II 

costs assodated with 3G,UOU vehicle miles. The same commenter noted 

that, today, most automobiles are purchased on credit. Consequently, if 

vehicle financing rates and time value of money are taken into account, 
the one-time onboard cost would be significantly higher than $1o and 

might not provide any benefit ( I-H-1L6). 
Response: As indicated by the commenter•s analysis, many vari

ables are involved in determining the relative attractiveness of 

these regulatory strategies to an individual consumer. These vari

ables include gas mileage, miles driv~n, length of vehicle ownership, 
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and the credit terms involved in the vehicle purchase. Variations in 
one or more of these factors may result in yreatly differ~ny results. 

In the reanalysis, such factors !Jlay an even larger role. The 
latest onooard control analysis projects a per-vehicle onooard control 

price that varies with vehicle vintaye (model year) and posits that 
captured vapors will improve fuel efficiency and generate recovery 
credits for vehicle owners. Vehicle vintage, miles driven, length of 
vehicle ownership, gasoline !)rice, and the rate of time preference 

(discount rate) determine the credit received by the individual vehicle 
owner; vehicle vintage and credit terms determine the yross (initial) 
cost of the control to the purchaser. Accordingly, the net cost of 
onboard control to the individual consumer will vary with all of 

these factors. 
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Since elasticities are intended to capture consumer responses to 

small ~rice ~~anges, elasticities are used to estimate consumption 

declines associated with price increases attributed to controls. 

Since there is disagreement in estimates of vehicle price elasticities, 

the analysis examines the impacts of vehicle cost increases assuming 

several different price el~sticities. (See pp. 8-'2 through ~-26 of the 

July 1984 Analysis Report.) The analysis reflects market history, which 

indicates that some behavioral response on the part of buyers will be 

observed, even when the price increase is small. 

Comment: One commenter considered the onboard control system to 
be an 11 anti-pollution gizmo 11 designed to raise the prices of American 

cars (I-H-7}. 
Response: Both onboard and Stage II controls are designed to 

reduce emissions of ozone precursors and hazardous pollutants, and 

thereby protect the health of the public. As discussed in detail in 

Section 2.6, the extra cost for onboard controls is estimated to be 
about $2U for each passenger car (see Table 2-!S). This cost to .the 

consumer seems reasonable in light of the environmental and health 

benefits that would result from the controls. Moreover, an onboard 

requirement would apply tr _ill cars, both foreign and domestic. 

Comment: One commenter thought that, given the option of paying 
for vue controls through an increased· gasoline )Jri ce of approximately 

1 cent per yal lon or $1o per vehicle, the consumer who drives more than 

30,000 miles would generally be better orf paying an extra $15 per new 

vehicle. The commenter calculated that, assuming constant dollars and 

20 mpy, the $15 increase for onboard would be equivalent to Stage II 
costs associated with 3L,UUU vehicle miles. The same commenter noted 

that, today, most automobiles are purchased on credit. Consequently, if 

vehicle financing rates and time value of money are taken into account, 
the one-time onboard cost would be significantly higher than $1~ and 

might not provide any benefit (I-H-U6). 

Response: As indicated by the commenter•s analysis, many vari

ables are involved in determining the relative attractiveness of 

these regulatory strategies to an individual consumer. These vari

ables include gas mileage, miles driven, length of vehicle ownership, 
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and the credit terms involved in the vehicle purchase. Variations in 
one or more of these factors may result in yreatly differiny results. 

In the reanalysis, such factors ~lay an even larger role. The 
latest onooard control analysis projects a per-vehicle onooara control 

price that varies with vehicle vintaye (model year) and posits thac 
captured va~ors will improve fuel efficiency and generate recovery 
credits for vehicle owners. Vehicle vintaye, miles ariven, length of 
vehicle ownership, gasoline ~rice, and the rate of time ~reference 

(discount rate) determine the credit received by the individual vehicle 
owner; vehicle vintage and credit terms determine the yross (initial) 
cost of the control to the purchaser. Accordinyly, the net cost of 
onboard control to the individual consumer will vary with all of 

these factors. 
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6.6 KEFEKI ~CES (Comment letters are not re!Jeated here. See Chapter 1, 
Taole 1-1, for a complete list of comment letters.) 

I-A-~o Evaluation of Air Pollution Regulatory Strategies for Gasoline 
Marketing Industry. U.S. EPA. Research Triangle ~ark, N.C. 
EPA-45U/3-84-U12a. July 1984. 

I-A-6~ Gasoline Vapor Exposure and Human Cancer: Evaluation of 
Existing Scientific Information and Recommendations for Future 
Research. U.S. EPA. Pre~Jared by the Health Effects Institute. 
September 1985. 

I-A-66 Study of Volatility and Hydrocarbon Emissions from Motor 
Vehicles. U.S. EPA, uffice of Mobile Sources. EPA-AA-SUSB-
8~-o. November 1985. 

I-F-78 Air Kesources board, State of California. A Re~Jort to the 
Legislature on Gasoline Va!Jor Recovery Systems for Vehicle 
Fueling at Service Stations (Stage II systems). March 1983. 

I-G-15 Kegulatory Strategies for the Gasoline Marketing Industry. 
Notice of Availability of a regulatory strategies analysis 
document for public comment. u.s. EPA. 49 FR 317il6. August 
8, 1984. 
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7.0 STAGE I CUNTKOLS* 

Comment: One commenter stated that the 1984 cost of a carbon 

adsor~tion unit for vapor control at bulk terminals was about 80 ~ercent 

of the 1981 cost (based on a maximum emission from the unit of 30 mg/1). 

This change in cost would affect the Agency•s bulk terminal control 

cost estimates (I-H-27). 
Response: The reduced cost suggested by this manufacturer was 

factored into the updated bulk terminal cost analysis. The net effect 

is a reduct ion of about 10 percent in the unit purchase cost for carbon 
adsorption (CA) systems. Since the CA system costs are averaged with 

thennal oxidizer and refrigeration system costs to determine average 

bulk terminal control costs, the net effect is a reduction of only 

about 4 percent in the average unit purchase cost for all vapor recovery 

systems at termin·als. 

Comment: One commenter noted that, in Tables 7-8, 7-9, and 7-1U 
of the July 1984 Analysis Document, "NA" (not applicable) was shown for 
the product recovery credit for for-hire tank trucks at terminals, for 
bulk plants, and for service stations using Stage 1 control. The 
Clmmenter felt that either he had misunderstood the costing material or 

that cost credits should be allowed for the vapors saved through con

trols in each of these cases (I-H-132). 

Response: Recovery cost credits are applied in calculating net 

control costs in two situations: ( 1) when vapors are condensed into 
usable liquid product, and (2) when, through the application of controls, 
product- is J>l'e-ve-nted from evaporating and being lost. The former 
s1tuation applies at a bulk terminal using a vapor processor to recover 

··the gasoline vapors displaced from tank trucks during the loading 

operation. Recovered proouct is piped as a liquid to storage tanks for 

sale with the regular product. Tables 7-1, 7-2, and 7-4 of the July 
1984 Analysis Report show recovery credits for bulk terminals using vapor 

recovery controls. The latter situation applies in the case of storage 
tanks and at bult plants using a vapor balance system. In the case of 
storage tanks, the recovery credit represents the difference between 

*1984 Federal Register topic. 
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the emissions from a fixed-roof' tank and an internal floating-roof 
tank. Recovery credits for a bulk plant using vapor balance arise due 

to the prevention of storage tank emptying losses following the loading 
of account trucks. Without vapor balance, fresh air is drawn into the 

storage tank as the tank is drained, and the product subsequently 
evaporating into this air space is lost through tank ventiny. With 

vapor balance, a vapor saturated air space is maintained above the 

product to suppress evaporation and loss. Tables 7-6 and 7-7 of the 
July 1984 Analysis Report show recovery credits for bulk plants controlled 
by vapor balance. 

As pointed out on page 7-15 of the report, a recovery credit does 
not accrue to for-hire tank trucks. Vapors drawn into these tanks 

during vapor balance do not suppress product evaporation and loss 
(as occurs at a bulk plant using vapor balance) because the truck tank 
is emptied of product during the va!Jor balance operation. For this 
reason, product recovery credits do not apply in the cost calculations 
shown for for-hire tank trucks in Tables 7-8 and 7-Y of the July 19~4 
Analysis Report. In the case of service stations, the displaced vapors 
are lost from the underground tank regardless of whether Stage I is in 
use or not. Therefore, Table 7~10 does not apply a recovery credit in 
presenting the costs associated with Stage I control at service stations. 
Finally, credits are allowed for Stage II for reasons similar to those 
given above for a bulk !Jlant using vapor balance. 
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8.0 EFFECTS ON STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLANS (SIP's}* 

The EPA received numerous comments on the effect of gasoline 

marketing controls on State regulat{ons, particularly the feasibility 
of the States' incorporating Stage II or onboard controls into their 

respective SIP's. This section summarizes their comments and EPA's 
responses to the following issues: 

o Ozone NAAQS Attainment Deadline 
o Emission Credits 

o Effect of State Adoption of Controls 
o EPA's Role in ·selecting Controls 

o Miscellaneous Other Issues 

8.1 OZONE NAAQS ATTAINMENT DEADLINE 

Many commenters expressed concern about the States' meeting the 
December 1987 deadline for implementjng controls. These commenters were 
also concerned with EPA's schedule for deciding whether to regulate VOC 

emissions from refueling operations. 

Comment: A number of commenters stated that EPA should decide 

promptly whether further gasoli~e marketi~g controls are required 
because States are actively searching for options to meet the 
approaching 1987 NAAQS deadline. In this regard, some commenters sug
gested that EPA select onboard and stem any move by the States toward 

Stage II (I-H-99, I-H-102, I-H-108, I-H-109, I-H-119). One of these 
commenters stated that it is important for EPA to define promptly the 

role of hydrocarbons in oxidant formation before States with nonattain
ment areas revise their implementation plans by the December 31, :987, 

deadline. The commenter pointed out that if EPA fails to act in a 
timely manner, industry could be faced with the needless implementa
tion of Stage II vapor recovery systems, possibly even duplicating 
other systems for control of vehicle refueling emissions (I-H-99). 

In contrast, other commenters felt EPA should not delay in issuing 
guidance on implementing Stage II controls (I-0-56, I-H-21, I-H-100). 

One felt that a Stage II regulation would bring the nation closer to 
achieving the ozone NAAQS by the 1987 deadline (I-D-56}. Another 
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commenter stated that States are ready to implement Stage II, noting 
that seven States have already proposed to use Stage II controls to 

meet ozone standards in certain areas and that their initiative should 
not be discouraged (I-H-100). One State supporting a national onboard 

·control program said that it is proceeding with implementati~n of 
Stage II as the only option available to control refueling emissions 

on a short-term basis (I-D-65). 
According to one commenter (I-H-92), a decision is needed soon 

on whether to regulate VOC emissions from motor vehicle refueling in 
order to: (1) provide guidance to States that have been directed by 
EPA to revise ozone SIP's to adopt additional VOC control measures by 
the end of 1987; and (2) give States time to determine what, if any, 

regulatory approach they should adopt to control benzene emissions from 
motor vehicle refueling in areas other than those that are nonattain

ment for ozone, if a national regulation requiring Stage II controls in 
urban ozone nonattainment areas is adopted by EPA. 

Response: The Agency is proposing to regulate vehicle refueling 
emissions by means of onboard.controls. This will result in effective 

long-term reduction of refueling emissions, and nationwide protection 
from exposure to benzene and other potential carcinogenic constituents 
in gasoline. Because of the time necessary to phase in onboard con
trols, however, the Agency has evaluated other Fede~al requirements 
that could provide near-term VOC reductions. As a result, EPA also 
is proposing to limit in-use fuel volatility which will produce sub
stantial reductions relatively quickly. The EPA also considered 
requiring Stage II controls in some ozone nonattainment areas as an 

interim measure until onboard controls become effective. However, EPA 
proposes not to impose Stage II as a requirement in those areas where 
it is not now being implemented or is not contained as a commitment in 
a State Implementation Plan (SIP). Nevertheless, States may choose to 
adopt Stage II controls as an appropriate VOC control measure in such 
areas where i~ is not now implemented or committed to, depending on a 
case-by-case assessment of local ozone nonattainment problems and 
available VOC control alternatives. 

Comment: One commenter stated that EPA should defer any action 
requiring States to adopt controls on VOC emissions from motor vehicle 
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refueliny in ozone nonattainment areas until a final national policy 
has been established, and specifically, Stage II controls should not be 

re4uired until this form of control has been defined as reasonably 
available control technology (~ACT). The commenter felt that a require

ment for action prior to such time would De unwarranted (1-H-~2). 

Response: As discussed in the accompanying Federal ~egister 

announcement concerning pro~osed onboard controls and in other 
res~onses, the Agency does not intend to require Stage II controls in 

all nonattainment areas. However, Staye II can be effective in parti
cular situations, and is an available measure for States to consider in 
revising their implementation plans applicaole to ozone nonattainment 
areas. The EPA wi 11 support such efforts made by the States where 

analysis indicates it is a desirable alternative for ozone control. 

Comment: Two commenters suggested that EPA continue to focus on 
the 16 original target AQCR's (all of which already have Stage II). 

They felt no nationwide Stage I and Stage II measures should be con
sidered until meaningful, reasonable procedures for the 16 AQCR'·s are 
developed (I-H-42, I-H-43). 

Response: The problem of ozone nonattainment clearly extends 
beyond some "16 original target AQCRs" in which Slaye II is now in 

place. There are more than 6U major urban areas outside of California, 
containing over 8U million people, which have ozone levels significantly 
above the national ambient air quality standard. The Agency considers 
the problem of ozone nonattainment to be a serious national concern 
requiring a broad-based solution, of which the proposals for onboard 
controls and· r-eduction of fuel volatility are only a part. 

Comment: Some commenters expressed concern about EPA's imple
menting Stage II or onboard controls in. time to meet the 1~87 deadline 
(I-D-b4). One commenter estimated that the phase-in period for Stage 
II implementation would be 7 years, rather than 2 years; therefore, 
implementation would not be faster than onboard (I-H-83). Uther com
menters stated that Stage II vapor recovery systems cannot reasonably 
be expected to be implemented in most nonattainment areas by the 1987 
deadline (I-H-99, I-H-102, 1-H-119, 1-H-124). One ·of the commenters 
stated that 6 years would be required to complete installation in non
attainment areas (1-H-99). According to another commenter, a minimum 
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of 2 years would be re4uired for the State (Pennsylvania) to develop 
and adopt Stage II requirements, and another 2 years or more would be 
needed to actually install the equipment (I-H-122). Another ~ointed 
out that it would take his State (Virginia) close to a year to adopt 

and implement a Stage II regulation (I-D-~3). 

Response: To determine the phase-in period for Stage II im~lemen
tation, EPA considered in its reanalysis a range of f.>eriods from 3 years 
to 7 years. A number of commenters believed that 3 years would not be 

enough time for all regulated businesses to install Stage II controls, 
maintaining that there would not be a sufficient number of installation 
contractors to perform the necessary work in 3 years. For that and other 
reasons, EPA included an evaluation of a 7-year phase-in period in 
the examination of a nationwide Stage II program. However, since Stage 
II controls would be implemented on a smaller scale when considering 
controls only in nonattainment areas, EPA believes that a somewhat 
shorter period could be achieved. Therefore, EPA used a range of 
phase-in periods in evaluating Stage II controls in nonattainment areas 
in the reanalysis. A more complete discussion of control strategy 
phase-in issues is contained in Section 2.5. 

Comment: Two commenters favoring onb:>ard urged that EPA delay the 
1987 ozone attainment deadline or grant SIP extensions for reduction 
shortfalls, since neither Stage II nor onboard would allow timely 

attainment of the NAAQS for ozone (I-H-37, I-H-60). 
Response: The EPA has no authority to delay the 1987 ozone 

attainment schedule, which is provided for in the Clean Air Act. How
ever, the Ag-en-cy-recognizes that a number of areas will not attain the 
standard by the specified deadline and plans to develop a comprehensive 
post-1987 ozone policy to deal with the need for revised SIP's and 
adoption of additional and more aggressive vue control measures. 

ti.2 EMISSION CHEDITS 

A number of commenters felt that emission credits (i.e., an 
allowance for future reductions) should be given for Stage II and 
onboard controls since implementation may not occur by the 1~87 deadline. 

Comment: Several commenters favoring the onboard control approach 
suggested that, since neither onboard nor Stage II controls could be 
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implemented in sufficient time ·for States to achieve the ozone stan
dard by the December 31, 1987 deadline, EPA should grant advance SIP 

credits for onboard controls, recognizing the delayed impact of this 
control strategy (I-D-55, I-H-44, I-H-84, I-H-85, I-H-87, I-H-97, 

I-H-102, I-H-105, I-H-106, I-H-109, I-H-110, I-H-121, I-H-122, I-H-123). 
According to several of these commenters (I-H-85, I-H-87, I-H-102), 

such a policy would give flexibility to the States, and would eliminate 
the need for temporarily implementing Stage II controls. 

Four commenters who recommended onboard controls stated that it 
is not necessary for the selected control measure to be fully imple
mented by the attainment deadline because EPA has the authority to 
approve revised SIP•s for ozone nonattainment areas which anticipate 

controls that will be fully implemented by December 31, 1987 (I-H-98, 
I-H-108, I-H-109, I-H-119). T~o of these cummenters further stated 

that EPA should not create the impression that the controls necessary 
to achieve the desired VOC reductions must be in place by the end of 
1987 but rather the reductions must be .. provided for ... The Agency•s 

attainment policy and guidelines adopted for its implementation allow 
EPA to approve a commitment to onboard without requiring additional 
Stage II measures in the interi~ to offset the effects of any delayed 

capture of emissions (I-H-108, I-H-119). 
One commenter (I-H-94) added that if EPA required onboard controls, 

the Agency should then conduct analyses comparing other available short
term, interim control strategies to be used as guidance by individual 

States needing additional VOC emission reductions to attain the NAAQS. 
One com_me_nt_er stated that, for judging nonattai nment status, 

credits should be given for hydro:arbon emission reductions that will 
occur after 1987 through programs implemented prior to that date 

(I-H-99). 
Response: It is apparent that many areas will not attain the 

ozone standard by the 1987 deadline. Thus, the commenters• concerns 
about whether measures have been 11 implemented 11 or 11 provided for 11 in 
SIP 1 s for such areas can be better addressed by considering whether the 
SIP 1 S contain measures suffi~ient for expeditious attainment of the 

standard. As discussed earlier, the Agency is developing a post-1987 
ozone policy which addresses the need for calls for revised SIP•s, 
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the ranye of activities to be covered in SIP revisions, and the need 

for adequate demonstrations of ~royress towdrd attainment. As ~art of 

tile stra.te~y de vel Of)ment IJrocess, tne Agency has evaluated a broad 

ranye of jJOtential vue control measures and will work with the State 

·and local agencies in the develof)ment of reasonable, effective !Jro~rams 

for exj.Jeditious ozone stan~ard attainment. 

Comment: Une commenter believed. that implementation of controls 

would not achieve emission reductions until after the 1~~7 deadline and, 

tllerefore, the regulations could be considered unnecessary (l-H-1~2). 

Kesj.Jonse: The EPA ayrees that ~either Stage II nor onboard 

controls can be im~lemented in time to meet tnis deadline. However, 

nonattainment area control strategies still will be needed even after the 

deadline passes. The statutoryrequirement to attain the ozone standard 
wil 1 stil 1 exist after Uecember 1~~7. 

Comment: Une commenter stated that onboard ~rovides significantly 

more emission reductions than Stage II at rouyhly the same costs, and 
emphasized that the most cost-effective control measure should be 

im~lemented first (1-H-~~). 

Kesponse: As described in the j.Jreamble, there were a variety of 
factors that led to the ~r3posal of onboard as the most desirable 

refueling control technolo~y. Une of those factors was the proJeCtion 
that ·onboard, when fully imj.Jlemented, would likely achieve greater 

emission reductions, and cover more refueling events than woula Stage II. 

Comment: Une commenter felt that EPA 1
S calculation of net !)resent 

va·lue estimates of costs and benefits over a 3!:>-year ~eriod obscures 
the fact that Stage II controls would reduce hydrocarbon emissions in 
time to im~rove air quality by the 1~~7 deadline (I-H-114). 

Kesponse: The analysis period of ~!:> years was used to comf)are 

strategies with different phase-in times more ObJectively. It was 

noted that Sta~e II could possibly yet in j.Jlace earlier than onboard, 

but not likely on a national basis before the 1~~7 deadline. Caretul 

consideration was given to targeted Staye II versus onboard. On the 

basis of the broad range of benefits associated with onboard~ and the 
pervasive, long-term nature of the ozone !)roblem, the Agency decided 
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to propose onboard as the most desirable refueling control option (see 

the Federal ~egister notice for additional discussion). 

8.3 EFFECT UF STATE AUUPTIUN OF CONTROLS 

Comment: Five commenters indicated that EPA should discourage the 

piecemeal promulgation of Stage II by the States in their SIP 1 s since a 

State-by-State 11 Creep 11 adoption of Stage II would eventually result in 

a nationwide Stage II program. Pennsylvania was cited by one commenter 

as an example of Stage II 11 creep, 11 where State regulations would require 

Stage I I controls essentially statewide rather than in only the non
attainment portion of the State (I-H-102, I-H-108, I-H-109, 1-H-119, 
I-H-12U). All of these commenters suggested that EPA select onboard 

controls instead of Stage II if further gasoline marketing controls are 
required. One of them believed that States would consider Stage II 

controls as their only available alternative {I-U-S4, I-H-12U). 

Another commenter preferred onboard because its broader coverage 
would make it more effective than area-targeted Staye II controls. 

Also, area-targeted Staye II would almost certainly expand into addi

tional areas as attainment areas were reclassified to nonattainment, 
or as States applied the regulations statewide in the interest of equity 
or administrative simplicity. This would undermine the apparent cost 

effectiveness of a Stage II program that was originally targeted to non

attainment areas (I-H-83). A second commenter also pointed out that, 

due to the shifting nature of ozone attainment, States often effectively 

turn a nonattainment area strategy into a statewide requirement. In 

this way, nonattainment irea strategies can tend to become equivalent 

to nationwide proqrams. This commenter felt the use of onboard 

canisters would effectively address the issue of 11 shifting or Sf.1reading 11 

nonattainment areas {I-H-24). 
Response: States have the authority, in most cases, to prescribe 

controls that are more stringent than Federal regulations require. If 

a State chooses to require a control strategy statewide that EPA would 

require in nonattainment areas only, or that EPA has not required at all, 

that State effectively is enacting more stringent controls than those 
required by EPA. States may implement such control strategies if they 

deem them necessary to reduce ozone and f.lrotect the public health and 

welfare. 
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However, yiven tnat ~PA has ~ro~osed to re4uire onboard tecnnoloyy 

on new vehicles, which will eventually make Staye II unnecesssary, it 

is doubtful that the 11 CreeiJ 11 issue will become a major !Jroblem. tven 

those States that adopt Staye II as an interim strateyy are likely 

to taryet the re4uirement to existiny !Jroblem nonattainment areas. 

Comment: Several commencers from State control ayenci es noted 

their commitment or lack of commitment to ado~t or investiyate Staye II 

controls. One commenter thought EPA's statement, that several States 

had 11 made commitments to adopt Stage 11 11 as part of their strateyy to 

attain ozone yoals by 1Ytl7, was not entirely correct. Tnis State ayency 

(and others) had co~nitted to study various alternatives and ado~t 

the best choice. The commenter believes such State efforts would be 

com~romised by an ~PA decision to ado~t onboard nationwide, unless the 

attainment deadline is chanyed (1-H-n). Another State ayency felt EPA 

should hold States to their oriyinal SIP commitments where necessary to 

achieve the ozone standards (I-H-6b). 
One commenter indicated that they had committed to investiyate 

Staye II controls in the Penniyl~ani~ lYH~ SIP revisions for ozone. 

However, until EPA makes a decision on whether to re4uire onboard 
canisters, the commenter believed it is unlike.ly that Staye II reyula

tions will be adopted (I-H-1L2). 
Kesponse: As noted in earlier comments, EPA has evaluated Staye 

II as an interim vue control measure, and expects areas with Staye II 

in ~lace {or in the process of beiny installea) to continue to main~ain 

the system until such time as it is effectively made unnecessary by 

onboarc1.-e4uipjJ€d· cars ana the al)propriate SIP rt!visions are ap~rovea. 

In aaditio~, EPA expects States with existiny commitments in their 

SIP's to implement Staye II to do so unless they can identify aae4uate 

substitute measures and incluae such measures in approved SIP revisions. 

The EPA recoynizes that not all references to Staye II in an im!Jlemen

tation plan constitute a 11 Commitment. 11 However, it must be realized 

that even thouyh a given ~lan may have committed only to study the 
measure as a possibility if further VOC reductions proved necessary, · 

many areas wi 11 probably need such reduct ions. If Staye I I is determi nea 

to be im~ractical in areas where it has not yet been implemented in 

tenus of timing, cost-effectiveness, or other selection criteria, the 



necessary reductions nevertheless will nave to be made UIJ by available 

but ~erhaps e~ually difficult choices. 

Comment: Une commenter stated that if t::PA demonstrates that 

control of refueling va~Jors is necessary and a cost-effective way for 

States to meet oxidant standards, then controls should be re4uired only 

in areas projected to be nonattainment at the 1Y~7 deadline (I-H-9Y). 

Response: unboard is being prO!JOSed as the refueling control 

strategy because, among other things, of greater overall benefit ~otential, 

simplicity of administration and use, and cost effectiveness. The proposal 

of onboard also reflects concern for the future of marginal attainment 

~~eas (i.e., a need to maintain satisfactory air quality). Also, onboard 

achieves emission reductions in areas surrounding nonattainment areas, 
which contribute to violations of the ozone standard. 

8.4 EPA 1 S ROLE IN SELECTING CONTROLS 

The EPA received several comments about EPA•s role in selecting 
yasoline marketing controls. 

Comment: Two commenters questioned EPA 1 S role in selecting gasoline 

marketing controls and recommended instead that the decision to select 

cJntrols should be delegated to the States. Une of these commenters 

(I-H-Yl) felt that EPA should not issue a Control Techniques Guideline 
covering Stage II, but should leave the flexibility of choosiny the 

most cost-effective controls with the States. The second commenter 

(I-H-94) stated thai it is more ap!Jropriate for each State, rather than 

EPA, to conduct an analysis of the uni~ue 1-1roblems of each nonattainment 

area and then -to- develop a specific control strategy for that area 

bdsed on a ranye of available control techni~ues. The commenter added 

that EPA 1 S role should be to analyze the 1-1ros and cons of all possible 

ozone control techniques and provide guidance to the States in their 

individual SIP revisions. 
Anotner commenter stated that EPA has both the 1eyal and moral 

authority to guide States in choosing the most appropriate control 

strategy so that States do not mistakenly implement short-term, le$S 

cost-effective controls that would be obsolete in several years 

( 1-H-98). 
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Response: As stated before, the Agency sees the ozone ~roblem as 

pervasive and long-term and there is much to be done by both the EPA and 

the States. The EPA believes that vehicle refueling should be controlled 

nationally, using onboard controls, because of the broad basis of the 

ozone nonattainment problem, and because of the ~otential for exposure to 

hazardous emissions. The Agency is also proposing to regulate volatility, 

which will have national ozone benefits. The Agency feels that it is 

best left to the States to adopt, as needed, a range of other measures 

based on local needs. 

~.5 MISCELLANEOUS 

Comment: One commenter noted that the July 1984 analysis listed 

only 10 counties in Ohio as potentially subject to Stage II, while 26 

counties are currently listed as nonattainment for ozone (I-H-24). 

Response: The July 1984 EPA analysis evaluated two nonattainment 
area groupings. One contained all nonattainment areas given an exten
sion to 19~7 for achieving the standard. This yrouping contained lU 

Ohio counties. The other grouping, called 11 Selected nonattainment 

areas, .. was a subset of the extension areas and consisted of areas 

where a commitment was contained in their SI~ to evaluate Stage II as 

an additional means of achieving the ozone standard. No Ohio counties 

were included in this grouping. 
In the new analysis, the nonattainment area evaluations centered upon 

three area groupings (11, 27, and 61 areas). The 11-area grouping con

sisted of 11 metropolitan areas most likely to need refueling control, 

based on design levels and estimated ozone shortfalls. The 27-area 

groupin~ con~i~t~d of areas that were predicted to continue to be non
attainment in 19~7 and currently do not require Stage II. Neither-of 

these two groupings contain any Ohio counties. The-61 area grouping 
consisted of non-California areas that recorded design values greater 

than the ambient ozone standard (0.12 ppm) in 1Y82-1984. This grouping 
contained 19 Ohio counties. Therefore, the number of Ohio counties 

considered in t~e analysis is dependent on the definition of nonattain

ment areas used. [When EPA considered all designated nonattainment 

areas, the grouping included 27 Ohio counties.] 
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9.U EXPOSUKE/~ISK ANALYSIS 

9.1 UNIT RISK FACTORS 

Comment: One commenter noted that, usiny the information 

develo~ed in the evaluation, one cannot conclud~ that the control 

O!Jtions discussed are reasonably available or cost effective. Howeve·r, 

if one were to take into account the ex~osure of gasoline service 

station workers and also to factor in new information on benzene ex~JO

sure coming out of California, this conclusion may change. For example, 
cancers from benzene ex~Josure may be as much as three times higher than 

EPA has originally re~orted (reference: Health Effects of Benzene, 

Part B, California Ue~artment of Health Services, Epidemiology Section, 
July 1984) (1-H-65). Another commenter asserted that EPA's 19H1 

assessment of benzene risk did not take into account a number of 
im~ortant studies showiny that benzene causes other forms of cancer in 

addition to leukemia and that the unit risk factor should be increased 
by as much as 15-fold (I-H-11S). 

Response: The unit risk factor for benzene has been re-evaluated 
and increased in light of new information, in part contained in the July 

1Y84 re~ort from California (I-F-1U3). The new benzene risk factor, 
which is 17 ~ercent higher, was used in the reanalysis. Occu~Jational 

ex~osures of service station workers to benzene and gasoline vapors 
were ap!Jroximated in the revised analysis from time-weiyhted averages 

taken from a Shel 1 Oil industrial hyyiene study (I-F-13). These new. 
exposure situations were considered in the reanalysis of occu~Jationa1 and 

1 ifet ime risk.. · 

Comment: One commenter O~IJOSed the listing of benzene as a 
hazardous air pollutant under Section 112 and argued that the EPA 

assessment of unit risk is inflated (I-H-120). Another commenter noted 

that EPA has calculated a unit risk factor for benzene based on informa

tion gathered during a separate rulemaking on benzene (49 FR 2347H). 

This benzene rul~making was controversial, and was challenyed by many 

commenters as significantly overestimating cancer risks (I-H-101). 
Response: The Cl~an Air Act defines hazardous air pollutants under 

Section 112 as those substances judged to cause or contribute to air 

pollution 11 which may reasonably be anticipated to result in an increase 
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in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitatiny 

reversible, illness."1 EPA based the decision to list benzene on a 

yrowiny consensus in the scientific and reyulatory community, as evidenced 

by reports by the National Academy of Sciences,2 the National Institute 

for Occupational Safety and Health,3 and proposed reyulations issued by 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration,4 that benzene was 

causally linked to the occurrence of leukemia in occupationally exposed 

populations. In EPA's judyment, leukemia clearly fits the criteria 
described in Section 112 as a "serious irreversible, or incapacitating 

reversible, illness." 

The EPA's judyment that benzene ~resent in the ambient air could 
"reasonably be anticipated" to pose a significant health hazard to the 

general population relied on two aryuments advanced in the listing 

notice: first, that benzene is released to the air at a rate of as 

much as 260 million pounds annually to wnich "large numbers of people 
are routinely exposed" and, second, that EPA had "adopted a reyulatory 
policy which recognizes that some risk exists at any level of exposure 
to carcinogenic chemicals."5 

Based on the above, EPA believes that the decision to list benzene 

was appropriate. The subsequent assessments of low-level exposure 
and carcinogenic risk were intended, as indicated in the listing notice, 

for use in "determining which sources of benzene emissions must be 

controlled, and the extent of control needed. "6 

142, u.s.c., 7412(a)(1). 

2National Academy of Sciences, Health Effects of Benzene: A Review. 
Washington, U.C., June 1976. 

3National Institute for Occupational Safety and Healtt1, "Update 
Criteria and Recommendations for a Revised ~enzene Standard," 
September 1976. 

4occupational Safety and Health Administration, "Occupational Exposure 
to Benzene, Emergency Temporary Standards," 42 Fl< 22S16 (May 3, 1~77). 

5u.s. EPA, "Addition of Benzene to List of Hazardous Air Pollutants," 
42 FR 29332 (June 8, 1977). 

642 FR 29333 (June 8, 1977). 
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Comment: Four commenters pointed out that the Science Advisory 

Board's (SAB) review of the June 191:34 EPA .Staff ~eport entitled .. Estima

tion of the Public Health Kisk Exposure to Gasoline Va~or Via the 

Gasoline Marketing System .. concluded that tne reported unit risk factor 

for yasoline vapors was not suitable for quantification of human risk 

and that the EPA Staff Ke~ort should not be used as a basis for regula

tion. The commenters asserted that the SA~ was critical of the Staff 

Keport for its selective ap~roach to inclusion of e~idemiological 

studies and its failure to reveal the uncertainties inherent in the 

available data (I-H-101, I-H-102, 1-H-117, 1-H-127). 
Two other commenters reiterated three arguments as to why the 

existiny gasoline vapor health effects data base does not provide an 

adequate basis for developing a quantitative risk assessment suitable 

for regulatory decisionmaking: (1) there are fundamental b1ological 

uncertainties as to the relevance for humans of the animal models in 

the API studies; (2) both the chemical mixture and type of exposure in 
the underlying study differ significantly from real world human 
experience; and (3) the EPA risk estimates have not been supported by 

the available epidemioloyical studies. Thus, they claimed that extensive 

modifications in the develo~ment of the unit risk factor should be made 
to take into account the purportedly substantial, fundamental, uncertainties. 

At a minimum, they felt EPA should clearly characterize the uncertainties 

in the unit risk factor. They considered their opinions to have been 

confirmed by the SAB (1-H-120, 1-H-~1). 

Response: There were two reasons for the reservations expressed by 

the SAB~ The first reason was that the vapor and whole gasoline may 

differ in the concentrat~on of carcinogenically active components. This 
issue will be discussed in a later response. The second reason concerns 

the biological relevance of the male rat kidney response. However, as 
discussed earlier in this document, the Agency believes that it is 

appropriate to consider this evidence of animal carcinogenicity as indicative 

of a potential risk to human health unless convincing evidence becomes 

available showing that both the male rat kianey and female mouse liver . 
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carcinogenic responses are anomalous. This issue is discussed in more 

detail later in this document. 

Comment: Several commenters expressed concern that EPA recognize 

and acknowledge the uncertainties associated with the API exposure 

studies (1-l)-54, l-U-63, I-H-94, 1-H-101). These commenters referred 

to API 1 s onyoing research to resolve the 4uestions raised by tne · 

original studies. They felt that the current risk factors should be 

considered preliminary, and that further research usiny representative 

gasoline vapors, as well as additional epidemiological studies, may 

allow an acceptable unit risk factor to be established in the future. 

The API briefly described its current ongoing healtn effects 

research as having three parts: ( 1) to determine whether the rat is 

an ap!)ropriate model for assessing effects in humans, (2) to observe 

the nephrotoxic potential of various components or fractions of unleaded 
gasoline, and (3) to acquire exposure and health data on occupationally 
exposed populations. Results to date, accordin~ to API, sugyest that 
a significant human health risk is unlikely; however, a decision for 

the onboard canister waul d represent a prudent action in 1 i ght of 

present uncertainties, and would also control tile known benzene health 

hazard associated with gasoline o~erations (I-0-54). 

Response: The uncertainty in the risk assessment based on the API 
study is discussed in considerable detail in a later response. Included 

in the discussion are differences in composition between a liquid 
aerosol of unleaded gasoline and a saturated vapor, the likely effects 

of this difference upon the results, the relative contribution of 
benzene- to the· carcinogenic response, and the validity of rat kidney 

tumors and mouse liver tumors for extrapolation to humans. 

The commenters imply that EPA should wait for an extended period 

of time before making the judgment as to whether gasoline vapors present 
a serious risk of cancer. However, the Agency believes that human 

exposure to these vapors can have serious health consequences. The 
precise quantitative measure of health risk calculated in the analysis 

is secondary to the possibility that these health effects may be actually 

occurri ny. 
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Comment: Une commenter felt that data are insufficient to conclude 

whether benzene levels below 1U p~m result in leukemia (I-H-101). Two 

other commenters stated that several studies indicate a nonlinear rela

tionshi~ between risk and exposure duration, rather than a linear 

relationshi!J for benzene. This error could inflate the risk analysis 

by 2 to 5 orders of magnitude (I-H-114, I-H-1!7). 

Response: ~ecause a specific environmental carcinogen is likely 

to be res~onsible for at most a small fraction of a community's overall 

cancer incidence and because the yeneral ~opulation is exposed to a 

complex mixture of potentially toxic ayents in their daily lives, it is 

currently not possible to directly link actual human cancers with 

ambient air exposure to chemicals such as benzene. Today's e~Jidemio

logic techniques are not sensitive enough to measure a direct associa

tion. Therefore, EPA must rely largely u~on mathematical modeling 

techniques to estimate human healtn risks. These techniques, collect

; vely termed "quantitative risk assessment," are the means whereby the 
risk of adverse health effects from exposure to benzene in the amoient 

environment can be estimated mathematically; for example, effects found 

at higher occupational exposure levels can be extra~olated to lower 
concentrations characteristic of human exposure in the vicinity of 

industrial sources of benzene. The analysis estimated the risK of 
cancer at various levels of exposure. A unit risk factor for b~nzene 

is derived from the dose-response relationship observed in the occupa

tional studies. The unit risk factor re~resents the cancer risk for an 

individual exposed to a unit concentration of a carcinogen (e.g., one 

part permil_li_on_(ppm)) for a lifetime. 
In the evaluation of benzene emissions from the gasoline market-

iny system, EPA has given great weight to the nature and relative 

magnitude of potential puqlic health risks. In the absence of scientific 

certainty, regulatory decisions must be made on the basis of the best 
information available. For benzene, this is re~resented by the epidemi

ologic studies of the occupationa1ly exposed population. The association 

between. benzene exposure and human leukemia is yiven strength by the .. 

fact that leukemia mortality rates were observed among independent 
studies in different occupational settings by independent investigators. 

The epidemi~logical studies showed a 3-fold to 2U-fold increase in 
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risk of leukemia above that of individuals not ex~osed to benzene. 

These findings present unequivocal evidence that chronic inhalation of 

benzene causes leukemia in humans. 

Comment: Several comments concerning the linear, non-threshold 

dose-res~onse model were received. One commenter felt that the yasoline 
vapor unit risk factors may not be valid for dose levels outside·the 

ranye of 60 to 300 ppm, based on the male rat data and a monotonically 
decreasing gradient with incremental dose level. This suygests dose 

saturation and questions a linear estimation of unit risk. In addition, 
the commenter felt that both the male rat and female mice data are 

inadequate for a valid estimation of true dose-response for low level 

ex~osure (I-H-114). 
Another commenter stated that the unit risk factors are based on a 

nonthreshold, linear dose-response model which assumes that even one 

molecule of a carcinogen presents a finite risk of a cancer. This model 
has not been validated biologically for benzene or gasoline va~ors and 
is quite 11 conservative 11 since it always predicts cancer no matter how 
small the exposure (1-H-lUl). One commenter did not question the 

established risk assessment assumptions, e.g., linearity at low dose 

levels, nonthreshold for carcinogenicity, and ~lausible uppe. limits, 

since they are conservative estimates of risk. The commenter felt 
protection of the public health requires the application of these 

methodologies (1-H-126). 
Response: While EPA agrees that the linear, nonthreshold model 

is conservative in nature and would tehd to provide a reasonable upper 
bound to the· s-tatistical risk ranye, the Agency does not believe that 

the assumptions upon which it is based are unreasonable nor ~hat the 

results of its use are exaggerated. The dose-response model with 

linearity at low dose was adopted for low-dose extra~olation by EPA 

because at the time of its introduction, it had the best, albeit 

limited, scientific basis of any current mathematical extrapolation 

model. 
The Msk estimate for gasoline vapor represents an extrapolation 

below the dose range of expeMmental data. There is currently no 

experimental basis for any mathematical extrapolation model that relates 

exposure to cancer risk at the extremely low concentrations that must 
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be dealt with in evaluating environmental ex~osures. For ~ractical 

reasons the correspondingly low levels of risk cannot be measured 

directly either by animal experiments or by epidemiologic studies. 

Low-dose extrapolation must, therefore, be based on current scientific 

understanding of the complex mechanisms of carcinogenesis. At the 

~resent time the dominant view of the carcinogenic ~rocess involves the 

concept that most, but not all, cancer-causing agents also cause 

irreversible damage to DNA. This position is based in part on the fact 

that a very large proportion of chemicals that cause cancer are also 

mutagenic. There is reason to expect that the quantal response that is 

characteristic of mutagenesis correlates with a linear nonthreshold 
dose-response relationship. Indeed, there is substantial evidence 

from studies with both ionizing radiation and a wide variety of carcino

genic chemicals that this ty~e of dose-response model is the appro

priate one to use. This is particularly true at the lower end of tt1e 

dose-response curve; at high doses, there can be an upward curvature,, 
probably reflecting the effects of multi-stage processes on the biologic 
response. 

The linear nonthreshold dose-res~onse relationship is also con
sistent with the relatively few e~idemiologic studies of cancer responses 

to s~ecific ayentst that contain enough information to make the evalua

tion possible. Examples of such agents include radiation-induced 

leukemia, breast and thyroid cancer, skin cancer induced by arsenic 

in drinking water, leukemia induced by benzene, and liver cancer induced 

by aflatoxins in the diet. Some supporting evidence also exists from 

animals expe.ri~ents, such as the initiation stage of the two-stage 

carcinigenesis model in rat liver and mouse skin. 
Because its scientific basis, although limited in some respects, 

is the best of any of the .current mathematical extrapolation models, 
the nonthreshold model, which is linear at low doses, has been adopted 

by EPA as the primary basis for risk extra~olation to a low levels of the 

dose-res~onse relationship. The cancer risk estimated with the non

threshold model should best be regarded as conservative and represent_iny 

a plausible upper limit for the cancer risk (i.e., the true cancer risK is 
not likely to be higher than that estimated, but it could be lower) when 

extrapolating from animal studies. 
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The quantitative as~ect of carcinogen risk assessment for yasoline 

va~ors is best used in the regulatory decisionmaking ~recess in deciding 

whether a need exists for Federal reyulation, or in evaluating the adequacy 

of technology-based controls. Risk assessment is best construed as a 

relative indication of likely risk. The linecr extra~olation model used 

provides an ap~roximate but plausible estimate of the up~er limit of 

risk from exposure to a unit concentration of gasoline vapor (i.e., with 

this model it is not likely that the true risk would be much more than 
the estimated risk, but it could be considerably lower). 

Comment: Four commenters criticized EPA's two unit risk factors 

for gasoline vapors, which were based on the mouse and rat data from 

the API gasoline inhalation study. The API work used wholly volatil

ized unleaded gasoline, not gasoline vapors. Thus, the test animals 

were exposed to all comj)onents of the gasoline, and not just the 

lighter ends that would evaporate during refueling. The API approach 
seriously overrepresented the heavier fuel components, which are more 

likely to be carcinogenic (1-D-51, I-D-63, 1-H-101, I-H-116, I-H-117). 
One commenter questioned the relevance of administering a totally 

evaporated gasoline vapor mixture continu6usl; for hours as compared to 

an ambient gasoline vapor associated with intermittent exposure for a 
short time, followed by a long period without exposure, as is the case 

with self-service gasoline distribution. This commenter remarked 

that an error in the exposure estimate or he~lth effect will influence 
the cancer risk factor to a considerable deyree. This commenter also 
noted that h.ig.h boiling point gasoline fractions are the most mutagenic 

and carcinogenic in short-term bioassays anj Jnimal studies. Thus, 
the carcinogenic potency of the actual mixtures to which the ~o~ulation 

is exposed may be entirely different from that calculated from the 
animal study. Another animal study cited in the EPA Staff Paper indi

cated high carcinogenic potency in the liyhter fractions. The commenter 

stated that contradictory health impacts lend a greater uncertainty to 

the animal study results. Therefore, actual carcinogenic potency ~ay 

be overstated or understated (I-H-126). 
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One commenter felt that the lifetime risk from high exposure for 
self-service (''traveling salesmen" case) is only 0.0005 times that of 

a petroleum worker. The commenter suggested that EPA's estimate of unit 
_risk may be overstated if the transient nature of the self-service 

exposure is taken into account (I-H-114). 

Another commenter pointed out that EPA used the results from an 

API study employing wholly vaporized gasoline ~nd applied them to 

exposure data generated during typical self-service refueling opera-

tions (referred to as the Clayton project). The commenter stated that 
the Clayton project does not properly identify the composition of the 

gasoline vapors. The commenter also pointed to a joint study conducted 
by Amoco and Shell that showed the composition of gasoline vapor emitted 

in vehicle refueling to be substantially different from the totally 
vaporized gasoline administered in the API study. For example, the 

totally vaporized gasoline administered in the API study contained 151 
identifiable compounds, of which 42 accounted for 75 percent of the 
mixture. In contrast, the Amoco and Shell data reveal that workplace 
vapor exposures comprise about 20 co~ponents (of greater than 0.5 per

cent by weight or volume) that account for at least 85 percent of the 
sample. Of these, four C4/C5 hydrocarbons: n-butane, isobutane, n

pentane, and i5opentane, comprise 67 percent of the gasoline vapor. 
Also, the Clayton data reveal that the proportion of various constitu

ents measured were very similar and, in some cases, almost identical to 
the proportions Amoco and Shell found •. The commenter further pointed 

out that these four hydrocarbons are not known to be either nephrotoxic 
or carc~nogentcL For these reasons, the commenter contended that EPA's 

use of total hydrocarbon exposure ir. the risk analysis is faulty (1-H-99~. 

One commenter stated that the use of the API gasoline studies is 

not appropriate as a basis for regulation of gasoline vapors because: 
(1) the test animals were exposed to wholly vaporized gasoline - an 

exposure totally unrepresentative of anything experienced by humans; 
(2) potentially the most significant outcome of the studies - an 

elevated incide~ce of kidney tumors found in male rats - is questionabl~ 
due to the apparently unique susceptibility of the male rat kidney to 

hydrocarbon vapors; and (3) the other significant outcome - an elevated 
incidence of liver tumors in female mice - is also open to question, 
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since this type of tumor is known to occur spontaneously in laboratory 
mice at a highly variable, and therefore unpredictable, rate. The 

commenter concluded that since occupational exposures are shown to 
involve only a mildly increased cancer risk, the risk to the general 

population is likely to be negligible (I-H-94). 
Response: The fraction cf gasoline shown to be responsible for 

subchronic pathological effects in the kidneys of rats included ~ri
marily branched chain aliphatic hydrocarbons having 6 to 9 carbon 

atoms (11 C6-C9 11
). The relative percentages of these compounds in 

gasoline vapors versus whole gasoline varies depending upon temperature 
and other conditions, but on the average, vapors contain about 2ti 
percent as much of these compounds as aerosolized whole gasoline. If 
it is assumed that the C6-C9 fraction is also responsible for tumorigenic 
activity, then the risk from tha va~ors coulc be as low as about 25 
percent of the risk previously estimated. 

The claim that the C6-C9 branched chain hydrocarbons are respon
sible for cancer induction is based upon the hypothesis that tumor 
induction is a result of renal nephropathy. However, this hypothesis 
is unproven. In fact, the presence of liver and renal tumors in mice 
without accompanying patholo9y, and renal tumors in some rats without 
mineralization of the renal pelvis, suggested that tumorigenesis is not 
necessarily ~receded by pathology. Therefore, to assume that gasoline 
vapor is less carcinogenic than an aerosol of whole yasoline, and to 
make a quantitative adjustment based upon this assumption, would result 

in the possibility of underestimating risk. 
The quantitative esti~ate of risk was based upon experiments from 

animals enclosed intermittently, i.e., during the work day instead of 
24 hours/day. While it is true that humans are normally exposed for 
much shorter periods, except for occupational conditions, it cannot be 
assumed that short exposure periods are necessarily less harmful. For 
example, exposure to ozone for 8 hours/day results in almost as much 
luny damaye as exposure to the same concentration for 24 hours/day. 
In this case, extrapolation of the risk from shorter exposure using 
estimates derived_ from conti~uous exposure (based on the product of time 
and concentration) could greatly underestimate risk from shorter exposures. 
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Under EPA•s Proposed Guidelines for the Assessment of Carcinogenic 

Kisk, the induction of liver tumors in mice is considered to be as valid 
as any other tumor response in animals as evidence for carcinogenicity, 

unless the res~onse which occurred is weak in one or more of several 
ways specified in the guidelines. The spontaneous rates in mice were 

not high enough to throw the results into question. For yasoline, the 
API study showea carcinogenic effects in both rats and mice, so that a 

cateyorization of sufficient evidence in animals is warranted. 

Comment: One commenter criticized several of the research methods 
used in the API study, as follows: (a) The low air exchange rate 
increased the ammonia, C02, and CH4 concentrations in the exposure booth; 

since the exposure atmosphere was controlled via the total hydrocarbons 
only, and no background measurements were conducted in the control 

booth, one cannot differentiate between the methane emitted by the test 
animals and the hydrocarbons in the evaporating gasoline; (b) temperature 

and relative humidity in the booths were not maintained (test conditions 
were 21° to 29°C and 15 to 92 percent RH, while the UECD-GLP guidelines 
recommend 22 ~ 2°C and 30 to 70% RH); ·(c) it cannot be judged whether 
the produced gasoline vapor is comparable to the emissions that occur 

during fueling and/or operation of vehicles; (d) the amount of aromatics 
end the benzene concentration in the exposure atmosphere must be measured, 

not just the total hydrocarbons; and (e) 2U percent of the mice diea 
during the quarantine when the room temperature dropped to l0°C. 
Although it cannot be' excluded that the health of the surviving animals 
was affected by this drop in temperature, these animals were still used 
in the test (I~H~116}. 

Response: The f~ow rate through the chambers varied from 900 to 

1,900 liters/minute. The maximum number of animals in a chamber was 
200 mice and 200 rats. This number of rats and mice will require an 
estimated 40 liters/minute. If the expired air contains about 5 percent 
co2, the C02 production will equal 2 liters per minute. Based upon the 
minimum air flow of ~00 liters per minute in the chamber, the maximum 
C02 level should 'not exceed one-quarter of one percent. This is 
insignificant physiologically. Past ex~erience has shown that if the 
animal cages are changed regularly and the chambers are washed aaily, 

as was assumed to have been done under GLP procedures, ammonia buildup 
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with three or more air exchanges per hour will be insignificant. Since 

the air flow through the chamber was 45 to 95 times tne estimated 

expiratory minute volume of tile entire animal po!Julation, and since the 
expired air itself is likely to contain only a few ppm of methane, it 

is unlikely that endogenously produced methane would influence the 

analysis of chamber vapor content to any detectable degree. 

According to published results, temperatures in the four chambers 

ranyed from 24 ~ 1.4 to 26 + 1.3°C and relative humidities from S2 + 

Y.ti to 56~ 7.2 percent. These are within the normal range for room 

temperature conditions. 

Also, according to the published report, only animals that were 
apparently healthy were used. Since the animals were observed daily 

during the study for any detectable abnormalities, without any unusual 
findings in controls, it appears that the animals were normal. No 

mention of any animal deaths during the quarantine period was made in 
the published article. 

Comment: One commenter noted that the lack of supporting weiyht 
of evidence from short-term bioassays (e.g., mutagenic responses), as 

wel 1 as other unexplained inconsistencies, may weaken the validity of 

the animal s~udy results used for the heaith risk component of the 

cancer risk factor (I-H-126}. 
Response: While positive short-term bioassays would provide 

supportive evidence for carcinogenesis, the induction of tumors in two 

species, along with suggestive evidence from epidemiological studies, 

provides strong enough evidence to justify a 4uantitative estimate of 

risk. 

Comment: Une commente'r pointed out that for gasoline vapors, EU!j, 

and EDC, there is no definitive evidence of human cancer and the unit 

risk factor is based entirely on animal studies. The commenter suggested 

that attempting to quantitatively extrapolate animal data to humans is 

extremely risky (I-H-1U1). 
Response: In this uncertain field, it is appropriate to make the 

conservative assumption that animal toxicology experiments are indicative 
of potential human health ef1ects unless it can be shown that animal 

results are irrelevant, which is a difficult fact to establish. 
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The Jlrimary uncertainty in the use of animal data to assess cancer ri.sk 

in humans is due to differences in sensitivity of the test species in 

com11arison with humans. This could be due to differences in absor~tion 

efficiency, excretion rates, metabolic pathways, levels and inducibility 

of xenobiotic metabolizing enzmyes, DNA repair mechanisms, etc. The 

EPA/CAG is aware of these unce rtai nt i es and they are accounted for in 

the quantitative estimate of risk. 

The compounds ethylene dibromide (ED~) and ethylene dichloride 

(EDC) are used as lead scavenyers in additives to leaded gasoline. As 

leaded gasoline continues to become a smaller ~ercentage of the yaso
line sold in the u.s., emissions of these compounds are becominy 

negligible. Therefore, as discussed elsewhere in this document, 

although EDB and EDC have been shown to cause adverse health effects in 

experimental animals, these two substances arc no lonyer being considered 

in this analysis. 

Comment: Une commenter noted the Agency's implicit assum~tion 
that the concentration at the location of the rece~tor is equal to the 
dose administered to the target· organ (kidneys or liver) where the 

health imJJaCt will occur. The commenter did not think it was clear 

froffi the animal data whether this is the case for human exposure. The 

Jlharmacokinetics may not be the same for humans as it is for the test 

animals (I-H-126). 
Response: While differences in pharmacokinetics may exist 

for many chemicals, such as cadmium compounds, the solubility of the 

compound appears to be a greater factor in concentration in the kidneys 

and liver than pharmacokinetic differences. Unless it can be shown that 

phH,nacokinetic factors are reSJJOnsible for a lesser susceptibility to 

gasoline vapors in humans than in animals, then any adjustment of the 

quantitative risk based on ~harmacokinetics is not justified. 

Comment: One commenter conceded that based upon historic data 

reyarding spontaneous kidney carcinomas in rats, the incidence for the 
animals exposed jn the API study must also be attributed to external 

influences. This statement must be qualified, however, by the fact 
that in this case of exposure, the tumors could only develop due to an 

endogenous nephro~athy of the male rats (I-H-116). 
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·Response: The male rat has been shown to be more susceptible to 
renal nephropathy from inhalation of gasoline than most other laboratory 

species tested. However, there is no direct evidence indicating that 
humans are less susceptible in this ·regard than male rats. Moreover, 

even if the general population is less susceptible, sensitive sub

groups may exist. For example, Kazantzis, ~ ~·· 1962. Quart. J. Med. 

31:403-419, reported data indicating the presence of a subpopulation o~ 
humans extremely sensitive to the nephrotoxic effects of mercury. This 

population resembled that of a genetically susceptible strain of rats 
in this respect. 

The most significant evidence linking the development of renal 
tumors with renal nephropathy is a positive correlation between the 

two endpoints. While it is possible that tumorigenesis may be related 
to a promoting mechanism, such as continuous cell damage, it is also 

possible that the positive correlation may be completely fortuitous. 
In fact, several bits of evidence suggest that a tumorigenic response 
may not be dependent upon kidney pathology. First of all, mineraliza
tion of the renal pelvis was one of the common damaging effects of 

gasoline exposure in male rats, but there was no correlation between 
rats with mineralization and animals wit~ kidney tumors. Secondly, two 
renal tumors were found in the kidneys of exposed female mice, a 
species which generally did not exhibit kidney pathology. Although the 

presence of only two tumors does not constitute a statistically signif
icant increase, nevertheless, due to a low historic incidence the 

numbers are suggestive. Finally, a significant increase in liver 
tumors was detected in female mice, again with little accompanying 

1 i ver p'athol ogy. 
In summary, in order to discount the rat data it would be necessary 

to assume that male rats are both uniquely sensitive to gasoline induced 
renal nephropathy and that renal tumors arise as a result of the acute 

nephrotoxic phenomena being currently explored by API. Since neither 
hypothesis has been proven, the rat kidney cancer data are considered 

as indicating possible human carcinogenicity. 

Comment: One commenter pointed out that in the API study some of 
the female mice contracted liver cancer and some of the male rats con
tracted kidney cancer, yielding two different cancer rates •. The fact 
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that the mouse data cannot even ~redict tne rat datd (or vice versa) 

reflects on the reliability of the numbers for humans (I-H-lUl). 

Kes~onse: The rates at tumor induction in different str~ins, 

s~ecies, or target organs are seldom identical. The dose at the target 

oryan, rates of activation or de activation, UNA re!Ja i r mechanisms, and 

many other factors will alter the response. This ty!Je of variability 

is inherent in any toxicology study, whether tumors or a nonoco~enic 

res~onse is the end!Joint, and does not invalidate the results. In 

addition, the revised range of risk factors based u~on rat data, which 

incorporate a data correction by API as presented to the SA~, encompasses 
the ranye of 1naximum likelihood to plausible UIJ!Jer limit estimates of 

risk based on mouse data. 

Comment: Une commenter did not understand why EPA used the 

results of only three of the available epidemioloyical studies in 
estimatiny risk and uryed EPA to draw on all sound e~idemioloyical 

studies, both negative and positive, in assessiny IJOtential hazards to 

human health (1-H-~Y). 

f<esponse: In the current analysis, 5o studies concernin!:i eX!JOSure 

to gasoline vapors have been analyzed. Many of these studies did not 

IJrove to be relevant because of multi~Jle ex~osures to com!Jounds other 

than gasoline va!Jors. 

9., KISK ASSESSMENT METHUOULUGY 

9.,.1 General 

Comment: Une comrnenter felt that tt1e health risk assessment 

methods. were s-tate-of-the-art and com!Jrehensive. However, even though 
the aiJIJroach was sound, the number of assum!Jtions used in the analysis 

made it difficult to place a reasonable degree of confidence in the 
conclusions drawn in the fe!Jort. (However, none of the assum~Jtions 

ap1-1eared to De extremely unrealistic.) Also, they felt that since 
there a~1-1ears to be some risk to persons in yasoline handling occu!Ja

tions, service station workers should have been included in tne 

occu~o>ational yro'uiJ risk assessments (I-H-6!:>). Two other commenters · 

thought that risk estimates should be presented for all the employees 

at a service station (I-H-lb, I-H-l,U). 
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Response: Since publication of the EPA analysis, the exposure 

assessment associated with benzene and yasoline va~ors has been modi

fied to now include occupational exposure of service station attendants. 

Shell Oil conducted personnel monitoring of service station attendants' 

exposure to gasoline vapors and benzene at seven service stations 

(I-F-13). Based on data presented in this study, a lifetime risk and 

oase year incidence were estimated for these employees. The base year 
baseline occupational incidences were ~rojected to other years by 

assuming that baseline incidence is proportional to total national yas

oline throughput. The incidence reduction for occupational exposures 

was assumed to be 75 percent of the total percentage reduction calcu

lated for a refueling strategy, since station attendants are exposed to 

sources of gas vapors and benzene other than refueling O!Jerations. 

Comment: une commenter felt that the EPA analysis invariably 

made "worst-case" assumptions, thus maximizing estimates of potential 
risks and, in effect, factoring a hugely exaggerated safety maryin into 
the results. This commenter saw little useful purpose in a calculation 
for an individual based on a worst-ca~e unit risk factor multipl.ied 

by a worst-case exposure time (i.e., the case of a traveling salesman 

using 4U gal/week for 50 years). The end result is neither realistic 

nor objective (I-H-101). 

Response: The EPA risk analysis is conservative in order to ensure 

that the public health and welfare are adequately protected in spite of 

uncertainty. However, the assum!)tions were not truly "worst-case" out 
are the middle to high end of the reasonably expected range. Thus, the 

resulting risk estimates may reflect relatively hiyh exposure, but 
should be re~ljstic and a proper basis for a prudent public health 

analysis. For example, in the case of lifetime risk, emission factors 

based on national average conditions (RVP and temperature) were used, 

while emission factors for the area with the most extreme conditions 

could be significantly higher. 

Comment: One commenter suggested that the following factors should 

be resolved before a decision is made. Are the exposure estimates 

based on the mos.t ap!Jropri ate exposure models, modes of exposure, and 

calculation of exposed popul~tion? The methods used may be the best 
presently available, but are they grossly ove·restimating (or under

estimating) the numbers of exposed population, concentration levels at 
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the receptor, and the duration of ex~osure? The commenter asserted 
that these factors have a direct influence on the estimation of the 

cancer risk factor (I-H-125). 
Kesponse: The methodologies used in the oriyinal analysis were 

reassessed and determined to still be the best available for the ~urpose 
of reasonable estimates. The ex~osure models are the best available for 
such numerous and widespread sources. The modes of exposure considered 
both community exposure from dispersed emissions and individual expo
sure at service stations. The entire population of the country was 
considered at some exposure concentration in the various incidence 
analyses. The estimates in the risk analysts are of a reasonable mag
nitude. The assumptions and strategies were refined ana revised as 
seemed warranted. For example, the unit risk factors, gasoline consump
tion, in-use efficiencies, and nonattainment coverayes were revised. 
Also, additional exemption levels, onboard coverage (HDGV), and service 
station projections were reconsidered. 

Comment: One commenter noted in particular that the benzene inci
dences are actually part of the ·gasoline vapor incidences, not an addi

tion to them. The commenter stated that benzene is present only at 
refueling as a component of gasoline vapors, and should not be counted 
twice as EPA has done (I-H-101). 

Response: The association between benzene exposure and leukemia 
has been well documented in several epidemiological studies. The ben
zene unit risk factor estimated from three occupational studies was 
used to calculate the benzene cancer incidence. The gasoline vapor 
unit risk factor ~~s estimated from the API chronic inhalation study of 
unleaded gasoline vapors in rats and mice, and was used to calculate 
the gasoline vapor incidence. It is possible that some of the response 
to yasoline shown by the m~ce and rats is due to the benzene content. 
However, there is no conclusive evidence to support or deny that this 

response was due to the benzene component of gasoline. Further research 
is needed to identify which compounds or fractions of compounds are 
responsible for the carcinogenic eff~ct. However, since the cancers 
caused by the gasoline vapors were tumors in the kidneys of rats ana 
the livers of mice, rather than being leukemia (as would be expected 
from exposure to benzene only), the effects were assumed to be additive. 
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Comment: One commenter compared cumulative residual benzene inci
dence with onboard controls at 44 incidences over 35 years to Stage II 

control (with only 70 percent of self-service refuelings controlled) 
at 50 incidences. The commenter felt that this difference is probably 

not statistically significant, considering the many uncertainties 
involved (I-H-101). 

Response: The revised analysis shows larger differences in the 
cumulative residual between incidences (as much as 85 for onboard vs. 

106 for Stage II + Evap over 33 years). It is true that from a statis
tical viewpoint, confidence intervals of the two estimates may overlap. 
However, in light of limitations in knowledge and understanding, the 
estimates must be used as the best available basis for regulatory 

decisionmaking. 
9.2.2 Exposure Measurements 

Comment: One commenter noted that the EPA strategies evaluation 
report refers to "average" exposures being calculated from the exposure 
data for persons refueling their vehicles in an API study. However, 
the EPA report does not explain how this calculation was done (I-H-101). 

Response: Data presented in the API/Clayton self-service 
refueling exposure study were used as the basis for calculating 

"average" exposures (I-D-17). During this study, samples were collected 
to characterize typical exposures to total hydrocarbons (measured as 

n-hexane), benzene, and eight other compounds at 13 service stations. 
API/Clayton calculated the geometric mean for each type of gasoline 
refueled (leaded, unleaded, and/or (unleaded) premium)) at each station. 
The geoll)etri<; l)'le~ns of the mass concentrations reported by Clayton/API 
were used, along with the station temperature and the molecular weight 
of benzene or gasoline vapors, to derive a value of volume concentration 

in parts per million. An arithmetic mean volume concentration of ben
zene and gasoline vapors for each type of gasoline was calculated from 

these adjusted geometric means for each station. 
9.2.3 Incidence 

Comment: One commenter felt that EPA's assumption that the loca
tion of source sizes should be based on population densities (Section 
4.1.2.1 of the July 1984 Analysis Report), and the estimate that bulk 

terminals have the highest emissions, would greatly overstate the 
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exposed population and directly affect the calculated incidence. The 

commenter stated that bulk terminals are not usually located in the 
center of a high population-density area, and not all of the population 

in the vicinity of the facility would be equally exposed. Consequently, 

they felt that selecting the highest exposure level and applying it to 

the greatest number of people skews the cancer risk factor considerably. 
The commenter remarked that the bias may be somewhat modified by the 

terminal location method used. Exposure levels may be biased upward 
due to the assumption that the SHEAR version of the Human Exposure 

Model (HEM} is most appropriate. Use of a surrogate (benzene} to 
predict gasoline vapor concentration may be a source of error, but its 

use may provide a more accurate prediction of gasoline vapor concentra
tions. They also felt that use of the.ISC dispersion model for the 

smaller gasoline vapor generators may modify the uncertainties associ
ated with the HEM model. They considered this methodology to be the 

most conservative one to use for estimating exposure levels of a particular 
pollutant from a point source at the receptor locations (I-H-126). 

Respons~: Bulk terminals ~nd bulk plants could not be modeled on 
an individual basis since for both cases there are too many facilities 
nationwide (i.e., 1,500 bulk terminals, 15,000 bulk plants). A limited 
amount of data was available on the locations and throughputs of these 
types of facilities. In the case of bulk terminals, the model plant 
configurations, characteristics, and size distribution were taken from 

available data established during the development of the bulk terminal 
new source performance standards (NSPS) (I-A-34)~ Bulk plant model 
plant characteristics were based on previous EPA studies of this 
industry secto·r .(I-A-9). The bulk terminal and bulk plant model 

plants were assumed to be distributed among locality sizes in which it 
was most likely that each size of model plant would be located. Based 
on industry data and experience, larger model plant sizes were generally 

assumed to be more lik2ly to be located in more populated localities. 
Ten localities of varying sizes were chosen to represent the demographic 
and meteorologicfl characteristics of all facilities within each model 

plant size range. The geographical distribution of localities repre
senting each model plant size was as widespread as possible so that a 

cross-section of nationwide climatological conditions was also 
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represented. The facility location method used did not locate •ulk 

terminals or bulk plants within high population-density areas. On 

the contrary, most of the selected sites were in industrial areas or on 

the outskirts of a metropolitan area. 
The SHEAR version of HEM is most appropriate when: (1) multiple 

pollutants from one source must be analyzed, (2) there are a large 

number of sources within an area that cannot be located individually, 

or (3) when the sources are so widespread that they act as an a~ea 

source rather than several point sources. Thus, the SHEAR version was 
considered appropriate to model incidence from bulk terminals, Gulk 
plants, and gasoline service stations. For bulk terminals and bulk 
plants, the point source routine of HEM was used. In this method, the 
population in the vicinity of the facility is not considered to be 
equally exposed. The HEM point source routine considers both the 

dispersion of pollutants around a source and the number of people 
residing (in the various census block groups) around the source in its 
calculation of the number of people exposed to various concentrations, 
and the resulting incidence. For service stations, the area source 

routine of HEM was used to calculate a single exposure concentr~tion 
for the entire population of an area, assuming a uniform distribution 
of emissions. 

The ISC model was used to estimate lifetime risk to an inaividual 
living around a complex of facilities, whether bulk terminals, bulk 
plants, or service stations. This model was used for lifetime risk 
because the contribution of each emission source to the ambient 
concentration at each receptor is calculated separately, considering 

the location and characteristics of each source. This level of 
detail ~as ~o~sidered unwieldy and infeasible for the number of sources 
nationwide considered in the incidence analysis. This level of detail, 
however, was needed to assess the local scenario that was used to 
extrapolate to a nationwide analysis of the lifetime risk from high 

exposure. 

Comment: One commenter felt that the total population exposure 
due to self-service refueling was erroneously obtained by dividing 

the annual self-service throughput by the average pumping rate. 
The commenter felt that the Agency•s procedure is faulty because it 

does not define the size of the population exposed (I-H-127). 
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Response: The self-service vehicle refueling analysis assesses 

the risk to individuals other than station attendants from exposure to 
the high concentrations ~resent near the tank fillneck duriny refueliny. 
Thus, the computation of self-service incidence is based on the 

exposure incurred by one person during each self-service refueliny. 

Since it is assumed that it will always be a single person pumping 
fuel, the total annual incidence is directly proportional to the annual 
self-service gasoline throughpu~. This relationship holds true because 

the total exposure time for a11 refueling is equal to thE self-service 
throughput divided by the assumed average gasoline pumping rate of 8 
gallons per minute. 

Thus, the incidence can be calculated by taking the product of the 
ex~osure time for all self-service refuelinys, the refueling concentra
tion, and the number of people exposed ~er refueling (i.e., one). 
Under this approach, it can be seen that the impact of self-service 
refueling is independent of the size of the f.lOpulation exf.JoSed. In 
effect, while the entire self-service refueling population is con
sidered, tenuous assumptions regarding the gasoline usaye of specific 
individuals need not be made. Table 6-5 in the July 1YB4 Analysis Report 
outlines the calculation procedure used. 

Comment: Une commenter noted purported discrepancies in the July 
1984 Analysis Report between EPA 1 s stated method of risk analysis 
(Tables 6-5 and 6-8), the data base EPA states is used (Table 4-6), and 
the results presented (Table F-8). The commenter cited alleged errors, 
including: 1) inconsistencies in benzene levels used, 2) use of total 
gasoline con_su_mp~ion rather than only the self-service fraction, and 

3) double counting of the population at Msk- (I-H-1~7:. 

Response: 1) For the self-service incidence analysis, average 
benzene ex~osure concentr~tions were calculated for both leaded and 
unleaded gasoline. In the case of unleaded gasoline, a weighted average 
benzene exposure for premium and regular unleaded gasoline was calcu
lated. The average benzene exposures during self-service refueling 
were calculated to be U.96 ppm for unleaded and 1.46 ppm for 'leaded. 
For the self-service incidence analysis, some consumers will be 
eXiJOSed to regular, and others to premium, unleaded gasoline. Thus, 
it was important to calculate a weighted average benzene exposure 
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associated with the unleaded ~asoline throu!:lh!JU1, which was not aiff~ren

tiated between reyular and !Jremium. However, for the selfservice lifetime 

risK analysis, an avera~e oenzene ex!Josure concentration for only re!:!ular 

unleaded ~asoline was used, rather than a weiyhted averaye for both 

jJremium and re\:lular (as in the self--service incidence analysis). This 

resulted in benzene concentrations of U.YB p!Jm for unleaded gasoline ana 

1.46 jJ!Jm for leaded ~asoline. The self-service lifetime risk analysis 

estimates the risk associated with hiyh exposure to any one individual. 

Si nee 1 eaded ~a soli ne is bei ny !Jhased-out of the marketjJ 1 ace and was ex

jJected to be yone by the time frame of this analysis, the benzene concentra

tion for reyular unleaded yasoline was used in the lifetime risk analysis. 

2) The EPA used the procedure outlined in Table b-~ of the July 
1Yl34 analysis for the calculation of self-service incidence. (Tne 

1-1rocedure in Table 6-8 was used for self-service lifetime risk to an 

individual with hiyh eX!JOSure.) This ~rocedure does use only the 

self-service gasoline fraction. As suyyested by the commenter, only 
the nonayricultural throuyh!JUt was considered for service stations and 
the throughput already controlled by Staye II was considered. However, 

the existiny Staye II throuyhjJUt was calculated to be about Y 1-1ercent, 

rather than the lU percent assumed by the commenter, and the associated 
incidence was calculated at controlled levels ratner than zero. 

3) The method used by EPA does not double taunt the population at 

risk. Althouyh it may not nave Deen clear in the abbreviated derivation 

yiven in Table 6-5, the !Jrojections of incidence in any yiven year were 

calculated usiny tne ratio of leaded or unleaded throuyhput in the 
yiven year to the base year total national gasoline throughput. Thus, 

no correction is needed for the fraction of time each week S!Jent pum1-1iny 
. . .... 

leaded or unleaded gasoline. In fact, the weP.kly pumjJin~ rates are 
assumed only for lifetime risk calculations, but are not used in tne 

incidence calculations. 

Comment: Une commenter stated several alleged reasons for Delievin\:1 

that the risk analysis underestimates the !JUblic health risks. The EPA 
has excluded 1-1assenyers in cars at service stations wno are eX!JOSea durin~ 

refueliny. Furthermore, even thouyh USHA has the authority to 1-1rotect 
em!Jloyees, it is indefensible that the analysis iynore the cancer inci

dences ~ssociated with em~Jloyees and the resulting employee incidence 

reduction resultin\:1 from the control strate~ies (1-H-11~). 
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Response: The EPA considered the inclusion of passengers in cars 

at service stations dur~ny refueling. However, the exposure concentra

tion is proportional to the inverse of the cube of the distance from 

the source; windows are closed about one-half of the year, even on 

cars without air conditioning; and the fraction of cars with air condi

tioning and, thus, with windows closed nearly year-round is increasing. 

Therefore, the incidence due to passenger exposure was considered in 

the analysis to be negligible. For lifetime risk due to high exposure, 

a high estimate of passenger exposure was considered in developing the 

assumption of 50 years of equivalent 4U gal/week usage. Even so, the 

passenger exposure contribution to total lifetime risk was nearly 
negligible. Although OSHA has the authority to protect employees, 

estimates of the incidence resulting from occupational exposure of 

service station employees were included in thP. reanalysis. The inclu

sion of service station occupational incidence provides a more complete 
assessment of the baseline incidence due to vehicle refueling and the 
benefits of the various control strategies. 

9.2.4 Lifetime Risk 

Comment: One commenter stated that EPA declined to sum the 
category-by-category lifetime risk on the assumption that it is 

unlikely that any one individual would be exposed to high exposures 
from any two source categories. The commenter claimed that this 

assumption is flawed because it is highly probable that some of the 
most exposed persons near various types of wholesale operations also 

frequently visit, or may even work at, service stations (I-H-11~). 

Response:. Jhe EPA still deems it appropriate to calculate the life

time risks by individual source categJry and consider them separately. 

In particular, the individual categories are controlled ·by different 

control options, so presenting the individual categories presents the 
resulting risk reductions more clearly. Admittedly, some individuals 

may be exposed to several source categories at the same time. However, 
it is less likely that they would be subject to high exposures from all 

categories, because the high exposure scenarios assume that several of · 
one type of facility are close together. To examine the possible impacts, 

the lifetime risks could be added together, but the resulting sums 

would not differ significantly from the risk for bulk terminals alone. 
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9.3 EXPOSURES DURING SELF-SERVICE REFUELING* 

9.3.1 Gasoline Pumping Rate* 

Comment: Two commenters felt that EPA 1 s use of 8 gal/min to 
represent the range of pumping rates of 8 to 12 gal/min inflatei the 

apparent risk from self-service (I-H-114, I-H-127). Another commenter 
also disagreed with the EPA assu;nption that gasoline pumps operate at 

an average of 8 gal/min. The EPA had justified this value on the basis 
that filling rates are frequently extended by persons "topping off", or 

by automatically reduced pumping rates at the end of prepaid fill-ups. 
Although the commenter agreed that this does increase exposure time, it 
seems that gasoline vapor concentrations would be proportionally reduced 
due to a slower pumping rate. The end result of EPA 1 s assumption is a 

50 _percent higher prediction of cancer among people who fuel their own 
vehicles (I-H-101). 

Response: Data received from API (I-D-38) and other background 
data on gasoline pumping rates were re-examined. These data showed 
that gasoline pumps typically operate within a range of 6.5 to 12 gal
lons per minute. The API stated that roughly one-half of the service 
station pumping systems use suction pumps, which normally can operate 
at 8-9 gpm, while the other hal~ use submersible pumps, which typically 
can operate at 10 gpm or more, _but vary in rate depending upon the number 
of nozzles operating simultaneously and the pumping distance. The API 

also stated that some cars must be filled at low rates to avoid nuisance 
shutoff, and rep.orted the statement of one nozzle manufacturer •s engi -· 

neer that the average automobile fill configuration would not accept 
more than about 8 gpm without nuisance shutoff. The Agency concluded 

that the 8 gallon per minute level was a reasonable assumption. A 
Stage II system may generally require· a slower pumping rate than an 

onboard system; however, this could not be clearly determined from the 
data. The API reported, for example, that "second-generation" balance 
systems operate at 5-8 gpm, while newly certified systems allow 10· gpm. 

*1984 Federal Register Topic. 
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9.3.2 Number of Tank Fillings* 

Comment: One commenter cited recent studies showing average annual 

miles traveled per household vehicle as ranging between 10,100 and 
11,600. Average fuel efficiency of household vehicles was given as 

14.7 mpg in 1982, and projections of average fleet fuel economy of 
17.5 mpg in 1984, 23.8 mpg in 1990, and 27.9 mpg in 1995 were reported. 

Assuming that the average vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the 1995 to 
2000 time period will be 11,000 miles per year at a fuel efficiency of 

27.9 mpg, the commenter calculated the average fuel consumption per 
vehicle as 394 gal/yr. Assuming a weekly fill, this would be equivalent 
to a consumption of approximately 7.5 gal/week. If a high exposure is 
represented by a salesperson traveling 3 to 5 times the average VMT, 

the fuel consumed would range between 23 and 38 gal/week, so that the 
EPA assumption of 40 gal/week seems very high. Furthermore, they noted 

that the assumed high exposure period of 50 years of life implies that 
such people would be driving the same number of miles, even when 70 
years old (assuming the average salesperson begins employment at age 
20). Since most people retire at around 65 years of age, they thought 
that driving 3 to 5 times the average VMT for 50 working years over
states the exposure ris~. The commenter suggested that an estimate of 
30 to 35 working years and an average use of about 30 gal/week may be 
more reasonable for. the high exposure scenario (I-H-126). 

Response: As the commenter estimated, 38, or about the 40 gal/ 
week used in the analysis, is a high, but reasonable, usage rate for a 

high exposure scenario. Although a correspondingly high working life 
might be 45 years (from 20 to 65 years of age), the 50-year exposure 
1 i fe was assumed in o:·d~r to account for 1 ower usage rates before 
employment and after retirement. The 30 to 35 working years and average 
use of about 30 gal/week suggested by the commenter are, indeed, reason
able estimates of average usage or high typical usage. The EPA estimate, 

however, although not a maximum exposure scenario, is designed to 
reflect the high end of exposures that could reasonably be expected. 

9.3.3 Exposure Concentrations* 

Comment: One commenter stated that his company had collected 
14 air samples to measure face level customer exposure to benzene and 

*1984 Federal Regi~ter Topic. 
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other hydrocarbons during self-service filling, and found the average 
total hydrocarbon concentration to be similar to that used in the EPA 
evaluation. However, benzene concentrations were measured at U.U4 to 

0.15 ppm, and averaged u.U6 ppm (compared to EPA•s figures of 0.96 ~pm 

for unleaded and 1.46 ppm for leaded gasoline) (1-H-24). 

Two other commenters stated that the API/Clayton self-service 
exposure concentrations are most likely unrepresentative in terms of 

both population distribution and seasonal variation. In addition, 
these commenters felt that the concentrations were questionable because 

the benzene-to-gasoline vapor ratio seemed too low and because the ben
zene vapor content was found to be higher for leaded gasoline than for 
unleaded gasoline (1-H-114, I-H-127). One of the commenters concluded 
that the results of the API/Clayton study are not relevant for deter

mining health effects from refueling vapors (1-H-127). The commenters 
further concluded that the uncertainties cast doubt on whether self

service is dominant in nationwide risk. 
One commenter requested further information about the methodoloyy 

used in the API exposure study, stating that ambient and tank tempera
tures, wind speed and direction, humidity, position of sam~ler, fill 
rate, and sampling pump flow rate can all affect air concentration 
measurements (I-H-72). Another said that there is some 4uestion as 

to the validity of the API/Clayton exposure data, with reyard to the 
sample flow rates used, the statistical manipulation of data, and the 

high benzene concentrations found in the gasoline bulk samples 

(I-D-~1). 

One commenter stated that the variability in the actual measured 
exposure data c0uld not be determined from the evaluation document, 
remarking that use of the maximum observed vapor concentration may over
state the exposure, while average observed concentrations may understate 

the same exposure (I-H-126). 
Response: The Clayton work is, in EPA 1

S assessment, the most 
com~rehensive refueling study available. In addition, the results of 
the Clayton study are basically similar to the results of other studies. 

It is true that the mean res~lts of studies assessing time-weighted 
averages (TWA) of service station employees vary from u.08 to U.Sb ppm 
for benzene, with a total ·range of individual measurements-of <U.U1 to 
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2.U~ ppm (1-F-13, 1-IJ-17). Tne only study assessiny total gasoline 
vapors reported a mean of 8.3 ppm and a ranye of 0.42 to 114 ppm (1-F-13). 
These results for time-weighted averayes of occupational exposure ar~ 

in yeneral agreement with those reported by the commenter (1-H-24). 
The Clayton study, however, assessed exposure concentrations during 

refueling time only, which is the relevant concentration for self
service refueling. A statistical analysis was performed of the station 
geometric means of concentrations by volume, calculated from the Clayton 

concentrdtions by mass and station temperatures. The results are as 

follows: 

Lower !:io% Upper Yo% 
Pollutant/ Arithmetic Number of Confidence Confidence 
Gasoline TyEe Mean Stations Minimum Maximum Limit Limit 

BENZENE 

Unleaded Regular 0.9~ 13 0.41 1. 7!:1 .0. 7U 1.26 
Leaded Regu 1 ar l.4U 12 O.S4 4.11 0.78 2.U2 
Premium Unleaded 0.82 ~ U.10 1.61 0.32 1.32 

All Unfeaded 0.96 NA o. 38 1.77 0.65 1.26 
(Ann. Avg.) 

All Gasoline 1.03 NA 0.40 2.1S 0.67 1.3!:1 
(Ann. Avg.) 

GASOLINE VAPORS 

Unleaded Regular 61.1 13 1!:1 .1 126 41.8 8U.4 
Leaded Regular 76.2 12 18.0 174 43.0 109.4 
Premium Unleaded 69.2 y b.4 1SO 4U.!:J 97.6 

All Unleaded 62.0 NA 19.8 129 41.6 82.4 
(Ann. Avg.) 

All Gasoline 64.3 NA 19. b 136 41.9 86.8 
(Ann. !\v3.) 

As can be seen, the annual· average values for benzene from all gasoline 
is 1.0 ppm with 9b percent confidence limits of 0.67 and 1.39 ppm. The 
range of station yeometric means was U.40 to 2.15 ppm weighted for all 
gasoline types, 9r 0.10 to 4.11 ppm for the most extreme values for any 
fuel type. Other studies reported values for refueling time only with 
means of U.l to 1.2 ppm and a total ranye of <O.U1 to 3.2 iJIJm (1-F-'13, 
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1-F-141). As shown above, the Clayton-based annual averaye values for 

yasoline vapors from all gasoline is 64.3 ~~m with 9o ~ercent confidence 
limits of 4L and 82 ~pm. The range of station yeometric means was 2U 
to 136 ppm weighted for all gasoline types, or 1H to 174 ~pm for the 

most extreme values for any fuel type. The one other available study 
reported values for refueling time only with a mean of 41.7 ppm and a 

range of 1.8 to ~~ p~m. 
The cPA's environmental Monitoring Systems Lab (EMSL) also con

ducted a brief refueling exposure study (I-A-67). The results of this 
study agreed well with the data used as a basis for the risk analysis. 
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9.4 KEFEKENCES (Comment letters are not rej)eated here. See Chapter 1, 
Table 1-1, for a complete list of comment letters.) 

I-A-9 Study of Gasoline Vapor Emission Controls at Small l)ulk Plants. 
U.S. EPA, Region VIII. Prepared by Pacific Environmental 
services, Inc. October 1976. 

I-A-34 Bulk Gasoline Terminals - Backyround Information for Proposed 
Standards. U.S. EPA. Kesearch Trianyle Park, NC. EPA-45U/3-
8U-U38a. December 1980. 

I-A-67 Self-Service Station Vehicle Kefue1iny Exposure Study. 
Environmental Monitoring Systems Laboratory, u.s. EPA. Researcn 
Triangle Park, NC. Undated. 

I-D-17 Letter and enclosure from O'Keefe, W.F., American Petroleum 
Institute, to Newburg-Rin, S., U.S. EPA, Uffice of Toxic 
Substances. September 20, 1983. Transmittal of final re!Jort: 
"Gasoline Exposure Study for the American Petroleum Institute 
(API), Washington, D.C.," prepared by Clayton Environmental 
Consultants, Inc., dated Auyust 2~, 1983. 

I-D-38 Letter and enclosures from Crockett, P.E., American Petroleum 
Institute, to Gray, C.L., u.s. EPA. August 8, 1984. Information 
on gasoline dispensing rates. 

I-F-13 Quest for a Gasoline TLV~ McDermott, H.J., et al., snell Uil 
Company, San Kamon, California. American Industrial Hygiene 
Associ at ion Journal (39) :110-117. February 1978. 

I-F-103 Health Effects of Benzene. Part 8. State of California 
Department of Health Services/Epidemiological Studies Section. 
July 1984. -

I-F-141 "Service Station Attendant • s Exposure to Benzene and Gasoline 
Vapors." American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal 
(4U): 315-321. April 1979. H.J. McDermott and G.A. Vos, 
Shell Oil Company, San Ramon; Californi~. 
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10.0 OTHER METHODOLOGIES AND CONSIDERATIONS 

lU.l LEGAL AND POLICY CONSIUERATIONS 

Comment: One commenter felt that EPA should ado~t Staye I controls 

for all sources that currently do not have these controls (including 

bulk plants, terminals, and service stations). Further, the Agency 

should require achievement of the lowest achievable emission level, 

rather than RACT limits, which are considerably higher than the limits 

that can be reached with the same technology usiny good operational and 

maintenance ~ractices. An example of this difference was provided by 
the canmenter for bulk terminals, where the RACT limit for va~or ~ro

cessors is 80 my/liter, and the LAEI< limit is 30 mg/liter (I-H-115). 

Response: The Agency is currently considering the role of Stage I 

controls in the gasoline m~rketing regulatory program. No final deci
sions have been reached on the application and stringency of such 

controls. 

Comment: One commenter fe 1 t that the comprehensiveness of EPA's 

July 1984 analysis makes for an unwieldy document in which important 

issues are lost in trivia. For example, since Stage I was shown to 
have a negligible effect on annuai incidences of cancer and all ozone 

nonattainment areas should have adopted Stage I, they felt there was 

little sense in carryiny on with ·the analysis of Stage I on a nation

wide basis (I-H-21)~ 

Kesponse: The Agency considers it important to include an evaluation 
of Stage I impacts because Stage I is part of the gasoline marketing 

chain. ·More·over·, Stage I annual incidence estimates in the analysis 

~rovide a basis for comparison cf the relative impacts of the several 

exposure ~athways and sources. 

Comment: One commenter felt that attention should be yiven to the 

strategies that will meet established needs, such as: nationwide 

Stage I control to remove more than half of the gasoline va~ors at low 

cost, Stage II c~ntrol in areas that must attain ozone air 4uality 

standards by the 1987 deadline, and reduction of the va~or pressure of 
gasoline to restore current evaporative controls to a better workiny 

order (I-H-101). 
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Response: The question of.whether to re4uire adoption of Staye I 
controls beyond nonattainment areas, where it is already required, is 

stil 1 being considered by the Ayency. The rulemaking actions taken by 
the Agency include a proposal to reduce in-use fuel volatility, as the 
commenter suygests. As described in the proposal for onboard control 

of vehicle refueling, the Agency currently does not intend to require 

Stage II controls in areas where it is not presently installed (or bein9 
installed) or where the applicable SIP does not contain a commitment to 

instal 1 Stage II. However, it is a potential measure for States to 
consider in developing revised nonattainment plans (see the onboard 
Federal f{egister announcement for further discussion of Stage II issues). 

Comment: One commenter felt that the July 1~84 EPA analysis repre
sents an important departure from custom at EPA, in th~t health effects 
and control alternatives are analyzed simultaneously. In the past, 
they noted that EPA has established that there is a problem and then 
independently endeavored to solve it. They felt the evaluation estab
lishes that there are essentially two problems, i.e., ozone nonattain
ment and cancer incidences, that may not have the same solution. They 
felt the effort to simultaneously analyze health effects and control 
alternatives fails to ass'gn a monetary value to reductions in morbi
dity or mortality associated with the control strategies. Furthermore, 
they noted that the ·precedent is hereby established for the selection 
of control alternatives based on 11 dollars per cancer incidence prevented. 11 

They felt Congress clearly did not intend such compromises when it 

promulgated the Clean Air Act (I-H-21). 
Response:. u-The EPA does not agree with the commenter's view that 

it is Ayency policy to .;gnore potential solutions when analyzing 
environmental problems. The Agency assesses possible courses of action 
in its analytical work; to do otherwise would be irresponsible. The 
gasoline marketing analysis on which comment was sought presented the 

regulatory alternatives in some detail for the ~xpress purpose of 
stimulating comment from the public. Concerning the nature of the 

problem, the commenter suggests that there are two aspects--ozone ~on
attainment and hazardous exposure. In fact, there are more, including 
transport of ozone and ozone precursors from attainment to nonattainment 
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areas, maintenance of air quality in ozone attainment areas, and 

potential benefits derived from reducing ozone levels in attainment 

areas. As ex~lained in the Federal ~egister pro~osal, EPA believes that 

vehicle onboard controls is the solution that, overall, deals best with 

~11 of these problems. 

It is true that a specific monetary value for reduction in morbidity 

was not included in the analysis (except for the implied benefit for 
reducing VOC in nonattainment areas, which is primarily concerneo with 

morbidity effects). The ability to monetize morbidity effects (as 

related to levels of exposure) for ~ollutants such as benzene and gas 
vapors is limited, because such linkages are not well defined. To the 

extent that such effects (and benefits) exist, the analysis understates 

the advantages of controlling refueling emissions. 

Comment: Several comrnenters questioneo the interpretation of 

Sections 112 and 324 of the Clean Air Act applied in the analysis. Two 

commenters examined Sections 112 and 324 ana the relevant leyislative 
history, and believe it is clear that Congress intended to allow the 
control of a hazardous air pol·lutant·to take precedence over the exemp

tion for 11 independent small gasoline marketers 11 (1-H-114, 1-H-127). 

Another commenter felt the legislative history and a legal construction 

of Sections 324 and 112 indicate that Section 324 applies to any regu

lations or statutory authority that require the installation of vapor 

recovery equipment. Therefore, a reasonable interpretation would 

conclude that the exemption of small marketers allowed in Section 324 

is appropriate with reyard to any refueling strategies mandated under 
Sect ion. 112 .( L-H.-102). One commenter pointed out that neither Section 

324 of the Act 1101 anything in its legislative history affirmatively 
requires EPA·to regulate nonindependent stations below 5U,UUO gallons 
per month and that Congress was not trying to give independent stations 

a com[Jetitive advantage, but was seeking to [Jrotect tt1em from economi

cally infeasible ca~ital expenditures (1-H-94). 

Response: Sect ion 112 of the Act authorizes the Administrator to 

set emission sta'ndards for hazardous air pollutants. The strategies. 

evaluation was conducted, in part, to examine the feasibility of settiny 

Section 112 standards requiring vapor recovery on gasoline refueling 

operations. 
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Sectic 1s 323 and 324 provide: 

§323 ••• (a) The regulations under this chapter 
applicable to va~or recovery with res~ect to mobile 
source fuels at retail outlets of such fuels shall 
~rovide that the cost of ~rocurement and installation 
of such vapor recovery shal"l be borne by the owner 
of such out 1 et 

§324 ••• (a) The regulations under this chapter 
applicable to vapor recovery from fueling of motor 
vehicles at retail outlets of gasoline shall not 
apply to any outlet owned by an independent small 
b~siness marketer of gasoline having monthly sales 
of less than 5U,UOU gallons •••• 

(b) Nothing in subjection (a) shall be 
construed to prohibit any State from adopting or 
enforcing, with respect to independent small business 
marketers of gasoline having monthly sales of less 
than 50,UUU gallons, any vapor recovery requirements 
for mobile source fuels at rental outlets •••• 
Any vapor recovery requirement which is adopted by 
a State and submitted to the Administrator as part of 
its implementation plan may be approved and enforced 
by the Administrator as part of the applicable 
implementation plan for that State •••• 

The Conference Report on these provisions states: 

Under the conference a~reement, no station 
~hich is owned by an independent marketer and which 
has monthly throuyhput of less than 5U,UUU gallons 
of gasoline may be required, directly or indirectly, 
bY the Administrator under this Act to install and 
use vapor recovery equipment. 

H.K. Rep. No. ~64, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 182 (1977). 

The House Report explains the origin of the provisions: 

This approach [vapor recovery] is regarded as a 
necessary, but not sufficient, strategy in many areas 
for attaining the national primary oxidant standard. 

* * * * 

However, one major problem has become evident 
in the implementation of these [vapor recovery] 
controls. That problem[ ] is the capital costs of 
control which currently must be borne by the owner 
or operator of the station. 

H.R. Rep. No. 294, 95th Gong., 1st Sess. 299 (1~77). Rep. Whalen 

had introduced Sect ion 3 24 as a floor amendment with these words: 
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It would be a seriuus blow to our economy it 
the ~rice we had to ~ay for ap~lyin~ the Sta~e II 
L vafJor recovery] re\:!ulat ions to i ndeiJendent marKeters 
were the loss of, or serious damage to, the inde
fJendent seyment of the yasoline marketin~ industry. 

Conyressional Kesearch Service, A Le~islative History of the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1977 at 64H3 (1Y7H). 

Absent fJersuasive reasons to the contrary, statutes are inter-

~reted accordin~ to their fJlain rneaniny. ~' CP~C v. liTt Sylvania, 

447 u.s. lUI! (lYOO). Sections 3/!3 and 324 on their face a1-~~ly to any 

re~ulations under the Clean Air Act including standards fJromulyated 

under Section 112. Their broad ap~lication is also sup~orted by the 

legislative history; the Conference Ke~ort states that they forbid that 
small yas stations ..... be required directly or indirectly, by the 

Administrator under this Act to install and use va!Jor recovery e4ui~ment ... 
(em!Jhasis added). 

It is true that Conyress dia not s~ecifically address the aj.JfJlica
tion of Sections 323 and 324 to Section 112 standards, but 11 the 

absence of congressional focus is immaterial wnere tile fJlain lanyuaye 
a!Jplies. 11 Jefferson City Pharmaceutical Ass•n v. Abbot Laboratories, 

46U u.s. 1~U, 1U3 S.Ct. lUll, 1U17 n. 1H (19~3). 11 ll]t is no bar to 
inter~retiny a statute as applicable that the 4uestion which is raised 

or. the statute never occurred to the legislature ... Eastern Air Lines, 
Inc. v. C.A.~., 3~4 F.2d 507, 511 (D.C. Cir. 196~), citing Cardozo; 
The Nature of the Judicial Process, 1~ (1921). Accord, Montana Power 

Co. v. F.P.C., 44~ F.2d 739, 746 (u.c. Cir. 197U), cert den. 4UU u.s. 
1U13 (1971); Portland Cement Ass'n v. Kuckelshaus, 4Hb F.2d ::S75, ::SHU· 

(IJ.C. Cir. 1973), cert. den. 417 U.S. 921 (1974). 

Moreove·r; statutes should be inter!Jretea consistent with Conyress• 

intent. ~' U.S~ v. ~raverrnan, :;73 U.S. 4U5 (1963). Conyress• clear 

intent in Sections 323 and 324 was to relieve at least some yasoline 
retailers of certain econo'mic burdens which might be im~osed by tPA 

reyulations. Construing these sect ions to a~~ly to Sect ion 112 standards 

is consistent with that intent. 

Comment: Une commenter ex~ressed concern over the omission in 
the EPA re!)Ort of the statement by Vice President ~ush in A~Jril 19H1, 

that onboard control of refueliny emissions would not be im~osed on the 

automotive industry (1-H-117). 
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Kesponse: The Vice-President•s statement of April 19~1 and EPA•s 

own public announcement of its decision (I-G-7), were made at a time 
peMod when the domestic automobile manufacturiny industry was ex~eriencing 

massive layoffs and corporate losses. Since that time, the economic 
health of this industry has improved considerably. In light of that 

and more relevant information on the potential need for refueling controls, 

the Agency believed that an up-to-date evaluation of the potential 
impacts and desirability of onboard controls was warranted. 

Comment: One commenter stated that EPA has a legal requirement to 
make three decisions concerniny emissions of hydrocarbons in vehicle 

refueling: (1) Is regulation needed for direct protection of IJUblic 
health? (2) Is regulation necessary and cost effective for the reduc
tion of atmOS!Jheric oxidants in nonattainment areas? and (3) If reyula
tion for either reason is needed, should it be accomplished by control 
onboard the vehicle or at service stations (I-H-!:l!:l)? This commenter 

also stated that EPA must decide whether vehicles in-use are complying 
adequately with the evaporative emission standard ~nd, if not, how best 
to assure the adequate compliance of these and future vehicles. Further
more, this commenter stated that it is essential that the OfJtion chosen 
be one that will achieve the desired result at a minimum cost to the 
motoring public and, thus, EPA must avoid redundant actions. Specifi
cally, the commenter felt EPA must avoid requiriny both onboard and 
s~rvice station controls, both RVP restrictions and service station 
controls, or both RVP restrictions and onboard controls. For the 
public good, EPA must identify the one most cost-effective control 
option ( I-H--99-) •. 

Response: The Agency clearly is not limited to iaentifying 11 the 

one most cost-effective control option. 11 8ased on an extensive analysis 
of a broad range of options, the Agency has proposed to regulate refuel
ing emissions with onboard controls and to limit the volatility of in
use motor fuel. The rationale for these actions is thoroughly ex!)lained 
in the rulemaking proposals and accompanying support documents. 

Comment: One commenter felt that the Clean Air Act does not permit 
EPA to reject available measures for controlling carcinogenic pollutants 

on the basis of cost considerations (I-H-115). 
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Response: Neither Section 11' nor its leyislative history states 

that costs may not be considered. On the contrary, the legislative 

history indicates that cost factors may be taken into account. 

Section 112 was enacted in 1970. All of the bills considered by 

Congress provided that EPA could consider feasibility in setting stan

dards for hazardous air pollutants. For example, the Senate Report 

notes: 

The committee recognizes that some of these 
hazardous pollutants ••• are present in nearly 
all raw materials •••• Recognizing that complete 
control ••• may not be ••• practicable, the 
Committee has provided the Secretary with authority 
to differentiate amony cateyori es •••• 

s. Rep. No. 11~6, 91st Gong., 2d Sess. 2u (197U), reprinted in 

Congressional Research Service, A Legislative History of the Clean Air 
Act Amendments of 197U at 42U. 

There are sound reasons for interpreting Section 112 as permitting 
consideration of cost and feasibility when carcinogens are concerned. 
As EPA has consistently observed in Section 112 rulemakings, there is 

no direct evidence that air pol.lutants cause cancer. That is, there 

are no studies showing an increased incidence of cancer in humans due 

to exposure to particular pollutants in the ambient air. Instead, 

regulation of airborne carcinogens is based on studies of workers 
exposed in the workplace and animals exposed in laboratory experiments. 

However, the workplace and laboratory ex!Josures are much higher, gen

erally many orders of magnitude higher, than the levels of these carci

nogens found in the ambient air. It is only by extrapolation from the 

higher exposures to ambient levels that the Agency concludes that the .. 
air pollution due to these carcinogens threatens public health within 

the meaning of Section 112. This extrapolation is based on the 11 no 

threshold11 assumption, i ·~·'that~ exposure to a carcinoyen presents 

some risk, althouyh the risk becomes vanishinyly small as the exposure · 

does. Under the no threshold assumption, emission standards for carci

nogens under Section 112 could prevent all risks only by preventing all 

emissions and, h.ence, all ex!Josures. 
But EPA does not believe that Congress intended Section 112 stan

dards to ~revent all risks. Section 112(b)(1)(B) simply requires that 

standards be 11 at the level which in [EPA 1 S] judyment provides an ample 
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margin of safety to protect the public health from such a hazardous air 

f.JOllutant. 11 First, the requirement for an ample maryin of 11 Safety 11 

does not imf.JlY eliminating all risk. f'or examf,)le, the Uccu~Jational 
Safety and Health Act requires standards that 11 provide safe or healthful 

employment and !)laces of employment. 11 As the Supreme Court held in 
reviewing an OSHA benzene standard, 11 

• safe is not the equivalent 

of 1 risk-free. 1 11 Industrial Union Dept., AFL-CIU v. American Petro
leum Institute, 44B u.s. 607, 642 (1980). 

Second, Congress did not contemfJlate that Section 112 would require 
the elimination of all risk from, and all emissions of, carcinogens. 

Virtually every basic industry in our society - chemicals, petroleum, 
electric power, metals - emits one or more of the six carcinogens listed 

under Section 112 (asbestos, vinyl chloride, benzene, inorganic arsenic, 
radionuclides, and coke oven emissions). In most cases, these emissions 

cannot be completely eliminated. Therefore, standards prohibiting all 
emissions (and eliminating all risk) would effectively shut down the 
Nation's basic industry. The legislative history of Section 112 maKes 
clear that Congress had no such draconian results in mind. See Proposed 

Policy for Airborne Carcinogens, 44 Fed. Reg. 58642, 58659 - 58661 
(October 10, 1979). 

In these circumstances, EPA has established Section 112 standards 
for carcinogens at levels that reflect demonstrated, effective control 

systems. This reduces, but does not eliminate, emissions, exf.JOSure, 
and risK. It necessarily involves consider~ng feasibility and cost. 
First, a control system cannot be considered demonstrated or effective 
unless it is feasible. Second, whether a system is feasible depends 
in part on the reasonableness of its cost. 

The EPA has consistently interpreted Section 112 to permit the 

Agency to consider cost and feasibility, at least when setting standards 
for carcinogens. The EPA began implementing Section 112 on March 31, 

1971 (only 3 months after its enactment), when it listed 3 hazardous 
air pollutants, including the carcinogen asbestos. 36 Fed. Reg. 5931. 
The EPA thereupon proposed asbestos emission standards which, in every 
case, were based on identifi~d and feasible control techniques. 36 
Fed. Reg. 23239 (December 7, 1971). In promulgating those rules EPA 

stated that: 
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The EPA considered the possibility of banniny 
~roduction, processing, and use of asbestos or 
banning all emissions for asbestos into the atmosphere, 
but rejected these approaches •••• Either approach 
would result in the prohibition of many activities 
which are extremely important • • • • For example, 
demolition of any building containiny asbestos fire 
proofing or insulating materials would have to be 
prohibited ••• 3H Fed. Rey. H82U (col. 2) 
(April 6, 1973). 

The EPA has continued consistently to base Section 112 standards 

for carcinogens on consideration of, among other things, cost and 

feasibility. Amendments to standards for asbestos, 39 Fed. Rey. 3HU64 

(October 25, 1974); 40 Fed. Reg. 48229 (October 14, 1975); standards 

for vinyl chloride, 40 Fed. Reg. 59532 (December 24, 197~); 41 Fed. Key. 
46560 (October 21, 1976); proposed amendments to standards for vinyl 

chloride, 42 Fed. Rey. 29005 (June 7, 1977); amendments to standards 

lor asbestos, 43 Fed. Reg. 26372 (June 19, 1978); standards for benzene, 

46 Fed. Reg. 1165 (January 5, 1981); 49 Fed. Reg. 23498 (June 6, 19H4); 

proposed standards for benzene, 45 Fed. Reg. 26660 (April 18, 1980); 4o 
Fed. Reg. 83448 (December 18, 19!:)0); 45 Fed. Rey. !:)39S2 (December 19, 
1980); standards for radionuclides, 48 Fed. ~ey. 15076 (April 6, 1983); 

49 Fed. Reg. 43906 (October 31, 1984); standards for inorganic 
arsenic, 51 Fed. Reg. 27956 (August 4, 1986) 

This consistent and long-standing view of the Agency charged 
with implementing Section 112 is entitled to substantial deference. 

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Collins. 432 u.s. 46, 54-~o (1977). 

See Chevron USA~ Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837 (1984). 
Moreover, when Congress re-enacted the Act in 1977, it wa_s well· 

aware of EPA 1 s settled interpretation of Section 112. By that time, 
' - . .. 

the standards for asbestos and vinyl chloride had been proposed, 
promulgated, and litigated. Indeed, the principal amendment to Section 

112 was the explicit authorization of design, e4uipment, work practice, 
and operational standards (Section 112(e)), which were the heart of the 

asbestos standards. The legislati~e history states that 11 [t]his limited 

provision would fully authorize the present EPA regulations governing 
asbestos ... s. Rep. No. 127, 9Sth Cong., 1st Sess. 44 (1977), (enacted 

Amendments adopted the Senate bill without significant change, See 
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H.K. l<e!J. No. o64, ~oth Cony., ·1st Sess. 131-132 (1!::!77) (Conference 

l<e!Jort)). Conyress• re-enactment of Section 112 with full knowledye of 

t::PA 1 S interpretation turtt1er shows that interpretation to be reasonable. 

North Haven ~oard of Education v. ~e11, 4o6 u.s. 512, lU~ s. Ct. 1!::!1~, 

1~~~. (19~~); NLK~ v. ~ell Aerospace Co., 416 u.s. 267, 274-27o (1!::!74}, 

and cases cited therein. 

The EPA disagrees with the commenter•s claim ttlat there is a 

yeneral leyal ~rinci~Jle forbiddin~ consideration of cost under any 

statute using the phrase .. margin of safety ... for examf)le, in National 

Ass•n of Uemolition Contractors (NAUC) v. Costle, ~oo F.2d 74~ (D.C. Cir. 

1~77), the Court U!Jheld EPA 1 s action in settiny asbestos standards 
based on feasible control systems: 

NADC argues that the Administrator•s statutory 
mandate to f.lrotect the fJUblic health with 11 an amf.lle 
margin of safety 11 is inconsistent with his decision 
to use the 11 best available control methods •••• We 
disayree. 

Protection of the public with 11 C:tn am~Jle mar\:jin 
of safety" may necessitate use of different control 
measures •••• 56b Fed. Key. F.2d at 7o3. 

The cases cited by tne commenter, Lead Industries Ass•n v. tPA, 647 

F.2d 1130 (D.C. Cir. 19~0), cert. den. 449 U.S. lU42 (lY~U); American 

Petroleum Institute v. Costle, 66o F.2d 1176 (u.c. Cir. 1!:1~1}, cert. 
den. 102 S.Ct. 1737 (1~82); Hercules, Inc. v. t::PA, o~8 F.2d !::!1 

(u.c. Cir. 1!::!78), inter!Jret only two statutory provisions, Section 1U~ 

of the Clean Air Act, and Section 3U7 of the Clean Water Act. Those 

cases do not set forth a general principle that a statute usiny the 
phrase 11 margi~ of safety 11 forbids consideration of feasibility and 

cost. Un the contrary, those cases were based on detailed examination 

of Sections 1U9 and 3U7, each taken as a whole, along with their 

legislative history, Ayency intervretation, and the facts involved. In 
all these resvects, the cases are entirely different from the reyulation 

of carcinoyens under Section 112. 

Comment: Three commenters believed Section 2U2(a)(6} of the Clean 

Air Act reyuires t:PA to fJerform an analysis of Staye II ana onboard, 

and the Ayency must issue onboard regulations if they are desirable and 

feasjble. Tne analysis indicates ttlat onboard is SU!Jerior to Staye II; 
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therefore, EPA must issue onboard regulations if it is to comply with 
the statutory directive (1-D-54, 1-H-108, I-H-119). A second commenter 
also believed that the application of Section 2U((a)(6) to the findings 

contained in the Strategies Document effectively ~rohibits the selec
tion of Stage I I vapor recovery as a control strategy ( I-H-102). 
Another commenter ~ointed out that Section 2U2(a)(6) of the Act requires 
that onboard be studied as a substitute for g~soline vapor recovery 
(Stage II), and not as a complement to it.· Thus, EPA 1 s analysis appears 
to be contrary to the intent of Congress. The commenter concluded that 
no such legal questions would impede the expeditious implementation of 
a Stage II program (I-H-93). One commenter ~ointed out that in enacting 
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, Congress recognized the potential 

advantages of onboard controls in Section 202(a)(6), which requires EPA 
to prescribe onboard controls in preference to Stage II va~or recovery 
if the EPA Administrator finds employment of onboard controls to be 
feasible and desirable (I-H-94). One commenter stated that, if onboard 
controls are found to be the preferred strategy, the Agency should man

date these controls under Sect.ioo 202(a) to .. lock in .. their long-term 

benefits ( 1-H-94). 
Response: The EPA agrees that Section 2U2(a)(6) requires promul

gation of onboard controls if they are ultimately determined by EPA to 
be 11 feasible and desirable ... As fully discussed in the !Jroposed onboard 
rulemaking, EPA believes, at this time, that onboard controls are .. fea
sible and desirable 11 and has pro~osed such controls. Uf course, EPA 
welcomes comments on its current belief as to both the feasibility and 
desirability issues. If EPA finally- concludes that they are feasible 
and desirable," a·nboard controls will be required. 

As to the second commenter, EPA is not sure of the exact meaning 
of the somewhat vague suggestion that the 11 findings 11 in the Strategies 
Document (July 1984 analysis) ~reclude selection of Stage II controls. 
However, as discussed in the proposed onboard rule, EPA is proposing 
not to require Stage I I controls as a reasonably avai 1 able control 
strategy for all. ozone nonattainment areas under Section 172 of the Act. 

Regarding the comment that Section 2U2(a)(6) allows onboard only 
as a 11 Substitute 11 and not as a 11 Complement 11 to Stage II, EPA does not 
necessarily agree with the commenter•s conclusions. Although Section 
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2U2(a)(6) requires EPA to determine the 11 feasibility and desirability 11 

of onboard controls which would avoid the necessity of Staye II, it 

does not expressly preclude EPA from requiring both onboard and 

Stage II, if appropriate, after making such a determination. In any 

event, as discussed in the onboard proposal, EPA currently believes 

onboard is an effective substitute for Stage II and proposes not to 

require Stage II for al 1 ozone nonattainment areas under Section 172 
of the Act. (This response also applies to the third commenter dis

cussed above.) Of course, as stated in the onboard proposal, EPA 
expects States which have installed (or are installing) Stage II to 
continue to implement that measure unless and until they are replaced 
by onboard controls, and those States which have ·siP commitments to 

instal 1 Stage II to do so unless and until ade4uate substitute measures 
are submitted and approved. 

As to the final comment discussed above, EPA has f)roposed to 
require onboard controls and will promulgate such controls-- thus 
11 locking inn their benefits-- if, after evaluatiny the public comments 
on the proposal, EPA finally determines that they are feasible and 
desirable. 

1U.2 SUGGESTED REGULATOKY APPROACHES 

Comment: One commenter felt that there is no reason to require 

Stage II in areas now attaining the ozone ambient standard. Implemen
tation of Stage II systems in nonattainment areas would require that 

EPA take three main actions: (1) set a VOC recovery (emission· reduc
tion) standard, (2) develop a procedure for certifying compliance with 
the standard·, ·an·d (3) define an implementation schedule. 

This commenter suggested an emission standard no lowe/' than 
0.4 gram per gallon of gasoline dispensed under average conditions. A 
certification test, developed in conjunction with outside technical 
consultation, should be required only on a prototype system, and not at 
every service station utilizing the system. With regard to the schedule 

for implementation, the commenter felt all marketers should be re4uired 
to meet the same installation schedule. Further, exemptions given·to 
smal 1 or independent marketers would often be unjustified because many 
small facilities (non-retail trucking, automotive, or government) are 
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financially able to afford controls, and a facility•~ .emissions contri

bution does not depend on whether it is run by a major or an independent 

marketer. The commenter expressed strony opposition to exemptions 

based on company affiliation (I-H-99). 

Kesponse: As explained in the proposed rulemakiny, EPA does not 

intend to require adoption of Staye II in areas where it is not now in 

place or being installed or contained in a SIP commitment. However, 

States with SIP commitments to adopt Stage II may avoid that requirement 

if they submit adequate substitute measures that are approved by EPA. 

Stage II is a viable option for other States that need to develop 
strategies that will provide sufficient vue reductions to attain the 

ozone standard ex~editiously. The States that choose to adopt Stage II 

are free to set efficiency standards, exemption levels, and schedules 

that meet their VOC reduction needs, based on case-by-case analysis of 

local conditions. Such specifications would be subject to review and 

approval by EPA under the SIP processing procedures. 

Comment: Severa 1 commenters provided recommendations for further 

studies. Two commenters sugg~st~d t~e field testing of new equipment 
before mandating its use {I-H-42, 1-H-43). One commenter suygested 

that a comprehensive study be undertaken by a neutra; party to determine 
actual in-use efficiency and cost effectiveness (I-H-82). Another 
commenter urged EPA to research vapor recovery more fully and; working 

together with the petroleum industry, to come up with a solution that 

is acceptable to all parties (I-H-63). One commenter felt EPA should 

consider other strategies that combine onboard or Stage II .with controls 

on commercial and certification fuels (I-H-114). 
Hesponse: As explained in the onboard proposal, EPA believes that 

there are no problems with the onboard concept that cannot be resolved 
within the lead-time prov}ded. The principles of vapor recovery are 

well understood, and onboard is similar to the evaporative control systems 
that have been on cars for years. Therefore, no lony-term testing 

program, nor a .. comprehensive study ••• by a neutral third party .. is 

necessary. 
As noted earlier, the Agency has evaluated combining control of 

refueling and controls on commercial and certification fuel volatility, 

and proposes to regulate both VOC emissions problems. 
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Comment: A number of comm·enters made recommendations regarding 
possible standards. Two commenters expressed concern that the great 
complexities of VOC emission control may lead to regulations that are 
either unnecessary (as in the case of areas where there is no threat to 
the national ambient ozone standard) or so complicated as to be diffi
cult or impossible to implement and enforce (I-H-42, I-H-43). One 
commenter suggested that EPA proceed with nationwide implementation of 

Stage I controls because the findings suggest a high risk of cancer 

through occu~ational exposure by gasoline handlers (I-H-6S). Un the 

other hand, another commenter acknowledged that, while Stage I controls 
.are relatively cost effective in reducing vue emissions, a nationwide 
strategy to retrofit Stage I controls would not be cost effective in 
terms of environmental benefit. (Stage I controls are already largely 
in place in those areas where the NAAQS is not being attained or in 
question, and a nationwide program wo"uld not be cost effective in 
attaining natio~al ambient standards or reducing human exposure to gaso
line vapors.) (1-H-83). 

One commenter stated that they continue to support Stage I vapor 
recovery as the most cost effective measure for controlling vue 
emissions from fuel dispensing facilities. (I-H-94). One commenter 
stated that the installation of additional Stage I equipment is not 
justified because equipment to control hydrocarbon vapors emitted 
during loading of truck transports at gasoline terminals and during 
gasoline deliveries to service~stations alr.eady is installed in most 
areas not in attainment with the atmospheric oxidant standard (I-H-99). 

Response: As pointed out in Section 10.1, the Agency has not made 

a determination as to the need to extend coverage of Stage I controls.· 
As some commenters noted, Stage I is presently required in ozone non
attainment areas and is a cost-effective VOC control strategy. The 
Agency is presently evaluating whether also to require Stage I controls 
on gasoline marketing facilities in attainment areas, and will announce 
any proposed decision in the Federal Register. 

Comment: Une commenter felt the only quick, effective method of 
addressing a human health hazard from refueling vapors, if one is found 
to exist, is to equip all service stations with Stage II controls, 

remove benzene or other hazardous chemicals from commercial gasoline, 
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and reduce the RVP of gasoline to levels that can be more readily 

handled in the marketing stages and by the vehicle (I-H-1U1). 

Response: As described in the pro~osed rulemakiny, the Agency has 

decided that onboard control is the most effective solution overall 

to the refueling emissions problem. The Agency has examined the option 
of removing benzene from gasoline (l-1\-16), but that option is very 

expensive compared to other alternatives, and would not eliminate 
benzene tailpipe emissions completely, since benzene is also formed in 

the combustion process. The Agency has, however, proposed to reduce the 
RVP levels of commercial gasoline, as suggested by the commenter. 

Comment: Une commenter believed that more stringent limitations 

for existing bulk gasoline terminals are obtainable and cost effective. 

An emission rate of 35 milligrams per liter is obtainable through ~he 

use of 11 polishing 11 units. This commenter suggested that EPA recommend 

a 35 mg/liter limit in a revised Control Techniques Guideline (CTG) for 

existiny bulk terminals (I-H-118). 
Response: The EPA evaluated add-on or 11 pol i shi ng 11 units whi 1 e 

developing a new source performance standard for bulk terminals. Add-

on control systems were found to be unreasonably expensive in this 

earlier cost analysis [Appendix B in Bulk Gasoline Terminals - Backyround 

Information for Promulgated Standards (I-A-44)]. 

Comment: One commenter po1nted out that EPA is considering three 
facets of the need to control refueling vapors: very uncertain health 

effects, the known nonattainment of ozone standards, and an evaporati-ve 
issue related to commercial fuel characteristics. The commenter stated 

that EP~ should tie most interested in those solutions that directly 
attack the known ~roblems, under the conditions of lowest uncertainty. 

The commenter stated that if EPA feels compelled to control refueling 

vapors, then the solution is Stage II control in nonattainment areas 

and control of the volatility of commercial fuel. The commenter felt 
that this answer deals most directly with the known, understood issues, 

while avoiding t~e controversy over uncertain issues (1-H-lUU). 
Another commenter strongly urged the Agency to limit any vapor 

recovery reyu lat ion to the "selected nonattai nment areas" as discussed 
in the July 1984 Analysis Report, Chapter 4 and Tab.le 7-22, which 
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emphasizes the dramatic cost effectiveness advantage of so limiting the 

requirement (I-H-94}. 
Respdnse: The Agency has not taken the narrow views espoused by 

the commenters, but rather has examined the full range of known and 

potential problems associated with the refueling issue and the potential 

benefits to be realized from control. This examination included a 

careful consideration of the uncertainties involved. As a result, EPA 

proposes control of refueling emissions with onboard technology, and 
proposes to reduce the volatiiity of commercial gasoline. The basis 

for these decisions, including reduction of ozone levels in nonattain
ment areas, reduction in VOC/ozone transport, maintenance of acceptable 

ozone air quality levels, and reduction in nationwide cancer risks, is 

thoroughly explained in the applicable Federal Register notices. 

Comment: One commenter suggested that EPA establish a national 
program using onboard controls as soon as· possible rather than continue 

with a piecemeal program based on Stage II controls. The commenter 
claimed that 53 percent of all gasoline sold would be exempt from Stage 

II controls since it would be sold at stations selling less than 5U,UOU 

gallons per month, which are exempted by the Clean Air Act (I-H-13U}. 
Response: The rationale for adopting.onboard controls is thoroughly 

described in the proposed rulemaking. The following addresses an 

apparent misinter!Jretation by the commenter. The EPA analysis shows 
that 54 percent of all service stations (both independents and noninde
pendents) have a throughput of less than 5U,OUU gallons/month; however, 
they are not all exempted by the Clean Air Act. Only independent 
service. stat.io_ns_ with a throughput of less than ~u,oou gallons/month 
are exempted under Section 3~4 of the Act. The analjsis indicates that 

approximately 8U percent· of inde!Jendent stations have a through!Jut of 
less than 5U,UOO ~allons/month and would, therefore, be exempt from 

Stage II controls. Section 324 does not provide for specific exemptions 

of non-independent service stations. 

Comment: Une commenter strongly urged the Agency to limit any 

vapor recovery regulation to the 11 Selected nonattainment areas .. as· 

discussed in the July 1984 analysis, Chapter 4 and Table 7-22, which 

emphasizes the dramatic cost effectiveness ~dvantage of so limiting the 

requirement (I-H-94}. 
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Kesponse: The nonattainment areas described in the tables in 
Chapter 4, Table 7-22, and in the revised analysis are only examples 

constructed so that the impacts of controls on various groupings of 
nonattainment areas could be examined. The purpose of these yrou~ings 

was not to select a p~rticular grouping as the target for refueling 

controls. 

Comment: One commenter stated that EPA should not require implemen
tation of a dual ~royram. This commenter stated that Stage II vapor 
recovery at fuel dispensing facilities will not provide sufficient VOC 
emission reductions to warrant use as an interim measure during the 

gradual phase-in of enhanced onboard controls through vehicle fleet 
turnover. The comrnenter stated that the tot a 1 cost of a contra 1 IJrOgram 
to reduce VOC emissions from motor vehicle fueling using a dual program 
ap~roach would be unreasonable when compared to the costs and benefits 
of implementing either of the two program options inde!Jendently. Tni·s 
commenter stated that the cost effectiveness of Stage II will be 
significantly less if considered an interim measure since the full cost 
of capital investments must b~.~lloc~ted to the reduced VOC emission 
reductions realized prior to the obsolescence of the control program. 
The commenter pointe•~ out that to avoid undue economic hardship, the 

Clean Air Act provides for control requirements for Stage II to be 
phased in over at least a 3-year period and provides exemptions for 

small volume marketers. The commenter felt that this would delay VOC 
emission reduction benefits and would reduce the effectiveness of 
Stage II controls as an interim measure during enhanced onboard control 
phase-in (I-H-92). 

Response: The Mgency, as noted, has decided not to propose a 
dual program of onboard with Stage II as an interim measure. However, 

States with SIP commitments will be required to fulfill those commitments, 
either by carrying out Stage II or developing acceptable substitute 

measures consistent with VOC reduction needs. As the commenter ~oints 
out, the efficacy and reasonableness of Stage II as an interim measure 
depend in substa'ntial part on how long it will take to complete insta·ll:. 
ati.on of the system in a given area. 
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Comment: One commenter fel~ that there is no legal basis in the 
relevant sections of the Clean Air Act for the ,.significant risk,. hurdle 

that EPA has ~urportedly asserted must be cleared before regulatory action 
may be taken against cancer-causing pollutants. In the commenter's 

view, EPA has amassed sufficient evidence of a serious ~ublic health 

hazard that it must act now. This commenter stated that the risks to 

the individual and the level of incidence pass any conceivable 
11 Significance 11 hurdles EPA might wish to fashion and, accordingly, EPA 

must establish control requirements for all source categories in the 
gasoline marketing system (I-H-115). 

Response: This commenter argues that the legislative history of 
Section 112 does not support EPA's .. significant risk 11 test. The EPA 
disagrees. 

The definition of 11 hazardous air f.'Ollutant 11 was amended in 1'977. 
P.L. 95-YS, 91 Stat. 791 §40l(c). The legislative history of the 
amendment shows that it permits EPA to use a 11 Siynificant risk,. test. 
The purpose of the amendment was to codify the approach to health risks 
in Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, S41 F.2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 1976), cert. denied 426 

u.s. 941 (1976). As- the Committee ~eport states: 

In summary, the committee's action is intended to 
support the views expressed in ••• the Ethyl 
case ••• The committee's bill would also apply 
this interpretation to all other sections of the 
act relatinJ to public health protection [including 
section 112 • 

H.R. Rep. No. 95-294, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 49 (1977) (emphasis added). 
The House Repo~t _reflects Congress• intent. The Conference Committee 
adopted the ~ouse bill without any relevant change or comment; there 
was no comparable provision in the Senate bill. H.R. Rep. No. 95-o64, 

Y!:ith Cong., 1st Sess. 183-184 (1977) (Conference Report). 
The Ethyl case plainly states that a finding of 11 Significant riSk 11 

is an appropriate test for regulating: 

The Administrator ••• interpret[ed] "will 
endanger 11 to mean "presents a significant risk of harm." 
S41 F. 2d at 13; 

••• the threatened harm must be sufficiently 
significant to justHy health-based regulation of 
national impact. 
id. at 18 n. 32; 
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••• a 11 danger 11 
••• can be reyulated when the 

harm to be avoided is wides~read lead poisoning and 
the risk of that occurrence is 11

S i ynifi cant. .. 
id. at 20; 

• regulation was justified because the agyreyate 
was dangerous, and because leaded gasoline was a 
significant source that was particularly suited to 
ready reduction. 
id. at 3U (emphasis in oriyinal ); 

[U]nder the cumulative impact theory emissions must 
make more than a minimal contribution to total expo
sure in order to justify regulation ••• We accept 
the Administrator's determination that the contribution 
must be 11 Siynificant 11 before regulation is iJroper. 
~· at 31 n. 62; 

We believe the Administrator may reyulate ••• 
when he determines, based on his assessment of the 
risks ••• as guided by the policy judgment inherent 
in the statute, that [the] emissions ••• cause a 
significant risk of harm to the public health. 
~· at 31-32 (Footnotes deleted throughout). 

Moreover, the Committee Report makes clear that Congress was specifically 
adopting the significant risk test upheld in Ethyl: 

In Ethyl • · •• [the court] was called upon to review 
regulations promulgated by the Administrator ••• 
to protect the public health from what he found was 
11 a s i g n if i c a nt ri s k • 11 

H.R. Rep. No. ~o-2~4, Supra, at 43; 

After reviewing in detail for 2o pages the rationale 
for the Administrator's judgment that lead in 
gasoline did present a significant risK of harm, 
the Court concluded that the Administrator had 
11 handled an extraordinarily complicated 1-1roblem 
with yreat care and candor ... 
~~ at 47; 

The committee's purposes ••• may be summarized 
as follows: ••• to authorize the Administrator 
to weigh risks· ••• 
~· at 49; 

In upholding • Ethyl, the committee is moving 
in a direction which is consistent with most judicial 
interpretations of the act. Most other courts have 
helct'that a substantial element of judgment, including 
making comparative assessment of risks, • are 
necessary and permissible under the act ••• 
id. at 5U; 
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••• [T]he committee languaye is 'intended to emphasize 
the necessarily judgmental element in the task of 
predicting future health risks of present action 
and to confer on the Administrator the requisite 
authority to exercise such judyement. 
id. at 51. 
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1U.3 REFERENCES {Comment letters are not repeated here. See Chapter 1, 
Table 1-1, for a complete list of comment letters.) 

1-A-16 Cost of ~enzene Reduction in Gasoline to the Petroleum Kefininy 
Industry. U.S. EPA. Kesearch Trianyle Park, N.C. EPA-45U/3-7~
U21. April 1~78. 

1-A-44 Bulk Gasoline Terminals - Backyround Infonnation for Promulyated 
Standards. U.S. EPA. Research Trianyle Park, N.C. EPA-45U/ 
3-8U-U38b. August 1~83. 

I-G-7 Control of Air Pol.lution from New Motor Vehicles and New Motor 
Vehicle Engines: Certification and Test Procedures. U.S. EPA. 
46 FK 21628. Apri 1 13, 19~1. 
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